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Section Introduction - 
Overview

The structure o f The introduction includes three sections which describe first the national accounting framework within 

the Handbook which the financial and sector accounts are compiled, and then the sectors and financial instruments

that are used as the basic building blocks.

The main part of the handbook then follows the layout of the chapters which appear monthly in Financial 

Statistics. Typically, the notes on each chapter open with general introductory information. This is followed

by explanatory notes on each table or, when appropriate, each group of tables, numbered as in the 
November 1995 issue.

In addition there are two annexes covering:

explanatory notes to the supplementary tables which appear regularly in Financial Statistics

(2) tables showing the codes by which the series in the financial accounts matrix (Table 8.1 A) 

and the sector balance sheet (Table 9.1 A) may be identified in the CSO Databank.

Changes from  In order to make it easier to see where changes have occured, changes to the text since the 1994

1994 Edition edition are indicated by the asterisk denotation as shown at the foot of each header page.

Detailed information relating to periods pre 1985 has been much reduced in this edition. Readers may 

wish to refer to the 1994,or earlier editions, for these details.

The structure of Financial Statistics consists of two main parts: 
Financial Statistics

P a rti : 

Part I I  :

General financial statistics 

Financial and sector accounts

This reflects a distinction between Ireestanding” and “consistenf data. Part I  consists mainly of 

freestanding data based on the latest available monthly data sources. Part I I  contains a consistent set 

of financial and other sectoral accounts. The latter form part of the integrated quarterly national economic 

accounts (published in UK Economic Accounts A quarterly supplement to Economic Trends) and are 

consistent with the estimates of gross domestic product and the balance of payments.

Much of the data given in Part I  is also incorporated in Part II. In some cases the same series can be

identified in both, but frequently the data from Part I  are rearranged and reclassified,and additional

estimates made. The main feature of Part I I  is that the data for every financial instrument are fully

“sectorised". In other words, the assets, liabilities and transactions of every sector are identified. In

many cases this involves estimates made on the basis of reasonable assumptions rather than firm 
information.

While many of the tables in Part I  are updated every month, those in Part I I  are compiled only once a 

quarter, and remain unchanged until the next quarter. The data in Part I I  are updated in the January, 

April, July and October editions. Data for previous quarters may also be constrained by the application 

of the CSO National Accounts Revision Policy, (see Economic Trends October 1993).

*  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition *  denotes the end o f the changes
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Part I: General financial statistics
The data in Part I are the latest available at the time of going to press. The tables are arranged in the 
following chapters.

Chapter 1 - Public This chapter relates to the public sector borrowing requirement (PSBR), its financing and measures 

sector finance of government debt. Following a summary table on the PSBR there are details of the financing of

the borrowing requirements of central government, of local authorities and of public corporations.

Chapter 2 - Central In this chapter, details are given of the receipts and expenditures leading to the central government 

government revenue borrowing requirement. The relationship between national accounts data and the public expenditure 
and expenditure control total is spelt out.

Chapter 3 - Money This chapter contains data on the money supply as compiled by the Bank of England, together with 

supply and credit details of specific types of credit and loans secured on dwellings.

Chapter 4 - Banks and A summary of the balance sheet of the Bank of England is followed by details of the banking sector 
building societies as a whole and of the building societies.

Chapter 5 - Other This chapter contains details of the financial activity of other financial institutions, starting with long- 
financial institutions term insurance and pension funds.

Chapter 6 ■ Data on companies and corporate financing - in particular company liquidity and capital issues - are 

Companies and presented in this chapter. Details of the borrowing requirement of industrial and commercial 
capital issues companies are to be found in Part I I  (Table 10.6C).

Chapter 7 - Exchange Data on exchange rates, interest rates and security prices are to be found in this chapter, 
rates, interest rates

and security prices

Part II: Financial and sector accounts

Some series in this part also appear in Part I  with the same four-letter series identifier. In such 

cases the data may differ slightly, since the figures in Part I are always the latest available, while 

those in Part I I  are those available at the start of the process of compiling the full set of national 

accounts for the latest quarter, typically nine or ten weeks after the end of that quarter.

This compilation process is complex because so many of the estimates are interrelated. Changing 

a single series in one part of the system can have not only fairly obvious effects on directly related 

series but also unexpected ramifications in apparently distant parts of the accounts. Each quarter 

the data are subjected to intensive scrutiny to examine their plausibility, consistency and coherence, 
before they are considered fit to publish.

This part contains a consistent set of financial and other sectoral accounts. The latter form part of *  

the integrated quarterly national economic accounts and are consistent with the estimates of gross 
domestic product and the balance of payments.
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Because of this, and in order to avoid what are usually unimportant revisions to the estimates 

between quarters, no further updating takes place to the national accounting dataset until the next 

quarter’s data are available.

Chapter 8 • Financial
accounts

Chapter 8 presents the sector financial flow accounts, firstly in the form of the financial transactions 

matrix for the most recent quarter. Subsequent tables display time series for the financial account of 

each sector, corresponding to each column of the matrix. Finally there is a table showing the 

differences between total identified financial transactions and the financial surplus or deficit measured 

from the current and capital accounts of the sectors.

Chapter 9 • Financial This chapter presents the sector balance sheets classified in a way that corresponds closely with 

balance sheets that of the flow accounts.

Chapter 10 -Sector

accounts

In this chapter, a set of accounts is published for each main sector. This includes a current {or 

appropriation) account, a capital account and a financial account. The financial accounts generally 

use a presentation different from the standard format of Chapter 8. In some cases the capita! and 

financial accounts are combined into an alternative presentation - sources and uses of funds.



Section The conceptual framework

Introduction

The national accounts

The data in Part I I  of Financial Statistics is presented within a comprehensive national accounting 

framework, which is described briefly in this Section. Further explanations are to be found in the 

current edition of United Kingdom National Accounts, the CSO Blue Book, and in United Kingdom 
National Accounts: Sources and Methods (HMSO, 1985).

Conceptually, the consolidated accounts of the nation can be thought of as two main accounts. The

first of these concerns production activities; the second concerns the nation’s income and its 
disposal.

Domestic PRODUCTION of goods and services

Domestic

PRODUCTION

Supply

Imports

GDP (value added)

Total supply

Demand

Exports

Final consumption 

Capital formation 

Total demand

The first account, in which gross domestic product (GDP) may be seen as the balance, is the 

nation’s operating account. Broadly, it is a consolidation of the operating accounts of every producing 

unit in the country, (excluding sales and purchases of intermediate products.) On the right hand side 

are total sales (or output) of goods and services. In the national accounts these are classified into 

three main categories of final demand; exports, final consumption expenditure and capital formation 

(investment in fixed assets and stocks). On the left are the overall costs of productionithe nation's 

purchases of goods and services from the rest of the world,(imports) and the value added or gross 

domestic product(GDP), consisting broadly of employment income (wages and salaries etc), gross 
operating profits and taxes on expenditure /ess subsidies

National INCOME and its disposal

National INCOME

Income

GDP (factor income)

Net income 
from abroad

National

disposable income

Expenditure

Final consumption

Capital formation

Net lending to Rest of World

National

expenditure

The second account is more like that of a household, in which income is received from productive 

activity (for example in a pay packet) and spent on food, clothing, housing, etc. Any balance left over 

may be kept in a bank account. The left hand side of the national income account refers to the 

nation’s income, particularly the value added (GDP) brought down from the production account. In 

this context the GDP is known as factor income. Taxes on expenditure less subsidies (also known 

as the factor cost adjustment) are also included. Net income from abroad includes receipts less 
payments of factor income (interest, profits and dividends), and other transfers with no quid pro quo. 

The right hand side of the account shows how the income is spent. The expenditure may be on
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consumption, on investment in fixed assets and stocks or on the net acquisition of financial claims. 

It is one of the fundamental identities of macro-economics that these claims are necessarily on the 

rest of the world.

Balance of payments Balance of payments

(A consolidation of the two accounts above)

Debits

Imports

Net lending to 

Rest of the World

Credits

Exports

Net income 

from abroad

’ conceptually equal to the current balance

These two basic accounts can themselves be consolidated by putting them together and eliminating 

common elements from both sides of the account. The result is a summary balance of payments 

account as shown below. In balance of payments terminology, net lending to the rest of the world is 

equal to the “balance on current accounf. In the United Kingdom this is usually net borrowing rather 

than lending.

Features of the The above structure is a considerable simplification, but it provides a useful basis for understanding 

accounts how the more detailed accounts fit together.

Some of the features of the production account are briefly as follows:

the account can be elaborated into "commodity flow” and “kind of activity” accounts, and 

ultimately input/output tables;

it provides the framework within which GDP can be estimated, particularly from the expend! 

ture and the output approaches:

the natural classification is by industry (SIC) or type of commodity:

the data mainly concern goods and services which (by partition into prices and quantities) can 

in principle be expressed in constant as well as current prices.

On the other hand, although there are several elements in common with the production account 

above, the income account has a quite different perspective, for example: 

the account can be sub-divided into current, capital and financial accounts by introducing a balance 

after each expenditure item;

it can be elaborated into “sector accounts” with the inclusion of inter-sectoral transfer payments 

and financial transactions;

the institutional sector is the appropriate classification for the economic units concerned;

these sector accounts provide the appropriate framework for studying the income measure of 

GDP, its distribution and redistribution; consumption and saving; investment and its financing, 
etc.

In addition this sector framework may be used to compile national and sector balance sheets showing 

the stock of assets and liabilities which may often influence the flows.
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Framework issues A key element in the national accounting framework is that, in principle, every transaction should 

have a common valuation and a common timing from the point of view of both parties involved. 
Othen/vise the accounts would not balance.

The sector accounts

Also, the effects of one transaction can appear in several places in the accounts; if someone buys a 

new car, for example, it results in an increase In consumption expenditure, an increase in the bank 

balance of the institution selling the car. an increase in lending to the purchaser, an increase in 

government income (through accrued VAT) plus an accruals adjustment because the VAT has not 
yet been received into the Consolidated Fund.

Summary The integrated economic accounts of the United Kingdom fall into three major parts, corresponding
to the three components of the model descibed above:

GDP and its components;

the sector accounts;

the balance of payments.

These accounts are presented in the Economic Trends Quarterly Supplement

The figures in Part 2 of Financial Statistics fall exclusively into the second category, sector accounts. 

They comprise a full set of sector accounts (Chapter 10) as well as the sector financial accounts 
(Chapter 8) and financial balance sheets (Chapter 9).

As indicated above, the simplified model account of national income and its appropriation can be 

elaborated to form a consistent set of sector accounts. This is done in two dimensions, by sectors 
and types of transaction, described below.

A third dimension, related to capital and financial transactions, is that of asset and liability levels, the 

national and sector balance sheets. These are described in more detail in Chapter 9 of the Handbook.

The first dimension is that of the institutional sectors. These are groupings of economic units, brigaded 

broadly according to their role in the economy. Examples of these roles in terms of the model account 

under consideration are: income generation, income redistribution, private consumption, collective 

consumption, investment, financial intermediation, etc. Most units play more than one role, but a 

natural and useful classification is to distinguish between persons, companies and government. The 

overseas sector is also identified as having a role, although it is not part of the domestic economy. It 

conveniently completes the picture by representing the rest of the world when the domestic sectors 

are involved in cross transactions. For the purpose of financial statistics ten basic sectors are 

distinguished. These are described in more detail in Section C of this Handbook.

Types of account The other dimension is that of the types of transaction. First of all, the transactions can be grouped

broadly according to purpose, whether current, capital or financial. This is done by splitting the 

model account into three main parts that correspond broadly with the three types of expenditure in 
the model. These are described briefly below.

Sectors

i

9

t

1

I

Current account The current account may also be known as an income and expenditure account or, in the case of 

companies, an appropriation account. For each sector it includes all income generated from production
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(factor income) together with net current transfers from or to other sectors, in the case of the personal 

and general government sectors, there is also final consumption expenditure on goods and services. 

(Companies are not regarded as final consumers; their spending comprises a distribution of income 

by transfer payments to other sectors.). The balance on the current accounts is called saving or, in 

the case of companies, undistributed income. Total saving is the amount available for investment, or 

adding to wealth.

Capital account The capital account concerns expenditure on the acquisition of physical assets, in the form of both

fixed assets and stocks. On the income side of this account are saving, brought down from the 

current account, and net capita! transfers. The balance on the capital account is known as the 

financial surplus or deficit, Conceptually this surplus, In total for the domestic sectors, represents 

net lending to the rest of the world (the overseas sector).

Financial account Finally the financial account elaborates the acquisition of financial assets (and the incurring of

liabilities). These transactions are sometimes referred to as “below the line”, while the current and 

capital accounts (and operating or production accounts) are “above the line”. The balance of all 

transactions in the financial account is known as total financial transactions. Conceptually, for each 

sector, the total financial transactions must equal the financial surplus or deficit.

The financial accounts are presented in Chapter 8 of Financial Statistics in a standard format. 

Further details are described in the corresponding part of the Handbook.

Sources and uses For some sectors an alternative presentation may be used which combines the elements of both 

capital and financial transactions into one account: the sources and uses of funds. In this form of 

presentation the intermediate balance, financial surplus or deficit does not appear. This type of 

presentation is used in Chapter 10.

The balancing item Although in theory the financial surplus or deficit and the total financial transactions should be

equal, in practice they are not, because of the (sometimes substantial) errors and omissions in the 

accounts. The difference between the two balances is known as the balancing item. The sector 

balancing items are shown in Table 8.1 L They provide a measure of the reliability of the accounts. 

The balancing items also feature in some sources and uses tables in Chapter 10.

Transactions and 
balances

A broad classification of the transactions and balances in the sector accounts is as follows:

GDP at factor prices (factor incomes and the factor cost adjustment)

Current transfers (dividends and interest, taxes, benefits, grants, etc)

consum ption expenditure

saving

capital transfers

capital form ation

financial surplus or deficit 

financial transactions 

balancing item

r
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The transactions in bold type all feature in the production account.They constitute income and 

domestic expenditure components of GDP. They do not have any corresponding entries in the 

overseas account. The transactions in ordinary type may involve the overseas sector. When the 

latter is included, then over all sectors total receipts equal total payments, or on a net basis the 

transactions add to zero. The items in italic type are balances in the accounts.

These broad groups of transactions are further subdivided into more detailed categories. Full details 

of the classification of financial transactions used in Chapter 8 and elsewhere are given in Section 

D of the Handbook. The categories used in the sector accounts tables in Chapter 10 are described 

in the notes to the tables in that Section.

Summary analysis The three national framework accounts described above can be represented in a table with three

columns, one for each account, as shown below. In this presentation the following conventions are 
adopted:

a. for the domestic sectors, income is shown as positive and expenditure negative (above 
the line):

the balance of payments is represented from the viewpoint of the overseas sector, so

the signs are reversed, and exports means exports to UK, i.e. UK imports;

c. in the production account, as is usual, demand is shown as positive and costs of 
production negative.

The result of these conventions is that each line contains two equal and opposite transactions.

Summary accounts of the nation, 1994 £bn

GDP at market prices

Domestic

sectors

669

Overseas

sector

Production

(GDP)

-669

Current transfers 5 -5

Consumption expenditure -572 572

Exports less imports 

Balance - saving 102

7 -7

Capital transfers 0

Capital expenditure -100 100

Financial surplus -1 2

Financial transaction -4 4

Balancing item -5 5 1

This presentation highlights the relationship between the balancing items in the domestic sector 

accounts and the balancing items in the balance of payments account and the production account. 

The latter is better known as the residual error. The balancing items across all accounts sum to zero.
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The table can be expanded to show the sector accounts in fuller detail. Table A is reproduced from 

the United Kingdom National Accounts. In this presentation the balance of payments account is 

considered as the “overseas sector" and the production account as the “total" column, in both cases 

with arithmetic signs reversed. The current inter-sector transfers, capital transfers and financial 

transactions all balance out to zero. The boxes highlight a number of important economic aggregates.

Key to aggregate shown in Table A (overleaf)

Income measure of GDP at factor cost 

Expenditure (demand) measure of GDP 

Net investment income from abroad 

Personal disposable income 

Consumers' expenditure 

Public sector borrowing requirement 

Money supply (M4)
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Table A: Summary analysis by sector, 1994'

CURRENT TRANSACTIONS 
Factor incomes;

Income from employment 
Income from self-employment 
Gross trading profits etc.
Rent
Imputed charge for capital consumption 
less stock appreciation

Inter-sector transfers:
Earnings on direct 

investment overseas 
Earnings due abroad 
Dividends and interest: 

receipts 
payments 

Taxes on income 
Social security contributions 
Social security benefits 
Council tax
Other current grants by government: 

receipts 
payments

Other current transfers: receipts
payments

Royalties and licence fees etc.

Factor cost adjustment:
Taxation expenditure 
Subsidies

Expenditure:
Consumption

Exports of goods and services 
Imports of goods and services

Sa/ance = Saving^

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS
Gross domestic fixed capital formation 
Value of physical increase in stocks 

and work in progress^
Taxes on capital 
Other capital transfers: 

receipts 
payments

Balance = Financial surplus or deficit 

FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS®

Notes and coin 
Sterling treasury bills and 

government securities 
National savings and tax instruments 
Issue Department's transactions in 

commercial bills
Other government domestic transactions 
Government overseas transactions 
Local authority debt 
Public corporations’ debt

Deposits with banks: Sterling 
Foreign currency

Deposits with building societies: Sterling 
Foreign currency

Bank lending (excluding public sector) 
Other lending 
Trade and retail credit 
UK and overseas securities and 

unit trust units 
Other domestic instruments 
Other overseas instruments 
Accruals adjustments

Total financial transactions

£ million

Personal
sector

•22 010 
499

-674 
26 977 

32 
1 665

Industrial and Banks and Other 
commercial building financial Public Central Local
companies societies institutions corporations government authorities

Overseas
sector TOTAL

362 758
63 655

42 590
700
•335

259
•195

61 0772
-37 341
■62 3982
-41 977
74 224
-8 465

18 196

2 510
-3 019

102 028 
8 285

-3 537

-10 839 
1 024

4 529 26 460
470 169 4 227

1 408 1 943
-0

362 758
63 655
96 204
56 793
4 051

-3 880

18 626 779 2 249
-0 771 -1309 768 -

6 328 105 173 24 423 406
-42 739 -74 989 •24 779 -2 116
-13 946 •4 078 -132

9 531 
-23 078 
80 554 
41 977 

-75 088

-120

3 283 
-60104 

706

981

- -21 913
• 9  507

535 58 157
-4 320 -56 270

.

864
8 465 -

55 403 7 558 )

■13 053 -3 283 i
- 2380  1
. -2120  i

• - • - 96 802 148 m 96 950
• - • -6 497 -727 - ■7 224

E
1 -428 084 • - -93 414 -50 670 -572 168

• « • - -173 925 -173 925
• - - • - 180 729 180 729

44 155 64 956 18 302 3159 -30 724 2411 1 684 103 943

-27 445 -46 857 ■8 331 -4 817 -6110 -6 515 -100 075

-511 -3 354 - 312 250 * * -3 303
4-2 258 ■314 -36 • 2 606 • - -

4 483 466 • 3113 3 365 -  1 11 429
• -88 • -470 -9 617 -1 254 - 1 -11 429

18 424 14811 9  935 1 297 -43 593 -1 993 1 684 565

-724 
-1 656

■5 593 
■7 281 
13 897 
-1 068

21 917

-36 626 
•25 954 
40 641 
-1 166

21 856 8 631 19400 -2 873

-49 695 -232 -406 -

13 - 401 •

-51 -6 466 17 42 205 •

1 •177 -1 6 231 •

16 -954 • -53 933 •

-270 2 329 -1 405 126

302 -43 057 -1 690 -3 561 •

BALANCING ITEM -3 432 6180

Figures as published in the 1995 CSO Blue Book.
Excluding tax credits.
After providing for stock appreciation but before providing for additions 
to dividends and tax reserves.
A positive figure indicates a decrease in stocks.
For detailed analysis by sector and type of asset see table 11.1.

•6 592 -5 -536 -295 5 245 565

Where such data can be compiled, quarterly data for series in this table are available 
on the CSO's Databank. This data can also be provided on paper by request. Some of 

these quarterly data are published regularly in the UK Economic Accounts in table A 18.
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Introduction For the purpose of financial statistics, the institutional sectors of the UK economy are as follows:

Public sector

General government 

Central government 

Local authorities 

Public corporations

Financial companies and institutions 

Banks and building societies 

Banks

Building societies

Other financial institutions (OFIs)

Life assurance and pension funds 

Remaining financial institutions (OOFIs)

Industrial and commercial companies (ICCs)

Personal sector

Overseas sector

943

The order in which the sectors are shown above is the order used in Financial Statistics. This 

reflects the primary interest in the financing of central government and the public sector. It also 

reflects the central role of the financial sector, which is split into four sub-sectors to provide fuller 

details of their role in financial intermediation.

375

65

Alternative groupings are used in some tables. In particular the non-bank, non-building society 

private sector, known as the M4 private sector, is used in the context of monetary statistics. An 

alternative scheme is given below:

Central government

Other public sector 

Local authorities 

Public corporations

Banks and building societies 

Banks

Building societies

M4 private sector

Other financial institutions (OFIs)

Life assurance and pension funds 

Remaining financial institutions 

Industrial and commercial companies(ICCs)

Personal sector 

Overseas sector

The definitions of sectors and the main sources of financial data relating to them are given below.

Central government The central government sector embraces all bodies for whose activities a Minister of the Crown, or

Definition other responsible person, is accountable to Parliament. It includes, in addition to ordinary government



Main sources

Local authorities
Definition

Borrowing

Main sources

Inh'oduction

departments and agencies, a number of bodies administering public policy but without the substantial 

degree of financial independence which characterises the public corporations: it also includes certain

extra-budgetary funds and accounts controlled by departments, such as the National Insurance 

Fund. The accounts of Northern Ireland departments are combined with those of the government of 

Great Britain. The Issue Department of the Bank of England is regarded as an agent of central

government and its financial transactions on behalf of central government are treated as though 

they were transactions of the central government itself.

Details of the transactions of central government are based on monthly returns by government 

departments and the accounts of the Treasury. These returns are generally supplementaiy to various 

detailed statistics which are available, such as the accounts of the Consolidated Fund and National

Loans Fund, the Estimates, Appropriation Accounts, Northern Ireland government accounts, National

Insurance Funds accounts, Exchange Equalisation Account (EEA) transactions and a host of other 

mostly minor accounts. These accounts are generally prepared annually and relate to years ending 

31 March. They form the basic sources for information on central government transactions. However

a fairly elaborate process is required to derive the figures included in the national accounts. First,

many types of internal transactions are eliminated. The remainder are rearranged into national 

accounts categories. Calendar year figures and quarterly figures are derived from the monthly returns 

mentioned above. For the latest year or quarters some figures are based on provisional estimates
and may be revised later.

Local authorities are defined in the national accounts as those authorities obliged to make annual 

returns of income and expenditure under successive Local Government Acts, Local Government 

(Scotland) Acts and the District Councils of Northern Ireland Acts including residuary bodies set up 

under the Local Government Act. 1985.

Before 1 April 1974 the local authority sector included bodies in England and Wales with special 

functions, such as water boards, river and drainage authorities and harbour boards. Under the

Local Government Act of 1972 these are no longer within the scope of the local authorities sector

and have been excluded from 1 April 1974. From the same date statutory harbour boards and 

harbour authorities (public trust ports) are excluded;These were classified as public corporations up 

to March 1985, and thereafter to the private sector, except those in Northern Ireland.

Local authorities borrow in anticipation of revenue to smooth their cash flow (limited by statute to the 

amount of outstanding revenue receivable) and to finance capital expenditure, from central 

government (almost entirely through the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB)), from other domestic 

sectors and from overseas.

Local authorities can borrow only for purposes which have been authorised by Acts of Parliament

and within the limits of loan sanctions issued by central government. Foreign borrowing requires 

Treasury consent. Under the Local Government Act 1972, which came into effect on 1 April 1974, 

local authorities are allowed to borrow by means of temporary loans, bank overdrafts, foreign currency, 

capital and revenue bills, mortgages, stock issues, bonds and through the PWLB

The Department of the Environment, the Scottish Office, and the Welsh Office collect outturn and *  

budget information annually from local authorities. Aggregate information is sent to CSO by each 

department. The returns from local authorities in England are summarised. The departments also

I
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supply CSO with some quarterly data in Local Government Financial Statistics (there are similar 

publications for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland).

To put the data on a consistent basis, a number of adjustments are made. Loans to other local 

authorities are netted out in the local authority accounts.

Data on direct transactions with central government, for example loans from central government, 

are taken from the central government account. Changes in bank and building society deposits are 

obtained from figures supplied by the Bank of England.

Public corporations

Definition

Public corporations as defined in the national accounts are public trading bodies, including the 

nationalised industries, which have a substantial degree of financial independence from the public 

authority (central or local government) which created them, including the powers to borrow and to 

maintain reserves. They are publicly controlled to the extent that the public authority appoints the 

whole or the majority of the board of management and that their borrowing is subject to limits laid 

down by Parliament.

Over recent years a number of public corporations have been privatised. In accordance with national 

accounting conventions, the transactions of these corporations, up until the date of privatisation, are 

retained in the accounts when privatisation occurs. The coverage of series in the tables consequently 

declines as a result of privatisations.

However, National Health Service Trusts are public corporations and account for the increase in the 

size of the public corporation sector in the 1990’s.

In the statistics for 1983 and earlier, the financial transactions of the Banking Department of the 

Bank of England and the Girobank were included in the monetary sector but their current and capital 

transactions form part of the current and capital accounts of public corporations. The Issue Department 

of the Bank of England is included in the central government sector.

A list of the bodies comprising the public corporations sector is published in United Kingdom National 

Accounts and in the CSO Business Monitor MA23: Sector classification for the National Accounts.

Main sources

Banks sector

Definition

A certain amount of information is available from published accounts but these do not provide up-to- 

date quarterly data. Estimates are made on the basis of returns to a CSO quarterly inquiry of the *  

largest public corporations asking about their sources and use of funds.

Some of the information in the financial accounts of public corporations comes from counterpart 

sources. For example, figures on loans from central government are taken from central government 

accounts; data on bank lending and deposits from information supplied by the Bank of England. 

‘Statistics of borrowing under the exchange cover scheme are derived from administrative records 

maintained for the scheme in the Treasury and from Bank of England data on the Exchange 
Equalisation Account.

The UK banks' sector (formerly known as the monetary sector) comprises the UK offices of all 

institutions authorised to take deposits under the Banking Act 1987; the Banking Department of the 

Bank of England; those institutions in the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man which have opted to
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adhere to the monetary control arrangements introduced in August 1981; and, prior to their recognition 

as banks, the National Girobank and the Trustee Savings Banks. A full list of the institutions making 

up the banks’ sector was published in the February 1994 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin. A list of additions and deletions is published in each successive Quarterly Bulletin.

Before November 1981, the sector (then termed the banking sector) comprised the UK offices of all 

banks that agreed to observe a common reserve ratio and other credit control arrangements, together 

with the Banking Department of the Bank of England and the institutions which make up the money 

market dealing counterparts of the Bank of England which are authorised under the Banking Act 
1987.

Main sources Statistics of assets and liabilities of the banks sector are compiled by the Bank of England from 

returns made by all companies and institutions classified as banks. The returns provide details of 

assets and liabilities at the end of calendar quarters, including sector analyses of deposits and of 
advances and loans.

Monthly figures are generally collected only from those members of the banks’ sector with eligible 

liabilities of £10 million or more or total liabilities of £100 million or more. (Before November 1981, ail

institutions in the sector reported monthly.) At end-August 1995, this amounted to 428 institutions 

out of a total of 495Jn the sector; however, these institutions account for the great majority of the 
sector’s business.

Estimates of flows are derived from levels, adjustments being made for write-offs from 1986. The 

figures of flows in foreign currency are less certain. They are adjusted to take account of the effect

of movements in exchange rates, However the estimates of this effect are not always accurate.

Reviews of banking sector statistics are carried out periodically. The most recent was implemented 

at the beginning of 1993. Other changes were made in 1975 and in 1982, following the enlargement 

of the sector at the end of 1981.

Build ing societies

Definition
Apart from banks, the only other institutions licensed to accept deposits are building societies as 

defined by the Building Societies Acts 1962 and 1986. Traditionally the major suppliers of loans for 

house purchase, the societies have provided an increasing range of services especially to depositors. 

Deposits with building societies are included along with deposits at banks in the wider measures of 

money supply.

Main sources Since January 1987, data for building societies have been compiled from a system of monthly and

quarterly returns made by the societies to the Building Societies Commission. (Previously returns 

were made to the Bank of England.) Aggregated data are passed to the Bank of England for 

inclusion in the monetary statistics and the financial accounts.

Life assurance and Current income and expenditure of life assurance and pension funds (LAPP) are included in the

pension funds

Description

national accounts under the personal sector, but their capital account and financial transactions are 

treated as though the funds are financial institutions. The balance of the funds' current income over 

expenditure, which is their net amount available for investment, is recorded in the financial accounts 

as an increase in the assets of the personal sector and the liabilities of the LAPP sector (see line 
33). The net investment in various financial assets (and property) which match this claim are
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transactions of the LAPP sector. Friendly societies are treated in the same way as life insurance 

funds.

Remaining financial 
institutions

In general tonc/a/com panies and institutions are those that are principally engaged in financial 

intermediation, that is, the business of transferring financial resources from one set of economic

Definition units to another by incurring financial liabilities and transforming them into financial assets.

Other financial institutions (OFIs) comprise all the financial companies and institutions that are not 

in the banks and building societies sector. When LAPFs are separated, other OFIs are known as 

OOFIs, or remaining financial institutions.

Certain financial bodies are classified to other sectors. For example, the National Savings Bank 

and the Exchange Equalisation Account are classified to central government because they are an 

integral part of its financial operations. The insurance activities of Lloyds underwriters are classified 

to the personal sector because they are not a corporate body and because of the difficulties of 

distinguishing them from the rest of the personal sector.

The groups of institutions which make up the sector are as follows (for those in italics there is no 

explicit data collection - see below):

Banking institutions in the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man which are not in the banks’ 

sector.

Bank holding companies.

Credit unions.

Export credit vehicles.

Factoring companies.

Finance leasing companies.

Financial holding companies.

Financial trusts.

Friendly societies.

Fund managers.

Gilt-edged market makers.

Gold dealers which are not in the banks' sector.

Institutions not in the banks’ sector whose main activity is to extend credit abroad.

Insurance companies (excluding long-term funds)

Insurance holding companies.

Investment trusts.

Mortgage finance vehicles.

Non-bank credit companies.

Property unit trusts.

Securities dealers.

Special finance agencies.

Stock Exchange moneybrokers.

Unit trusts

- authorised

- unauthorised (including Channel Island unit trusts and other open- ended funds). 
Venture and development capital companies.
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Changes of sector The scope of the OFI sector has varied as a result of administrative changes. The most important
have been:

in November 1979, the Trustee savings banks ordinary department was moved from 

the central government sector and amalgamated with the new department in the OFI 

sector. (For statistical purposes this change was regarded as taking place at the end 

of the third quarter 1979).

(b) at the end of 1980, the National Savings Bank Investment account was moved from the 

OFI sector into the central government sector.

(c) At the end of 1979, the Crown Agents was moved from the OFI sector into the public 

corporations sector.

(d) at the end of 1981, the Trustee savings banks as a whole were moved from the 

OFI sector into the banks’ sector.

Main sources

Industrial and 

commercial 

companies

Definition

Figures of transactions in financial assets and liabilities by the main groups of other financial institutions 

are compiled from returns of their financial activities. In the case of bank deposits and lending the 

data is taken from returns of UK banks.

It is recognised that the coverage of the OFI sector is incomplete. In particular, no information is 

collected explicitly from those institutions shown in italics in the sector definitions above and data 

may be inadequate for some of the others. There is a continuing work programme to extend reporting 

by OFIs and to improve data quality.

Industrial and commercial companies (ICCs) are distinguished from financial companies and 

institutions because their economic functions are quite different. The income of financial companies 

and institutions is derived mainly from interest and dividends on. or transactions in, financial assets. 

The income of ICCs is mainly derived from the production of goods and the provision of non-financial 

services and other trading activities in the United Kingdom.

In the national accounts, the term ‘companies’ generally means those bodies which have: (a) corporate 

status (b) private control and (c) a policy of making profits. The ICC sector broadly comprises all 

corporate bodies other than public corporations, banks, building societies and other financial 

institutions. The sector includes co-operative societies and private non-profit making bodies sen/ing 

companies - whether or not they are incorporated - such as trade associations. Also included in the 

financial accounts are some minor financial institutions which fall by default into the ICC sector 

because the necessary figures are not available to include them with financial companies and 

institutions.

The economic activities of partnerships and the self-employed (unincorporated businesses) are 

excluded and are classified to the personal sector.

The coverage of the ICC sector has changed substantially over time because of nationalisation and 

privatisation, transfers of activities from the central government to private companies, liquidations, 

additions of newly incorporated companies and acquisitions of unincorporated businesses.

18
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coverage

Geographical The sector includes only units resident in the United Kingdom. Thus it excludes the overseas branches

and subsidiaries of UK companies but includes UK branches and subsidiaries of overseas companies. 

Under this definition, transactions between UK parent companies and their overseas branches and 

subsidiaries are not netted out by consolidation, but are included as transactions with the overseas 

sector, as are transactions of UK branches and subsidiaries of overseas parent companies with 

those parents. This affects the content of all the accounts.

Main sources There are three surveys conducted by the CSO which feed directly into the ICC financial account.

They are the Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey, FALS (formerly the Company Liquidity Survey, 

see Table 6.1 A); the domestic acquisitions and mergers survey, see Table 6.1 C; and the direct 

investment inquiries. FALS is a survey of large company groups covering what is thought to be 

about three-quarters of net assets of the ICC sector. Results are used in the financial account when 

no alternative source with better information is available.

The survey of domestic acquisitions and mergers is based on reports in the financial press 

supplemented by special inquiries to obtain further details.

The direct investment inquiries are conducted on an annual and quarterly basis. They cover 

investment by overseas parents in subsidiaries and branches resident in the UK; and investment by 

UK parents in overseas subsidiaries and branches. Information collected includes net purchases of 

subsidiaries’ share and loan capital (including cross-border acquisitions), changes in branch 

indebtedness and inter-company accounts, and unremitted profits.

Other data in the ICC financial account are estimated using a variety of sources and methods. 

Some data are sectorised when they are collected (for instance, bank deposits and lending, capital 

issues); estimates for some financial instruments are based on assumptions about sectoral 

distributions; and in other cases, iCCs is the residual sector after deducting transactions or holdings 

by other sectors.

Personal sector The personal sector is made up mainly of individuals resident in the United Kingdom; it also includes 

Definition all unincorporated private businesses, sole traders and partnerships, non-profit-making bodies sen/ing

persons, and private trusts.(Private trusts, other than for charitable purposes, are set up by individuals 

usually for named beneficiaries.)

The first component covers individuals living in households and in institutions as well as members of 

the armed forces stationed abroad.

Unincorporated businesses do not have a separate legal existence and sometimes their activities 

cannot be distinguished from the private activities of their proprietors. Thus they are part of the 

personal sector and cannot be completely separated from it. These businesses are largely engaged 

in distribution, the construction trades, agriculture or services (including the medical and legal 

professions).

Private non-profit-making bodies serving persons comprise universities, higher education colleges, 

grant maintained schools and non-profit-making schools and colleges, churches, charities, clubs 

and societies, trade unions, and private housing associations. Some of these bodies are incorporated 

under the Companies Acts but they are included in the personal sector if they are recognised as
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charitable for tax purposes and if their principal object is to provide services or benefits to individuals 

or other bodies in the personal sector. NHS Hospital Trusts are, however, public corporations, and 
are not included in the personal sector.

Main sources No direct returns are received from the personal sector and estimates of its financial transactions

are generally based either on information provided by other sectors or on assumptions about the 

sectoral distribution of particular financial assets. Details of how the estimates are made are given in 

Section D, which describes how estimates are made for each asset. There seems little prospect of 

introducing direct sources of information on financial transactions by the personal sector as a whole. 

Sample surveys of households asking about their transactions are costly and not very reliable; one 

difficulty is the need to include a relatively large number of households in the higher income groups. 

Figures are available on assets and liabilities held by persons from the administration of capital 

transfer tax and capital gains tax by Inland Revenue, but for various reasons they are not suitable 

for estimating transactions over a period.

Overseas sector In the domestic accounts the United Kingdom comprises Great Britain plus Northern Ireland and

Definition that part of the Continental Shelf deemed by international convention to belong to the United Kingdom. 

However, in the Balance of Payments and the Overseas sector the United Kingdom is defined as 

including also the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands.

UK residents are defined as private persons other than visitors (for less than a year) living in the 

United Kingdom, the UK government, local authorities, all enterprises situated in the United Kingdom 

(including overseas companies’ branches and subsidiaries located in the United Kingdom, and all 

UK government officials and HM Forces stationed abroad).

Main sources

Non-residents, classified to the overseas sector, include all persons living abroad, commercial 

enterprises located outside the UK (including UK companies’ branches and subsidiaries abroad, 

and all foreign government officials, foreign students and armed forces stationed in the UK).

See also the latest edition of United Kingdom Balance of Payments - the CSO ‘Pink Book’ and in 

paragraphs 15.115 - 15.123 of United Kingdom National Accounts: Sources and Methods (HMSO 

1985).

The items appearing in the financial account for the overseas sector are mainly taken from the 

balance of payments capital account (Table 10.8B), and set out in detail in the annual 'Pink Book - 
United Kingdom Balance of Payments. A substantial part of this account is compiled from sources 

used for other sectors' accounts also, namely: banking statistics: statistical inquiries to other financial 

institutions and to industrial companies; central government records together with information available 

within the Bank of England on various other official transactions. Other statistics, specifically required 

for balance of payments purposes, are derived from inquiries into the overseas direct investment of 

companies: inquiries into international portfolio investment transactions by banks and dealers in 

securities: various sources of international trade credit information including the Export Credits 

Guarantee Department, public corporations and companies; data on United Kingdom non-banks’ 

transactions with banks overseas, available from the IMF.
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Section Financial instruments

Introduction Financial assets and liabilities have several attributes which can be used as a basis for classification. 

The classification of Among these are: 

financial assets
(a) type of instrument, i.e. loan, security, deposit, etc.

(b) marketability - possible, e.g. with a listed security but nearly impossible with a building 
society deposit

(c) capital certainty - the ability to recover the full amount advanced at least in money value 
terms

(d) maturity • the remaining maturity, irredeemable, long, medium or short, at the time {as 

well as original maturity - the period for which an instrument is to stand from the time it 

is created)

(e) terms of payment of interest - periodicity: whether optional, fixed or variable 

terms of repayment of capital - instalment, variable or fixed

(g) type of record - registered or unregistered

(h) ■ issuing sector - the sector for which the claim is a liability 

currency denomination - whether sterling or non-sterling

The current UK classification is based mainly on three criteria, but it is not fully rigorous. These are 

the institutional sector upon which the asset is a claim (h), the type of instrument (a), and the relative 

degree of liquidity of the assets (encompassing the characteristics (b), (c) and (d) above). In addition, 

the distinction (i) between sterling and foreign currency has been inserted in several places. The 

most liquid assets are notes and coin and the least liquid are long-term assets such as loans and 

mortgages. But it is not always easy to decide on the relative liquidity of different assets: an asset 

may have a long period to maturity but be a liquid asset in the sense that it is readily marketable, 

although at some risk of capital loss.

The classification system is not complete, however, as transactions in company and overseas 

securities are not divided between bonds, debentures, preference shares and ordinary shares. 

Even with these limitations, nearly forty categories are shown in the financial accounts. The main 

purpose of this amount of detail is to provide building blocks for users to adapt to their own needs.

The introduction of the new European System of Accounts(ESA) will result in changes in the 

classification of certain assets and liabilities. Further information will be given in subsequent editions 

of the handbook.

The instrument lines In the notes which follow, the number in each heading relates to the line number of the financial

matrix, shown in Table 8.1 A. The numbering begins at ^because originally the matrix included the 

sector capital accounts, whose transactions were designated as lines 1 to 5.

The line covers sterling currency, which is regarded as a liability of central government: foreign 

currency is excluded. While coin is issued by the Treasury, Bank of England notes are issued by the 

issue department of the Bank of England. This department is classified as part of central government. 

The flows data for the central government relate to net issues of notes and coin less changes in the 

amounts held by the Bank of England banking department. The latter are included in net government 
indebtedness to the banking department {line 11).

6. Notes and coin
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The figures for public corporations mainly reflect working balances held by the Post Office, while 

holdings by local authorities are assumed to be negligible. The figures for the banks sector (which 

here excludes the Bank of England banking department as far as issue department notes are 

concerned) relate to holdings of notes and coin (including Scottish and Northern Ireland bank notes) 

less notes issued by the Scottish and Northern Ireland banks. The figures for the overseas sector 

are estimated from data on transactions obtained from the International Passenger Survey.

The transactions of ICCs and persons are derived as the residual and split in the ratio of approximately 

1 to 10. A special adjustment allows for the fact that the amount of notes and coin held by companies 

is high on Thursdays and the amount held by persons is high on Fridays because wages paid in 

cash have traditionally been handed out to workers on a Friday. Further adjustments are made to 

reflect the build up of persons’ notes and coin over the Christmas and Easter periods.

Treasury bills are short term marketable instruments usually issued for 91 or 182 day periods. 

Interest is paid by means of a discount on the nominal value. Issues are valued in the financial 

accounts at the nominal (redemption) value, not the issue price. The difference is classified as 

interest.

This line covers ster//ng Treasury bills, other than those held by the National Debt Commissioners, 

the Exchange Equalisation Account, central government departments and the Bank of England. 

Treasury bills denominated in foreign currencies (eg ECUs) are included in government foreign 

currency debt (line 16). Net holdings by the banking department of the Bank of England are included 

in net government indebtedness to the banking department {line 11).

(The counterpart of most transactions between central banks in support of the reserves in the form

of swaps against sterling is included in other government overseas financing (line 17). Bills held by 

the Bank of England as the sterling counterpart of foreign currency deposits arising from central

bank assistance are excluded, but the foreign currency deposits are included in government foreign

currency debt.)

Net sales by central government constitute the increase in sterling market Treasury bills outstanding. 

Information is available about transactions by local authorities, public corporations, banks, building 

societies and other financial institutions.

Holdings by the personal sector are known to be relatively small. The industrial and commercial 

companies sector was formerly regarded as the residual sector for this financial instrument. However, 

the Financial Assets and Liabilities survey of large industrial and commercial companies is now

used as a source for this sector.

Figures are available about custodial holdings by banks on behalf of non-residents (the sterling 

counterparts of inter-central bank swap transactions are excluded). The residual is spread between 

the overseas sector (to allow for holdings other than reported, custodial, holdings) and other financial 

institutions (in respect of non-reporting institutions).

British government securities are the main form of longer term government borrowing. They are 

marketable instruments denominated in sterling. In earlier years they included sterling government- 

guaranteed marketable securities of nationalised industries.

i r
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The figures for central government sales comprise total cash issues less redemptions (including the 

purchases by government sinking funds) and less net purchases by the Bank of England and the 

National Debt Commissioners. Net purchases by the banking department of the Bank of England 

are included in net government indebtedness to the banking department (line 11).

The figures for the rest of the public sector comprise identified purchases by public corporations and 

local authorities. The figures for the banks' sector and for other financial institutions are derived from 

the quarterly returns made by each of the various groups of institutions. Figures for industrial and 

commercial companies are grossed-up estimates based on changes in holdings (at book value) 

reported by large companies in the Financial Assets and Liability survey, and previously the Survey 

of Company Liquidity. The figures for the overseas sector are based on custody holdings of non

residents reported by banks. Adjustments are made when necessary to convert the figures of external 

liabilities from a nominal to a cash transactions basis. The residua! difference between government 

net sales and identified transactions of other sectors is generally attributed to the personal sector.

9. National savings The national savings line comprises the following items:

Deposits. Changes in outstanding deposits, including estimated accrued interest, with 

the ordinary departments of the National Savings Bank (NSB), the NSB investment 

account from January 1981 (previously in //ne23), and Trustee savings banks up to 

third quarter 1979 (subsequently in line 23).

Certificates and bonds. Net sales or repayments of income bonds, deposit bonds, 

premium savings bonds, British savings bonds (removed from sale on 31 December 

1979), national savings stamps, gift tokens, national savings certificates, SAVE contracts 

and yearly plan agreements, plus increases due to accrued interest and index-linking. 

(Ulster savings certificates are included under Northern Ireland central government debt.)

Most national savings instruments are treated as financial claims by the personal sector on the 

central government, but National Savings Bank investment accounts, income bonds and deposits 

bonds have in the past been taken are also taken up by other sectors, in particular other financial 

institutions and industrial and commercial companies. Figures for public corporations are included 

from second quarter 1982 which reflect changes in the working balance held by the Post Office on 

account of its national savings business.

10. Tax instrum ents Tax instruments are instruments issued to tax payers in exchange for advance payments to meet

future tax liabilities. They comprise certificates of tax deposit and, in earlier periods, tax reserve 

certificates, and tax deposit accounts. Transactions not identified by sector are entered under industrial 
and commercial companies.

Net government 

indebtedness to 

the banking 

department etc

All transactions between the central government and the Bank of England banking department, 

which is included in the banks sector, are recorded under this heading. The central government debt 

held by the banking department includes ways and means advances. Bank of England notes, tax 

instruments, British government and government-guaranteed securities. Treasury bills and Treasury 

interest-free notes. Netted off against these instruments are changes in Paymaster General and 

National Loans Fund (NLF) deposits with the department, including money market balances held by 

the NLF under Section 12 of the National Loans Act.

Also included under this heading since 1992 is central government borrowing from the banking 
sector.
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12. Northern Ireland 

central government
debt

This item consists of transactions in Northern Ireland government securities, Northern Ireland treasury 

bills, Ulster savings certificates and Ulster development bonds, together with bank and savings 

bank advances to the Northern Ireland central government.Northern Ireland borrowing from the 

European Investment Bank, however, is included in government foreign currency debtJransac^ms 
other than those identified as by financial institutions are allocated to industrial and commercial 

companies (Treasury bills) or the personal sector.

13. Government 

liabilities under 
the exchange 

cover scheme

Repayments of foreign currency borrowing under the exchange cover scheme are recorded at current 

conversion rates, as are the corresponding transactions in the official reserves. However, the local 

authorities and public corporations which make the repayments purchase the foreign currency from 

the Exchange Equalisation Account at the original conversion rates. The difference between the 

repayment and the actual cost to the authorities and corporations is entered as a change in central 

government liabilities under the scheme.

14. Other public 14.1 Non-marketable government debt

sector financing This line consists mainly of deposits by public corporations and other trading funds with the National 

Loans Fund and the Paymaster General. It also includes various other central government liabilities 

such as ways and means advances by public corporations, and, up to fourth quarter 1980, the 

National Savings Bank investment account.

14.2 Short-term assets
The line consists of short-term assets of local authorities and public corporations, excluding those 

due from central government. Short-term assets of central government are included elsewhere, 

with the exception of building society deposits which are shown with effect from April 1994.

For local authorities, from second quarter 1979, the figures comprise short-term assets (other than 

Treasury bills etc) as measured by the financial inquiry to local authorities. (Before second quarter 

1979 only figures for local authorities’ short-term assets with some other financial institutions are 

included, as measured by inquiries to these institutions.) For public corporations the figures comprise 

transactions in commercial bills and overseas short-term assets identified by the inquiry to nationalised 

industries and some other public corporations.

15. Issue department 

transactions in 

bills, etc.

16. Government 
foreign currency debt

17. Other government 
overseas financing

Market purchases and sales of commercial bills and shipbuilding credit promissory notes by the 

issue department of the Bank of England are treated as increases or decreases in central government 

claims on industrial and commercial companies. Also included (formerly in line 17) are transactions 

in Export Credits Guarantee Department backed promissory notes which are treated as central 

government claims on the overseas sector. These transactions are broadly matched by reductions 

or increases in banks’ claims on companies or overseas, which are included against bank lending.

This line covers all types of foreign currency borrowing by central government from UK banks and 

from governments and central monetary authorities abroad (including foreign currency deposits), 

issues and redemptions of British government foreign currency bonds, net issues of treasury bills 

denominated in ECU’s, drawings from the IMF and borrowing by the Northern Ireland central 

government from the European Investment Bank.

This heading covers central government sterling liabilities to the overseas sector not elsewhere 

included. It includes sterling borrowing from governments or from central monetary authorities in the 

form of assistance with a sterling counterpart invested in Treasury bills (aid bills), amounts swapped
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forward into later months against sterling with overseas monetary authorities in 1971 and 1972, 

transfers from the Government’s dollar portfolio into the reserves, gold subscriptions to the IMF, 

changes in IMF holdings of non-interest bearing notes other than those arising from drawings or 

subscriptions, allocation of SDRs, the Exchange Equalisation Account’s loss on forward commitments 

entered into before devaluation in 1967 and part of Official short-term capital transactions in the 

balance of payments.

18. Official reserves Official reserves consist of assets held by the central government in the Exchange Equalisation

Account; and of the UK resen^e position in the International Monetary Fund (IMF). These comprise 

(a) gold, (b) IMF Special Drawing Rights, (c) (from July 1972) the UK reserve position in the IMF and 

(d) convertible currencies. From July 1979 reserve holdings include European Currency Units (ECU) 

acquired from swaps with the European Monetary Co-operation Fund. From 23 August 1971, total 

official reserves are valued in sterling at end-period market rates of exchange; therefore from the 

third quarter of 1971 the sterling valuation of the transactions is not the same as the difference 

between the opening and closing levels.

19. Local authority The figures relate to all borrowing by local authorities. Four sub-categories are distinguished as

debt follows;

19.1 Temporary

This sub-heading covers money originally borrowed for less than twelve months, including borrowing 

on bills, bank overdrafts and longer-term borrowing repayable within one year by invoking a break 
clause.

19.2 Foreign currency

This item covers foreign currency borrowing, directly from overseas and from UK banks, both under 

the exchange cover scheme and non-guaranteed borrowing, including bonds.

19.3 Sterling securities

This heading covers stocks and sterling negotiable bonds listed on the Stock Exchange.

19.4 Other sterling debt

Other sterling debt includes borrowing from local authority pension funds, ‘over-the-counter’ bonds, 

mortgages, syndicated loans and borrowing from the Public Works Loan Board.

Borrowing in total is taken from returns made quarterly by local authorities in the United Kingdom. 

The borrowing is sectorised by using a combination of local authority and counterpart sources 
described in greater detail below.

I

Borrowing from central government mainly comprises long-term loans by the Public Works Loan

Board, plus other items such as transactions in local authority bills and the National Insurance Fund.

Figures are taken from a combination of returns made by local authorities to the Department of the

Environment, Scottish Office, Welsh Office and from central government accounts. Borrowing from

public corporations is also that shown by local authorities, supplemented by certain additional

transactions identified by public corporations. Similarly, data for debt acquired from other domestic

sectors is derived from a combination of local authority sources and information from the appropriate

sector. Information on borrowing from the overseas sector is based on data compiled by the Bank

of England for the balance of payments. The personal sector is the residual sector, except for

revenue bills and foreign currency debt, the residuals for which are allocated to other financial 
institutions.
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In general, the sector splits should be treated with caution. For instance local authorities may enter 

borrowing from companies under banks when these are investments of funds by corporate clients 

of the banks.

20.1 Foreign currency
This sub-heading covers all public corporations’ borrowing in foreign currencies from UK banks and 

from banks etc. overseas, both under the exchange cover scheme, including foreign currency bonds

and bills, and non-guaranteed borrowing.

20.2 Sterling
This sub-heading consists of central government lending to public corporations (which includes net 

issues of public dividend capital), government-guaranteed stock (redemption), other sterling stock 

issues less redemptions and other sterling borrowing, that is borrowing in sterling from banks and 

overseas, including loans to finance imports (but not other trade credit), borrowing from pension 

funds and certain other borrowing from persons, industrial and commercial companies and local 

authorities.

This line covers all deposits with institutions classified to the banks sector (briefly referred to as

“banks", including all institutions authorised to take deposits under the Banking Act 1987 and certain

other institutions). In addition to ordinary deposits, it includes:

(a) deposits with the Bank of England banking department, excluding those from other 

banks and the balances of the National Loans Fund and Paymaster General (included

in net government indebtedness to the Bank of England banking department);

(b) deposits from overseas offices of banks;

(c) certificates of deposit, commercial paper, promissory notes, bills and other short-term 

negotiable paper issued by banks in both sterling and foreign currency;

Excluded from deposits are the institutions’ share and other long-term capital, and (in principle) all 

inter-bank balances. However there are two adjustments:

(d) the inclusion of the "inter-bank differences” (both sterling and foreign currency): and

(e) deductions in respect of sterling and foreign currency transit and suspense items are 

made, and these are included in the total. However, separate figures are not available

for transit items.

The inter-bank difference arises because in practice total reported liabilities to other banks do not 

match the reported claims on other banks. Research indicates that banks misclassify their customers 

as between UK banks, other financial institutions or non-residents. The holding sector is considered

to be mainly OFIs for sterling deposits and the overseas sector for foreign currency. Foreign currency 

transit and suspense items are deducted for deposits of the overseas sector. For sterling items in 

transit, the counterpart sectors are persons, ICCs, OFIs and the public sector (local authorities).

From the first quarter of 1984 figures have been available separately for the four sub-categories:

Sterling deposits 

Foreign currency deposits 
Sterling money-market instruments 

Foreign currency money-market instruments
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The figures have been compiled by the Bank of England since 1963, from returns provided by 

institutions classified to the sector. Further details are given in Chapter 4 of the Handbook. Some 

of the sector detail is obtained from other sources, in particular in respect of marketable instruments 

such as certificates of deposit.

22. Deposits with 

building societies

This line comprises shares, sight and time deposits, receipts under SAVE contracts, certificates of 

deposit and other commercial paper issued by building societies. Public sector deposits are removed 

from this line and included in other public sector financing: short-term assets {line 14.2}. Interest 

credited to depositors' accounts is included. The figures do not include building society negotiable 

bonds, which are included in UK company securities {line 31).

The line is split into three sub-categories:

22.1 Sterling deposits

22.2 Sterling money-market instruments

22.3 Foreign currency money-market instruments.

The figures are based on a system of returns made by the societies to the Building Societies 

Commission. Further details are given in chapter 4 of the Handbook. Banks holdings of certificates 

of deposit and time deposits, however, are taken from returns made by banks. The remaining 

transactions in these instruments allocated to the industrial and commercial companies sector; the 

available information suggests that transactions by other sectors are negligible.

23. Deposits with 

other financial 

institutions

This line ceased to apply after the end of 1981 and is no longer shown in the matrix or supporting 

tables. Since 1981 all authorised deposit takers are classified to the banks or building societies 

sectors.

24. Bank lending This heading covers lending by banks through advances, loans and commercial bills. However it
excludes

loans secured on dwellings {line 27)',

lending through marketable instruments other than commercial bills; and 

lending to the public sector.

Sterling lending to central government by the banking department (and other banks) is included in 

net government indebtedness to the Bank of England banking department {line 11). Lending to the 

Northern Ireland government goes into line 12. Lending to local authorities is included in local authority 

debt {line 19). Lending to public corporations is included in public corporations debt {line 20).

All lending between banking institutions is in principle excluded (see however the inter-bank difference 

included with deposits in line 21). Adjustments for sterling items in transit are counterparted to 
persons, ICCs, OFIs and the public sector.

25. Credit extended This heading covers credit advanced and financed directly by retailers. Where credit sales are
f t  ^  A  &

by retailers financed, for example by a finance house and the retailer is acting as a broker, the credit advanced 
is covered in other lending by financial institutions {Line 29.2).
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The figures relate to all forms of consumer credit such as hire purchase agreements, and to certain 

other forms of credit including sates on budget accounts, credit sale agreements and personal loans 

repayable by instalments. Credit advanced by retailers in the form of trading checks exchangeable 

only in their own shops is included, but credit advanced by check traders is not. The figures also 

exclude monthly accounts and sales on bank credit cards such as Access and Visa (included in 

bank lending) as well as (probably large) amounts of unpaid bills. In principle, the latter should be 

included in trade credit but no data are available.

Estimates are derived from the figures of new credit extended and repayments, adjusted to exclude

charges, taken from regular returns made to the Central Statistical Office.

The figures for the public sector (no longer applicable since privatisation) related to credit given by 

public corporations through gas and electricity showrooms. The figures for the personal sector relate

to the debt of individual consumers.

26. Identified trade 26.1 Domestic

credit This heading is limited to identified trade credit given and received by central government, public 

corporations and certain financial institutions. An estimate of trade credit given to local authorities is 

also included from 1989.

Central government trade credit figures comprise credit given by central government trading bodies.

The figures are derived from annual accounts and the debtors are assumed to be industrial and

commercial companies.

Figures for public corporations are derived from quarterly returns, and prior to 1972 the annual 

accounts of the corporations. The personal sector allocation represents a proportion of unpaid bills 

to utilities, but there are no data for erstwhile public corporations after privatisation. The residual

sector is industrial and commercial companies. Transactions in connection with advance payment 

for BNOC oil are included from first quarter 1980.

Identified trade credit given and received by insurance companies and pension funds is now included.

Insurance companies outstanding premiums, claims admitted but not paid, agents balances, and 

reinsurance, co-insurance and treaty balances are included. For pension funds and long term 

insurance companies the counterpart sector is the personal sector, but for other than long term 

insurance companies the counterpart is apportioned between the personal sector and the industrial 

and commercial company sector.

Local authority trade credit figures are estimated from the balancing item in the local authority sector 

account; the creditors are industrial and commercial companies.

No estimates are included for other forms of trade credit, in particular for trade credit between the 

industrial and commercial company sector and the personal sector, variations in which are probably

sizeable, (see Economic Trends, September 1992).

26.2 Import and export
Import and export credit currently comprises suppliers' trade credit and associated advance and 

progress payments on exports and imports, including those financed by UK bank loans under ECGD 

buyer credit schemes, by the Crown Agents, by insurance companies and long-term credit linked to

: T!
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purchases and sales of ships and commercial aircraft. It includes refinanced export credit. It does 

not include import credit of public corporations, but does include advance payments by public 

corporations.

Trade credit between UK companies and overseas parents, branches, subsidiaries and affiliates 

companies are covered indistinguishably within “direct and other investment abroad” and “overseas 

direct and other investment in the UK” .

27. Loans secured 27.1 Build ing societies

on dwellings This heading comprises mortgage advances made by building societies. Figures are based on

complete accounting year, monthly and quarterly returns made by a sample of building societies to 

the Building Societies Commission.

27.2. Other

This heading comprises loans by:

Local authorities. Mortgage advances for house purchase and improvements, including 

loans for the purchase of council houses by tenants and loans to housing associations. 

Quarterly figures are obtained from returns made to the Department of the Environment 

(England) and the Welsh Office (Wales). Figures for Scotland are interpolated from 

financial year totals.

Other public sector. Loans made by the central government under the Housing Act,

1961 and Housing (Scotland) Act, 1962 to private housing associations, loans made by 

the Housing Corporation to housing societies and loans by new town corporations.

Banks. Compiled from returns to the Bank of England.

Financial institutions. Loans by insurance companies and pension funds, and by the 

Trustee savings banks (to end-1981). Estimates for insurance companies and pension 

funds are taken from quarterly returns. Miscellaneous financial institutions comprise 

banking institutions in the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man which are not in the 

banks’ sector and UK companies specialising in the provision of mortgage finance or in 

the purchase of extant mortgages held by other institutions.

It is assumed that these loans are granted exclusively to the personal sector, which includes housing 
associations as well as individuals.

28. Other public The figures relate to net lending by the central government to the following sectors:
sector lending

building societies - under the House Purchase and Housing Act, 1959

industrial and commercial companies - including, from September 1972, shipbuilding 
credits re-financed from voted funds)

personal sector - miscellaneous loans for education and other services

overseas sector - including net lending to overseas governments and to international 
lending bodies.

Also included is net lending by public corporations to the private sector, other than for house purchase 

(see line 27). This lending is assumed to be to the industrial and commercial companies sector.
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Introduction

The figures are taken from the detailed accounts of central government and public corporations.

29.1 Finance leasing

In the 1991 Blue Book the treatment of finance leasing was changed from the “owner” to the “user” 

basis (ie. a financial lease is treated as the purchase of a capital asset, financed by lending from a 

financial institution). This heading includes the imputed lending (net of repayments) associated with

finance leasing.

29.2 Other form s o f lending

This line mainly includes lending to persons and industrial and commercial companies by finance 

houses and other consumer credit companies (other than those classified to the banks’ sector),

building societies, and private sector pension funds. All types of lending are covered except loans 

secured on dwellings which are mainly included in loans secured on dwellings (line 27). However, 

historically some building societies’ lending to businesses secured on dwellings has been included 

in this line. Also included are loans made by insurance companies and special finance agencies.

Loans made by public corporation pension funds to their parent organisation are included in public

corporations debt: other. Loans by local authority pension funds to their parent authorities are included

In local authority debt: sterling securities.

Counterpart figures for groups of institutions are allocated to persons or to industrial and commercial

companies as appropriate.

Sales less repurchases of authorised unit trust units are provided by the Unit Trust Association. 

Unitisations of investment trusts are excluded. All transactions other than those identified on returns

from financial institutions are assumed to be with the personal sector. Sales are measured at market

prices less an estimate of the initial charges that are included in the offer price of the units and cover

the fund managers’ expenses.

No data is collected on transactions in unauthorised unit trusts.

UK Company Securities are tradable or potentially tradable financial instruments issued by UK 

companies. These include bonds, debentures, preference shares and ordinary shares. Estimates 

are compiled from a variety of sources including Bank of England and CSC statistical enquiries, 

publicly available information on the capital markets and administrative data.

Figures for banks and building societies are obtained from statistical enquiries. Estimates of market 

issues for other financial institutions and industrial and commercial companies are compiled by the 

Bank of England. These comprise issues by UK companies listed on the Stock Exchange; issues on 

the Stock Exchange’s unlisted securities market (from fourth quarter 1980); and some figures for 

issues outside the Stock Exchange net of redemptions and share buy back. Issues by listed UK 

companies relate to new money raised through ordinary shares, preference shares and loan capital 

(public issues, offers for sale, issues by tender, placings, and issues to shareholders and employees). 

Issues to shareholders are included only if the sole or principal share register is maintained in the 

United Kingdom. Estimates of issues are based on the prices at which securities are offered on the 

market. Subscriptions are included in the periods in which they are due to be paid. More detailed 

figures for issues by listed and unlisted companies are shown in Chapter 6 of Financial Statistics.

30
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The figures for non-market issues are based on information from sources including returns by financial 

institutions: monitoring of buy-outs and takeovers; and taxation data. The reliability of the capital 

issues data as a whole is influenced by the rough estimates for some unlisted issues.

Other transactions The notes below give details of all other transactions in listed and unlisted securities that can be

identified. They include the take-up of new issues, which are not separable from secondary 

transactions.

Transactions by the public sector are taken from the accounts of the central government and public 

corporations. The central government figures include privatisations, when these take the form of 

selling company securities.

Figures for banks and other financial institutions are net transactions in both listed and unlisted 

securities and those from other financial institutions are, from 1968, adjusted for estimated costs 

incurred in share transactions. The figures are based on quarterly returns of cash transactions.

Transactions in UK company securities by industrial and commercial companies (ICCs) includes 

their estimated cash expenditure on acquiring independent companies and on acquiring subsidiaries 

from other domestic sectors (from CSO statistics of Acquisitions and Mergers in the UK), their portfolio 

transactions in ordinary shares and other securities (estimated from the CSOFinancial Assets and 

Liabilities Survey) and acquisitions by overseas companies (net of disposals) of UK company securities 

from ICC vendors (from CSO statistics of cross border Acquisitions and Mergers).

Figures for the overseas sector are taken from those compiled for balance of payments statistics.

The estimates of transactions in UK company securities by the personal sector are derived as a 

residual. They are obtained as the difference between total UK capital issues and the aggregate of 

the transactions by all the other sectors. Because of this, they are subject to a wide margin of error. 

In particular, any errors in the estimates for the acquisition of securities by industrial and commercial 

companies, which could be large, are reflected in the residual figure for the personal sector and 

affect the size of the unidentified items for both sectors.

Balance Sheets In constructing UK national and sector balance sheets, holdings of securities are, as far as possible,

recorded at market values. Changes in the holdings reflect capital gains or losses, as well as

transactions. A measure of unrealised gains and losses can therefore generally be obtained by

netting off the net acquisitions of the financial assets during the period from changes in the market 
values of holdings over a period.

An annual share register survey covering all UK shares listed on the London Stock Exchange is 

conducted by the CSO. This provides an important cross check on estimates derived from the 

above sources and is used to adjust the data on both balance sheets and flows by sector as necessary.

32. Overseas This heading comprises securities issued by overseas government, municipal authorities and

securities corporate bodies with an original contractual maturity of more than one year, as well as in corporate

equities, bonds and other securities with no specified maturity. It does not include short-term 
instruments such as commercial paper.
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and pension funds

Introduction

Figures from 1963 to 1979 were based partly on exchange control returns and partly on a Bank of 

England inquiry. Currently, figures for other financial institutions are net transactions based on quarterly 

returns (involving deduction of estimates of costs incurred in share transactions) and include estimates 

of direct investment in the form of securities (share and loan capital). Transactions by the central

government comprise the sale of Suez Canal shares in 1976 and 1979. Figures for industrial and 

commercial companies are for direct investment in the form of securities (share and loan capital) 

and for other investment. The latter are derived from an inquiry covering balance sheet information. 

The estimates of transactions by the personal sector are based on Inland Revenue data but are 

subject to a wide margin of error. The overseas sector figures consist of total UK direct investment 

overseas in share and loan capital plus portfolio investment in overseas securities.

In constructing UK national and sector balance sheets, holdings of securities are, as far as possible, 

recorded at market values. Changes in the holdings reflect capital gains or losses, as well as

transactions and classification or other changes. A partial measure of unrealised gains and losses 

can therefore generally be obtained by netting off the net acquisitions of the financial assets during 

the period from changes in the market values of holdings over a period.

This heading represents the net equity of the personal sector in life assurance and pension funds 

and consists of:

the net surplus of current income over current expenditure of these funds. In the national 

accounts, the life assurance and pension funds are regarded as the property of the 

personal sector, but the investments of the funds (including purchases of property) are 

included in the transactions of other financial institutions. The articulation of the financial

accounts is maintained by showing the funds’ surplus as an increase in the financial 

claim of the personal sector on other financial institutions. Annual estimates of the net 

increase in the funds are taken from their revenue account, which is published in the

personal sector chapter of United Kingdom A/af/ona/Accounts; quarterly estimates are 

based on the quarterly returns of investment by insurance companies and pension funds 

to CSO.

transactions concerning certain public sector pension schemes. These are net receipts 

by the central government in respect of those public sector schemes for which a notional 

pension “fund” is maintained, primarily the NHS and teachers’ superannuation schemes. 

These receipts are taken from the financial account of the central government, and are

regarded as part of the personal sector’s claims on the central government.

34. M iscellaneous This series includes the following miscellaneous items.

dom estic instrum ents

For the public sector:

repayments by nationalised steel under-takings of a loan from industrial and commercial

companies made before nationalisation;

import deposits. The scheme was introduced in November 1968 and the last of the

deposits were repaid by the end of September 1971;

advance payments (net) on oil sales by BNOC;

compensation payments relating to transferred assets

4  *
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For financial institutions:

increases in certain assets and liabilities given in the returns made by financial institutions, 

including assets due to and from stockbrokers (with a contraentry in the personal sector), 

borrowing by finance houses other than in the forms of deposits (with a contra entry in 

the industrial and commercial sectors) and, from 1972 to 1980, their special deposits 

with the Bank of England banking department and sterling commercial paper issued by 

financial institutions other than banks and building societies;

property unit trust units sold to charities.

For industrial and commercial companies:

sales of shares in retail co-operative societies.

35. Direct and other This is equal to the balance of payments account figures of private direct investment abroad, other 

investment abroad than transactions in securities (share and loan capital), which are entered in line 32. It covers

investment by UK companies in overseas branches, subsidiaries or associated companies. A direct 

investment in a company means the investor has a significant and lasting influence on the operations 

of the company (normally represented by a holding of 20% or more voting shares in the company). 

Investment covers not only acquisition of fixed assets, stock building and stock appreciation, but 

also other financial transactions such as additions to, or payments of, working capital, other loans 

and trade credit. It excludes depreciation. It includes transactions in overseas real estate.

36. Overseas direct The figures for the overseas sector comprise overseas investment in the UK private sector other

than transactions in UK company securities (which are entered on fine 31). They include figures for 

direct investment, obtained from the direct investment inquiries, and miscellaneous investment, 

which mainly consists of identified transactions in real estate. (An explanation of direct investment is 

given in the description of line 35.)

and other 

investment in UK

The figures for banks are obtained from banking sector returns. Those for other financial institutions 

and industrial and commercial companies are estimates obtained from inquiries to those institutions. 

Those for persons are the transactions in real estate, which are estimated by Inland Revenue from 
stamp duty information.

The transactions in real estate are believed to be carried out mainly by individuals resident overseas.

As well as being treated as overseas financial investment in the personal sector, these transactions

are included indistinguishably in the personal sector’s figures for gross domestic fixed capital 
formation.

f J

37. Miscellaneous This covers all financial instruments issued by overseas residents not defined elsewhere, including;
overseas instruments

(a) non bank private sector transactions with overseas banks (including the European 

Investment Bank) and other institutions,

sterling commercial paper issued by overseas residents.

For the central government it includes:

part of external liabilities of general government and official short-term capital, 

contributions to the European Coal and Steel Community resen/es.

I  l i
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adjustm ent

Introduction

For public corporations it includes long-term net lending and investment abroad (including that by 

the Commonwealth Development Corporation). (Short-term lending abroad is included in line 14.2).

This item also includes any minor discrepancies between figures obtained from balance of payments 

sources and those from other sources, the counterpart of which is entered under industrial and

commercial companies. These discrepancies include timing and coverage differences.

In principle, most transactions in the national accounts are on an accruals basis (that is, they are 

recorded when the ownership of goods changes, when a service is delivered or when a liability is 

created), whereas the actual payments in settlement of the transactions are recorded at a different 

time, when they occur. Generally, when the supply of goods and services is involved, the difference 

is recorded in principle under trade credit (//ne 26), but in other cases, and for many transactions 

affecting government, the differences between the accruals and the cash transactions are accounted 

for as accruals adjustments.

The following government transactions are the subject of accruals adjustments: the list is not, however, 

meant to be exhaustive.

value added tax

customs and excise taxes

personal income tax 

national insurance contributions

council tax (and its predecessors) 

national non-domestic rates

North Sea oil royalties

current subsidies expenditure on goods and services

For example, when an employer deducts income tax from an employee’s pay, a liability is created to 

pay the sum over to the Inland Revenue. The tax is deemed to have accrued to the government, 

and is included in the government current account. Because the tax is not paid immediately, offsetting 

entries are made as accrual adjustments in the financial accounts. When payment is made the 

entries are reversed.

Accruals adjustments are also used in the context of certain interest flows when these are recorded 

on an accruals basis in the current accounts. Prepayment of general insurance premiums and 

claims incurred are also the subject of accruals adjustments.

The adjustments are calculated by subtracting the cash figures from the estimated accruals. The 

allocation of the difference to counterpart sectors is made item by item but should be considered

approximate in many cases.
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Chapter

Table 1.1 A

Public sector

borrow ing

requirement

Public sector finance

In troduction Table 1 • gives summary of various economic indicators.

The rest of this Chapter relates to the public sector borrowing requirement (PSBR) and its financing. 

Following summary Table 1.1 A on the PSBR there are details of the financing of the borrowing 

requirements of central government (CGBR - Tables 1.2A ■ 1.2J), of local authorities (LABR -

Tables 1,3A • 1.3D) and of public corporations (PCBR - Table 1.4A).

Detailed sectoral analysis of the PSBR is given in Part II, Table 10.1 B. This shows estimates of the 

PSBR according to the sources of funds borrowed (or the destination of funds repaid). The income 

and expenditure of central government which leads to the CGBR is given in Chapter 2.

The public sector borrowing requirement (PSBR) indicates the extent to which the public sector 

borrows from other sectors of the economy and overseas to finance the balance of expenditure and 

receipts arising from its various activities. In contrast to the accruals-based financial surplus or 

deficit, the flows which count towards the PSBR are measured on a cash basis (with a minor 

exception of interest on National Savings instruments). As well as current and capital account 

transactions, the PSBR also takes into account certain financial transactions, such as loans to the

private sector, and the net acquisition of company securities. The PSBR can be defined in terms of 

the receipts and expenditure of the consolidated public sector accounts, but i is usually more helpful 

to consider it in terms of the borrowing requirements of the sub-sectors of the public sector: central 

government, local authorities and public corporations. In practice, the local authority and public 

corporation borrowing requirements are measured from the financing items rather than their receipts 

and expenditure because this information comes to hand more quickly and is regarded as more 

reliable.

A considerable part of the central government borrowing requirement is needed to finance central

government on-lending to local authorities and public corporations; Table 1.1 A shows separately 

the amount central government needs to borrow on its own account.

The PSBR can be built up as the central government borrowing requirement on own account plus 
the local authority borrowing requirement and the public corporation borrowing requirement. 

Alternatively the PSBR may be regarded as the total central government borrowing requirement 

pluslhe  local authority and public corporation ‘contributions’ to the PSBR, where ‘contribution’ is 

defined as borrowing (other than direct borrowing from central government), less net purchases of 

other public sector debt (i.e. for local authorities: central government and public corporation debt; 

for public corporations: central government and local authority debt).

A revised definition of the PSBR was announced by the Chancellor of the Exchequer on 10 February 

1984. Under this definition changes in public sector bank deposits and holdings of other liquid 
assets are regarded as financing the PSBR rather than contributing to it. These items are included 

in columns /, 2, 5and 9o f Table 1.1A and add through to co/umns 3, 6, Zand 10.

Tables 1.2A . 1.3A , and 10.2D and S4 show the financing of the CG, LA and PC borrowing 

requirements respectively. An article describing their derivation, their relationship with the quarterly 

figures and their likelihood of revision was published in the November 1983 issue of Economic 

Trends.

*  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition *  denotes the end o f the changes
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Seasonal adjustment The seasonally adjusted series are constrained so that financial year totals are equal to the financial

year totals of the unadjusted series. Central government uses the financial year as its accounting 

year for planning and control and the forecasts of PSBR and its components which are published 

each year in the Financial Statement an6 Budget Report are for financial years. The financial year 

constrained seasonally adjusted series should be used when the quarterly outturns during the financial 

year are compared with these forecasts.

Erratic influences on the PSBR, particularly distortions caused by industrial disputes, recent 

privatisations, and changes to the timing of tax receipts have affected the series over the last few 

years, making the seasonally adjusted series less reliable as an indicator of the recent underlying 

trend. Seasonal adjustment seeks to remove only the effects of regularly recurrent influences and 

the evaluation of these is impeded when large erratic influences affect the series. (See the Bank of 

England’s Quarterly Bulletin for February 1991 and Occasional Paper No. 2, October 1992.)

Local authorities includes market transactions of the issue department of the Bank of England and 

National Insurance Fund in local authority debt.

Public corporations other borrowing includes repayments of loans to regional water authorities and 

passenger transport executives.

Timeliness Monthly estimates for the borrowing requirement of the public sector are released in a First Release

twelve working days in arrears. Figures issued in the PSBR First Release are provisional and are 

subject to later revision. The figures shown in Table 1.1 A are updated to include later information 

and are compatible with the money supply data given in Chapter 3 of Financial Statistics.

Further references An article describing the definition of the PSBR and how this is measured appeared in the September

1993 issue of Economic Trends. Treasury Working paper No 61 gives more details. An earlier article 

detailing changes appeared In Economic Trends, February 1984. Treasury Working Paper No. 57 

Central Government Funds and accounts and the Central Government Borrowing Requirement, 

June 1990, defines the CGBR and explains the rule of the various central government funds and 

accounts in its measurement.

Estimates of the PSBR also appear in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin. A forecast of the 

PSBR and its make-up for the financial year is published at Budget time in the Financial Statement 
and Budget Report.

Table 1,2A 

Financing o f the 

central government 

borroviring requirement

Figures for the last eleven years are published in United Kingdom National Accounts, Table 11.12.

Public Finance Trends 95 features a broad range of public sector statistics and puts them into 

perspective with commentary and long-run tables.

Table 1.2A shows the main financial instruments through which the central government borrows to 

finance the central government borrowing requirement (CGBR). The table gives details of the changes 

in the financial liabilities and assets of the central government which in aggregate match the borrowing 
requirement.
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Sign convention In Table 1.2A increases in assets are shown as negative, decreases as positive.

Liabilities See also Part D of this Handbook for more information on specific instruments.

Notes and coin This column comprises the increase in notes in circulation (that is the increase in the fiduciary note 

issue less the increase in the holding of notes in the Banking Department of the Bank of England) 

plus the increase in issued coin.

Treasury bills

British government

securities

National savings

The change in Treasury bills outstanding excludes those held by the Bank of England, government 

departments and the National Debt Commissioners. The change in Treasury bills outstanding also 

excludes changes in those holdings of overseas monetary authorities which are the counterparts of 

central bank assistance in support of the reserves in the form of swaps against sterling: these 

changes form part of other government overseas financing. Table 1.2B provides further details on 

Sterling Treasury bills.

Total cash issues of British government and government-guaranteed securities less redemptions 

including the operations of government sinking funds, and less net purchase of government and 

government-guaranteed securities by the Bank of England (including those under purchase and 

resale agreements) and the National Debt Commissioners. Tables 1.2C and 1.2D provide further 

details.

This item comprises the total contribution to the financing of the CGBR from national savings as 

shown in Table 1.2E. See that table for further details.

Tax instruments These consist primarily of certificates of tax deposits - net receipts from deposits less withdrawals

plus items in transit. These certificates were introduced in October 1975 (see notes to Table 1.2G ). 

Prior to then tax instruments consisted of tax reserve certificates (whose issues stopped after June 

1973) and tax deposit accounts (April 1973 and October 1974)

Net indebtedness to The government usually has a net liability to the banking department of the Bank of England, which

the Bank of England 

Banking Department

Northern Ireland central 
government debt

holds government debt of various kinds and at the same time has liabilities to the government in the 

shape of the balances of the National Loans Fund and the Paymaster General at the Bank of 

England. Transactions are also classified here when the Banking Department has a surplus.

This item comprises the sum of the increases in the Banking Department's holdings of notes and 

coin, tax instruments, British government securities and Treasury bills, less increases in the liabilities 

of the Banking Department to the government (i.e. in the balances of the National Loans Fund and 

Paymaster General at the Bank of England).

The government's net indebtedness to the Bank of England changes as a result of the Bank’s 

central banking operations. A rise in the government’s net indebtedness helps to finance the 

government’s borrowing requirement.

This item consists of net sales of Northern Ireland government securities, Northern Ireland Treasury 

bills, Ulster saving certificates and Ulster development bonds together with the increase in bank and 

building society advances to the Northern Ireland central government. Borrowing by the Northern 

Ireland government under the exchange cover scheme is included under government foreign currency 

debt.
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Cost of exchange cover 
scheme on repayment

of principal

Certain foreign currency borrowers - primarily public corporations but also local authorities and 

some private sector companies (particularly privatised former public corporations) - had access to 

the exchange cover scheme under which, central government guaranteed to cover any addition to 

the sterling cost of interest payments and repayments of the loan arising from a fall in the exchange 

rate between the time the loan is negotiated and the time it is repaid (conversely central government 

would benefit in the event of sterling appreciation). Losses and gains arising on interest payments 

are included under central government expenditure, debt interest in Table 10.2A. Only the cost of 

guaranteeing repayments of principal is recorded in Table 1.2A.

it is important to note that, in practice, no payments as such occur, i.e. the exchange losses or gains 

are purely notional. Under the exchange cover scheme, the beneficiary is entitled to purchase the 

foreign currency needed to repay the loan (interest) at the original exchange rate from the Exchange 

Equalisation Account. However in the local authorities’, the public corporations’ and company accounts 

(Tables 1.3A, 1,4A and 10.6B) repayments of borrowing are shown at the current market exchange 

rate in line with the balance of payments statistics. The item cost of exchange cover scheme on 

repayments of principalis needed as an adjustment to bring the figures back to an original exchange 

rate basis. A charge is made by central government for the guarantee. This is included under central 

government receipts: interest and dividends etc. in Table 10.2A. No new borrowing has taken 

place under the exchange cover scheme in recent years.

Other public sector This item comprises ways and means advances by the National Coal Board, the British Gas

financing: central 

government

Corporation, and the Crown Agents Holdings and Realisation Board, and repayments by the Fund 

for the Banks for Savings to the Trustee savings banks and deposits by public corporations with the 

National Loans Fund (including a repayment to a corporation after it was privatised), and balances 

of certain trading funds (classified as public corporations) with the Paymaster General.

Government foreign This heading includes foreign currency borrowing by HM government under bank euro-dollar facilities 

currency debt from governments and central monetary authorities abroad (including foreign currency deposits),

issues and redemptions of British government foreign currency bonds, drawings by the IMF and 

borrowing by the Northern Ireland central government from the European Investment Bank under 

the exchange cover scheme. HMG's dollar floating rate note issues are also included here.

Other government This item covers all central government transactions with overseas not elsewhere included, such as 

overseas financing sterling borrowing from governments or from central monetary authorities in the form of assistance

with a sterling counterpart invested in Treasury bills (aid bills), amounts swapped forward into later 

months against sterling with overseas monetary authorities in 1971 and 1972, transfers from the 

Government’s dollar portfolio into the reserves, gold subscriptions to the IMF, changes in IMF holdings 

of non-interest bearing notes other than those arising from drawings or subscriptions, allocation of 

SDRs, the Exchange Equalisation Account’s loss on forward commitments entered into before 

devaluation in 1967. Further details are shown in United Kingdom National Accounts Jab\e 7.4.

Asse/s Issue dept transactions in bills, etc. and indirect lending to other public sector. Market transactions 

by the Issue Department of the Bank of England, and by the National Debt Commissioners are 

included in this column. It also includes the purchases and resales by the Issue Department of 

promissory notes relating to export credit backed by the ECGD and to shipbuilding finance and 

government-guaranteed stock (redemptions). The latter represents payments to the central 

government by nationalised industries for the redemption of their government-guaranteed stock at
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maturity. All redemptions of government-guaranteed stock held by the public are treated as being 

made by the central government which itself may hold (through the Bank of England issue department) 

amounts of stock purchased in the market prior to redemption. Ail transactions with the public in 

government guaranteed stocks (including purchases at redemption) are included in the item British

government securities.

Net change in official reserves (other than the increases arising from the transfer of the government’s 

portfolio of dollar securities).

Changes in sterling value due to changes in exchange rates (revaluation) are excluded. From 23 

August 1971 these are valued in sterling at transactions’ actual rates of exchange; previously at 

parity.

Deposits with banks These figures are deposits by central government with the banks sector and are obtained from the

banks sector statistics. (See also the note below re deposits with building societies).

Deposits with building

societies

These figures are deposits by central government with building societies and are obtained from the *  

Building Societies Commission. Prior to April 1994 these figures were included in deposits with 

banks.

Timeliness Figures for the net borrowing requirement analysed by type of instrument are available in the second

month after the end of the period.

Table 1.2B This table presents figures on the weekly Treasury bill tender. Treasury bills are a short - term

Treasury bill tender government liability normally having a life of 91 or 182 days. They are offered for sale by tender on 

the last working day of each week. The members of the London Discount Market Association, by

long standing agreement, tender each week for at least the full amount of the bills on offer. Treasury

bills may be purchased by the Bank of England in its open market operations.

Tables 1.2C and 1.2D

Government and

government- 

guaranteed 

marketable securities

Table 1.2C starts with the cash value of net issues of British government and government-guaranteed 

securities by the National Loans Fund (NLF); after deducting net purchases by official holders one 

has the value of net official sales to the market which is split into conventional and index-linked 
stock. The table then shows official purchases of index-linked stocks and gross official sales of 

index-linked stocks. Finally the table shows a maturity analysis of the figure for net official sales of 

conventional stock; figures are distinguished for redemptions, net official purchases of securities up

to one year's residual maturity, transactions (of all maturities) under purchases and resale agreements

(repos) and gross official sales which are shown in three maturity bands.

Table 1.2D analyses for each month the net cash issues by the NLF (shown quarterly in the last 

column of the table). The table also shows gross issues and redemptions of individual securities.

giving the name of the security and the cash amount received on issue or subsequent instalment or

paid on redemption.

Further references This information with some additional detail is published in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.
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Tables 1.2E and1.2F 

National savings

These tables relate to national savings products which are provided by the State, or are under State 

supervision. The main legislation is contained in the National Loans Act 1968; the Trustee Savings 

Bank Acts 1969 and 1976; the National Savings Bank Act 1971; the National Debt Act 1972; and in 

regulations deriving from these acts.

Table 1.2E shows the range of products on offer. The National Savings Bank (NSB) has an Ordinary 

Account and an Investment Account.

Trustee savings banks figures were included in British savings bonds and SAVE until May 1982; 

under other securities on the National Savings Stock Register (prior to 21 November 1979) and in 

Trustee savings banks’ ordinary department (prior to 30 September 1979). From June 1992 they 

are part of the banks’ sector.

From the November 1979 issue no new figures are added to the Trustee savings banks (ordinary or 

new department) columns, with the amalgamation of the departments on 21 November 1979; for 

statistical purposes the change was recorded from 30 September.

From Septernber 1979 the amount of £7.7 million is excluded from national savings stamps and gift 

tokens in respect of stamps deemed to be outstanding and written off on 15 August 1979.

Total contributions to the financing of the CGBR include accrued interest and payments into NILO.

The financial accounts Figures are shown for National Savings Certificates, Income Bonds, Pensioners’ Guaranteed Income

Bonds, First Option Bonds, Capital Bonds, the NSB Investment Account, Premium Savings Bonds, 

Children’s Bonus Bonds and the NSB Ordinary Account. Yearly Plan and SAVE figures are also 

shown separately although no new contracts can now be taken out .British Savings Bonds, National 

Savings Stamps and Gift Tokens, Indexed Income Bonds and Deposit Bonds are included as Products 

no longer on sale.

Sales of stock from the National Savings Stock Register are included as public sector sales of 

British government securities to persons.

Prior to January 1981 the NSB Investment Account did not form part of the central government
N

sector in the financial accounts; it was considered to be a financial institution. Consequently, deposits 

with it were not part of national savings as defined here, but were included in the other financial 

institutions as deposits with savings banks.

Up to the end of the first quarter of 1977, transactions are deemed to relate solely to persons. From 

the second quarter of 1977 onwards the data take account of holdings by local authorities, building 

societies, pension funds and certain other non- profit making bodies in the NSB investment account. 

With effect from 1 October 1981 the investment account was opened to investment by registered 

companies and other corporate bodies trading for profit. From 1 January 1990 new holdings are 

restricted to personal savers and trustees for individuals. From Q1 1992 all holdings are deemed to 

be those of the personal sector.

Details of holdings by the personal sector, except for securities on the National Savings Stock 

Register, are shown for each product in Table 9.1J.
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Since November 1980 figures provided by the Department of National Savings (DNS) are a record 

of purchases and repayments as made by the public at post offices and other agencies (mainly 

banks) and not a record of the movement of monies into and out of the Director of Saving’s account 

with the Bank of England as previously.

The contribution to the CGBR records the net capital payment into the National Loans Fund in 

respect of certificates, bonds, SAVE etc. schemes, NSB deposits plus net accrued interest less any 

increases in ways and means advances of the DNS with the Paymaster General. The difference 

between this figure and the total national savings contribution to the PSBR reflects working balances 

held by the Post Office. This is attributed to public corporations’ transactions in national savings in 

the financial accounts and as public corporations’ transactions in public sector (central government) 
debtin Tables 1.1A and 1.4A.

Definition of items Net transactions (Table 1.2E) are the differences in the amounts outstanding, including interest 

between one period and the next.

Net receipts (Table 1.2F) are the net differences between new purchases plus capital uplift on 

Yearly Plan, and repayments in the period. For National Savings Certificates, SAVE and Yearly Plan 

the amounts of interest / bonus / index-linked increase repaid are included in repayments.

Index-linked increase is the amount by which the capital invested, in order to retain its original 

value, would have to be increased by revaluing in line with the Retail Prices Index (RPI).

The columns in respect of National Savings Certificates in Table 1.2F show purchases: repayments 

of principal and accrued interest/ index-linking/ bonuses/ supplements. Table 1.2E shows amounts 

of principal and accrued interest/ index-linking/ bonuses/ supplements remaining invested at the 

end of the period. The special features of the index-linked issues require separate presentation.

Premium Savings Bonds, Pensioner’s Guaranteed Income Bonds and Income Bonds are analysed 

by purchases and repayments (Table 1.2F) and the amounts remaining invested at the end of the 

period (Table 1.2E). Statistics for the NSB are split between the ’Ordinary’ and the ‘Investment 

Account* services for each of which deposits, withdrawals, accrued interest and balance at the end 

of the period are shown. The same information appears for Capital Bonds, Children’s Bonus Bonds 

and First Option Bonds in Tables 1.2E and 1.2F.

In Table 1.2E and 1.2F data for SAVE include both fixed interest and Index Linked but do not 

include SAVE administered by the building societies, see notes to Tables 4,3A to 4.3C.Yearly Plan 

is shown separately. For Table 1.2F “subscriptions” refers to the amount subscribed for SAYE and 

the amount subscribed or the certificate value (the amount subscribed in the first year plus the 

interest earned in the first year) for Yearly Plans. The capital uplift in the interest column of Table 

1.2F refers to the amount of interest earned by monthly subscriptions to Yearly Plan which is 

capitalised at the end of the first year and is counted as a net receipt of capital. From 1 August 1980 

figures include index-linking on all contracts which have reached the fifth anniversary of the start 

date. Details of the number of contracts with DNS and TSBs combined, in force at the end of the 

period for the First, Second and Third issues, were included until July 1980. Yearly Plan was withdrawn 

from sale on 1st February 1995 and SAYE withdrawn on 30th November 1994. Although existing 

agreements and contracts are still in operation no new agreements can be taken out.
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Accruals The gross accrued interest, index-linked increase, bonus, or supplement on any form of National 

Savings is the amount of interest, index-linking, bonus, or supplement that the central government 

could be called upon to pay out. It is therefore subject to step changes reflecting the terms of issue, 

and is not necessarily calculated according to a constant rate of growth at which the amount might 

be thought of as being gradually earned. Hence for example the index-linking on SAVE contracts 

(series DOEW and DOEX) in Table 1.2E does not begin to accrue until August 1980, five years after 

their introduction, in line with their terms of issue (see the Annex below); and the August 1980 figure 

represents five years growth in the value of the initial contracts.

Accrued interest can be calculated gross and net (i.e. after repayment of interest) for most National 

Savings products, but can only be calculated gross for savings bank deposits and deposit bonds for 

which repayments of principal and interest are indistinguishable.

Publication sequence The previous calendar month’s estimated figures are first published in a press notice issued by the 

Department for National Savings (DNS) usually on the second or third Sunday in the month. The 

figures next appear, also in the second half of the month, in Financial Statistics with revised figures 

for the earlier months as more up to date information becomes available. The most recent figures 

appearing in Tables 1.2E and 1.2F are provisional estimates. After a few months, firm figures are 

substituted.

Method of compilation All statistics are obtained from official DNS sources and the Treasury. The figures are collated by

DNS to provide the entries in Tables 1.2E and 1.2F. The data series were revised from April 1986 

following the re-estimation of accrued interest on savings certificates which coincided with the adoption 

of an improved transaction accounting system.

Further references

Table 1.2G 

Tax instruments

The Annual Abstract of Statistics, Table 16.9 provides a long annual series (usually covering the last 

ten years) of statistics on a financial year basis.

The Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin includes national savings statistics in the table ‘Analysis of 

government debf and the Bank of England Statistical Abstract, No 2  contains the same information 

for the years 1963 to 1975.

The Digest of Welsh Statistics, the Scottish Abstract of Statistics and the Digest of Statistics, Northern 

Ireland provide data on investment and repayments relating to the three areas.

For details of rates of interest etc for National Savings Products, please see the Annex at the end of 

this Chapter.

Certificates of tax depos/fwere introduced in October 1975 and are available to taxpayers generally. 

Minimum deposits of £2,000 are accepted by the Inland Revenue and, until further notice, will earn 

interest at varying rates when applied to payment of income tax (other than PAYE tax and amounts 

deducted from payments to sub-contractors), corporation tax (including advance corporation tax), 

capital gains tax, capital transfer tax/ inheritance tax, development land tax, petroleum revenue tax, 

advance petroleum revenue tax, petroleum royalty and the gas levy, and at a lower rate when 

withdrawn for cash. A new prospectus (Series 6) was introduced in October 1982. Under this series 

interest rates are set according to both the size of a deposit and the length of time for which it is held. 

Interest rates of existing deposits are revised annually. The interest is paid gross and is taxable. 
Table 7.1 F gives details of the interest rates.
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For deposits held under earlier prospectuses which were surrendered in payment of a scheduled 

liability, a bonus was at times payable after six months in addition to the basic rate and a supplement 

was at times payable for the initial period of the deposit. The rates of interest paid were revised on 

each second anniversary.

Table 1.2H 

Outstanding 

government and 

other public sector 

foreign currency 

borrowing

This table shows figures for the amount of public sector foreign currency borrowing and leasing 

outstanding at end-quarters: non-US dollar denominated debt has been translated to US dollars at 

the appropriate end-period middle market closing rates of exchange.

HMG short and medium-term borrowing covers the items formerly shown under separate headings 

Securities (notes, bonds and bills) and Other. These two categories have now been combined under 

the one heading.

HMG short and medium-term borrowing comprises: bonds denominated in US dollars, Deutschmarks, 

Swiss Francs and Yen, and sold to official holders of sterling in April 1977{\ast repayment in 1987}\ 

an issue in New York in 1978 of $350 million of HM Government 7 and 15 year bor)6s{!ast repayment 
in 1990y, other public sector debt assigned to HMG (these assignments involve equal and offsetting 

reductions in other public sector borrowing under the exchange cover scheme); issues of $2,500 

million and $4,000 million floating-rate notes in 1985 and 1986 respectively: from October 1988, 

ECU Treasury bills, the bills being short-term instruments with a life to date of one, three or six 

months; from February 1991 an ECU 2.5 billion issue of HM Government ten year bonds; from 

January 1992 the issues of 3 year HM Government ECU Treasury Notes; net drawing on a 3 year 

ECU 5,000 million (equivalent) multi-currency Revolving credit facility with a group of international 

banks announced on 3rd September )992{!ast repayment 1994i; and, any drawings made under 

the very short term financing facility of the European Monetary System(/asf repayment 1993).

IMF, consists of net drawings from the IMF, less other countries’ net purchases of sterling, but 

excluding transactions which affect the UK reserve position in the IMF.

HMG long term borrowing consists of long-term government debt dating from the 1940's, mainly 

taken from North America and including the wartime lend-lease arrangements.

Other public sector borrowing under the exchange cover scheme cor\s\s\s of net borrowing, primarily 

by UK public corporations and local authorities, under the 1969 and subsequent exchange cover 

schemes (ECS). New borrowings under the ECS ceased in 1988, although HMT continue to provide 

exchange cover on existing loans. This category includes any debt still owed under the scheme by 

privatised public corporations at the date of privatisation, together with certain debts incurred under 

the scheme by British Nuclear Fuels pic and the Northern Ireland central government. Foreign 

currency borrowed through UK banks and from abroad, and the issue of foreign currency securities 

are also included.

Other public sector: uncovered borrowing comprises foreign currency borrowing by local authorities 

and public corporations outside the ECS and drawn down before end-March 1981. External sterling 

borrowing is included until 1979, when exchange controls were removed. Any debt still owed by a 

public corporation at the time of privatisation ceases to be a public liability at that point; thus a 

change in level does not reflect transactions only.
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Other public sector debt comprises the debt which was drawn outside the exchange cover scheme 

after March 1981. Borrowing of this type was permitted only for the purpose of meeting specific 

commercial needs for foreign currency: it thus fell outside the definition of official debt. In addition, 

the column also includes financial leasing and transactions with overseas export credit agencies. 

The reduction in the level of borrowing at the end of the first quarter of 1987 reflects not only 

transactions but also the privatisation on 6 February 1987 of British Airways, whose debt then ceased 

to be a public liability. Up to the January 1988 issue, Financial Statistics shows a full breakdown of 

the debt covered under this heading; the 1987 Financial Statistics Explanatory Handbook provides 

more detailed notes.

End-monthly levels of the debt covered in this table can be found in Table 8.2 of the Bank o f England 
Quarterly Bulletin.

Table 1.21 

Official reserves

The official reserves comprise gold, convertible currencies and SDRs held in the Exchange 

Equalisation Account, together with the United Kingdom reserve position in the IMF. Convertible 

currencies may be held in the form of financial instruments; securities are valued at historic cost. 

Transactions, drawings on or additions to the reserves, are translated into sterling at current market 

rates. There is a valuation difference between these transactions and the changes in the equivalent 

levels which are expressed in US dollars on the basis described below and then translated into 

sterling at end-period dollar/sterling middle-market closing rates.

In calculating the levels, non-dollar components are translated to dollars as follows:

Gold was valued at $42.2222 per fine ounce up to end-March 1979; thereafter gold was valued at 

the average of the London fixing price for the three months up to end-March, less 25%; since March 

1980 it has been valued at that price or at 75% of the final fixing price on the last working day in 

March, whichever is the lower.

Special Drawing Rights were valued at; 1 SDR = $1.20635 up to end-March 1979; thereafter at the 

average of the exchange rates in the three months to end-March, with the alternative from end- 

March 1980 of at their actual dollar values on the last working day in March, whichever is the lower. 

(For further details of SDRs see notes to Table 1.2J)

Non-dollar convertible currencies are translated to dollars at middle or central rates until end-March 

1979, thereafter at the average of the exchange rates in the three months to end-March, with the 

alternative from end-March 1980 of at the rate on the last working day in March, whichever is the 

lower. (These translation practices are not the same as those used in the United Kingdom Balance 

of Payments ‘Pink Book, where gold is valued at end-year market rates from end-1978 and SDRs 

and convertible currencies are valued at closing middle market exchange rates.)

A table showing the effects of these annual revaluations between 1979 and 1993 was included in 

the 1994 edition of the Handbook.

From July 1979 the official reserves include European Currency Units (ECUs) acquired when 20% 

of the gold and 20% of the dollar holdings in the official reserves were deposited on a swap basis 

with the European Monetary Institute (the European Monetary Co-operation Fund before 1st January 

1994), the swap arrangement being renewed quarterly. As non-dollar convertible currencies these 
are valued as indicated above.

I *
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Table 1.2J
International

Monetary Fund

The IMF was set up in 1944 and commenced operations in 1947. Its financial resources are 

subscribed by members according to agreed quotas. Subscriptions are mainly in members’ own 

currencies but are normally partly in reserve assets (formerly gold but now normally SDRs). The 

IMF’s holding of a particular country’s currency is also affected by various types of drawings and 

repayments, including those made by other countries. Since May 1981 the reserve tranche position 

has been defined as the amount by which a country’s quota exceeds the IMFs holding of its currency 

net of balances acquired as a result of purchases from the IMF other than the reserve tranche itself.

A country’s reserve tranche is regarded as part of its official reserves.

When a country has a balance of payments need it can draw foreign currency or SDRs from the 

IMF, purchasing them with an equivalent amount of its own currency. Drawings may be from the 

reserve tranche (taking the IMF’s holdings of the country’s currency up to its quota); or from four

credit tranches each equivalent to 25% of quota (these drawings must be repaid and are subject to 

increasingly stringent conditions with regard to economic policy and performance); or from other 

facilities under which countries may be allowed to purchase from the IMF for certain purposes in 

addition to the reserve and credit tranches. These facilities include the compensatory financing 

facility, the buffer stock financing facility, the enlarged access policy, the extended fund facility and 

formerly the oil facility and the supplementary financing facility. They are discussed in more detail in 

the December 1983 issue of he Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin. A purchase of another member’s

currency will by reducing the IMF holdings of that currency either reduce that member’s obligation to

repurchase its currency or increase its reserve tranche position.

Transactions The transactions affecting IMF holdings of sterling are categorised as follows:

affecting IMF

holdings of
reserve tranche: UK net drawings (AIVA)

sterling reserve tranche: net drawings by other countries (AIVB). From the February 1986 issue 

this series is designated reserve tranche: other net drawings and interest payments of

sterling

credit tranche: UK net drawings (AIVC)

(d) credit tranche: net drawings by other countries (AIVD)

special oil facility: UK net drawings (AIVE)

maintenance of value payments (AIVF)

UK subscriptions in sterling (AIVG)

other IMF sterling transactions (AIVH)

total change in IMF holdings (AIVI = sum of items (a) to (h)

All these series are maintained on the CSO Databank, but since no transactions have taken place 

since 1980 in series AIVA, AIVC, AIVD AIVE and AIVH they are now emitted from Financial Statistics.

The sign convention follows that used in the balance of payments accounts; increase in IMF holdings 

of sterling i.e. increase in United Kingdom liabilities +, decrease in IMF holdings of sterling -. From 

1972 transactions are recorded at the rates of exchange at which the IMF accounted for its holdings

at the time of the transaction (not necessarily the prevailing market rate).

Reserve tranche and credit tranches. Net drawings and interest payments of sterling.

# • *
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Maintenance of value payments-, the IMF maintains its accounts in SDRs. This unit of account is 

defined by the average of the exchange rates of a ‘basket’ of five major currencies broadly weighted 

according to their relative importance in world trade and finance. As the value of sterling falls, so 

more sterling has to be paid periodically to the IMF to maintain IMF holdings of sterling constant in 

SDR terms. Correspondingly sterling is received back when the sterling exchange rate rises relative 

to the SDR.

Further references Table 10.8A includes figures representing the allocation of SDRs to the United Kingdom. SDRs are

reserve assets created and distributed by decision of the members of the IMF. They first came into 

use in 1970 and are created upon being allocated by the IMF to a member country and increase the 

size of that member’s official reserves. SDRs are only used directly for settlements between official 

holders such as central banks. However, participant members countries also accept an obligation to 

provide convertible currency, when designated by the IMF to do so, to other participants in balance 

of payments need in exchange for SDRs up to a maximum which would take their SDR holdings to 

three times their own allocation.

A more detailed description of IMF operations and transactions with the United Kingdom is published 

in the December 1983 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin and more general descriptions 

of the operations of the IMF are to be found in a variety of IMF publications.

Table 1.3A This table provides a broad summary of local authorities’ borrowing and shows the latest monthly

data. The majority of these are grossed-up estimates, based on a sample survey (organised by the 

Department of the Environment) of 185 local authorities, accounting for about half of the total 

outstanding debt. They are constrained to the quarterly totals which are obtained from a survey of 

alt authorities. The monthly figures are therefore subject to sampling error and are less reliable than 

the quarterly figures. Sources for the remaining monthly series are the Bank of England (bank 

deposits and bank lending) and the Building Societies Commission (building society deposits).

Tables 1.3B and 1.3C The tables give details of local authority borrowing for capital and revenue purposes from all sources

Borrowing by 

local authorities

Local authority 

borrowing
outside the local authority sector, including borrowing from authorities’ own pension funds, which 

are classified as other financial institutions in the financial accounts. The figures exclude borrowing 

identified by a local authority as being from another local authority. No allowance is made for the 

possible take-up of one local authority’s listed securities or negotiable bonds by another authority.

%

The quarterly survey on which the tables are based covers all local authorities in the United Kingdom.

The survey was initiated by the Central Statistical Office but has been administered from March 

1977 by the Department of the Environment. Response to this survey covers about 98% of local 

authority debt and estimates for non-respondents are included based on outstanding debt.

Where more complete or more reliable information is available on particular aspects of borrowing 

from other sources, e.g. PWLB, Bank of England, Building Societies Commission, such information 

is used instead of that reported in the survey.

Net borrowing refers to gross borrowing less repayments and is divided into temporary (Table 1.3B) 

and longer-term borrowing (Table 1.3C).
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Temporary borrowing covers all loans repayable within one year of their inception (other than under 

a stress clause or on the death of the lender), including mortgages repayable by invoking a break 

clause. Longer- term debt with a residual maturity of less than one year is not included here but 

under longer-term borrowing.

Tables 1.3B and 1,3C show the outstanding debt for the latest few years. For longer-term debt the 

estimates are based on the results of a benchmark survey as at end-March 1993.

Revenue bills, usually for three months, are those authorised by the Bank of England.

Negotiable bonds are issued through a bank, discount house, issuing house or broker. ‘Over-the- 

counter’ bonds are included under the heading personal sector.

Public Works Loan Board borrowingtorms part of direct borrowing from centralgovemment'm Table 

1.3A

Central government comprises borrowing from central government sources other than the PWLB; it 

includes the take-up by such sources as the National Debt Commissioners and the National Insurance

Fund.

The sector headings in the tables are as defined in Part C of this Handbook.

Direct borrowing from abroad comprises loans from an overseas address or in the name of a person, 

company or other body with an overseas address. This includes borrowing in foreign currency or 

sterling in overseas markets. Amounts repaid by central government under the exchange cover 

scheme are not included.

Other includes borrowing from bank nominees where the original lender is unknown to the local 

authority, and unlisted investment trusts.

Timeliness Data for the March. June, September and December quarters are normally published in the

June,September, December and March issues respectively. Summary figures are included as a 

table in the public sector borrowing requirement press notice, published monthly.

Table 1.3D 

Local authority 

investments

Table 1.4A 

Borrowing by 

public corporations

This table gives details of local authority lending. This information has been collected since April 

1979 on the same return as the borrowing sun/ey referred to in the previous section. The figures are 

used to help compile the financial accounts and the national and sector balance sheets. These 

figures, apart from investments in other long-term assets are included in the calculation of the local 

authority borrowing requirement: see Tables 1.1A and 1.3A.AItemative estimates of bank deposits 

are available from the banking sector. The latter source is used in the financial accounts and in the 

local authority borrowing requirement.

This table provides a broad summary of public corporations borrowing. The main source of the 

monthly data in the table is the Bank of England (including bank deposits and bank lending). Other 

sources of data are the Department of Environment (borrowing from local authorities and local 

authority debt). Department of National Savings, the Post Office (notes and coin) and HM Treasury 

(direct borrowing from central government).
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Financing of the public sector borrowing requirement in 1994̂
£ billion, net flows

-2.5 
PC contribution 

to PSBR

Private sector other
than banks and Overseas

building societies sector'
27 .9

i

Public 
corporations 9

T '
0.6

Direct lending 
by CG

— I I____

National
savings

4.7
Gilts'
17.3

Financing of the public sector 
borrowing requirement (PSBR)'

t
38.4

Central Government 
borrowing requirement 

(CGBR)

38.7
Central Government 

borrowing on own 
account

0.9
LA contributions 

to PSBR

- 0.8
%

Direct lending 
by CG

Local 
authorites
I_____ I

f. Cons/s(enf with the 1995 issue  o f  N a tion a l A cco un ts  B lue  B ook

2. Changes in foreign currency reserves are recorded as 
financing the borrowing requirement.

3. British government securities.

Arrows pointing upwards indicate repayments by the public sector.



Annex to Tables Chapter 1

National Savings Given below are the current terms offered on the main forms of national savings. Further details 

are available from the Department for National Savings, 375 Kensington High Street, 

London W14 8SD.

National savings Interest, index-linked increases, bonuses and supplements are free of income tax and capital gains 

certificates tax.

Fixed interest issues Details of the terms on individual fixed interest issues from 1985 are set out In the table below.

Compound
interest

over
Period five Value Maximum

Issue of sale years of unit holding

(% p.a.) (£) (£)

29th 15/10/84 - 12/2/85 8.00 25 5,000

30th 13/2/85 - 9/9/85 5.00 25 5,000

31st 26/9/85 - 11/11/86 5.00 25 10,000

32nd 12/11/86 - 10/3/87 8.75 25 5,000

33rd 1/5/87 - 21/7/88 7.00 25 1,000

34th 22/7/88 - 16/6/90 7.50 25 1,000

35th 18/6/90 - 14/3/91 9.50 25 1,000

36th 2/4/91 - 2/5/92 8.50 25 10,000

37th 13/5/92 - 5/8/92 8.00 25 7,500

38th 24/8/92 - 22/9/92 7.50 25 5,000

39th 5/10/92 - 12/11/92 6.75 100 5,000

40th 7/12/92 - 16/12/93 5.75 25* 10,000

41st 17/12/93 - 19/9/94 5.40 25* 10,000

42nd 20/9/94- 5.85 * 10,000

* value of unit is tfie actuai of the certificate purchased subject to a minimum investment of £100

In d e x -lin ke d  issu e s :

Retirement issue (On sale from 2 June 1975 to 15 November 1980).

Second index-linked (On sale from 17 November 1980 to 29 June 1985)

issue

Third index-linked (On sale from 1 July 1985 to 31 July 1986)

issue

Fourth index-linked (On sale from 1 August 1986 to 30 June 1990)

issue

50
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f/fl/i index-linked

issue

(On sale from 2 July 1990 to 12 November 1992)

Available in £25 units and for the period up to 20 March 1991, with a maximum holding of £5,000. 

The maximum holding was increased to £10,000 with effect from 21 March 1991. In addition to the 

maximum holdings, holders of previous matured Certificates (fixed or Index- Linked) and Yearly 

Plan may re-invest these Certificates up to a maximum of £10,000. A Certificate held for five full 

years will receive in addition to index-linking an extra interest of 4.5% for each of the five years.

Sixth index-linked

issue

(On sale from 7 December 1992 until 16 December 1993)

Available in £25 units (with a minimum purchase of 4 units) up to a maximum holding of £10,000. In 

addition to the maximum holdings, holders of previously matured certificates and yearly plan may re

invest up to a maximum of £20,000. A certificate held for five full years will receive in addition to 

index-linking an extra interest of 1.5% in the first year rising to 6.32% in the fifth year: overall 3.25% 

per annum above the inflation rate.

Seventh index-linked

issue

(On sale from 17 December 1993 until 19 December 1994)

Available in £25 units (with a minimum purchase of 4 units) upto a maximum holding of £10,000 in 

addition to the maximum holdings, holders of previously matured certificates and Yearly plan may 

re-invest up to a maximum of £20,000. A certificate held for five full years will receive in addition to 

index-linking an extra interest of 1.25% in the first year rising to 6.07% in the fifth year: overall 3.0% 

per annum above the inflation rate.

Eighth Index-linked

Issue

(On sale from 20 September 1994)

Available with a minimum purchase of £100, this issue can be purchased in any amount up to the 

maximum of £10,000. In addition to this limit, holders of previously matured savings certificates and 

Yearly Plan certificates may reinvest upto a further £20,000. A certificate held for five full years will 

receive in addition to index-linking an extra interest of 1.25% in the first year rising to 6.07% in the 

fifth year; overall 3.0% per annum above the inflation rate.

Premium sav ings

bonds

First issued 1 November 1956. Prizes are free of income tax and capital gains tax. The minimum 

purchase is now £100, except for winners of £50 prizes which they will be able to reinvest as long as 

their maximum holdings does not exceed £10,000. The rate of interest forming the prize fund is 

currently 5.2% giving approximately 340,000 prizes per month. The odds of an individual £1 bond 

unit winning a prize is about 15,000:1 in any month.

Incom e bonds First issued 2 August 1982. The current terms are: a minimum initial purchase of £2,000, larger 

purchases and additions to existing holdings in multiples of £1,000 up to a maximum holding of 

£250,000. The life of the bond initially set at ten years. The cash value of the investment remains the 

same. Interest is taxable but is paid in full without deduction of tax at source. Interest is payable 

monthly. The rate can be varied at six weeks’ notice. Repayments may be made at three months’ 

notice.

A tiered rate structure was introduced on 5 August 1993 with variable rates applying to balances 

held below £25,000 and £25,000 and over.

Indexed-income bonds On sale from 11 November 1985 to 28 August 1987. Minimum initial purchase of £5,000, larger 

purchases and additions to existing holdings in multiples of £1,000 up to a maximum of £100,000. 

The life of the bond initially set at ten years. The indexed-income bond pays a ‘start rate’ monthly
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Yearly P lan

Save A s  You Earn

schem e

income for the first year; this income is increased at the end of each year in line with movements in 

the RPI (e.g. start rate 8% then if the RPI increased by 5% during the first year, the interest paid in 

the second year will be 8 x 1.05 = 8.4%). The cash value of the investment remains the same. 

Interest is taxable but is paid in full without deduction of tax at source. Repayments may be made at 

three months’ notice.

On sale from 2 July 1984 until 1 February 1995. A fixed interest scheme which involved making 

monthly payments for one year after which the investor received a certificate which has a guaranteed 

rate of interest for the next four years provided it is not encashed during the time. The minimum and 

maximum monthly payments were £20 and £400 respectively. Interest is free of income tax and 

capital gains tax.

Parallel schemes were operated by the Department for National Savings and the Trustee Savings 

Banks, until the introduction of the index-linked issue which is administered by the Department for 

National Savings only. Interest, index-linked increase, bonuses and supplements are free of income 

tax and capital gains tax. Save As You Earn was withdrawn from sale on 30th November 1994.

Fourth issue (Share Option scheme). Available only in conjunction with an approved savings related 

share option scheme involving deduction from pay by the employer.

*
*

★
*

D e p o s its  w ith  N a tio n a l 

S av ings  B ank o rd in a ry

a cco u n t

{and, until 20 November 1979, Trustee savings banks ordinary department}.

Maximum balance £10,000 with a minimum deposit of £10. Tax free concession of £70 on accounts’ 

interest. Current interest rate is 2.0% on balances below £500. Provided accounts remain open 

throughout the calendar year 3.25% is paid on the whole balance for each complete calendar month 

with a balance of £500 or more. Interest is calculated on a monthly basis and is credited gross to 

accounts once a year on 31 December.

D e p o s its  w ith  N a tio n a l 

S a v in g s  B a n k  

in v e s tm e n t a cco u n t

All interest, which is paid gross, is assessable for income tax. Maximum balance £100,000, minimum 

deposit £20. Interest is calculated daily and credited to accounts once a year on 31 December. 

Repayments may be made at one months notice. For rate of interest see Table 7.11.

D e p o s it b o n d s  On sale from 17 October 1983 to 19 November 1988. Minimum purchase £100; larger purchases

and additions to existing holdings in multiples of £50 to a maximum holding of £100,000. The life of 

the bond initially set at ten years. Interest is calculated on a daily basis, starting from the date of 

purchase and is added to the capital value on the anniversary of the purchase date. Interest is 

taxable and is paid without deduction of tax at source. The rate can be varied at six weeks notice. 

Repayments may be made at three months notice.

C ap ita l b o n d s :

Series "4” (On sale from 4 January 1989 to 16 June 1990).
Minimum purchase £100 and additions to existing holdings in multiples of £100 with no upper limit. 

The life of the bond is set at five years. Interest at a fixed rate (£12% per annum if held for five full 

years) is added to the Capital Value on the anniversary of the purchase date. Interest is taxable and 

is paid without deductions at source. Repayments may be made at three months notice. Bonds 

repaid in the first year do not earn interest. Bonds are repaid after five years. The requirement to 

give three months notice before the fifth anniversary was abolished on 5th May 1992.
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Series “S' (On sale from 25 June 1990 to 14 March 1991).

Terms similar to series “A" except for the maximum holdings. The total maximum holdings (excluding 

“A”) of ail other issues should not exceed £100,000. Interest was fixed at 13% per annum if held for 

five full years.

Series “C" (On sale from 2 April 1991 to 2 May 1992).

Terms similar to series “B”. Interest was fixed at 11.5% per annum if held for five full years.

Series “D" (On sale from 13 May 1992 to 5 August 1992).

Terms similar to series “B”. Interest was fixed at 10.75% per annum if held for five full years,

Series “E” (On sale from 24 August 1992 to 22 September 1992).

Terms similar to series “B". Interest was fixed at 10% per annum If held for five full years

Series "P  (On sale from 5 October 1992 to 12 November 1992)

Terms similar to series “B". Interest was fixed at 9% per annum if held for full 5 years.

Series “G” (On sale from 7 December 1992 to 16 December 1993)

Terms similar to series “B”. Interest was fixed at 7.75% per annum if held for 5 full years. From 18 

March 1993 the total maximum holdings (excluding “A”) of all issues was increased to £250,000

Series “H" (On sale from 17 December 1993 to September 1994)

Terms similar to Series “G”. Interest was fixed at 7.25% per annum if held for full 5 years.

Series T  (On sale from 20 September 1994)

Terms similar to series “B”. Interest fixed at 7.75% if held for a full 5 years.

Children’s Bonus The maximum holdings of all issues combined should not exceed 40 units (£1,000).

Bonds

Series “A ” (On sale 8 July 1991 to 2 May 1992).

Available to children and young persons under the age of 16 years on the purchase date. Purchases 

are made in units of £25 with a maximum of 40 units (£1,000). Each unit will grow in value at 5% 

compounded annually during the five years following the date of purchase, with a bonus of 47.36% 

of the purchase price on the 5th anniversary. This is equal to compound interest of 11.84% pa over 

the five year period. Interest is free of income tax and capital gains tax.

Series "S” (On sale 25 May 1992 to 5 August 1992).

Terms similar to series “A” with a bonus of 40.12% of the purchase price on the 5th anniversary, 

equal to compound interest of 10.9% pa over the five year period.

Series V "  (On sale 24 August 1992 to 22 September 1992).

Terms similar to series “A” with a bonus of 34.16% of the purchase price on the 5th anniversary, 

equal to compound interest of 10.1% pa over the five year period.

Series V ” (On sale 5 October 1992 to 12 November 1992)

Terms similar to series “A" with a bonus of 18.28% of the purchase price on the 5th anniversary - 
equal to compound interest of 9.1 % per annum over the 5 year period.
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Series “P (On sale 7 December 1992 to 16 December 1993)

Terms similar to series “A" with a bonus of 18.28% of the purchase price on the 5th anniversary - 

equal to compound interest of 7.85% per annum over the 5 year period.

Series “P (On sale from 17 December 1993 to 19 September 1994).

Terms similar to series “A” with a maximum holding of £1,000. This is in addition to holdings of all 

other issues. The 5th anniversary bonus is 14.92% of the purchase price which equals a compound 

interest of 7.35% per annum over the 5 year period.

Series "G” (On sale from 20 September 1994).

Terms similar to series “A” with a maximum holding of £1,000. This is in addition to holdings of all 

other issues. The 5th Anniversary bonus is 18.28% of the purchase price which equals a compound

interest rate of 7.85% per annum over the 5 year period.

F irs t O p tio n  B o n d s On sate from 7 July 1992. Bonds may be purchased by personal savers aged 16 or over and by 

trustees for personal beneficiaries. The interest rate is fixed and guaranteed for 12 months at a time. 

The minimum purchase price is £1,000 with a maximum holding limit of £250,000. A bond with a 

value which does not fall below £20,000 before the first anniversary will qualify for a bonus. Tax is

deducted (basic rate) from the gross interest (including any bonus) at source, but a non - taxpayer,

or a taxpayer who pays tax at other than the standard rate is eligible for a refund. No interest Is

1 ‘

earned on repayments before the first anniversary. Any repayment made between anniversary dates 

will qualify for a repayment of the full value at the most recent, plus net interest at half the fixed rate 

for the period since that date. From 7-20 July 1992 interest rates were 7.75% net (10.34% gross) 

with a bonus rate of 0.3% net (0.4% gross). From 21 July-4 October 1992 they were 7.25% net 

(9.67% gross) with a bonus rate of 0.3% net (0.4% gross). From 5 October 1992-21 March 1993 

they were 6.5% net (8.67% gross) with a bonus rate of 0.3% net (0.4% gross). From 22 March 1993 

-16 December 1993 they were 4.75% net (6.34% gross) with a bonus rate of 0.3% net (0.4% gross).

From 17 December 1993 to September 1994 they were 4.5% net (6.0% gross) with a bonus rate of

0.3% net (0.4% gross). From 20 September they were 4.8% (6.4% gross) with a bonus rate of 0.3%

net (0.4% gross).

P ens ione rs  Series 1: (On sale from 21 January 1994 to 19 September 1994).

G uaranteed In com e  Bonds are only available to people aged 65 and over. The minimum purchase is £500 with a maximum

B o n d s  of £20,000 (£40,000 for a joint holding).

without the deduction of tax at source. The rate is fixed for a 5Interest is taxable but is paid in 
year period at 7.0%, is calculated on a daily basis and paid monthly (19th of each month).

Repayments may be made prior to the 5th anniversary giving 60 days notice. No interest will be paid

during the notice period. The minimum which can be cashed in is £500 and at least £500 needs to

remain in the holding.

Series 2 : (On sale from 20 September 1994).
Terms are similar to Series 1. The minimum purchase is £500 and the maximum holding £20,000. 

(£40,000 for a joint holding). This is in addition to any holding of Series 1. Interest at 7.5% is calculated 

on a daily basis and paid monthly for a fixed 5 year period.

I v
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Chapter
General government revenue and 
expenditure
In this chapter, details are given of the monthly receipts and expenditures leading to the central 

government borrowing requirement. The relationship between national accounts data and the public 

expenditure control total is also spelt out, in Table 2.2A.

The quarterly accounts of the central government sector, compiled on a national accounts basis, are 

shown in Part 2 (Tables 10.2A ■ 10.2C). The relationship between these accounts and the 

figures in this chapter are described in Chapter 10.

The tables in this chapter present government transactions on a cash basis and in terms of the 

statutory funds and accounts - principally the Consolidated Fund and the National Loans Fund.

All government revenue, other than borrowing and certain sums received by government departments 

in the course of their normal activities (known as appropriations-in-aid), is ultimately paid into an 

account with the Bank of England which forms the Consolidated Fund. With certain exceptions (the 

main ones being government loans and national insurance benefits), all expenditure by the 

government is paid out of issues from this fund. All money raised by the creation of debt is paid into 

a separate cash account at the Bank of England - National Loans Fund (NLF) - together with 

receipts representing repayment of loans made by the State from the fund and interest on those 

loans. The National Loans Fund is the channel through which pass all the government’s borrowing 

transactions as well as most of its domestic lending transactions and the servicing (i.e. interest and 

expenses) of the “national debf.

The Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund accounts are statements of cash flows 

through the UK government accounts with the Bank of England, and show receipts and 

payments under headings which correspond to the requirements of Parliamentary control. Most 

transactions are with departments and other government bodies. As such, they are internal to the 

central government sector and do not feature explicitly in the accounts in chapter 10 prepared on a 

national accounts basis. Examples of Consolidated Fund or National Loans Fund transactions with 

bodies outside the central government sector are interest on and management expenses of the 

national debt and transactions in marketable securities.

Table 2.1 A This table shows details of the Central Government Borrowing on its own account. The CGBR(O) is

Central government 

borrowing on own 

account (CGBR(O))

shown in the PSBR Table 1.1 A. It differs from the Central Government Borrowing Requirement 

(CGBR) measure (shown in Table 1.2A) by excluding those borrowings which are lent on to local 

authorities and public corporations. The CGBR(O) is a net measure of all receipts and expenditure 

on central government funds and accounts, after excluding transactions which do not cross the 

central government boundary with the rest of the economy.

In addition to the Consolidated Fund and the National Loans Fund the main other central government 

funds and accounts which contribute to the measurement of the CGBR are:

(a) the National Insurance Fund

(b) the Exchange Equalisation Account

(c) the Paymaster General’s Account

(d) the National Debt Commissioner’s Accounts

(e) Northern Ireland Funds and Accounts

★  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition *  denotes the end o f the changes
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The system of Central Government funds and accounts and their relationship with the CGBR are 

described in Treasury Working Paper No 57, published on 6 June 1990. The paper includes a full 

explanation of the design of this table.

Inland Revenue and Customs and Excise receipts. These receipts are on the same basis 

as the funds and accounts presentation in Table 2.1 B.

Social security contributions. Receipts (which exclude contributions collected in Northern Ireland) 

are on a cash basis, rather than the accruals basis used in the national income and 

expenditure accounts (Table 10.2A). Imputed flows on account of statutory sick and maternity pay 
are also excluded.

>ii

Interest and dividend receipts. These are as defined for the national income and expenditure accounts 

(Table 10.2A) except for small timing differences.

Other receipts. This heading largely comprises national non-domestic rates, vehicle excise duty, oil 

royalties and gas levy.

Interest payments. Interest payments are as defined for the National Income and Expenditure 

Accounts (Table 10.2A) except that accrued uplift on index-linked gilts is excluded. There are also 

small timing differences.

Privatisation proceeds. These score as negative central government expenditure as in Table 2.2A. 
Details of privatisation proceeds are given in Table 2.1G.

Net departmental outlays. This heading includes most of Supply expenditure (excluding on-lending 

to public corporations), national insurance benefits, European Community contributions not in Supply 

expenditure and the funding of Northern Ireland expenditure. Net departmental outlays are measured 

on a cash flow basis as the money leaves the central government sector and the cheques 

are cleared rather than when the cheques are issued as is the case with Supply expenditure.

Table 2.1 B This table records monthly receipts and payments on the Consolidated Fund and the National Loans

Central government 

funds and accounts:

Fund and changes in balances on some other central government funds and accounts e.g. the 

National Insurance Fund. The net result is the amount the central government needs to borrow i.e. 

transactions the central government borrowing requirement (CGBR). The material is analysed according to

government accounting arrangements and may be contrasted with the analysis in Tables 10.2A to 

10.2C which is by economic category and in Tables 1.2A and 10.2D which show the financing of 

the CGBR. Figures in Table 2.1 B are given for calendar months as well as for the normal periods of 

financial years and calendar years and quarters.

The basis and manner of operation of the Consolidated Fund is governed by the Exchequer and 

Audit Departments Act 1866 (as amended by the National Loans Act 1968) which provides that 

gross tax revenue {less repayments) and all other public monies payable to the Exchequer shall be 

paid into The Account of Her Majesty’s Exchequer’. The Consolidated Fund is at any point of time 

the amount standing to the credit of this Exchequer Account which is held at the Bank of England.

The National Loans Act 1968 provides that all money raised by the creation of debt is payable into 

the National Loans Fund together with receipts representing repayments of loans made from 

the Fund and interest on those loans. The majority of central government tending is rtiade from the
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National Loans Fund which is thus the channel through which pass all the central government’s 

borrowing transactions and most of its domestic lending transactions. (Loans charged on 

votes continue to be met from the Consolidated Fund).

Consolidated Fund Inland Revenue. Receipts of income tax, surtax, corporation tax, capital gains tax. development

land tax, estate duty, inheritance (capital transfer) tax, stamp duties and petroleum revenue tax, 

details in Table 2.1C. The figures differ from those in Table 2.1A because from April 1991 they 

include changes in the Inland Revenue’s Valuation Office agency balance, which is also paid over to 

the Consolidated Fund.

National Loans Fund

Customs and Excise. Receipts of value added tax duties on beer, wines, cider, perry and spirits, 

tobacco, betting and gaming, hydrocarbon oils, customs duties, car tax etc, details in Table 2.1 D

Interest and dividends. This includes receipts on loans issued from central government votes; 

dividends on public dividend capital of public corporations and trading funds, plus a miscellany of 

small receipts.

Other receipts. The largest items are National non domestic rates (from April 1990) and miscellaneous 

revenue on supply votes. Other sources of receipts included here are from the European Community.

Supply sen/ices. These are advances to centra! government departments to meet their requirements 

arising from monies voted by Parliament.

Service of National Debt (under standing services) is the extent to which the Consolidated Fund 

has had to be used in order to service the National Debt after the receipts of interest etc. accruing to 

the National Loans Fund have been exhausted. The principal and interest on government stock is a 

charge on the National Loans Fund, with recourse to the Consolidated Fund.

Northern Ireland Central Government Debt. This item consists of transactions in Northern Ireland 

government securities, Northern Ireland Treasury bills, Ulster Savings certificates and Ulster 

development bonds together with bank and savings bank advances to the Northern Ireland central 

government. Northern Ireland government debt is excluded from servicing the National Debt. However 

Northern Ireland borrowing from the European Communities (European Investment bank) is included 

in government foreign currency debt.

Surplus or deficit of the Consolidated Fund. The Consolidated Fund is brought into balance each 

day by a transfer to or from the National Loans Fund and this column represents the net difference 

between receipts and payments over the period.

Interest receipts and profits of note issue. These receipts are mainly interest received on loans 

repayable to the National Loans Fund and payments representing the net profits of the Issue 
Department of the Bank of England.

Net lending is the net total of lending by, less repayment to, the National Loans Fund. Details are 
given in Table 2.1 F.

Other central The conventional accounts of the Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund transactions are not 

government funds in a convenient form for the purpose of general financial analysis, because transactions are 

and accounts categorised by types of debt rather than by sources of borrowing. Moreover, most of the transactions
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of the central government are with official funds and agencies which are themselves engaged in 

transactions with the public. For instance, national insurance payments and contributions are brought 

to account in the National Insurance Fund, all of whose capital is public sector debt. As the balance 

on this fund rises and falls, so the central government’s indebtedness to the fund is increased or 

diminished.

In order to arrive at a figure of borrowing by the UK central government from the figures given in the 

account of Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund transactions, it is necessary to include

changes in the central government’s net indebtedness to these various official funds and 

agencies.These are known collectively as other central government funds and accounts (which 

embraces Northern Ireland central government debt}. The resulting total represents the central

governments borrowing requirementwhich is the amount the government has to borrow less increase

(or plus decrease) in its holdings of official reserves and other assets.

National Insurance Fund, the figures included here are the net totals of the changes in:

investments by the National Debt Office on behalf of the Fund

(b) the Fund’s balance with the Paymaster General.

Other National Insurance Fund balances are not included in this item. These are mainly sums due

from or owing to government departments, the Post Office and overseas administrations arising out

of the operation of the National Insurance scheme.

Departmental balances and miscellaneous. Among the items included are:

(a) changes in balances on the accounts kept by government departments, mainly with the

Paymaster General;

(b) changes in the interest accrued on national savings securities and other items 

administered by the Department for National Savings (as recorded in Table 1.2E);

(c) changes in valuation of assets held by Bank of England issue department affecting the 

profits of the note issue;

(d) profits and losses of the Exchange Equalisation Account including the profit or loss from 

interest payments on borrowing under the exchange cover scheme.

Timeliness and See notes to Table 2.1 F

further references

Table 2.1 C

Inland revenue duties

Net receipt figures for each period are the gross amounts of tax collected, as shown in the accounts 

of the department’s various collecting offices, less repayments accounted for centrally in the same 

period. Figures are given for all main heads of duty: the total includes small amounts of various 

obsolete duties. Amounts collected by the Board of Inland Revenue on behalf of other departments, 

chiefly national insurance contributions, are excluded.

Remittances are passed to the Consolidated Fund daily as the banks pay over the proceeds of 

cheques lodged with them. Differences between the net receipts and the payments into the 

Consolidated Fund for a particular period reflect the differences between the amounts ‘in transit* at 

the beginning and end of the period.

f
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Income tax. The majority is collected via the PAYE system. Tax is deducted by the employer and 

normally paid over to the Inland Revenue in the month after the income has been earned. From 

1991 - 92 some small employers can pay the tax quarterly rather than monthly. Schedule D income 

tax from the self-employed is due in two instalments - on 1 January and 1 July. Other Schedule D 

income tax is due on 1 January. From 1986-87 composite rate tax on interest paid by building 

societies was mainly due fourteen days after the end of the 3 month periods (ending 31 May, 31 

August, 30 November, and 28/29 February) in which the relevant interest was paid or credited. 

Composite rate tax on interest paid by banks and other deposit takers was normally due fourteen 

days after the calendar quarter in which the relevant interest was paid or credited. Composite rate 

ta xm s  abolished from 6 April 1991 but basic rate tax deducted from interest paid or credited after 

this date is due in the same way that composite rate ta xm s  previously. Schedule C tax on interest 

paid on British government securities is paid over directly by the Bank of England, normally when 

the interest is paid. Regular monthly repayments are made to mortgage lenders under the MIRAS 

scheme, and to life offices under the LAPRAS scheme.

Mainstream Corporation Taxis assessed on companies profits (including reassessed capital gains) 

payable nine months after the end of the companies accounting period (AP). Pay and File, the new 

assessing and collecting system introduced for accounting periods ending on or after 1 October 

1993 moved the assessing and collecting process towards one of self assessment. Previously, tax 

was payable on assessment, nine months after the end of the companies accounting period or 

within one month of the issue of an assessment, whichever was the later. The Finance Act 1987 

provided that all companies should have a standard gap of nine months from AP end to due date for 

tax and this was phased in over three years, so all companies were treated in the same way for APs 

ending in the 1990/91 financial year or later. Prior to that, companies which had carried on the same 

trade since before April 1965 (when corporation tax was introduced) were able to retain their original 

due dates. Special provisions applying to building societies were also phased out following the 

Finance Act 1987.

J,

Advance corporation tax (ACT) is payable by a company on any qualifying distribution it makes 

(mainly payments of dividends). The rate of ACT was reduced from 25 per cent to 22.5 per cent 

from 1993/94, and to 20 per cent for 1994/95. The value of tax credits attached to dividends was 

reduced from 25 per cent to 20 per cent from 1993/94. Companies must account for ACT within 

fourteen days of the end of the return period - normally the calendar quarter - in which the distribution 

was made. Thus most ACT is paid on or around 14 January, 14 April, 14 July and 14 October. 

Companies can use ACT to offset their liability to mainstream corporation tax.

Capital gains tax. Capital gains realised on the disposal of assets by individuals and trustees are 

charged to capital gains tax. Tax in respect of gains accruing in any tax year is payable on 1 December 

following the end of that year, or one month after the date of assessment, whichever is the later. 

Realised capital gains of companies are charged to corporation tax and paid nine months after the 

end of the companies’ accounting period as part of their mainstream corporation tax payment.

Inheritance tax (IHT) replaced capital transfer tax (CTT) under the Finance Act 1986. CTT was 

payable both on lifetime gifts and on transfers of assets on death. IHT is levied mainly on assets 

transferred on death. The tax is normally required to be paid before a grant of probate is made and, 

in any event, is due at the end of the sixth month after death. However, the tax attributable to land 

and buildings and certain business assets may be paid by instalments over ten years. There may
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therefore be considerable time lags between the death and the full payment of IHT. IHT is also 

payable on transfers made within seven years of death and on assets in discretionary trusts.

Stamp duties are charged mainly on documents. The bulk of receipts come from the following 

heads;

conveyances and transfers of land, buildings and other property excluding stocks and 

shares. These are chargeable to an ‘ad valorem’ duty of 1%, subject to a threshold of 

£60,000. This threshold was temporarily raised to £250,000 over the period 20 December 

1991 to 19 August 1992; it was raised to £60,000 from 16 March 1993;

transfers of stocks and shares. Most transfers since 27 October 1986 are chargeable at 

0.5%. Stamp duty resen/e tax is chargeable, also at 0.5%, on certain transfers of stocks 

and shares which were previously exempt. It was introduced on 27 October 1986. Also 

from that date transfers of stocks and shares in return for depository receipts are charged 

to duty at 1.5%;

grants of new leases of land, buildings and other property. These are charged to duty in 

respect of both the premium and the rent.

Timeliness

Further references

Petroleum revenue tax (PRT) is charged to companies on the production of oil and gas under 

licence in the United Kingdom, its territorial waters and designated areas of its continental shelf. The 

charge is on the landed value of oil and gas less expenses incurred in discovery, extraction and 

processing and various other reliefs.

The tax is charged on each company’s share of the cash flow from each separate oil field arising in 

each six month chargeable period (the first or second half of the calendar year). Monthly instalment 

payments commence two months after the start of the period at the level of one eighth of the PRT 

payable on the previous period. Returns with estimated liabilities are submitted two months after the 

end of the period and balances are then paid or repaid. Assessments are issued by the Inland 

Revenue three months later; during the next two months, further payments or repayments may 

result from changed liabilities or the carry back of losses to remove or reduce old liabilities.

PRT was reformed in the Budget in March 1993. The rate was reduced from 75 per cent to 50 per 

cent from 1 July 1993 and PRT was abolished for fields receiving development consent on or after 

16 March 1993. Subject to transitional arrangements, cross-field reliefs in respect of future PRT 

exempt fields were abolished. The reforms affect receipts from the second half of 1993.

Receipts of Inland Revenue duties at the Department’s two Accounts Offices and various local 

offices throughout the country are balanced each day and the totals for each duty are reported 

weekly to the Department’s Finance Division for aggregation and reconciliation with the proceeds of 

cleared remittances, etc. Net receipt figures, i.e. after addition of amounts received centrally and 

deduction of repayments, are then produced weekly and monthly. Monthly figures are usually 

published in provisional form in the issue following that of the month to which they relate. Final 

receipts for a financial year are not determined until the Department's General Account is finalised 

several months after the end of the year.

Detailed notes about the individual taxes may be found in Inland Revenue Statistics, which also 

contains annual figures of receipts back to 1908/09 (Table 1.2) and a detailed breakdown of receipts 

for each tax.
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Table 2.1 D 

Customs and 

excise duties

The figures show the aggregate amounts of duty collected and brought into the department’s accounts 

in the period less drawbacks and other repayments. The difference between the net receipts and 

payments into the Consolidated Fund is due to differences between balances. The balances consist 

of:

(a) working balances held by Collectors 

remittances in transit

(c) advances out of revenue to meet expenditure under authority of the Exchequer 

and Audit Department Act 1866, Section 10.

Value added tax (VAT). Persons registered for VAT are required to make a tax return at intervals, 

generally quarterly. The quarterly tax periods are staggered in order to spread the flow of returns 

and revenue more evenly over the year. Thus one group has tax periods January to March, April to 

June etc, a second group has tax periods February to April etc, and a third group has tax periods 

March to May etc.

The VAT due is payable one month after the end of the period. A taxable person who expects his 

input tax to exceed his output tax regularly (i.e. who will be claiming net refunds from the Department) 

may opt for monthly tax periods. Since the end of 1992, some 2,000 of the largest traders have 

been making monthly “payments on accounf, settling up in the third month when they submit their 

quarterly return.

VAT is chargeable on imported goods. For goods imported from non- EC countries (and for EC 

countries prior to 1993), it must be paid either at the time of importation or, under deferred payment 

arrangements similar to those in operation for customs duties, by direct debit an average of one 

month after importation. With the completion of the Single Market in January 1993, VAT due on 

goods acquired from EC Member States is accounted for on the VAT return.

More detailed information about VAT can be found in Notice 700: The VAT Guide, a copy of which 

can be obtained from any local VAT office.

Car tax. This was abolished on 12 November 1992. Most traders registered for car tax had tax

periods March to May, June to August etc, and the tax was due not later than one month after the 
end of the tax period.

Insurance premium fax was introduced on 1 October 1994. It was charged on most general insurance 

premiums. Traders liable for the tax are required to account quarterly, with similar staggering to VAT 

traders. Payment is due one month after the end of the quarter.

Excise duties are charged on hydrocarbon oil, tobacco products and alcoholic drinks. They are 
applied alike to home-produced and imported goods.

Hydrocarbon oil duties are receipts from excise duties on petrol and derv, i.e. road fuels; and on 

other chargeable oils e.g. fuel oil. As with other deferred duties, changes in duty rates etc. are not 

fully reflected in receipts until after the month in which they become effective.

Tobacco products. The excise duty on tobacco is charged on the finished product and is collected a 
month in arrear.
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Alcoholic drinks. The excise duties on beer, wine, spirits, cider and perry are generally collected one

month in arrears. Accordingly, changes in duty rates etc. are not fully reflected in receipts until after

the month in which they become effective. In June 1993 there was a change in the duty structure for 

beer. Since then duty has been chargeable at a later stage in the production process. As a result

receipts of beer duty in July 1993 were very low.

Betting, gaming and Lottery. Receipts under this heading are collected from the following:

(a) general betting duty

pool betting duty

gaming licence duty (does not apply in Northern Ireland).

amusement machine licence duty prior to 1 November 1995

(e) bingo duty

national lottery duty

Air passenger duty \s an excise duty on airtravel from UK airports and was introduced on 1 November 

1994. It is collected one month in arrears.

Customs duties, these are charged under Section 5 of the European Communities Act 1972. For

convenience, anti-dumping and other duties - excluding agricultural levies (see below) - charged

under directly applicable Community Instruments, are included in this heading, e.g. certain generalised

system of preference duties and compensatory levy. Most importers pay by duty deferment in the

month following that of the import.

Agricultural levies are charged on a wide range of basic and processed agricultural products imported

from outside the European Community. Prior to 1993 Monetary Compensatory Amounts (MCAs) 

offset any divergence between the value of the pound sterling at the spot rate and at the (green) rate 

fixed under the Common Agricultural Policy. Positive MCAs applied in addition to agricultural levies

when the spot rate exceeded the green rate; and these amounts were paid to the European

Community. MCAs ceased to exist with the completion of the single European Market in January

1993. For most products fixed rate tariffs replaced levies in July 1995 following implementation of

the GATT Uruguay agreement.

Shipbuilders’ relief is authorised under Section 2 of the Finance Act 1966. This is a relief from 

hydrocarbon oil and motor vehicle licence duties which enter directly or indirectly into shipbuilding 

costs and is payable on delivery of a ship.The amount shown in the table is the total payment made 

in the month less the contribution due from the Department of Transport in respect of the motor

vehicle licence duty element in the original payments.

Other. This heading consists of receipts of duty on matches and mechanical lighters (abolished with

effect from 1 January 1993), petrol substitutes, and receipts from excise licences.

Payments of VAT and Insurance Premium Tax (and previously car tax) are made directly to central 

units. Revenue from other Customs and Excise duties is collected and accounted for either centrally,

often by direct debit, or at collectors’ offices throughout the country with daily balances notified to 

the central accounting officer at headquarters. Monthly figures are usually first published in the 

issue two months after that to which they relate.

r*.»
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Further references A monthly detailed analysis of duty receipts from betting and gaming is published on subscription 

from a distributing agent authorised by HM Customs and Excise. The address is as follows: 

Business & Trade Statistics Ltd. Lancaster House, More Lane. Esher, Surrey KT10 8AP. 

(Telephone: 01372 463121).

The most detailed analyses of the Department’s financial year receipts, and the commodities and 

activities to which they relate, are published in the annual Reports of the Commissioners of HM 

Customs and Excise.

Table 2.1 E Motor vehicle duties: net value of licences issued. Gross receipts less refunds from motor vehicle

Departmental revenue 

and expenditure 

on supply

licences and driving licences.The figures differ from the amount paid Into the Consolidated Fund by:

remittances in transit

payments to HM Customs and Excise in respect of the motor vehicle licence duty element 

of export rebates, which are not deducted.

Table 2.1 F 

Loans from the 

National Loans Fund

Oil royalties, licence fees, etc.: other. These figures cover oil and gas production and exploration 

licences and successful auction bids.

Gas levy: net receipts comprise cash receipts less refunds from the British Gas Corporation and 

British Gas pic under the Gas Levy Act 1981.

Supply services are the amounts transferred each month from the Consolidated Fund to Departments’ 

accounts with the Paymaster General, for spending on Supply; supply expenditure is the amount 

paid out by departments from these accounts. Supply expenditure is usually close to the total of 

Supply services for the financial year as a whole, but there can be timing differences between the 

two during the year.

The loans are shown net of repayments. Loans to nationalised industries are classified by purpose; 

thus Transport covers British Railways Board and British Waterways Board.

Loans are also made to public corporations, for example, Her Majesty’s Stationary Office and New 

Town Development Corporations and Commission; to trading funds and local authorities; to the 

private sector including housing associations and British Nuclear Fuels Ltd; and within the central 

government, e.g. advances to the Northern Ireland Government.

Timeliness The figure in Tables 2.1 A, 2.1 B and 2.1 F are published in the month following the period to which 

they relate. Some of the figures for other central government funds and accounts and the figure for 

the central government borrowing requirement will be provisional. Firm figures for these items are 

published in due course.

Further references Selected figures are reproduced as Table 17.1 in Monthly Digest of Statistics.

Table 2.1 G 
Privatisation proceeds

Table 2.1G shows the privatisation proceeds received monthly by Central Government during the 

past three financial years. The table below shows the privatisation proceeds received in financial 

years since 1979 (prior to this there was a sale of shares in BP in 1977).
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PRIVATISATION PROCEEDS

Year Amount Main Contributors
(£m )

1979-80

1980-81

1981-82

1982-83

1988-89

1989-90

1991-92

1993-94

1994-95

377 BP (£276m), National Enterprise Board holdings (£37m)

210 National Enterprise Board holdings (£83m), British Aerospace (£43m)

493 Cable and Wireless (£181 m), Amersham International (£64m)

455 Britoil (£334m), Associated British Ports {£46m)

1983- 84 1139 BP (£543m), Britoil (2nd instalment; £293m), Cable and Wireless (£263m)

1984- 85 2050 BT (£1358m), Enterprise Oil (£384m), National Enterprise Board holdings
(£168m)

1985- 86 2706 BT (2nd instalment; £1246m). Cable and Wireless (£577m), Britoil (£426m),
British Aerospace (£347m)

1986- 87 4458 British Gas (including debentures; £2570m), BT (3rd instalment; £1081 m), British
Airways (£435m)

1987- 88 5140 British Gas (2nd instalment; £1758m), Rolfs Royce (£1029m), BP (£863m),
BAA (£543m), Brtish Airways (£419m)

7069 BP (2nd instalment; £3030m), British Gas (3rd instalment; £1555m), British 
Steel (£1138m), BAA (2nd instalment; £689m)

4219 BP (3rd instalment; £1363m), British Steel (2nd instalment; £1289m), British 
Gas debentures; £800m), Water (£496m)

1990-91 5345 Electricity England and Wales (£3628m). Water (2nd instalment; £1750m)

7923 Regional electricity (2nd instalment; £1447m), Generating companies (2nd
instalment: £882m). Electricity debt (£1106m), Water (3rd instalment; £1485m), 
Scottish electricity (£1112m), BT2 (£1666m)

1992-93 8184 BT2 (2nd instalment: £1856m, 3rd instalment; £1631m), Regional electricity 
(3rd instalment: £1465m),Scottish electricity (2nd instalment; £810m). Debt 
sale (£1337m), British Gas debenture (£350m), Northern Ireland electricity
(£350m)

5420 BT3 (£1866m, 2nd instalment; £1778m), Scottish electricity (£702m), 
Electricity debt (£693m), Northern Ireland electricity (£218m)

6433 Gen cos (£1707m), Debt sale (£1618m), BT3 (£1523m), British Coal (£808m), 

Electricity (£392m). Northern Ireland Electricity (£186m)

Privatisation proceeds are recorded net of expenses which include the cost of the sale (advisers’ 

fees, underwriting, bank fees etc), the cost of collecting instalments (if applicable) and the cost of 

distributing bonus shares (if applicable). Certain other transactions may also be netted off the gross 

proceeds of a sate, eg a cash injection (as occurred for the water supply offers) or a payment to 

cover a deficit in a pension fund (as occurred on the sale of the National Freight Consortium).

i
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Where a company issued debt to the government prior to privatisation, on redemption the capital 

being redeemed will be included within privatisation proceeds.

Where a privatisation was a sale by a nationalised industry or other public body of a subsidiary, the 

proceeds will normally accrue to the parent body and consequently will not contribute to privatisation 

proceeds. The exception to this is where some of the proceeds were received by Central Government 

( eg the sale of Wytch Farm by British Gas).

Privatisation proceeds are shown in greater detail in Table 8.4 in the Statistical Supplement to the 

Autumn Statement (cm 2219). This table also shows the proceeds from the main sales of subsidiaries.

Table 2.2A This table shows a translation from general government expenditure on a national accounts basis to

the definitions used for the public expenditure control total.

The format of this table is currently aligned with the definition of the control total introduced in the 

1992 Autumn Statement.

General government expenditure comprises current and capital expenditure, net lending and cash 

expenditure on company securities, of central and local government, all consolidated to exclude 

transactions between the two sectors.

General government expenditure excluding privatisation proceeds is derived by deducting privatisation *

proceeds (shown as negative expenditure) from general government expenditure as described above. *

The public expenditure control total is the aggregate used by the Government for control purposes. 

Although it is based on the same fundamental national accounts concepts and definitions as general 

government expenditure there are a number of differences. The control total excludes central 

government debt interest and non - trading capital consumption, but includes all the external finance 

of most public corporations not just the grants and loans they receive from central and local 

government. There are a number of other differences in coverage: these are shown in detail below.

The table reconciles national accounts figures for general government expenditure excluding 

privatisation proceeds with the public expenditure control total, making adjustments as follows:

Add privatisation proceeds.

Deduct cyclical social security.

Deduct central government gross debt interest.

Deduct the value of non-trading capital consumption (ie depreciation)

Deduct VAT refunded to local authorities and central government departments.

The Control Total is measured net of VAT refunds. National accounts expenditure 

includes VAT even where it is refunded.

Deduct the pension increase elements of the pensions paid to members of the teachers 

and National Health Service superannuation schemes.

Deduct the difference between pensions in payment and accruing superannuation 

liability changes for the civil service and armed forces superannuation schemes.
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(viii) Deduct the element of NHS Trusts’ charges to health authorities which trusts use 

to renumerate their debt to government.

Add the market and overseas borrowing of nationalised industries and other 

public corporations which have external finance treatment (including the capital value 

of certain (easing transactions). General government expenditure only covers central 

and local government transactions.

Deduct the spending of the proceeds of the National Lottery.

(xi) Deduct the surpluses of local authority Trading Services, which are treated as negative 

expenditure in the Control Total but as revenue in the national accounts

(xii) Deduct the distribution of fossil fuel levy receipts to the renewables generators 

which count as government expenditure but are outside the Control Total.

(xiii) Add the capital expenditure of New Towns Corporations and Commission.

Deduct the grants and loans made to New Towns by central government.

Add the capital expenditure of Passenger Transport Executives.

Deduct grants and loans made to Passenger Transport Executives.

(xvii) Add local authority debt interest payments to central government which are included 

in the Control Total.

(xviii) Deduct local authorities’ net cash expenditure on company securities.

Deduct the capital value of assets and add rents on financial lease taken out by central 

government.

(xx) Add the capital value of certain property leases involving local authorities and 

deduct rents on such leases.

(xxi) Deduct rent received from private contractors for HM Dockyards and rent received for 

other MOD land, which is treated as negative expenditure in the Control Total but as 

revenue in national accounts.

(xxii) Deduct expenditure by the Securities and Investment Board.

(xxiii) Deduct the development costs of the Joint European Torus project.

(xxiv) Deduct the tolls received on the Severn Road Bridge and the Erskine Road Bridge 

which are treated as negative expenditure in the Control Total but as revenue in national 

accounts.

(xxv) Allow for the effect of differences in timing of transactions with British Coal, whose 

accounting year ends on the last Saturday in March and starts the day following, rather 

than 31 March and 1 April.

(xxvi) Deduct adjustments to put certain central government expenditure on an accruals 

basis.

(xxvii) Deduct the capital expenditure of the Crown Estate Office.

(xxviii) Add the capital expenditure of the Export Credits Guarantee Department.

(xxix) Deduct capital expenditure in respect of work carried out by the Scottish Development 

Agency and Welsh Development Agency on behalf of local authorities.
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(xxx) Add increases in the value of stocks held by Forestry Enterprise.

(xxxi) Deduct for outturn years, the residual difference between general government 

expenditure as measured by national accounts and Treasury sources.

Differences between general government expenditure and the public expenditure control total are 

not entirely attributable to the differences in coverage described above. There are also differences 

in accounting conventions, classifications and sources. While the public expenditure control total 

figures are on the same definitions and classifications for all years, namely those current when the 

latest Autumn statement was being prepared, in the national accounts, bodies are classified by 

sector according to their status in each period of time shown in the accounts.

A run of general government expenditure figures for the latest eleven calendar years is given in 

United Kingdom National Accounts ■ ‘Blue Soo/c'(Table 9.4) - and the totals are analysed in detail 

by functional groups and economic categories. Longer runs are given in the Economic Trends Annual 

Supplement ioT total general government expenditure analysed by main economic category for the 

years from 1946.

For summary accounts showing the finances of general government see supplementary Table 

S24, last published in the July 1995 issue of Financial Statistics.
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Chapter Money supply and credit

This Chapter covers the money supply and other liquid assets, and the credit and the other 

counterparts of broad money together with more comprehensive statistics on credit extended mainly 

to the personal sector, including consumer credit and loans secured on dwellings.

The money supply The monetary aggregates play a central role in the formulation of monetary policy in the United
*

Kingdom: since 1976 there have been published targets (latterly monitoring ranges) for the growth 

of the money supply. In the course of this period the monetary aggregates have been used both as 

intermediate targets, that is they were treated as providing the link between changes in monetary 

instruments (interest rates) and developments in the final economic variable (nominal income) and 

more recently as timely indicators of developments in inflationary pressures, which would otherwise 

only become apparent after additional delays.

The use of monetary aggregates in both these capacities depends on the existence of a reasonably 

stable - or at least predictable -relationship between the growth of the chosen aggregate and nominal 

income. This relationship is captured in the identity MV=PT which shows that the monetary value of 

transactions in the economy can be expressed either as the money stock (M) multiplied by the 

average number of times each unit of money is used (the velocity of circulation, V) or alternatively 

as the volume of transactions (T) multiplied by the average price level (P). The growth of the money 

stock can therefore be thought of as being approximately equal to the inflation rate plus the rate of 

growth of transactions less the growth of velocity. Provided that velocity is predictable, then money 

growth should serve as an accurate indicator of activity in the wider economy. Under such conditions, 

control of money growth should ensure that nominal expenditure grows at a rate consistent with the 

authorities’ ultimate objectives. Thus it is important, even if monetary aggregates are being used 

only as indicators, to be able to explain and/or predict changes in velocity and, in particular, its 

response to monetary policy actions, primarily movements in official interest rates.

Definitions of Money

The velocity of money held for transaction purposes is largely determined by the cost of holding 

money and by changes in transactions technology. The cost of holding money will depend on 

whether the components of a particular aggregate either pay interest (as is the case with M4 in the 

United Kingdom, the majority of whose components are interest-bearing) or do not (as is the case 

with MO, which largely comprises notes and coin). The cost of holding M4 can therefore be defined 

as the rate of interest on a competing asset less that on M4 balances, whereas for MO. which is non- 

interest-bearing, the cost is approximately the rate on a competing asset. Thus M4 velocity reflects 

interest rate differentials and MO velocity reflects interest rate levels. Transactions technology (such 

as automated teller machines and greater use of cheques, bank transfers and credit or debit cards) 

may alter the size of money balances held for transactions purposes and so might particularly affect 

holdings of notes and coin. The effect of innovations in transactions technology on broad money 

aggregates will be less clearcut, since these will usually include balances held for savings as well as 

transactions purposes and so could be expected to be equally, if not more greatly, influenced by 

wealth effects.

There is no single correct definition of money and there are many liquid assets which are not included 

in any of the UK monetary aggregates but which nevertheless need to be taken into account on 

occasions when interpreting monetary conditions. An article in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin 
of December 1982 discussed various liquid assets. An article in the Quarterly Bulletin of December 

1983 discussed further some alternative definitions of 'broad money’. Further details were included 

in the 1994 edition of the Financial Statistics Explanatory Handbook (FSEH). A Divisia measure of

*  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition ie  denotes the end o f the changes
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money was introduced in an article in the May 1993 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin and appears 

in subsequent editions of the Bulletin.

Money Stock A narrow and a broad^ definition of the money stock are set out in this section.

MO, the narrowest measure, consists mainly of notes and coin in circulation outside the Bank of 

England, but includes also bankers’ operational deposits at the Bank.

M4 comprises holdings by the UK non-bank non-building society private sector (ie the ‘M4 private 

sector’) of notes and coin, together with their sterling deposits at banks and building societies in the 

UK (including certificates of deposit and other paper issued by banks and building societies of not 

more than 5 years original maturity).

Monetary aggregates are defined, in the main, as selections of the assets held by the UK private 

sector which are the liabilities of certain financial institutions. The total liabilities of these institutions

changes are equal to the total of the claims on the opposite side of their balance sheets. Therefore, where the

aggregate comprises a significant proportion of the liabilities of the institutions in question, as in the 

case of M4, it may also be analysed in terms of the assets held by the institutions. Sometimes this 

can be a more helpful way of examining the relation of the aggregate’s behaviour to other aspects of 

the economy, particularly if the institutions manage their liabilities to accommodate changes in their 

assets, rather than the other way round. Thus the main counterpart to a change in M4 is bank and 

building society lending in sterling to the private and public sectors. However, banks and building 

societies form the residual source of lending to the public sector, so it is usually more helpful to 

consider bank and building society lending to the public sector in terms of the total borrowing 

requirement (the PSBR - see also Chapter 1) less that part financed from non-bank non-building 

society sources. Therefore the main counterparts to changes in M4 become the PSBR less public 

sector debt sales to the private sector and external and foreign currency finance of the public sector, 

and M4 lending to the private sector.

Changes in money stock (M4) are presented in Table 3.1 F in terms of an analysis of changes in 

domestic counterparts and in external and foreign currency counterparts. It is helpful to explain the 

construction of this table and to demonstrate these links by starting with the consolidated balance 

sheet of the banks and building societies. Simplifying slightly we have:

UK banks and build ing societies

Liabilities

Sterling deposits from:

UK public sector 

UK private sector 

Overseas sector

Foreign currency deposits

Net non-deposit sterling and 

foreign currency liabilities

Assets

Sterling lending to:

UK public sector 

UK private sector 

Overseas sector

Foreign currency assets

1 M1 ,M3.and M X have not been published since June 1989.See August 1989 edition of Bank of England Quarlerfy Bulletin for further details.
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UK private sector sterling deposits are the main constituent of M4 (which also includes notes and 
coin held by the M4 private sectof). By rearranging the other items in the above balance sheet, and 

introducing notes and coin in circulation with the UK public (that is, issues of notes and coin net of 

changes in holdings by UK banks and building societies and overseas residents, which are part of 

their lending to the public sector) we have:-

Changes in M4

equals the change in:

Notes and coin in circulation with the public

UK private sector sterling deposits

equals the change in:

Sterling lending to the:

UK public sector (less the publicsector’s sterling deposits) 

UK private sector 

Overseas sector

Overseas sector sterling deposits
4

Foreign currency deposits net of foreign currency assets 

Net Non-deposit foreign currency liabilities

Net Non-deposit sterling liabilities

Net sterling lending to the UK public sector is termed the public sector contribution. It represents 

that part of the PSBR which is financed neither by the UK private sector (except via notes and coin)

nor the overseas sector. It can therefore be expressed as:

the PSBR

the M4 private sector’s lending to the public sector (mainly in the form of increased holdings 

of gilt-edged stocks, Treasury bills, local authority debt, national savings and certificates of

tax deposit)

less

the external and foreign currency finance of the public sector (including the sterling 

counterpart of transactions in the official reserves, as well as overseas purchases of

public sector debt).
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With some rearrangement of overseas sterling transactions, and some reversal of sign, we are now 

in a position to derive the broad relationships between M4 and its counterparts:

a. PSBR (deficit +, surplus-)

b. public sector net debt sales to M4 private sector

c. external and foreign currency finance of the public sector

equals

d. Public Sector Contribution*

e. bank and building society lending to the M4 private sector

f. external (ie with overseas sector) and foreign currency transactions of banks and 

building societies (lending +, deposits -)

g. Net non-deposit sterling liabilities of banks and building societies 

equals 

Change inM4

The domestic counterparts of M4 comprise items a, b, e, and g. Item g, net non-deposit sterling 

liabilities (NNDLs), is the sterling component of capital and other internal funds less non-financial 

assets (see notes to Tables 4.2A and 4.2B), so that flows in this item tend to comprise capital 

issues and retained profits. Items c and f constitute the external and foreign currency counterparts 

(usually termed ‘externals’). The externals relate to all the overseas and foreign currency financial 

transactions of the public sector, banks and building societies. They will thus generally reflect by 

residual the balance of payments of the M4 private sector on current and capital account, and the 

M4 private sector’s foreign currency position at banks and building societies in the UK (but also 

reflect any balance of payments current account transactions by the UK public sector, such as 

expenditure and earnings abroad etc, which also contribute with an opposite sign to the PSBR, and 

by the banks and building societies).

Calendar month A major change to the presentation of banking and monetary statistics took place in October 1986

with the move of the reporting date from mid-month to end month. The change and its implication 

for the figures were described in detail in a note {Banking and monetary statistics: a change in 
reporting dates) published in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin of December 1986. The main 

aspects of the change as they affect Financial Statistics are described below.

statistics
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Hitherto, information on the new calendar month basis was available only from the ninety or so 

largest banks and only from mid 1982. Two consequences flow from the comparatively short run of

data on the new basis and their limited coverage. First, some of the detailed series cannot reliably 

be estimated separately for the months before October 1986. Second, with the exception of MO, the 

seasonal adjustment applied to calendar month data is less reliable for the first three years or so of 

the new series. For MO, where the series is derived from weekly information, a long run of data is 

available and the quality of the seasonally adjusted series is unaffected.

The notes in this handbook focus on the calendar month series. Information about the banking 

month data can be found in earlier handbooks.

Seasonal adjustment Seasonally adjusted estimates of changes in the money stock are consistent with those of the

counterparts. In particular the same moving average procedure is applied to all series, so that, in the 

monetary statistics, seasonally adjusted M4 equals the sum of its seasonally adjusted counterparts.

For the purpose of the monetary statistics, the adjustments are constrained to sum to zero over the 

financial year.

Petroleum Revenue Tax (PRT) is treated in a special “deterministic” way from July 1983 to June 

1989.

Seasonal adjustments to the components of the money stock (level) are calculated by summing the 

adjustments calculated for the changes and subtracting a moving average of the cumulated seasonals.

This keeps the average level of the seasonally adjusted and unadjusted series closely in line but

does mean that changes in seasonally adjusted levels are not equal to seasonally adjusted changes.

For further information on seasonal adjustments, see the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin February,

May and November 1992.

Statistical sources Several sources are drawn upon to produce the various monetary aggregates. The main ones

include the monthly and quarterly balance sheet returns submitted by UK banks and building societies 

(see Chapter 4), similar returns from some other financial institutions (see Chapter 5), statistics of 

public sector finance (see Chapter 1), and balance of payments data.

Quality The quality of quarterly and, from October 1986, of monthly data appearing within the chapter is 

generally high. Most of the information relates to UK banks where statistical coverage is nearly 

complete and the system of reporting is well integrated. The section on calendar month statistics 

above describes the quality of the monthly data before October 1986. The information relating to 

building societies is based on a comprehensive monthly return and a quarterly form submitted by 

societies who account for over 98% of total building society assets. The sectoral allocation (including

the allocation to the M4 private sector) of holdings of certificates of deposit and other issues of 0-5 

year paper by banks and building societies (which are included in ‘deposits’) is partly estimated. The 

existence of a discrepancy between sterling and foreign currency interbank lending and deposits is 

evidence of (minor) errors somewhere within M4 or its counterparts: the changes in it are generally 

less than 0.2% of M4 (see Economic Trends June 1992, page 101).

Timeliness A provisional estimate for MO and notes and coin is published 3 working days after the last Wednesday 

in the month. A provisional indication of the percentage change in M4 and its counterparts is normally
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Table 3.1 C

MO money stock

and changes

Money supply and credit

To give a numerical example, the sources and methods used to arrive at the M4 velocity of circulation 

figure for fourth quarter 1990 are as follows:

Data (£ millions)

GDP at market prices

1990 Quarter 4 = 138,058

Source: Economic Trends (March 1991 • page 8, CAOB)

M4 level (end-month):

1990 September

October

November

December

= 466,840 

= 468,247 

= 475,763 

= 474,687

Source: Financial Statistics (March 1991 ■ table 3. ID)

Calculation

GDP annualised: 138,058x4 =552,232

M4 centred: (466,840 + 2x(468,247 + 475,763)

+ 474.867)/6 =471,591

Velocity of circulation (M4): 552,232/471,591 =1.17

The velocity of circulation figures published in Financial Statistics to March 1981 were calculated by

using end- quarter data; from the April 1981 issue the calculation was revised and monthly money

supply data were used.

The use of GDP (Gross domestic product) - or any other national income or expenditure aggregate 

e.g. total domestic expenditure or total final expenditure - in this calculation must be regarded as a 

crude approximation of what is ideally wanted - namely the total value of transactions in the economy 

involving money. These aggregates are strictly unsuitable because they exclude transfers between 

sectors and transactions within sectors (of which transactions in primary and intermediate output 

within the industrial and commercial sector are very important) and they include non- cash items 

such as imputed income and income in kind. Use of GDP assumes a stable relationship over time 

between GDP and total transactions.

MO comprises notes and coin in circulation outside the Bank of England plus bankers’ operational 

deposits with the Bank. The levels are calculated weekly, on Wednesdays. The level of MO is calculated

as the average of the levels on Wednesdays during each calendar month: the monthly change 

equals the difference between the average levels.

Notes and coin in circulation outside the Bank of England comprise: (I) Bank of England notes in 

circulation, excluding holdings by the Bank of England Banking Department, (ii) Royal Mint coin 

outstanding, and (iii) Scottish and Northern Irish banks’ note issues less Bank of England notes held 

by these banks as backing for their note issues (to avoid double counting these notes).

j
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Bankers’deposits with the Banking Department. Up to 19 August 1981, bankers’ deposits were held 

predominantly by the clearing banks, which used them to settle net claims between themselves and 

as a means of paying for their requirements of Bank of England notes. Other banks generally used 

their accounts with the clearing banks to fulfil these two functions and many of them did not hold 

deposits with the Bank of England. The level of bankers’ deposits was also influenced by monetary 

control requirements (e.g. the London clearing banks’ agreement to hold an average of 1.5% of their 

eligible liabilities in the form of non-interest-bearing balances with the Bank, when Competition and 

Credit Control was introduced in 1971). From 20 August 1981, the new arrangements for monetary 

control took effect (for details, see the paper Monetary control - provisions, reprinted in the Bank of 

England Quarterly Bulletin, September 1981, pages 347 to 349). As part of these arrangements, 

bankers’ deposits were divided into two components: operational deposits retained voluntarily at 

the Bank for clearing and other purposes mentioned above, and non-operational cash ratio deposits. 

Operational deposits are still held predominantly by the clearing banks, but all UK banks with average 

eligible liabilities of £10 million or more are required to maintain cash ratio deposits. Cash ratio 

deposits, being fixed for six month periods, cannot be withdrawn and are excluded from MO.

Seasonal adjustment The series MO and Notes and coin in circulation outside the Bank of England are shown in both

seasonally adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted forms. Bankers’ operational deposits are not 

seasonally adjusted.

Sources Figures for Bank of England liabilities are obtained from the Bank Return, which is published each

Thursday relating to balances at close of business on Wednesday. Bankers’ deposits are taken 

directly from this source (less their cash ratio deposits), as are the figures for Bank of England notes 

in circulation, which are the largest component of the first two columns in the table. The Scottish and 

Northern Irish banks report their note issues to the Bank of England weekly. Monthly estimates and, 

from October 1986, weekly estimates of coin outstanding, net of an allowance for wastage, are 

obtained from the Royal Mint. Further details are given in the following articles in the Bank of England 

Quarterly Bulletin, The monetary base - a statistical note’ (March 1981), ‘Changes to monetary 

aggregates’ (March 1984) and ‘Banking and monetary statistics: a change in reporting dates’ 

(December 1986).

Table 3.1 D 

M4 Money stock
This table shows the amounts outstanding at the end of quarters and months of the components of 

M4.

Estimates of overseas residents’ holdings of notes and coin are available for calendar quarters only 

and these are excluded from the quarterly series for Notes and coin in circulation with the public, 
with interpolated estimates being subtracted from the monthly series.

The definition of bank deposits used is the same as that in the banking sector tables of Chapter 4. 

(See notes to Tables 4.2A and 4.2B).

Breaks in the series Abbey National Building Society’s conversion to a public limited company in July 1989 caused a 

minor break to the MO series. Further information on breaks can be found in Technical Series paper 

No. 23 ‘Breaks in Monetary Seried. Bank of England, February 1989, and in the Bank’s Statistical 
Abstract November 1994).
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Table 3.1 E In Table 3.1 E the changes in the money stock may not equal the differences between the amounts

Changes in M4 

money stock

outstanding. This is because changes in bank and building society liabilities arising directly from 

alterations in the composition of the reporting population, or from the use of new sources of information 

or revaluations are reflected only in the levels and not in the changes.Also the seasonally adjusted 

changes may not be the same as the differences between seasonally adjusted amounts outstanding. 

(See the passage on Seasonal adjustment in the introductory notes to this Section.)

See also notes to Table 3.1 D for details of breaks in series and other differences.

Table 3.1 F This table (see also introductory notes) sets out the accounting identities between:

Counterparts to 

changes in M4 domestic counterparts - comprising the public sector borrowing requirement, purchases of 

public sector debt by the UK private sector (other than banks and building societies, and 

excluding changes in its holdings of notes and coin) and sterling lending to the UK private 
sector,

external and foreign currency counterparts - comprising net sterling deposits from banks 

abroad, other overseas sterling deposits, sterling lending to overseas non-banks, external 

finance of the public sector, and banks’ and building societies’ net foreign .currency liabilities. 

From June 1975 this last item includes changes in the foreign currency component of capital, 

internal funds and reserves of all UK banks and building societies, less their foreign currency 

investments in UK banks and building societies and other non-financial assets in currencies 

other than sterling. Before June 1975, net non-deposit liabilities in foreign currency are 

presented in aggregate with net non-deposit sterling liabilities. Changes in items denominated 

in foreign currency are calculated in transaction terms, i.e. after an adjustment has been 

made for the estimated effect of changes in the sterling value of foreign currencies:

changes in net non-deposit sterling liabilities comprising the sterling component of capital 

and internal funds and reserves of all UK banks and building societies, tesstheir sterling 

investments in UK banks and building societies and other non-financial sterling assets.

changes in M4.

The public sector borrowing requirements described in the notes to Table 1.1 A. The net acquisition 

of central government debt by the M4 private sector is shown in greater detail by instrument in Table 

10.2D.

Tables 3.1Gand 3.1H 

Sectoral analysis of 

M4 and its sterling 

lending counterpart

These tables provide the sectoral analyses which are often useful in interpreting the changes in M4 

and its sterling lending counterpart (see, for example, Tinancial change and broad money" \n the 

Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, December 1986: the discussion there was mainly in terms of 

the now - discontinued aggregate, £M3, but applies mutatis mutandis to M4\ see also The 

determination of the monetary aggregates’,San/c of England Quarterly Bulletin, August 1990.

The figures relate to the financial accounts matrix (Table 8.1 A) as follows. Broadly the change in 

each sector’s holding of M4 is the sum of the changes in its holdings of notes and coin (line 6 in the 

matrix), sterling deposits with banks {lines 21.1 and 21.2} and deposits with building societies {line 
22.1)\ this relationship is shown diagrammatically within Table A of the National Accounts ‘Blue 
Soo/c'.Sterling lending to each sector is broadly the sum of Issue Department transactions in bills 

etc. {line 15}, bank lending in sterling {line 24.2}, sterling loans secured on dwellings by building 

societies {line 27.1) and banks (part of line 27.2}, sterling lending by building societies other than
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that secured on dwellings (part of line 29), and bank and building society holdings of UK company 

securities denominated in sterling (part of line 31) and of sterling commercial paper (part of line 34). 

The precise definition of lending secured on dwellings (previously ‘lending for house purchase’) 

changed at end March 1993.The seasonally adjusted series are now financial year constrained.

Table 3.11 M4 is made up of sterling cash and deposits with banks and building societies in the United Kingdom.

held by the M4 private sector (i.e. by UK residents other than the public sector, banks and building 

societies). The aim of this table is to illustrate the development of certain liquid assets outside M4: 

it provides data on a wider range of holder, currency, and sector or location of issuer. These series 

can be used as building blocks from which users of the monetary statistics can create their own 

aggregates if they wish. Among assets not covered by these statistics are certificates of deposit 

issued by banks abroad and foreign currency commercial paper, foreign currency medium-term 

notes and other foreign currency short-term paper issued in the United Kingdom or overseas.

Liquid assets 

outside M4

When using the series as building blocks to create new aggregates, care should be taken over 

potential double-counting: see in particular the notes on UK offshore institutions and the overseas 

sector’s sterling deposits. Also, in assessing the liquidity of those assets which are outside M4, it 

should be remembered that M4 itself contains some comparatively illiquid elements (eg. M4 contains 

deposits of any maturity with banks and building societies, and certain paper and other capital 

market instruments of not more than five years’ original maturity - though in practice the great 

majority of M4 is of under three months’ residual maturity),

M4 private Sterling bank bills are commercial bills which are payable in sterling and have been accepted by a

sector deposits bank in the United Kingdom. They are thus very similar in status and liquidity to sterling certificates

of deposit issued by UK banks (which are included in M4 if owned by the M4 private sector). Holdings 

by the M4 private sector were comparatively sizeable in the periods in the 1970’s (up to June 1980) 

when the ‘corsef was prompting disintermediation from the banking sector (see pages 74-85 of the 

March 1982 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin), but have subsequently been much smaller.

UK offshore institutions. At present about one fifth of the banking institutions in the Channel Islands 

and Isle of Man are treated as UK banks for statistical purposes, and the remainder are treated as 

‘other financial institutions’ (OFIs) and thus as part of the M4 private sector. The distinction between 

the two groups is made according to whether the offshore institutions have opted to comply with the 

Bank of England’s monetary control arrangements (in which case they are treated as UK banks for 

statistical purposes and deposits by the M4 private sector with these institutions are included within 

M4). Deposits with OFl offshore institutions are not included in M4\ but the deposits of these institutions 

with the UK banking sector and building societies are included in M4. So. to the extent that these 

offshore OFIs take funds and redeposit them in the United Kingdom, there is no ‘leakage’ from M4, 

although the sectoral breakdown will record these deposits as being from the OFl sector rather than 

from the original source of funds. Adding deposits placed with these institutions by the M4 private 

sector to M4 thus induces an element of double counting. Moreover, because of the nature of 

financial activity in the Channel Islands and Isle of Man, the series for the M4 private sector’s 

deposits probably include substantial amounts placed by local companies and trusts essentially on 

behalf of the overseas sector rather than on behalf of UK or local residents.

These ‘OFl banks’ currently report only quarterly. Coverage of institutions in the Isle of Man and 
Jersey is only partial.

V/
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Sterling deposit at banks in the BIS area. The territorial statistics published by the Bank for International 

Settlements (BIS) in their press release “International Banking and Financial Market Developments”

provide comprehensive data on international banking business conducted in the financial centres 

making up the BIS reporting area. The number of countries within this reporting area has increased 

over time: currently the statistics cover the positions of banks in twenty-four countries. Data are 

collected only on a quarterly basis. BIS data are published four and a half months after the quarter- 

end and hence these series will be less timely than other series in the table. The identification of the

UK M4 private sector may not be precise (e.g. deposits from the UK offshore institutions which, as 

mentioned above, are part of the M4 private sector may be included in the BIS statistics as deposits 

from banks rather than from the M4 private sector). Holdings of certificates of deposit are not generally

covered by these statistics.

M4 private sector’s holding of foreign currency deposits. Foreign currency deposits held by the M4

private sector at banks in the United Kingdom or at UK offshore institutions - and even those held at 

banks abroad - may be destined to be spent in the United Kingdom or may represent a store of 

wealth which is relevant to UK economic activity. But any significant conversion of these deposits

into sterling for spending in the United Kingdom would tend to raise the sterling exchange rate which 

in turn might have an offsetting effect on spending in the United Kingdom (see pages 525-529 of the 

December 1983 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin).

Deposits by overseas banks with banks in the United Kingdom include deposits from central monetary 

institutions (i.e. part of other countries’ official reserves) as well as deposits from commercial banks 

abroad. When combining series, users should be aware of potential double counting: for example 

sterling deposits at banks in the BIS area may in turn be placed by those banks as sterling deposits 

in UK banks or UK offshore institutions (or indeed at other banks in the BIS area). The overseas

sector’s sterling deposits, particularly those held by non- banks in the United Kingdom, may be

destined to be spent in the United Kingdom; equally they may simply be part of the overseas sector’s

global liquid assets, held temporarily or for longer term in the UK as a store of value (but their

conversion into foreign currency might nonetheless affect UK economic activity via an effect on the 

exchange rate; see pages 525-529 of the December 1983 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin).

Sterling treasury bills, which are issued with an original maturity of six months or less, are marketable

and are likely to be considered liquid by their holders. LA temporary debt covers a variety of 

instruments, all with an original maturity of up to one year; in general, it would be viewed as fairly 

liquid. Certificates of tax deposit are not marketable: the return is greater when used to pay tax, so 

that their holders may not consider them liquid for other purposes. All gilts are marketable and

therefore may be considered liquid by their holders. The degree of liquidity may be affected by the 

degree of capital certainty - which will tend to lessen the longer the remaining maturity. The maturity 

split of gilts held by all sectors is shown under other assets.

Sterling commercial paper is marketable paper issued with maturities of up to and including one 

year. The series here excludes paper issued by banks and building societies (because these issues 

are included in M4 if owned by the M4 private sector, and in the overseas sector’s sterling deposits 

if owned by the overseas sector). It also excludes paper owned by banks and building societies. The 

series may include a small element owned by the overseas sector but is likely to be owned

predominantly by the M4 private sector.
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Sterling medium-term notes are marketable securities issued with original maturities of over one 

year and up to (and including) five years. Sterling medium-term notes have been issued only recently 

and hence the liquidity of this market is difficult to assess. They include both fixed and floating-rate 

notes; floating-rate assets are more capital-certain and therefore may be considered more liquid 

than fixed-rate assets. The series published here is the total of all issues except those by banks and 

building societies (which are included in M4 if owned by the M4 private sector and in the overseas 

sector’s sterling deposits if identified as being owned by the overseas sector). There are no data 

distinguishing bank, building society, public or overseas sector holding of this instrument; hence this 

series comprises all sectors’ holdings.

Other sterling paper maturing within one year. This series comprises all holdings of sterling (including 

eurosterling) bonds issued by the UK private sector and the overseas sector of original maturity of 

more than five years, which are due to mature within one year. The original maturities of the bonds 

can be long, and few are due to mature in the next few years. But the ‘liquidity’ represented by such 

bonds approaching maturity will build up in due course. The liquidity of these issues before maturity 

varies with the size of the issue and with the issuer. For example, a large long-term issue by a quasi

sovereign institution may remain liquid and marketable with the issuer perhaps adding stock by tap 

at later dates. .On the other hand, a small issue with a shorter maturity by a company may soon 

become illiquid after its first year. For some issuers there may also be the risk of default. The majority 

are floating-rate issues; floating-rate assets are more capital-certain and therefore may be considered 

more liquid than fixed-rate assets. There are no data distinguishing bank, building society, public or 

overseas sector holdings of this instrument; hence this series comprises all sectors’ holding.

Residual maturity breakdown of gilts. The maturity breakdown cannot be allocated into sectors and 

hence both series cover all holders of gilts.

Sterling unused credit facilities. It is sometimes argued that unused credit facilities may be seen by 

the potential borrower as a form of liquidity. However, the reported series may be misleading as an 

indicator of liquidity. Coverage is incomplete -notably, the unused portion of credit card holders’ 

limits is not included. Some banks report no unutilised facilities (although requests by borrowers to 

increase the credit limits are often met, and borrowers would probably expect them to be met). On 

the other hand, borrowers may have facilities with several institutions without ever intending to draw 

on them all simultaneously. Where a facility may be drawn in either sterling or foreign currency at the 

borrower’s option, it is reported in foreign currency facilities - so that potential sterling facilities may 

be larger than the sterling facilities figures suggest. The series here covers all sterling unused credit 

facilities reported by UK banks (except to other UK banks). A quarterly series is also available, 

which shows that at end-June 1995 £121 billion of the total was to the M4 private sector and virtually 

all of the remaining £9 billion to the overseas sector. At end-June 1995 foreign currency unused 

credit facilities were £95 billion; of which £53 billion were to the M4 private sector and virtually all of 

the remaining £42 billion to the overseas sector.

Tables 3.2A and 3.2B 

Consumer credit 
and personal 

sector borrowing

These tables bring together data on consumer credit and other personal sector borrowing. Their 

main purpose is to provide information on a measure of consumer credit defined, in principle, as 

borrowing by consumers (i.e the personal sector excluding unincorporated businesses and non

profit making bodies serving persons) to finance current expenditure on goods and services (i.e 

consumers’ expenditure Table 10.7A); and to show how it compares with total personal sector 

borrowing (Table 10.7B). Short-term borrowing akin to trade credit is excluded.
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The tables are arranged to show credit extended by each of the main types of credit granting 

institutions. Information on the type of goods purchased via credit agreements is no longer collected. 

Monthly data on all the main components of consumer credit became available with effect from April 

1993.

Data on gross lending (i.e new advances made during the period) are given in Table 3.2A. Data on 

amounts of debt outstanding and the increase in debt (net lending) are given in Table 3.2B. The net 

lending series reflect changes in the amounts of debt outstanding adjusted to remove distortions 

caused by revaluations, such as write-offs of bad debts, and reclassification of lenders between 

sectors. Data are supplied both seasonally adjusted and unadjusted where seasonal patterns have 

been identified.

The tables show borrowing through credit cards as separate memorandum items. The figures only 

cover cards issued by banks and, with effect from the third quarter of 1992, building societies. 

Borrowing through Trustcard, part of Visa, is only included from end-1981 when TSB joined the 

banks’ sector. Some credit cards are issued by or on behalf of retailers. Borrowing through these 

cards is included in the table according to the type of institution financing the scheme. Some are 

banks, some are specialist consumer credit companies, and others are retailers who finance their 

own schemes.

Repayment of borrowing through charge cards i.e through “travel and entertainmenf cards such as 

Diners and American Express is normally made in full at the end of the month. This form of borrowing 

is more akin to trade credit than consumer credit as defined here. Strictly speaking it should be 

included in other borrowing on the right-hand side of the table. However, in practice this is not 

possible. Some data are not available and others are indistinguishably included in data for credit 

cards.

The consumer credit series cannot be compiled for periods prior to 1976 because the crucial split

between bank lending to households and individuals and to the remainder of the personal 

sector ( mainly unincorporated businesses) is not available before then.

Scope of headings Consumer credit:

credit cards: total. The series cover lending on all bank credit cards and charge cards, 

including Mastercard and Visa (but excluding Trustcard before end-1981). From the 

third quarter of 1992 the series also cover a relatively small amount of lending on building 

societies’ credit cards.

banks. The series cover bank lending in sterling to persons, households and individual 

trusts but excluding bank loans secured on dwellings. Amounts outstanding in Table 3.2B 

can be derived from Tables 4.2B and 3.2C.

(c) building societies’ class 3 lending. Broadly speaking the figures cover building societies’ 

unsecured lending to individuals (see Table 4.3B). Lending by building societies’ 

subsidiaries is included in other specialist lenders.

( d ) other specialist lenders. The series cover unsecured lending to individuals by finance 

houses, building societies’ subsidiaries and other specialist non-bank credit grantors (see 

Table 5.2B) and a small amount of unsecured lending by specialist mortgage finance

companies.
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insurance companies. The series relate to policy loans and other loans to individuals by 

life assurance and general insurance companies. Figures are based on advances and 

redemptions of premium. The net investment figures correspond to those in Tables 5.1 A 

and 5.1C. Further detail can be found in Business Monitor MQ5.

retailers. The series only cover consumer credit financed directly by retailers (see Section 

D line 25}.

Other borrowing:

(a) loans secured on dwellings have the same coverage as in Tables 10.7B and 3.2C where 

the detail is shown.

other borrowing from banks: covers bank lending to the personal sector other than loans 

secured on dwellings and loans to consumers. It includes, for example, loans to 

unincorporated businesses and can be derived from Table 4.2B.

other. This series covers all other loans to the personal sector not identified elsewhere in 

the table eg identified trade credit by public corporations, certain loans by other financial 

institutions and the public sector, and other identified domestic liabilities.

Total borrowing is the sum of consumer cred it, loans secured on dwellings and other borrowing. 

Total net lending i'\gures in Table 3.2B correspond to total borrowing iiqures in Table 10.7B.

Timeliness Information on consumer credit is generally available one month after the end of the month to which 

it relates. Complete detail is available about three months after the end of the quarter to which it 

relates.

Table 3.2C This table brings together the quarterly figures for loans secured on dwellings shown in the sector

Loans secured 

on dwellings

accounts. Net and gross advances (and amounts outstanding) by building societies, central 

government, local authorities, insurance companies and pension funds, the banks’ sector, Trustee 

savings banks (up to end-1981 when they became part of the UK bank sector), miscellaneous 

financial institutions and public corporations are shown separately. Repayments are shown for building 

societies, central government,local authorities and insurance companies and pension funds; 

repayments of principal for building societies is not equal to gross less net advances because net 

advances also include interest eamed/paid and other debits/credits. This information is not available 

for public corporations; for banks and miscellaneous financial institutions it is not on a basis fully 

consistent with that of the net advances data for these sectors. However, estimates of gross advances 

by banks and miscellaneous financial institutions, and a description of their coverage, are included 

in the Bank of England’s monetary statistics press release. In these releases, figures of miscellaneous 

financial institutions’ outstanding lending and net advances for lending secured on dwellings prior to 

the end of the second quarter 1990 are constant population estimates whilst those in Financial 

Statistics are based on totals actually reported by a fluctuating population.

The figures for repayments to building societies are split between regular repayments, repayments 

on redemption and other lump sum repayments. Building society transactions from January 1987 

are derived from figures prepared by the Building Societies Commission on the basis of returns 

made to it by individual societies. Before 1978 the estimates were made from samples which varied 

between about 50% and 80% of total assets. Annual figures from 1956 to 1962 are published in A
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compendium of Building Society Statistics, second Edition by the Building Societies Association. 

The monthly figures from 1978 to January 1987 are derived from different returns made to the

Building Societies Association. These were based on a sample representing over 95% of total

assets of all societies. Although the coverage and definitions of these two sources should be broadly 

the same, there may be some break in series at end-December 1986; thus any effect of the change 

of source is incorporated in the January 1987 flows. In July 1989 Abbey National Building Society 

converted to a public limited company. From that date, its lending is classified as that of a bank

whereas prior to that date it is classified as that of a building society.

As from end-December 1986 (amounts outstanding) and the first quarter of 1987 (net advances) the 

series Miscellaneous financial institutions is split, giving separate figures for Bank subsidiaries and 

Other lenders within the category.

Bank subsidiaries comprises specialised mortgage finance companies in the UK, not consolidated

with their parent banks but which act as departments of their parents (and are in general largely 

funded by them); together with non-bank sector banking institutions in the Channel Islands and Isle

of Man which are members of UK-based banking groups.

Other comprises UK mortgage finance companies which are not subsidiaries of bank sector 

institutions, albeit they may borrow from the banks; together with Channel Islands and Isle of Man

banking institutions outside the banks sector which are not connected with UK-based banking groups.
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Chapter Banks and building societies

Banks, building societies and other financial institutions (see Chapter 5) are the main channels 

through which funds from economic sectors that are in financial surplus are distributed to sectors in 

deficit. These institutions are therefore the focus of the system of financial accounts and balance 

sheets (see Chapters 8 and 9). Statistics for banks and building societies are also used in compiling 

the monetary aggregates and their counterparts (see Chapter 3).

While the activities of banks and building societies are very similar in many ways, and their deposits 

are treated identically in the measures of money stock M4, the separate accounts of the two sectors 

are also of interest, and so are shown separately in this chapter.

The assets and liabilities of the Bank of England are shown in Table 4.1 A. Tables 4.2A to 4.2F 

relate to banks and Tables 4.3A to 4.3C to building societies. The sectors are defined in Section C 

of this Handbook.

Table 4.1 A 

Bank of England 

liabilities and assets

This table provides in summary form the balance sheet of the Bank of England, which is divided, for 

accounting purposes, between the Issue Department and the Banking Department. (The Bank’s 

activities were divided in this way by the Bank Charter Act 1844, so as to separate the note issue 

function from all other functions.) In the UK financial accounts, the Issue Department is included in 

the central government sector, while the Banking Department is in the banks’ sector. The Exchange 

Equalisation Account (EEA), the government account - managed by the Bank -which holds the 

official reserves of gold, convertible currencies and special drawing rights (SDRs), is not included in 

this table.

Timeliness The figures are shown as at the third Wednesday of each month, and are those given in the weekly 

Bank Return published each Thursday and in the Friday edition of the London Gazette. The data 

are published in Financial Statistics one month in arrears.

Issue Department The accounts of the Issue Department are concerned solely with the note issue and the backing for

it. Thus the department’s only liabilities are Bank of England notes in issue - in circulation with the 

public, in commercial banks’ tills or held as a reserve by the Banking Department (through which 

issues and withdrawals of notes take place).

Assets are mainly public sector debt (including ways and means advances to the National Loans 

Fund) and commercial bills purchased as part of the Bank’s money market operations. Transfers 

between one form of debt and another provide a means for open market operations by the Bank in 

the gilt-edged market and in the money market.

Scope of headings Government securities include holdings of British Government and government-guaranteed securities.

Treasury bills, Ways and Means advances, any special Treasury liability and the historic government 

debt of £11 million, repayment of which on 27 July 1994 was refinanced by increased holdings of 

government securities. (For details of its earlier history see pages 56 to 57 of the Bank of England 

report and accounts for the year ended 28 February 1971.)

Other securities include:

(i) gilt and Treasury bill repurchase agreements which, prior to 27th July 1994, were covered 

under “Government securities”,

*  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition ie  denotes the end o f the changes
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promissory notes relating to ECGD and shipbuilding, acquired as part of money market 

smoothing operations. (Details of repo and secured loan facilities are set out on page 

109 of the May 1994 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin. For details of refinance provided 

directly by Issue Department in 1969-72 see June 1972 Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin.)

commercial bills and local authority bills (both inclusive of repos,) miscellaneous securities 

and, on occasion, local authority deposits and bonds acquired in the course of market 

operations.

Banking Department Through the Banking Department, the Bank conducts its operations as a banker to the government, 

to the other UK banks, to overseas central banks and international organisations, and to a small 

number of other domestic institutions, private individuals and members of the staff. Special deposits 

(and, under the credit control arrangements in force from 1971 to 1981, supplementary special 

deposits), called for reasons of monetary policy, are held in the Banking Department; advances to 

the discount market are made through the Banking Department. The National Loans Fund also 

holds deposits with the Banking Department in connection with monetary control and money market 

smoothing operations.

Credit items in course of transmission are included in the deposits of the Banking Department, 

whilst debit items in course of collection are deducted.

Scope of headings Public deposits are the balances held by the central government at the Bank of England and include 

the accounts of the Consolidated Fund, the National Loans Fund, the National Debt Commissioners 

and H.M. Paymaster General, together with dividend accounts, accounts connected with tax collection 

and various other government funds. Deposits held by local authorities and public corporations are 

included under reserves and other accounts. In Tables 4.2A and 4.2B, however, these deposits are 

included under public sector deposits.

Special deposits may be called from all UK banks with eligible liabilities of £10 million or more. 

Details of the special deposits scheme, and of the supplementary special deposits scheme, figures 

for which are included, were last given in the 1981 issue of the Explanatory Handbook. No special 

deposits have been called since July 1980.

Articles were published in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin between 1971 and 1980 relating to 

the special and supplementary deposit schemes. An article reviewing the supplementary special 

deposits scheme was published in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, March 1982.

Bankers’ deposits. Up to 19 August 1981, these constituted the current accounts held at the Bank 

by the banks and discount houses. From 20 August 1981, they additionally consist of non-operational 

cash ratio deposits for which all banks’ sector institutions with eligible liabilities averaging £10 million

or more are liable.

Reserves and other accounts include deposit liabilities to overseas central banks, the dividend 

accounts of stocks managed by the Bank other than the direct obligations of the British government, 

local authority and public corporations accounts, and some UK private sector accounts.
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Total liabilities are shown in column 5 and include the Bank's capital - bank stock oi £14.6 million 

held by the Treasury - which is not included in any of the sub-totals.

Government securities include holdings of government and government-guaranteed securities, 

adjusted for the amortisation of premia or discounts on a straight line basis over the period to 

maturity, and Treasury bills.

Advances and other accounts include market advances to the discount market, loans to customers 

and support loans to deposit-taking institu tions. P rovisions fo r losses are deducted. 

Prem ises,equipm ent and other securities include equipm ent{at cost less accum ulated 

depreciation)and premises(which have been valued at open-market values for existing usej.Other 

securities include ordinary shares,local authority bills and bonds and commercial bills.Both listed 

and unlisted securities are included at cost less provisions.

Notes and coin complete the assets of the banking department. The holdings of coin and Scottish 

and Northern Irish notes account for any differences between this column and column two titled 

“Notes in Banking Departmenf.

Further references The Bank of England Statistical Abstract, Number 1 (1970) provides end-year figures for the years

1945-63, and monthly figures for 1964-69. Abstract Number2 (1975) provides mid-December figures 

for 1963-69 and monthly figures for 1970-74. The 1994 Statistical Abstract provides annual and, 

from 1987, quarterly data from 1975 onwards.

The Bank of England Annual Report and Accounts, published in July each year, gives a full balance 

sheet and further details In the notes to the accounts.

The Annual Abstract of Statistics Table 17.1 gives a run of mid-December figures.

An article in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, for June 1967 - Bank of England liabilities and 

assets: 1696 onvi/ards - provides some figures for the years 1696 to 1845, prior to the regular 

publication of the Bank Return in September 1844.

Tables 4.2A to 4.2F Tables 4.2A and 4.2B give consolidated balance sheet levels of liabilities and assets held by the

UK banks’ sector banks’ sector. Table 4.2A also shows transactions in the period. The emphasis in these tables is on

the sectoral analysis of deposits and lending; the sterling and foreign currency domestic inter-bank 

differences are allocated to sectors in accordance with a detailed investigation into the causes (see 

page 101 of June 1992 Economic Trends and misclassified accounts belovj) and adjustments are 
made for items in transit etc.

Tables 4.2C , 4.2E and 4.2F include all monthly reporting UK banks, except money market dealing 

counterparties of the Bank of England, authorised under the Banking Act 1987.or(Discount Housesi 
which are covered in Table 4.2D.

Statistical sources The basis of banking statistics is a system of integrated returns to the Bank of England. Until October 

1986 these returns mostly relate to the close of business on the third Wednesday of each month 

(second Wednesday in December) and the last working day of each calendar quarter; from October 

1986 the monthly returns relate to the end of the month (see below). The keystone of the system is
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a balance sheet return which is completed monthly. This return is used to compile monthly transactions

by UK banks in Table 4.2A and amounts outstanding in Tables 4.2C and 4.2D. At the end of the 

calendar quarter, a further return is made giving sector breakdowns of liabilities and assets (used in 

Tables 4.2B and 3.1 G ). Also provided at end-calendar quarter is an industrial analysis of bank

lending to UK residents used to compile Tables 4.2E and 4,2F. (Until November 1992 this was 

provided at the end of February, May, August and November and. before November 1986, at the

middle of these months.)

From October 1986, the reporting dates for monthly reporting institutions moved from mid-months 

to end months. The reasons for the change, and the method of construction of calendar monthly 

statistics from mid-1982 to September 1986 (which involves a certain degree of estimation so that

the resulting series are of less reliable quality), are set out in an article in the December 1986 issue

of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.

Details of the seasonal adjustment of banks’ figures are set out in Chapter 3.

The system of banking returns was substantially revised and improved in May 1975 and many of the 

series start at that date. These changes also affected the quarterly series for the banking sector as

a whole and, whereas many of these quarterly series can be traced back to 1963, the quality of

earlier figures is lower and there are changes in coverage. An article describing the improvements 

to banking statistics was published in the June 1975 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin. 

Following the review of banking statistics which took place in 1981-82, a number of definitional 

changes to the statistics were introduced. An article in the March 1983 issue of the Bank of England 

Quarterly Bulletin gave details. An article in the August 1992 Bulletin described changes from the 

so-called 1987 review and from a review of building societies’ statistics. A further review is currently

underway and some initial thoughts were included in the February 1995 Bulletin.

The quality of the quarterly series, being based on full coverage of the sector, is generally high. 

However the derived transactions are less certain in the case of foreign currency because the

elimination of valuation effects is subject to error when foreign exchange rates are volatile.

Timeliness The full institutional and monetary aggregate figures for the latest month are first published in a

Bank of England press release, about five weeks after the end of the relevant month, although 

provisional estimates of the monetary aggregates are published generally on the fourteenth working 

day after the month-end. The figures next appear in Financial Statistics and in the Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin, although occasionally the Bulletin may contain first publication of the full monthly 

data.

Sectoral banking figures for calendar quarters are usually first published in summary form in the 

Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin (Table 5.1) and subsequently in more detail in Financial Statistics 
(Tables 4.2A and 4.2B). Sectoral figures including the business of building societies as well as of

banks are published in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin and then revised as necessary in the 

Bank’s monthly Monetary statistics release and in Financial Statistics {Tables 3.1 G and 3.1H).

The quarterly analysis of bank lending to UK residents is issued to the public approximately five to 

six weeks after reporting day and is published in the following month’s Financial Statistics (Tables 

4.2E and 4.2F) and in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin (Table 4).
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Further references Longer runs of figures can be found in the Bank of England Statistical Abstract, Number 1 (1970) 

and Number2 (t97b) and the 1994 edition. However, there are a number of breaks in these series 

which make consistent series impossible for Table 4.2C. The most important of these was in 1975 

when there was a major revision in the coverage of banking statistics. Further details of this break 

can be found in the June 1975 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin. An article describing 

the main features of the November 1981 break was published in the December 1981 issue of Bank 

of England Quarterly Bulletin. See also Breaks in Monetary Series, a Bank of England Discussion 

Paper, February 1989, and the Bank of England Statistical Abstract 1994.

The Economic Trends Annual Supplement, 1995 edition shows: bank lending to UK residents (Table 

5.6, pages 241,242 and 243) seasonally adjusted quarterly from 1963 first quarter to 1994 second 

quarter and summary analysis of UK bank loans, advances and acceptances to UK residents from 

1984 first quarter to 1994 second quarter (Table 5.7, page 244).

The Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1995 edition contains annual figures from a selection of the Financial 

Statistics series in most cases covering the period 1983 to 1993

Tables 4.2A and 4.2B 

UK banks’ sector

The figures in these tables are designed to show the position of the banks’ sector as a whole in 

relation to other sectors. Transactions between institutions within the sector are excluded, however 

the sterling and foreign currency domestic inter-bank differences are allocated to sectors in 

accordance with a detailed investigation into the factors giving rise to the differences (see page 101 

of June 1992 Economic Trends and Misclassified accounts below).

Consolidation Two types of adjustment are necessary when the returns are consolidated for the sector as a whole. 

adjustments

Transit and suspense

items

Gross figures for deposits and advances are adjusted to allow for transit items. These transit items 

appear in an individual bank’s balance sheet both as credit items (e.g. standing orders) and debit 

items (e.g. cheques in course of collection). When figures are aggregated, these items may give 

rise to double counting of deposits received from customers outside the banks’ sector or, where 

overdrawn or loan accounts are concerned, to the undervaluing of total lending made to such 

customers.

For foreign currency transit (and suspense) items, all debit items less all credit items are deducted 

from foreign currency deposits of the overseas sector.For foreign currency credit items in 

suspense,39% is added to deposits from the overseas sector,22% added to deposits from the UK 

private sector,26% is deducted from loans to the overseas sector and 13% deducted from loans to 

the UK private sector. For foreign currency debit items in suspense,39% is subtracted from deposits 

from the overseas sector,21% subtracted from deposits from UK private sector and 26% and 14% 

added to advances to the overseas and UK private sectors respectively.

For sterling transit and suspense items the adjustments are similarly more detailed and a revised 

treatment has been introduced from the 1994 Blue Book, with revisions being carried back to Q4 

1986. Up till then, in accordance with the treatment originally adopted for the calculation of reserve 

ratios (see Reserve ratios: further definitions on page 482 of the December 1971 issue of Bank of 
England Quarterly Bulletin), it was assumed that 60% of the total value of debit less credit items 

affected deposits. This proportion was therefore deducted from gross deposits and the remaining
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40% was added to advances, the adjustment being applied to deposits of, and lending to, the UK 

non-bank private sector (specifically, industrial and commercial companies) in Tables 4.2A and 

4.2B.

The current adjustments for sterling transit items are as follows:

6% of credit transits is applied to local authorities. 12% to OOFIs and 12% to ICCs, with, in 

each case, 60% of the adjustment added to deposits and 40% subtracted from loans.

70% of credit transits is applied to persons, with 80% added to deposits and 20% subtracted 

from loans.

40 % of debit transits is applied to ICCs, with 60% of this subtracted from deposits and 40% 

added to loans.

60% of debit transits is applied to persons, with 80% subtracted from deposits and 20% 

added to loans.

From mid-May 1975 to September 1986 sterling suspense accounts on both sides of banks balance 

sheets, which are unclassifiable by sector, are added to transit items and treated in the same way. 

From October 1986 adjustments for sterling items in suspense are:30% of credit balances added to 

OOFI deposits, 9% to ICCs deposits,28% to persons‘deposits,20% deducted from lending to 

OOFIs,6% from lending to ICCs,7% from lending to persons,22% of debit balances added to lending 

to OOFIs, 4% to lending lCCs‘,7% to lending to persons.33% deducted from OOFIs* deposits.6% 

from ICCs* deposits,28% from persons* deposits.

Figures including the estimates for transit and suspense items affecting sterling deposits are shown 

in Table 3.1 D (levels) and table 3.1 E (changes).

Misclassified accounts When looking at transactions between banks’ sector institutions, residual errors can arise, i.e. inter- 

sector transactions as measured on the asset side of the consolidated balance sheet do not always 

equal inter-sector transactions measured on the liabilities side. Following research into misclassified 

accounts, from October 1986,any sterling inter-sector residual errors are allocated 95% to other 

financial institutions,wholesale deposits and 5% to transit items. From October 19SQ, foreign currency 

residuals are allocated 85% to foreign currency deposits of the overseas sector and 15% to other 

financial institutions,foreign currency deposits with banks; from October 1992 these percentages 

switch from 85/15 to 60/40. (Before October 1986,100% of the foreign currency residual was allocated 

to the overseas sector.)

Breaks in series Significant breaks sometimes occur in the series after a change in the number of contributors to the

statistics or changes in the data collected. The standard method of dealing with such breaks in 

Financial Statistics is that, in tables showing amounts outstanding, two estimates are given at the 

changeover date i.e. before and after. Where changes in balances (or derived net transactions) are 

displayed, they exclude the effect of the difference in coverage in the period in which it occurred. In 

the banks’ sector statistics the following changes have yielded significant discontinuities in the series:

The Abbey National Building Society became a public limited company on 12 July 1989, and was 

authorised under the Banking Act 1987 from that date. ie. it is now classified as a bank, rather than 

a building society. This change of classification involves large breaks in most series and for further
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intoimation see details in the August 1989 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, pages 352 and 353, 

Statistical consequences of the conversion of the Abbey National Building Society to a public limited 

company.

As from 1 August 1995 the Cheltenham and Gloucester Building Society has been converted to 

public limited status. From this date a new authorised institution “Cheltenham and Gloucester PLC” 

has joined the banking sector.

Summary of breaks in series

Mid-Nov. 1981 

End-March 1983 

October 1986

July 1989 

December 1991

Decembef1993 

May 1994 

March 1995

July 1995

August 1995

Introduction of monetary sector.

Additional quarterly contributors.

Start of calendar monthly reporting.

Abbey National (see text above).

Exclusion of principal amounts associated with interest rate 

swaps.

Revised rules on netting.

Transfer of business from a retail bank to a building society.

Take-over related activity boosted deposits from and 

lending to UK residents.

Financial transactions associated with the Cheltenham and 

Gloucester Building Society joining the Lloyds Bank Group 

boosted deposits from, and lending to UK residents.

Cheltenham and Gloucester became a UK bank.

Other minor breaks have occurred from time to time. The transactions figures have been adjusted to 

take account of these breaks but two levels have not been shown. Figures were incorporated in 

Table 6 for the first time in the June 1985 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin for those smaller 

institutions which complete less detailed quarterly returns: these figures are now included in levels 

with effect from 1983 first quarter and transactions in periods from 1983 second quarter. Further 

details are given in the notes and definitions to table 6 in the March 1985 Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin.

The sectoral classification of securities dealers changed at end-September 1986. Prior to that date, 

securities dealers were included within the industrial and commercial companies sector, or within 

‘unincorporated businesses’ in the personal sector, as appropriate. From September 1986 they are 

included within the OFl sector. Banks recorded the amounts reclassified at end September 1986 

(see the December 1986 issue of the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, page 519, for details) so 

that the levels of sterling deposits from and sterling lending to the OFl, ICC and personal sectors 

can be shown both on the old and the new bases. Sterling flows are calculated according to the old 

sectoral definitions up to and including 1986 quarter three, and on the new definitions thereafter. In 

the case of currency lending, estimates had been made of the securities dealers’ transactions with 

the monetary sector from 1984 quarter one onwards. For these series therefore, the breaks in the 
levels series occur at end December 1983.
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Valuation adjustments From the second calendar quarter of 1975, the changes in assets and liabilities in foreign currencies 

shown in Table 4.2A have been adjusted to exclude the estimated effect of movements in exchange 

rates. To the extent that the total of adjustments made to foreign currency assets does not equal the

total of adjustments to foreign currency deposits, a net adjustment is made to non-deposit liabilities; 

in principle this adjustment removes from banks’ capital and reserves any change which is due to a 

book profit/loss in sterling terms as a result of exchange rate movements, so that the remaining 

change in non-deposit liabilities is in principle a genuine flow. From this date, changes in foreign 

currency items may not equal the differences between the amounts outstanding: they will, however, 

more accurately reflect institutions’ transactions.

From the second quarter of 1975 up to and including the third quarter of 1981, similar differences 

between levels outstanding and transactions arise in certain sterling items. This applies mainly to 

investments in the quarterly series, where changes were reported directly as cash transactions 

while levels reflected changes in the market value of certain assets. The counterpart of a change in 

the value of investments caused by a change in market prices is a change in a bank’s reserves: a

net adjustment was therefore also made to non-deposit liabilities.

In the second quarter of 1992, but backdated to 1986, break-adjustments were introduced to bank 

lending and non-deposit liabilities flows to offset the depressing effect of bank write offs. Where 

identified and deemed significant, adjustments (increases) to lending and non-deposit liabilities 

flows were taken back to 1986. For further details, see August 1992 Bank of England Quarterly

Bulletin, {page 272) and part 1 of the Bank of England Statistical Abstract 1993.

Scope of headings Domestic deposits in foreign currencies(AEAP,AGAK,AEBB). Before the introduction of the new

returns in May 1975, all UK residents’ deposits in foreign currencies were allocated to the private

sector.

Non-deposit liabilities (net) comprise the banks’ capital and other non-deposit liabilities less their 

investments in UK banks and other non-financial assets both in sterling and in other currencies: this

item also includes the valuation adjustments described in previous Chapter.

Personal sector. In Table 4.2B, the figures for the personal sector are further disaggregated to show 

separately deposits by and lending to persons, households and individual trusts. The rest of the 

personal sector includes unincorporated businesses of sole traders and partnerships (e.g. solicitors), 

farms, universities, trade unions, clubs, charities and churches.

Overseas sector deposits include estimates of overseas holdings of certificates of deposit. The 

foreign currency figures also include a proportion of the residual errors arising from the exclusion of 

UK interbank transactions, as these errors are believed partly to represent misreporting of transactions

with overseas banks.

The sectoral allocation of certificates of deposit and of other paper of up to five years’ original

maturity issued by banks (which is included in deposits) is partly estimated. Domestic holdings of 

foreign currency certificates were identified, for the first time, from end-March 1973.

Relationship between Table 4.2A and the financial accounts. The banks’ sector statistics used to 

compile the quarterly transactions in Table 4.2A are also used in the financial accounts (Chapter 

8), but with extra detail not shown in Table 4.2A.
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Public, private and overseas sector sterling deposits and other (foreign) currency deposits in Table 

4.2A each broadly agree with the relevant figures in lines 21 in the financial accounts, though the 

financial accounts show more sector detail.

Sterling lending to the public sector in Table 4.2A is the sum of the banks’ sector’s iines 6, 7,8, 10, 

11, 12, 14.1, 19.1, 19.3, 19.4 and 20.2 in the financial accounts. Foreign currency lending to the 

public sector in Table 4.2A is the sum of the banks' sector’s lines 16, 19.2 and 20.1.

The remainder of Table 4.2A {lending to the private sector and overseas sector and non-deposit 

liabilities (net)) cannot be reconciled with the remaining banks’ sector lines in the financial accounts, 

even in total, because lending to the pr/Vate sector is spread between various matrix lines as described 

in the note to Tables 3.1 G and 3.1 H and non-deposit liabilities (net) include elements of banks’ 

sector lines 31,34,35,36 and 38, as well as the banks’ sector’s balancing item and financial surplus 

or deficit, for which no separate quarterly estimate is made. (The banks’ and building societies’ 

sectors and other financial institutions are combined in the quarterly financial surplus or deficit and 

balancing item estimates.)

Table 4.2C This table covers the business of the UK offices of those institutions which are UK banks and report

Banks: summary of 

monthly reporting 

institutions

monthly (smaller institutions are only required to report quarterly), other than money market dealing 

counterparties of the Bank of England which are authorised under the Banking Act 1987, whose 

figures are published separately inTable 4.2D. Figures on this basis start at mid-September 1983 

when the coverage was extended to include the Trustee Savings Banks, the Banking Department of 

the Bank of England and- eleven other new contributors which had previously reported at end- 

quarter only. The figures prior to mid-September 1983 - which were published in earlier issues of 

Financial Statistics and are available on the CSO databank - cover a narrower range of institutions. 

For a description of the background to these changes see the December 1983 issue of the Bank of 

England Quarterly Bulletin, page 562.

The table is not directly comparable with Tables 4.2A and 4.2B, which cover the whole of the banks’ 

sector. Also, the adjustments made in the banks’ sector tables to eliminate and/or allocate inter

bank transactions and transit items (see the notes to the tables) have not been made in this table. 

Up to September 1986 reporting day was the third Wednesday in each month, except in December 

when it was the second Wednesday. From October 1986 the reporting date is the month end.

Liabilities and assets are reported at the value standing in the reporting institutions’ books. Liabilities 

and assets in currencies other than sterling are translated into sterling at the middle market spot 

rate pertaining in the London market at 4 pm London time on the last working day of the London 

market in the period covered by the report. The figures are therefore affected by movements in 
exchange rates.

Deposit liabilities include all credit balances on customers’ accounts, including deposits by other UK 

banks (except deposits in connection with syndicated lending), overdrawn accounts with UK and 

overseas correspondents and shareholders deposits by overseas offices at the reporting 

institution(except working capital provided by overseas offices,which is included in capital and other 

funds). It also includes certificates of deposit and all liabilities in gold bullion or gold coin(which are 

included in'other currency liabilities’)except that deposited for safe custody.

It
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Sight deposits comprise balances as defined above other than certificates of deposit, including both 

interest-bearing and non interest-bearing deposits where the entire balance is accessible without 

penalty (either on demand or by close of business on the day following that on which the deposit 

was made). Also included is money immediately at call and money placed overnight. Time deposits 
comprise all other deposits (except certificates and other short-term paper, which are shown 

separately).

Certificates of deposit etc. and other short-term paper issued include promissory notes issued by 

the reporting institutions and instruments such as silver and other commodity receipts. Also included 

are unsubordinated capital market instruments (except debentures and secured loan stocks) of any 

maturity and subordinated loan stocks of up to and including five years’ original maturity: other 

subordinated loan stocks and debentures are included in capital and other funds.

Items in suspense and transmission comprise credit balances not in customers’ names but relating 

to customers’ funds rather than to the reporting institutions internal funds or to shareholders’ funds, 

together with standing orders and credit transfers debited to customers’ accounts, and other items 

for which the corresponding payment has not yet been made by the reporting institution. It includes 

credits in course of transmission to the reporting institutions’ own UK branches, UK branches of 

other banks and to banks and banking offices abroad.

Capital and other funds includes shareholders’ funds, working capital provided by overseas offices, 

together with all internal accounts (both liability and asset).

Cash ratio deposits. Reporting institutions with eligible liabilities of £10 million or more, are liable to 

lodge with the Bank of England non-operational. non-interest-bearing deposits of 0.35% (0.4% prior 

to 31 January 1992) of their eligible liabilities (0.25% for institutions for which Northern Ireland is the 

main place of business in the United Kingdom). Adjustments to the amount of the cash ratio deposit 

each institution is required to hold take place in October and April each year, based on average 

eligible liabilities in the six months to September and March respectively.

Market loans includes all balances (including correspondent balances) with, and funds lent to, UK 

banks and to banks overseas, apart from trade or portfolio investments. This also includes holdings 

of sterling certificates of deposit issued by, and sterling time deposits placed with, UK building 

societies, and funds lent to UK local authorities through the local authority money markets. Other 

funds lent through specialised financial markets or through brokers are included as advances. 
Other UK banks includes all funds (including correspondent balances) lent to, or placed with, other 

UK banks. Overdrawn accounts are included under deposits.

Certificates of deposit include holdings of promissory notes and other short-term paper issued by 

other UK banks, and holdings of stocks and bonds of up to and including one year’s original maturity 

which have been issued by other UK banks.

Market loans to overseas includes bills drawn under acceptance credit facilities opened by overseas 

banks (including overseas offices of the reporting institution) which the reporting institution has itself 

discounted, and certificates of deposit, promissory notes and other negotiable paper issued by

overseas banks.
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Banks and building societies

Bills include bills, promissory notes and other negotiable paper beneficially owned (excluding 

certificates of deposit om e6  by the reporting institution). It excludes bills connected with refinanceable 

lending under the special schemes for exports and shipbuilding and bills which the reporting institution 

has disposed of by rediscounting. Bills and notes are classified as sterling or other currencies 

according to the currency in which they are drawn. Also prior to October 1988, it excludes acceptances 

by the reporting institution which it has also discounted.

Advances include all balances with, and lending (whether against collateral or not) direct to, customers 

not included elsewhere. It includes the reporting institution’s own acceptances which it has also 

discounted, except for those drawn by banks overseas, and prior to October 1988 by another UK 

bank, which are entered under market loans. Own acceptances discounted are shown as advances 

to the party that requested the acceptance credit to be opened. Provisions for bad and doubtful 

debts are not deducted. Where the reporting institution participates in (or acts as manager or co

manager of) a loan financed by more than one institution, it includes only the reporting institution’s 

participation for its own account, the loan being classified according to the ultimate borrower.

Advances to UK private sector, as well as instruments noted above, also includes all medium and 

long-term advances (i.e. with an original maturity of two years or over) at fixed rates for shipbuilding 

for UK ownership under Department of Trade and Industry guarantee; less

any amounts refinanced

(ii) the amount of assistance accepted by UK banks under the occasional facility to sell to 

the Bank of England for subsequent repurchase, over two-year government-guaranteed 

shipbuilding paper.

Both secured and unsecured money with money brokers or gilt-edged jobbers on the Stock Exchange 

is included in advances to the UK private sector.

Advances to overseas, as well as instruments noted above, also includes all medium and long-term 

lending, whether refinanceable or not, at fixed rates for exports under direct ECGD bank guarantee, 

and all export lending at rates related to base rate under ECGD comprehensive bank bills and notes 

and open account guarantee schemes; less

any amounts refinanced

(ii) the amount of assistance accepted by banks under the occasional facility to sell to the 

Bank of England, for subsequent re-purchase, over two year government-guaranteed 
export credit paper.

Banking department lending to central government (net) comprises from 1983 its holdings of all

forms of central government debt (including bank notes), less its deposit liabilities to the National 
Loans Fund and Paymaster General.

/n vestments include all securities beneficially owned by the reporting institution. It includes securities

which the reporting institution has lent (or pledged) but still beneficially owns, but excludes securities

which the reporting institution has borrowed and holds or has re-lent but which it does not beneficially 
own.

British government stocks includes all stocks issued by the government and stocks of nationalised 

industries guaranteed by the government. On some occasions, the Bank of England relieves pressure



Table 4.2D
Discount houses:

liabilities and
assets outstanding

Banks and building societies

on banks’ liquidity by purchasing British government securities from them, for subsequent re-sale. 

Holdings of British government securities reported in Table 4.2C will have been affected by this 

assistance.

Other public sector investments include stocks and bonds issued by local authorities which are 

listed on the Stock Exchange, together with those issued by public corporations (except stocks 

issued by nationalised industries that have been guaranteed by the government).

Other investments include all investments in banks’ sector institutions including those which are 

subsidiaries or associates of the reporting institution, and deposits with overseas offices which have 

been invested in fixed assets such as premises and equipment.

Items in suspense include all debit balances not in customers’ names but related to customers' 

funds rather than to the reporting institutions’ own internal funds, for example debit balances awaiting 

transfer to customers’ accounts.

Collections comprise cheques, etc, drawn on and in course of collection from other UK banks and 

debit items in transit between UK offices of the reporting institution. It includes cheques that have 

been credited to customers’ accounts but are held overnight before being presented or paid into the

reporting institution’s account with another UK bank or a bank overseas but excludes cheques 

already passed to other UK banks for collection (these are entered as market loans to UK banks). It 

includes all collections on banks outside the United Kingdom and items in transit to overseas offices 

of the reporting institution, where the reporting institution is acting as principal and not as an agent 

for collection and where it has already given credit or value for the items.

Assets leased include all plant and equipment beneficially owned by the reporting institution which 

have been leased out under finance leases, including any leased to branches, subsidiaries or

associates overseas.

Other miscellaneous assets include gold bullion and gold coin. It also includes other commodities

(for example silver), land, premises, plant and equipment and other goods beneficially owned, 

including assets leased under operating leases.

Acceptances comprise all bills accepted by the reporting institution which are still outstanding, 

excluding any which the reporting institution has itself discounted (these are included within advances 

or market loans), but including any such discounts which have subsequently been rediscounted.

This table shows the liabilities and assets of the group of specialised banking institutions that make 

up the money market dealing counterparties of the Bank of England authorised under the Banking 

Act 1987, and which are included in the UK banks’ sector. Prior to November 1981, the discount

houses also included the money trading departments of five members of the banks’ sector (these 

departments were excluded from the returns that are used to compile Table 4.2C).

The discount houses borrow money mainly in the inter-bank market and employ it in a variety of 

mainly short-term financial instruments. Besides guaranteeing to underwrite the weekly Treasury 

bill tender (see notes to Table 1.2B), the discount houses make a secondary market in various 

short-term instruments, including certificates of deposit and commercial bills.
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Banks and building societies

The column Other bills ■ Other public sector no longer appears in this table. However, the series 

AEKP and ATJP are obtainable from the Databank.

Tables 4.2E and 4.2F 

Analysis o f bank 

lending to  UK 

residents

Tables 4.3A to  4.3C 

Building societies

The break in the series in November 1981 is partly due to the change in the reporting population 

resulting from the introduction of the new monetary sector(see Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin 

September 1981 pages 347to 350for full details), and partly due to the subsequent reclassification 

of certain borrowers as banks’ sector institutions which took them outside the scope of this analysis. 

For details of the institutions covered see notes to Table 4.2C on page 91.

Before November 1983, the analysis was based as far as possible on the Central Statistical Office’s 

Standard Industrial Classification of 1968. Since then, the analysis is broadly based on the CSO’s 

Standard Industrial Classification of 1980.lt is not therefore possible to compare figures for like 

sounding categories existing before the re-classification. The classification is based upon industries, 

irrespective of owner (that is private, local authority or government): loans are classified according 

to the main activity of the borrower. Lending to unincorporated businesses, etc, is allocated according 

to the trade or profession. In March 1993, the analysis was changed as part of the Banking Statistics 

Review, to cover end - calendar - quarters. The resultant break in series was partly due to the 

coverage of four months data (November 1992 - March 1993) and partly due to the redefinition of 

‘lending for house purchase’. The new definition, covering all lending fully secured on a first mortgage 

on residential property, had the net effect of modestly increasing lending ‘to individuals secured on 

dwellings’ and correspondingly reducing 'consumer credit".

The analysis covers loans, advances and acceptances in both sterling and foreign currencies provided 

by reporting institutions to their customers but does not include funds placed through the local 

authority money markets. It also now includes banks’ holdings of sterling commercial paper which 

are included indistinguishably with loans and advances.

The figures for changes in loans, advances and acceptances in foreign currencies have been adjusted 

to exclude the change in the sterling value of existing business in foreign currency arising from 

fluctuations in exchange rates.

These tables cover building societies as defined by the Building Societies Acts 1962 and 1986, 

Building societies business is still, primarily, to provide lending for house purchase. However since 

the mid to late 1980’s they have faced increasing competition, mainly from the banks and centralised 

mortgage lenders. Societies’ lending is financed largely by receipts of deposits which they acquire 

largely from individuals in competition with the banks and national savings. Their success in attracting 

such funds largely depends on the relative attractiveness of their deposit interest rates (see Table 

7.1 L and Chapter 7 generally). In recent years these receipts have been supplemented by borrowing 
in the wholesale market.

Compilation Building society transactions from January 1987 are derived from figures prepared by the Building

Societies Commission on the basis of returns made to it by individual societies. The monthly figures

before January 1987 are derived from different returns made to the Building Societies Association.

Although the coverage and definitions of these two sources should be broadly the same, there may

be some break in series at end-December 1986; thus any effect of the change of source is incorporated 
in the January 1987 flows.



Further references

Banks and building societies

The statistics in Table 4.3A are based on monthly returns, currently from 40 societies, with assets

amounting to 98% of total balance sheet assets. The data are collected and aggregated by the 

Building Societies Commission, who pass them to the Bank of England for inclusion in the monetary 

statistics and financial accounts. The figures are grossed-up to represent the whole population of

societies.

The quarterly statistics in Table 4.3B are based on the figures from the monthly returns supplemented 

by a revised quarterly return (with the same reporting population as the monthly return) also collected 

by the Building Societies Commission, who pass the aggregated data to the Bank of England. Data 

prior to August 1992 were collected by the Bank of England and grossed up.

Up to and including 1986, the statistics for assets and liabilities outstanding at the end of each year 

in Table 4.3A are based on an annual return processed by the Bank of England. The returns were

issued to the same sample of societies as the quarterly return. Each year the figures for annual

holdings and quarterly transactions were reconciled with annual statutory returns made to the Registrar 

of Friendly Societies by all building societies. After 1986 the end-year figures are taken from the

grossed-up comprehensive monthly return described above.

The analysis of new commitments and advances in Table 4.3C was based, up to end-1980, on a 

stratified sample of fifty societies covering 90% of total assets. From the beginning of 1981, the 

return was redesigned and the sample reduced to the largest societies (fifteen in 1986 covering 

88% of total assets: fourteen in 1994 covering 75% of total assets). As before, the figures are

grossed-up to represent all societies.

Annual figures of ‘save-as-you-eam’ (SAVE) schemes entered into with building societies are included 

in the figures for shares and deposits. These are shown separately in Table S21 published annually, 

which is based on supplementary annual returns from a sample of twenty-five societies with assets

amounting to over 96% of total building society assets.

A monthly balance sheet similar to Table 4.3A is first published each month by the Bank of England 

in their Monetary Statistics release. Long runs of quarterly figures on mortgage advances, repayments

of principal and net advances are given in Table 3.2C - Loans secured on dwellings. This table gives

separate figures for loans made by central government, local authorities, public corporations, 

insurance companies and pension funds, building societies, the banks and miscellaneous financial

institutions. Up to September 1993, similar figures were first published each quarter by the Council 

of Mortgage Lenders; the Bank of England assumed responsibility for this release from September 

1993. As from January 1995 annua! figures of both the number and the value of SAVE accounts 

opened, accounts closed, contributors, withdrawals are shown for Building Society and National

Savings.Balances outstanding are also shown for Banks in Table S21 Quarterly figures up to quarter 

four 1994 were last published in the September 1995 edition of Financial Statistics.

Housing and Construction Statistics, a quarterly publication by the Department of Environment, 

contains tables showing similar information to Tables 3.2C and 4.3C and, on both regular and 

occasional bases, a considerable amount of statistics on the housing market including data on the 

characteristics of mortgagors, mortgage advances and mortgaged property, including an index of 

house prices. Part of the analysis of mortgages is based on the ‘Five Per Cent Sample Survey of 
Building Society Mortgages,' which is described in a booklet by Andrew Evans with that title published

as Studies in Official Statistics. No 26 (HMSO, 1975).
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Banks and building societies

The Annual Report of the Building Societies Commission contains selected statistics from the 

aggregation of building societies’ statutory annual returns, which are for various accounting years 

ending between 1 February and the following 31 January.

The Annual Abstract of Statistics Table 17.13 in 1991 provides a long annual series of statistics 

which are also drawn by the Building Societies Commission from the statutory returns, and the 

Digest of Welsh Statistics gives details of the number of mortgages granted annually in Wales.

The Building Societies Association’s monthly press release and The Council of Mortgage Lenders 

quarterly Housing Finance include detailed statistics on all aspects of building societies’ operations. 

A compendium of building society statistics, published by the Building Societies Association, provides 

a long run of all available building society statistics, including quarterly financial statistics from 1955.

General information is provided in a bookThe Development of the Building Societies Sector in the 

1980s in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, November 1990.

Table 4.3A Retail shares and deposits. These are deposits that are defined as ‘retail’ by the 1986 Building

Building societies Societies Act, i.e. all shares and deposits that are neither transferable instruments (such as certificates

of deposit) nor funds from corporate bodies, other building societies, friendly societies, trade unions, 

charities and administrators of approved retirement benefit schemes, nor large time deposits (over 

£50,000 and repayable within one year of deposit). In effect, ‘retail’ deposits are predominantly non

corporate funds raised outside the wholesale money markets. There is no substantial break of 

character at end-1986, since the distinction between '‘retail' and non-retail shares and deposits 

came into being only at that date and the great majority of “deposits” were previously essentially 

“retaif'. Nonetheless some £0.7 billion was reallocated out of “retail shares and deposits column 

into “deposits and commercial papef in January 1987; this effect is excluded from the flows shown.

Bank borrowing. Banks also lend to societies via take-up of the other non-retail instruments shown 
in the table.

Transit and suspense items. Previously included in “reserves, official loans and other liabilitied', 
since January 1987 transit and suspense items have been separately identified.

Interest accrued but not credited. Indistinguishable within “other liabilities and reserved' in the monthly 
series.

Liquid assets: total Consistent with the definition in the Building Societies Act 1986.

the remainder unidentified but believed to represent mainly mortgaged- backed securities issued by 
other lenders.

Transit and suspense items. Previously within “other short-term assetd', since January 1987 they 
have been separately identified.

Commercial assets (a technical term from the Building Societies Act 1986). Equals the previous 

“mortgaged' series; mortgage (i.e. “Class f  and “Class 2') and non-mortgage (i.e. “Class S') 
commercial assets are now analysed in detail in Table 4.3B.
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Table 4.3B
Building societies: 

further detail

Table 4.3C
Commitments and

gross advances

Banks and building societies

The analyses of gross flows cover retail shares and deposits (see notes to Table 4.3A), and Classes 

1 and 2 commercial assets (i.e. mortgages) and Class 3 lending to individuals. Other Class 3 assets

are shown only as a net flow. The total '‘net advanced is the series previously entitled “mortgages: 
net advances of principaP.

Under commercial assets, interest earned and interest repayments are included indistinguishably 

within respectively gross advances and repayments of principal before 1987.

Commercial assets: other credits/debits includes insurance premia, fines etc.

The classes of commercial assets are as defined in the Building Societies Act 1986. Class 1 assets 

are advances to individuals, secured on land for the residential use of the borrower; in addition, a 

Class 1 asset has to be the first charge on the property. Class 2 assets are advances secured on 

land which do not fulfil all the conditions of a Class 1 asset (e.g. a secured loan which is not a first

charge on the property): Class 2 assets therefore include lending to individuals secured other than

by a first charge, lending to companies and unincorporated businesses including housing associations;

Class 3 assets are loans (to individuals or companies etc.) not secured on a first or second charge

on land, investment in subsidiaries and investments in land (other than land mainly occupied by a

society itself, which is included in “other assetd' in Table 4.3A). The business of subsidiaries - other 

than building society branches or subsidiaries in the UK offshore islands • is excluded from the

“building socie tf statistics shown in these tables except to the extent that this business results in 

entries on the parent society’s balance sheet. Thus Class 3 lending to individuals is consumer credit 

extended by a society itself; lending by societies’ consumer credit subsidiaries is reflected only in 

“other Class 3 assetd’, if the subsidiaries borrow from their parents. Before 1988 all mortgages are

classified as “Class r  in these statistics, except for mortgage lending to industrial and commercial

companies. The quarterly path of Class 3 lending in the first three quarters of 1987 is estimated.

The analyses of new commitments and gross advances now cover just mortgages (i.e. Classes 1 

and 2 of commercial assets) and other lending to individuals (i.e. Class 3 consumer credit lending), 

whereas the analysis In the previous Table 4.3C in principle also covered any other Class 3 

commercial assets.
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Chapter Other financial institutions

The other financial institutions (OFI) sector broadly comprises all the financial companies and 

institutions that are not in the banks and building societies sector.

OFIs may be divided into two sub-sectors: life (long-term) assurance and pension funds (LAPFs) 

and "remaining" financiai institutions, aiso known as OOFIs. For further details see Section C in the 

Introduction to the Handbook.

Data collection Data on OFIs are collected in two ways. The main groups of OFIs are asked to provide returns of

their financiai activities through reguiar sample or comprehensive surveys. These returns also provide 

information on the counterpart sectors to various transactions. This helps to get round the difficulty 

of obtaining direct information from other sectors, particularly the overseas and personal sectors.

Data on OFIs are also collected from returns of UK banks. From the beginning of 1982, the OFi 

sector has been included in the sector definitions employed by UK banks in reporting their borrowings 

and lending. This more comprehensive information is used to supplement or replace that collected 

from direct surveys of OFI institutions.

It is recognised that the coverage of the OFi sector is incompiete. However, work is currently unden/vay 

to address some of these inadequacies. See Section C for a iist of institutions covered by this 

subsector.

Long-term insurance 

and pension funds

1

:l
!
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: Insurance companies: 
long-term business

.1

Current income and expenditure of pension funds, and of long-term insurance funds, are included 

in the nationai accounts under the personai sector, but their financial transactions are in the OFi 

sector. The balance of the funds' current income over expenditure, which is their net amount available 

for investment, is recorded in the financiai accounts as an increase in the assets of the personal 

sector and the liabilities of the OFI sector. The funds remain the property of the personal sector in 

the form of this financial claim but their transactions in financiai assets which match this ciaim are 

transactions of the OFi sector. Friendly societies are treated in the same way as iong-term insurance 
funds.

Table 5.1 A These notes also cover the data in Table 5.2A.

Insurance companies are active in both life assurance and non-life (generai) insurance and they 

also operate the pension schemes of many other employers. All insurance business consists of a 

spreading of risks. Long-term business (mainly life assurance) has an emphasis on the spreading 

of risks overtime, whereas general business Is mainly concerned with the spreading of risks between 
persons and organisations.

Within long-term business the major part consists of life assurance, a large part of which offers a

channel tor saving. Long-term business also includes permanent health insurance and capital 
redemption business.

Lloyds underwriters are not included here but are included in the personal sector.

Coverage The figures cover insurers and friendly societies operating in the United Kingdom and include the

pooled pension schemes they operate on behalf of other companies.

I *  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition i t  denotes the end o f the changes

• I
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Other financial institutions

Up until the fourth quarter of 1991 (for quarterly data) and end 1990 (for annual data), the Association 

of British Insurers (ABl) supplied the CSO with information relating to its members. This was 

supplemented by information from a small sample of non-ABI members, which the CSO collected. 

With effect from the first quarter of 1992 for the quarterly inquiries and end 1991 for the annual ones 

the CSO now collects all the information from a sample of insurance companies. This covers both 

ABl members and non-members.

The information collected allows representative estimates of investments and holdings of financial 

assets to be made for all insurers operating In the UK.

Response to the annual balance sheet inquiry is very high and the holdings data are therefore very 

reliable. The samples for the inquiry into net acquisitions are slightly smaller and the figures not 

quite so reliable.

The returns prior to 1984 (in respect of holdings), or 1985 (in respect of transactions), included 

assets held in respect of money remitted by overseas branches and subsidiaries, but they excluded 

direct investment by a UK company in its overseas branches or subsidiaries as well as financial 

assets held by, or on behalf of. these branches and subsidiaries (even if held in the United Kingdom). 

From 1984 (holdings) or 1985 (transactions) the coverage has been extended to include UK holding 

companies where insurance is the main activity of the holding company and its subsidiaries. 

Additionally where a UK company cannot separate figures for an overseas branch, such a branch is 

now covered by the figures.

Compilation The figures of net acquisitions of assets are derived from a quarterly inquiry to insurance companies,

and those of holdings are derived from an annual inquiry.

Valuation Holdings of assets for calendar year-ends are generally at market values. Some items such as

mortgages and loans and part of other investments, are at book values.

Net acquisitions are quoted at cash values. The annual figures quoted for total net assets under the 

net investment heading are on an accruals basis from 1985 onwards.

Scope of headings British government securities: index-linked m re  introduced in March 1981, but were sold only to

pension funds and long-term funds of insurance companies prior to 1982.

Due to problems of disclosure within the individual types of British government securities from 1984 

onwards, the following modifications have been made to the figures for other than long-term funds:

(a) For the third quarter of 1984, securities over fifteen years and undated have been included 

with securities over five and up to fifteen years.

(b) From the fourth quarter of 1984 to the fourth quarter of 1986 and in the third quarter 

of 1987, index-linked gilts have been included with securities over fifteen years and undated.

(c) For the year 1984, both index-linked gilts and securities over fifteen years and undated 

have been included with securities over five and up to fifteen years.

(d) For the years 1985 and 1986, index-linked gilts have been included with securities over 

fifteen years and undated.



Other financial institutions

Policy and other loans to persons. Prior to 1985 excludes other loans to individuals.

Agents' and reinsurance balances net investment figures are derived from annual inquiries, so no 

quarterly figures are available. The series consists of net agents' reinsurance and coinsurance 

balances, net outstanding accrued interest, dividends and rent and other debtors. Prior to 1984, no 

deductions were made for amounts due to reinsurance companies and agents.

Other assets includes overseas loans and mortgages and property, UK public corporations securities 

and. from the first quarter of 1985 direct investment, less the net increase in balances of overseas 

branches where their transactions are included in other columns. From the first quarter of 1986 

British government securities denominated in foreign currency are included.

Debtors net of creditors net investment figures are only available annually. The series covers provision 

for taxation and recommended dividends and other creditors.

The end year holdings figures for debtors net of creditors includes net outstanding interest, dividends 

and rents and other debtors, these are then omitted from agents and reinsurance balances.

Prior to 1984 the series included only amounts receivable from Inland Revenue, outstanding interest, 

dividends and rents and other debtors. Because of the definitional change, data on net acquisitions 

for 1984 are not available.

Tables 5.1 B The estimates in Table 5.1 B cover the financial assets of the combined self-administered funded

Pension funds schemes of local authorities, the rest of the public sector and the private sector. These funds are

generally run by boards of trustees on behalf of their members. Self-administered pension funds are 

distinct from those insured with insurance companies, which are included in the figures for insurance 

company long-term business in Table 5.1A. The main pension arrangements in the central 

government sector are unfunded and therefore excluded from these tables.

Funds of newly privatised companies are included with private sector funds from the beginning of 

the quarter following the date of their privatisation.

Compilation The figures for net acquisitions of assets are derived from a quarterly inquiry and those for holdings

from an annual inquiry. These inquiries are conducted by the Central Statistical Office. A panel of 

local authority, public corporations and self-administered private pension schemes are asked to 

complete returns. The statistics supplied by these contributors are then grossed up to produce 

figures for the whole of the UK self-administered pension industry. For the private sector funds a 

survey conducted by the Governments Actuary's Department every four years is used for additional 

information on the population of funds. The inquiries became statutory under the Statistics of Trade 

Act, 1947 with effect from 1991 for annual inquiries and the first quarter of 1992 for the quarterly 

one. As a result response rates have increased.

Where funds report holdings of assets at a date other than 31 December, adjustments are made to 

the data to make them correspond approximately to the end of the calendar year.

The series are reliable but subject to coverage, sampling and reporting errors.
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Coverage - local 
authority funds

Coverage - public 
sector funds

Coverage - private 

sector funds

Scope of headings

Other financial institutions

The figures relate to pension funds covering the employees of all local authorities in the United 

Kingdom including those funds covering employees of the abolished Metropolitan councils and the 

bodies succeeding them. From the second quarter of 1974 they exclude the funds of water, sewerage 

and drainage boards in England and Wales, trust ports whose parent bodies were transferred from 

the local authority sector to the public corporations sector, and the funds of local health services, 

whose parent bodies became part of the central government sector. Pensions for the police and fire 

services are not supported by funds and are therefore excluded from the statistics.

The figures relate mainly to schemes covering employees of the nationalised industries. They include 

some funds which were set up before nationalisation and certain other funds. Where companies in

this sub-sector have been privatised they are included with the private sector funds from the beginning 

of the quarter following the date of their privatisation.

The figures relate to self-administered pension funds of the private sector, including those of companies 

and non-profit-making bodies. Funds that are wholly included in the long term funds of insurance 

companies are not included. Respondents to the inquiry are asked to make returns covering financial 

assets of funds whose investment policy is managed from within the United Kingdom, including the 

funds of any subsidiary companies. Some undertakings operate two or more pension funds; such 

undertakings have been treated as single funds.

Valuation The annual inquiries into holdings ask funds to report their assets and liabilities wherever possible at

current market value and, failing that, at written down book value. Transactions in assets and liabilities

are reported at cash values in the quarterly inquiries. The annua! figures quoted for total net assets 

under the Net Investment heading are on an accruals basis for 1985 onwards.

Short-term assets are those maturing within one year of originating date, including loans repayable 

at lenders' option within one year of the date of issue, and money at call and short notice. They 

include cash in hand and deposits with banks, certificates of deposit issued by the banks' sector, UK 

Treasury bills, local authority bills and temporary money, short-term assets with OFIs, other short

term assets held in both the United Kingdom and overseas and balances due to or from stockbrokers.

The treatment of balances with stockbrokers in Table 5.1 B is as follows: as regards holdings, balances 

receivable from stockbrokers at the end of the year are included in other short-term assets and 

balances payable to stockbrokers are included in short-term liabilities. Transactions in amounts due 

to or from stockbrokers, however, are only collected net and so net acquisitions are shown under 

other short-term assets.

Long-term borrowing, net acquisitions relate to gross borrowing less repayments in the quarter.

British government securities: index-linked were introduced in March 1981, but were sold only to

pension funds and long-term funds of insurance companies prior to 1982.

UK local authority securities include loans by local authority pension funds to their parent authorities.

Other investments include items such as commodities, gold coins, works of art, insurance policies, 

unauthorised unit trusts, and investments in overseas property. From the first quarter of 1986 British

government securities denominated in foreign currency are included.
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Other financial institutions

Debtors net of creditors are included in the annual but not the quarterly figures. The series consists 

of income accrued on investments, amounts receivable from Inland Revenue, other debtors, pensions 

due but not paid and other creditors.

Tables S.IAand 5.1B

Timeliness

The quarterly net acquisitions figures in these tables are normally published in Financial Statistics 

about four months after the quarter to which they relate. The annual holdings figures are normally 

first published in the June edition following the year to which they relate. These estimates are based 

on extrapolating the latest published levels using net investment and revaluations rather than the 

annual balance sheet returns. Figures using the annual returns are normally first published at the 

end of that year.

Further references A quarterly article describing these statistics appears in CSO Institutional Investment First Release

usually about three months after the relevant quarter.

Table 5.2A

A more detailed breakdown of these statistics appear in Business Monitor MQ5 - Insurance companies' 

and pension funds' investment, also published about four months after the quarter to which the 

statistics relate. This publication gives information on income and expenditure data also.

The Annual Abstract of Statistics, table 17.17 (1994) also gives the holding statistics from 1983 

onwards. An article by P J Stibbard in the November 1979 issue of Statistical News - 'Pension 

Funds and national accounting' - describes the treatment of pension funds in the national accounts.

The Annual Abstract of Statistics, Table 17.18 (1994) also gives the holding statistics from 1983 

onwards.

Insurance companies: See the notes to table 5.1 A above 

general business

Table 5.2B 

Non-bank credit 

companies

This table gives details of assets and liabilities of non-bank credit companies (excluding retailers, 

insurance companies and building societies which are covered elsewhere). It was reconstructed in 

June 1983, using rebased data.
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The main business of non-bank credit companies is the direct financing of instalment credit sales of 

motor vehicles, caravans and household goods, mainly to persons; together with loans to businesses 

for_farminq and industrial building, plant and equipment. The main source of funds for these companies 
is from banks.

Coverage The table covers finance houses and other specialist credit companies (including check traders and

money lenders). They exclude authorised institutions under the Banking Act 1987 (which form the

banks' sector), retailers, building societies and insurance companies. There is a major break at the

end of 1981 when several companies joined the banks' sector as licensed deposit takers under the 
terms of the Banking Act 1979.

The figures in the table for loans and advances to persons cover the two broad forms of credit:

(a) loans for fixed sums to finance particular purchases

(b) drawings on existing credit arrangements, often termed running accounts.

if
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They do not include figures for accounts which should normally be settled in full by the end of the 

account period and where there are no formal credit arrangements.

With fixed sum credit the purchaser normally makes a down payment and pays the balance in equal 

instalments, which include interest charges, over an agreed period. Fixed sum credit can be provided 

by a finance house or other specialist credit grantor either directly or with a retailer (or motor trader) 

acting as agent, or it can be provided by a retailer from his own resources. It may also be provided 

by a check trader, where the purchaser uses a trading check drawn on his account with the check 

trader, though this form of credit now only accounts for a very small part of the total.

I ^
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With running account credit the purchaser normally receives his account monthly, when he has the 

option of not paying in full, with interest being charged on any balance left unpaid. A common 

arrangement is for the purchaser to pay a fixed amount each month by standing order. The purchases 

may be made in a variety of ways. For example, the purchaser may sign the bill, or he may use 

some form of credit card (some of which are valid only for a particular retailer and some more 

generally), or he may use a special cheque book (normally valid only for a particular retailer). As for 

fixed sum credit, running account credit may be provided by the retailer from his own resources or it 

may be provided by a finance house or other specialist credit grantor. Credit from specialist grantors 

includes much of the credit obtained by cards for use only with particular retailers, because many 

retailers have arrangements for specialist grantors to run schemes for them or have set up separate 

subsidiary companies to operate their credit schemes.

Lending on credit cards,such as Visa or Mastercard issued by banks or building societies is not *  

included. It is, however, shown separately in Table 3.2B which brings together figures for total 

consumer credit and other personal sector borrowings.

Compilation The figures in Table 5.2B are obtained from quarterly returns to the Central Statistical Office from a 

panel of non-banks' sector credit companies, grossed up on the basis of a ' benchmark' inquiry to all 

consumer credit grantors conducted in respect of 1976. A new quarterly inquiry covering the whole 

of the balance sheet was introduced at the beginning of 1982. The earlier figures are rather more 

approximate. In particular, data for some items were collected only annually and quarterly transactions 

for them have been interpolated.

Scope of headings

The companies report levels (holdings and amounts outstanding) of their assets and liabilities. Net 

acquisitions are obtained by subtracting the level at the beginning of the quarter from the level at the 

end. When a company comes within or leaves the scope of this inquiry, net acquisitions in the 

quarter are estimated on the basis of the new coverage. For this reason the figures for net acquisitions 

during the year do not always equal the differences in levels at the beginning and end of year.

Certificates of deposit includes promissory notes and any other negotiable paper issued by the 

banks sector.

Other current assets includes items in suspense and debit items in course of collection.

Loans and advances covers all types of lending, including instalment credit and checks, vouchers, 

etc. issued but not redeemed. It includes loans to unconsolidated subsidiary and associate companies 

of contributors to the inquiry. From end-1985, it excludes unearned credit charges (which comprise

L
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the interest payments due over the remaining loan period for fixed sum agreements at fixed rates of 

interest) and includes amounts outstanding on finance leases. Prior to this amounts outstanding on 

leases were included in Physical assets in UK.

Block discounts comprises finance provided to retailers (and occasionally smaller amounts to other 

financial institutions) against the security of credit agreements initiated by them.

Persons includes unincorporated businesses.

Company and government securities includes investment in other companies in the contributor's 

group.

Borrowing includes borrowing from other companies in the contributor's group.

Commercial bills includes promissory notes and other negotiable paper.

Short-term borrowing from banks' sector exc\udes deposits. Longer-term borrowing from banks' 

sector includes deposits prior to 1982. (From the beginning of 1982, credit companies remaining 

outside the banks' sector were no longer permitted to accept deposits as defined in the Banking Act 

1979).

Other current liabilities includes items in suspense and credit items in course of transmission.

Capital issues includes preference shares and debentures as well as ordinary shares.

Use in the financial The figures for loans and advances are included in the financial accounts under other lending by

accounts financial institutions, block discountsbemq treated as lending to industrial and commercial companies.

The figures for other current assets and other financial assets are treated as lending to industrial 

and commercial companies under miscellaneous domestic instruments. The figures for UK company 

and government securities are considered to relate mainly to company securities and are included 

under UK company securities. Investment in physical assets overseas is regarded in the national 

accounts as financial investment and the figures are included under miscellaneous overseas 
instruments.
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Other borrowing from UK\s treated in the financial accounts as coming from industrial and commercial 

companies and persons equally: up to end-1981 the figures are included under deposits with other 

financial institutions, from 1982 they are included under miscellaneous domestic instruments. Other 

borrowing from overseas is included under deposits with other financial institutions up to end-1981 

and, from 1982, under overseas direct and other investment in UK. Other current liabilities \s treated 

as due equally to industrial and commercial companies and persons and is included under 
miscellaneous domestic instruments.

Timeliness The figures are normally published about two months after the quarter to which they relate.

Further references Statistics of assets and liabilities are also published in Business Monitor SDQ7 - Assets and liabilities

of finance houses and other credit companies, and annual figures are given in the Annual Abstract

of Statistics (Table 17.15). Further details of personal sector borrowings are given in Financial 
Sfaf/sf/cs Tables 3.2A and 3.2B.
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Table 5.2C 

Investment trusts

Investment trust companies acquire financial assets with money subscribed by shareholders or 

borrowed in the form of loan capital. They are not trusts in the legal sense, but are limited companies 

with two special characteristics: their assets consist of securities (mainly ordinary shares), and they 

are debarred by their articles of association from distributing capital gains as dividends. Shares of 

investment trusts are traded on the Stock Exchange and increasingly can be bought direct from the 

company.

The table covers investment trusts recognised as such by the Inland Revenue for tax purposes and 

some unrecognised trusts - about 325 trusts in all. Returns are received from about 100 trusts 

accounting for about 65% of total investment trust assets. Statistics are not sought from a few trusts 

whose assets are less than £5 million (£1 million before 1982).

Compilation Since 1992 quarterly and annual returns have been collected and aggregated by the CSO. (Previously 

they were collected by the Bank of England). As from end-1979 the statistics are grossed up to 

include estimates for non-respondents.

Valuation Holdings of listed securities at end-year are valued at market prices. Unlisted securities are at 

estimated current values and bills and mortgages at maturity values. The figures include the 

investment currency premium where appropriate, up to third quarter 1979. Total investments overseas 

at end-1994 were £19,496 million comprising USA £4,495 million, Canada £189 million, EC countries 

£4,621 million, Japan £3,168 million, Australia £730 million and other countries £6,292 million.

Scope of headings Short-term assets and liabilities. The quarterly transactions figures exclude contingent assets and 

liabilities such as claims on, or sums due to, the Inland Revenue and the liability for accrued loan 

interest and for dividends proposed but not yet paid. They include (in other short-term assets) sums 

due from securities firms on account of securities sold and still awaiting settlement.

Other short-term liabilities includes sums due to securities firms on account of securities purchased 

and still awaiting settlement.

Reserves, provisions etc. includes dividends payable, and minority interest in subsidiaries.

Further references

Timeliness The latest quarter's figures are published about three months after the end of the quarter to which

they refer, and end-year figures up to eight months after the end of the year.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstracts provide a run of figures for the years 1960 to 1974, and an 

article showing integrated balance sheet and flow statistics for investment trust companies appeared 

in the June 1975 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.- The Annual Abstract of Statistics publishes 

figures in Table 17.16, for the latest thirteen years, of end-year holdings of investments at market 

value.

The statistics in this table and Table 5.3D cover unit trusts authorised by the Securities and 

Investments Board under the terms of the Financial Services Act 1986. They do not cover other 

unitised collective investment schemes (e.g. unauthorised funds run on unit trust lines by, for example, 

securities firms and merchant banks, designed primarily for the use of institutional investors) or 

those based offshore (Channel Islands, Bermuda etc.) or in other EC Member States.

Table 5.2D 

Unit trusts
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The majority of unit trusts are required to invest at least 90% of their assets in transferable securities 

traded on a recognised stock exchange. However Money Market trusts are permitted to invest 

wholly in cash or near cash instruments (building society and bank deposits, treasury bills, short 

dated gilts etc.).

Unit trusts are set up under trust deeds, the trustee usually being a bank or insurance company.The 

funds in the trusts are managed not by the trustees but by independent management companies. 

Units representing a share in the trust's assets can be bought by the public or other investors from 

the managers or resold to them at any time. In the financial accounts, all transactions in unit trusts 

units, other than those identified on the returns of other OFls, are assumed to be with the personal 

sector.

Table 5.2D shows the amounts outstanding of liabilities and assets at the end of the calendar year 

and quarterly transactions in those liabilities and assets. The assets and liabilities are analysed by 

type, with a maturity analysis of British government securities.

Valuation Holdings of listed securities at end-year are valued at market prices. Unlisted securities are at

estimated current values and bills at maturity values. The figures include the investment currency 

premium where appropriate, up to third quarter 1979. Total investments overseas at end-1994 were 

£33,790 million; comprising USA and Canada £7,202 million, EC countries £9,054 million, Australia 

and Far East £15,423 million and other countries £2,111 million.
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Compilation Since the first quarter of 1992 returns have been collected and aggregated by the CSO (before then 

they were collected by the Bank of England). At the end of 1994 there were 1,559 authorised unit 

trusts. CSO receives returns covering about 1,100 trusts and 55% of total assets. As from end-1979 

the statistics are grossed-up to cover all unit trusts authorised by the Securities and Investment 

Board.

Scope of headings These are as for Table 5.2C.

Timeliness The latest quarter's figures are published about three months after the end of the quarter to which

they refer and end-year figures up to eight months after the end of the year.

Further references The Bank of England Statistical Abstracts, Numbers 1 and 2 give a run of the figures of the years

1960 to 1974, and the Annual Abstract of Statistics publishes figures (Table 17.16), for the latest 

thirteen years, of end-year holdings of investments at market value.

The statistics aim to cover all UK property unit trusts authorised under the terms of the Financial 

Services Act 1986. The trusts are not allowed to promote themselves to the general public and 

participation is generally restricted to pension funds and charities. Property unit trusts invest 

predominantly in freehold or leasehold commercial property, yet may hold a small proportion of their 

investments in the securities of property companies. Their assets are held in the name of a trustee 

and are managed on a cooperative basis by a separate committee (elected by the unit holders) or 

company. Some investment is financed by long-term borrowing. Data of transactions by the trusts 

have been collected since March 1966 and data of levels of assets and liabilities from end-1979. All 
these data have been published in Financial Statistics.

Scope of headings Property investments are recorded as acquired or sold on the day of completion. They are valued

on a cash basis and include the commission, etc, charges. Holdings of property are at book values.

Table 5.2E 

Property unit trusts
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Compilation and 
timeliness

Returns are collected and aggregated by the CSO. There are 25 property unit trusts of which 12

respond to CSO's inquiry. The figures are grossed to account for non-response. The latest quarter's 

figures are published about three months after the end of the quarter to which they refer, and end-

year figures up to eight months after the end of the year.

Further references The Bank of England Statistical Abstract, No.2 gives a run of figures for March 1966 to 1974 In

Table 19. The Annual Abstract of Statistics (Table 17.16) publishes figures of end-year holdings of 

investments in property, other assets, short-term assets (net), and longer-term borrowing.

Table 5.3A This table shows turnover (i.e. purchases plus sales) for certain financial institutions of:

UK ordinary shares

other UK company securities

overseas ordinary shares

other overseas company securities and government securities

Details are shown for pension funds, insurance companies (long-term and other funds), investment 

trusts and unit trusts.

The figures comprise listed securities only and may be compared with turnover figures for the Stock 

Exchange shown in Table 6.3A. However, it should be noted that institutions may not conduct all 

their share transactions on the Stock Exchange. Complete figures are available in the detail shown

only from 1979.

Table 5.3B to  5.3C Table 5.3B brings together figures from various tables in Chapters to analyse total institutional

Institu tional

investm ent

investment in British government securities, UK ordinary shares, overseas ordinary shares and 

land, property and ground rents between the various types of institution. Table 5.3C analyses 

investment by the main groups of institutions in various types of financial asset. The figures for other 

financial assets include estimated costs incurred in share transactions. This information is published

in the CSO Institutional Investment First Release about 12 weeks after the quarter to which it relates.

Table 5.3D This table presents monthly data on the total value of units sold by the managers of unit trusts to

Unit trus ts  both institutions and persons, the value of units repurchased by managers, the total value of funds

managed by the industry and the total number of unit holdings in existence at the month end.

Compilation The statistics are compiled by the Association of Unit Trusts and Investment Funds cover unit trusts *

authorised by the Securities and Investment Board (1,559 trusts operated by 162 management

companies in December 1994).

Scope of headings Number of unit holdings excludes unit trusts linked to insurance policies.

Total funds are at market value plus the cost of buying securities for the portfolio, the managers'

initial charge and accumulated undistributed dividends.

Timeliness The latest month's figures are released to the press by the Association of Unit Trusts and Investment 

Funds about three weeks after the end of the reporting month. The figures are published in Financial

Statistics about two months after the month to which they relate.

con



Chapter Companies and capital issues

Liquidity of large 

industrial and 

commercial companies

This chapter brings together various data on companies and capital issues. Table 6.1 A concerns 

the liquidity of industrial and commercial companies, while Table 6.1 C gives details of acquisitions 

and mergers and Table 6.1 D figures on insolvencies.

Table 6.1 B is an extract from the financial accounts concerning UK company securities.

Tables 6.2A to 6.2G give details of capital issues and Table 6.3A gives details of stock exchange 

transactions.

Table 6.1 A The figures given in this table are estimates for all large UK industrial and commercial companies. In

terms of total net assets, large industrial and commercial companies account for about three quarters 

of the industrial and commercial company sector as a whole.

This table uses the results of the statutory annual Financial Assets and Liabilities Surveyto all large 

industrial and commercial companies, which was introduced as part of the programme of 

improvements to economic statistics announced by the then Chancellor of the Exchequer on 17 

May 1990. The first annual survey requested figures of holdings of specified assets and liabilities at 

31 December 1990, though responding companies were allowed to give figures for their own balance 

sheet data in the 1990 accounting year. The largest company groups were selected on the basis of 

total net assets in their published accounts for the 1987 accounting year, including large companies 

formed subsequently by divestment or privatisation. This comprised about 650 companies each 

with total net assets of £40 million or more. Results from the annual surveys for 1991,1992,and 

1993 are now also used in the table.

. f

As part of a further programme of improvements to economic statistics announced by the then 

Chancellor of the Exchequer on November 1991, statutory quarterly reporting was introduced from 

the first quarter of 1993. About 350 of the largest company groups, already contributing to the 

annual survey are now required to provide quarterly returns. This compares with around 220 

companies providing voluntary quarterly returns in 1991 and 1992. The quarterly returns have been 

used to calculate the results given here for the quarters of 1994 and 1995.

Method of compilation The results up to end 1990 were based on a regression analysis of Company Liquidity Survey

responses and companies’ own published accounts in the1982 accounting year. This was used to 

estimate figures for the fourth quarter of 1982 for those large industrial and commercial companies 

which were not contributing to the survey at that time. The time series had been built up from this 

fourth quarter 1982 starting point using the quarter on quarter changes given by the Company 
Liquidity Sun/ey responses.

The first results from the statutory annual Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey (FALS) results for

end 1990 established that there had been a bias in the voluntary Company Liquidity Survey panel,

which had resulted, in particular in underestimation of frie build up of overseas assets by manufacturing 
companies.

In order to provide a continuous series linking the new estimates for the end of 1990 from the 

Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey to the old Company Liquidity Survey results, the latter have 

been revised from the first quarter of 1987 onwards. The new estimates were derived by interpolation 

between the old Company Liquidity Survey estimates for end 1986 and the new Financial Assets

*  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition ★  denotes the end o f the changes
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and Liabilities Survey estimates for end 1990, using the quarter on quarter changes in the old 

estimates together with some information from the published accounts of companies not on the 

Company Liquidity Survey panel.

Since 1990, fourth quarter figures are based on the results of the annual FALS. Quarterly surveys 

are used to estimate figures for the intervening quarters.

With effect from quarter one 1993, the quarterly estimates have been produced from the statutory 

quarterly inquiries.These estimates are revised when the information from the annual survey becomes 

available in the middle of the following year.

The table also publishes large UK industrial and commercial companies’ holdings of those assets 

and liabilities identified on the Financial Assets and Liabilities Sun/ey form but not included in the 

total current assets and liabilities used to calculate the liquidity ratios.(lt should be noted that liabilities 

with a maturity of less than one year are recorded as longer term liabilities if there is a contractual 

arrangement for renewal).

Quality The results given for liquidity ratios and net current assets do not summarise the whole financial

position of large industrial and commercial companies, as they indicate the financial position of 

these companies only with regard to those financial assets realisable in less than one year and 

those financial liabilities that may have to be repaid in one year and which are covered in the 

Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey. Also the importance of the assets and liabilities covered in 

the survey varies between companies, depending on the levels of creditors, debtors and stockholdings, 

none of which are included in the survey. Furthermore, the results should not be taken to indicate 

the financial position of the UK industrial and commercial company sector as a whole.

The figures are published in a CSO First Release about eleven weeks after the end of each quarter. 

They are also included in the issue of Financial Statistics about sixteen weeks from the quarter end, 

i.e. the figures for 30 June first appear in Financial Statistics in the October issue. A CSO Bulletin 

"Methodological Issues: Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey” was published on 15 December 

1992 giving more details about the Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey.

The Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey is used to provide estimates of industrial and commercial 

companies’ holdings of, and transactions in, British Government Securities, bank and building society 

certificates of deposits, sterling commercial paper, sterling Treasury Bills,shares and other securities 

issued by UK companies, and Portfolio investment in overseas securities (see Table 10.6B).

The British business article of 31 May 1985, Company liquidity in the first quarter introduced the 

results estimated for all large industrial and commercial companies. A technical note at the end of 

that article gives a more detailed description of how the estimates were derived.

This table brings together quarterly estimates of transactions in UK company securities shown in 

the financial accounts so that the net transactions of each sector can be compared. It also shows 

company securities how estimates of transactions by the personal sector, which is the residual item, are derived.

Capital issues include both United Kingdom and overseas issues. A detailed breakdown of other 

transactions by other financial institutions can be found in Chapter 5. A more detailed description of 

the constituents of this item is given in Section D, instrument line 31.

Timeliness

Use In financial 

accounts

Other publications

Table 6.16 

Transactions in UK
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Table 6.1 C The statistics of acquisitions and mergers of companies in this table are based on reports in the

Acquisitions and 

mergers of industrial 
and commercial 

companies within the

financial press, supplemented by special inquiries to the companies to determine the timing, value 

and method of payment for particular transactions. In an acquisition, one company gains control of 

another by acquiring more than 50% of the voting shares; in a merger, two companies combine by 

the formation of a new company with ownership of more than 50% of the voting shares in each of

United Kingdom the two combining companies.

The table covers all acquisitions and mergers by United Kingdom industrial and commercial 

companies within the UK except acquisitions between subsidiaries of the same company group, 

which are not included because they relate to internal re-organisation, not to change of ownership.

Figures of acquisitions by financial companies are not included,but acquisitions by industrial and 

commercial companies of financial companies are included in Table 6.1C from 1995 q1.

Method of compilation As far as possible, the transactions are recorded for the date when they are finalised, e.g. when a

bid is declared unconditional or a contract to purchase is signed. They are valued, in general, in 

terms of the expenditure at the time of the transaction. Where possible, the values are market values. 

Where this is not possible (e.g. where the acquired company is unlisted) the transaction is, in general, 

valued at the net book value of the acquired company. The figures from 1986 onwards are calculated 

from a new database of transactions. Expenditure in the form of deferred payments is now recorded 

when those payments are made.

A merger is valued at the value of the smaller company’s share of the newly formed company.
I

Timeliness The statistics for industrial and commercial companies are published in a C $0 First Release

“Acquisitions and Mergers involving UK companies” about seven weeks after the quarter end and 

are included in the next issue of Financial Statistics about eight weeks from the quarter end, i.e. the 

figures for the quarter ending 31 March appear in Financial Statistics first in the May issue. CSO 

Bulletins are no longer published.

Scope of headings

Use in financial 

accounts

Insolvencies In 

England and Wales

Number of companies acquired includes mergers. A merger is a transaction between two companies, *

true mergers do not happen very often, one company usually takes over the other.

The figures for cash expenditure on acquiring independent companies (i.e. excluding cash payments 

between companies) are used as an estimate of payments by industrial and commercial companies 

to other sectors in the course of making acquisitions. Cash expenditure on acquiring existing 

subsidiaries where the vendor is from another domestic sector is also identified separately for use in 

the Financial Accounts. The disposals by the counterpart sectors are measured separately from 

other sources with unidentified transactions assumed to be by the personal sector.

Table 6.1 D The main legislation governing insolvencies is the Insolvency Act 1986. 
• ^

Insolvent individuals are dealt with primarily under the 1986 Act, although some provisions remain 

from the Bankruptcy Acts 1914 and 1926 and the Deeds of Arrangement Act 1914. A bankruptcy 

order under the 1986 Act is made by the Court on the petition of a creditor if it is satisfied that a debt 

of the debtor has not been paid or secured or there is no reasonable prospect of it being paid when 

it falls due. It may also be made on the petition of the debtor. The bankruptcy order makes the
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Official Receiver manager of the bankrupt’s estate pending the appointment of an insolvency 

practitioner as trustee or the Official Receiver himself becoming trustee.

Administration orders relate to deceased insolvents and are made under the Administration of 

Insolvent Estates of Deceased Persons Order 1986.These are included with bankruptcy orders in 

the table.

Method of compilation

Individual voluntary arrangements m re  introduced in the Insolvency Act 1986 to enable insolvent 

debtors to come to terms with their creditors with the minimum of formality and court involvement.

Deeds of arrangement relate to arrangements between debtors and creditors that are reached 

without recourse to the courts under the Deeds of Arrangements Act 1914.

Insolvent companies are dealt with under the Companies Acts and the Insolvency Act 1986. There 

are two types of company liquidation that involve insolvency. Compulsory liquidations relate to 

winding-up orders made by the courts. Creditors’ voluntary liquidations, are made when the company 

and its creditors come to terms without court proceedings and the resolution to wind up is registered 

with Companies House. There is a third type of liquidation, members’ voluntary, but this procedure 

is available only to solvent companies and is therefore not included in the figures.

The Insolvency Act 1986 also introduced administration orders and company voluntary 
arrangements. Both of these are primarily business rescue procedures and do not necessarily 

imply a permanent insolvency of the company concerned. Where they do, they may subsequently 

be recorded in the figures as either a compulsory liquidation or a creditors’ voluntary liquidation. 

Consequently company administration orders and company voluntary arrangements are not included 

in the table.

A company may, under the Insolvency Act 1986. be placed into administrative receivership by a 

debenture holder secured by a floating charge.lt may also have a receiver appointed by the court or 

by the holder of a fixed charge, such as those appointed under the Law of Property Act 1925. All 

these forms of receivership are not collective insolvency procedures and so are not included in the 

table.

Insolvent partnerships may be dealt with by two different procedures. Under the first procedure a 

bankruptcy order is made against one or more of the partners individually. These cases are included 

under bankruptcy orders. The second procedure was introduced in the Insolvent Partnerships Order 

1986, made under the 1986 Act, and allows a partnership to be wound up as if it were a company. 

These cases are included as company liquidations. Bankruptcy orders may be made with or without 

a winding-up order against the partnership.

The insolvency figures are provided by the Department of Trade and Industry, who collate the 

information from two of their executive agencies,the Insolvency Service and Companies House. 

Figures for bankruptcies and compulsory liquidations are collected by the Insolvency Service from 

the official receivers for the various courts. Figures for creditors' voluntary liquidations are collected 

by Companies House, and are based on the notifications which companies are obliged to make

within fourteen days of the resolution to wind-up.
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Timeliness Quarterly insolvency figures are available from the Department of Trade and Industry six weeks 

after the end of the quarter.They are published on their behalf by the Association of British Chambers 

of Commerce in their Business Briefing magazine on the first Friday in February, May, August and 

November They are normally also included in the issue of Financial Statistics about eight weeks 

from the end of the quarter, i.e. the figures for January to March appear in the May issue etc.

Other publications The Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1994 (Tables 17.26 to 17.29) provides an eleven year run of 

annual totals for company liquidations of each type, for bankruptcy orders and for deeds of 

arrangement.lt also includes the equivalent figures for Scotland and Northern Ireland, and a broad 

industrial analysis of individual and corporate insolvencies in England and Wales.

Tables 6.2A • 6.2F 

Capita! issues

The tables cover issues in sterling or other currencies by United Kingdom borrowers (except Her 

Majesty’s Government) and by the subsidiaries abroad of UK companies and financial institutions. 

The data covers issues on the London Stock Exchange, the Unlisted Securities Market, Alternative 

Investment Market, the Third Market (until December 1990) and overseas stock exchanges, and 

issues in the euromarkets.

Share and loan capital A company’s capital structure can be divided into three classes: loan capital, preference capital and 

equity capital. Loan capital (or bonds) includes debentures and unsecured loan stock. Interest is 

payable on bonds regardless of whether the company makes a profit. Some loan stocks are 

irredeemable - i.e. they will never have to be repaid (unless the company is wound up) - but most 

are redeemable. A debenture is a document which evidences the fact that the owner has lent money 

to a business for a specified period usually at a fixed rate of interest. Debentures are normally 

secured on some or all of the assets of the business; should the interest or capital appear to be in 

jeopardy, the assets securing the debentures can be sold to repay the debenture holders. Bond 

holders sometimes have the right to convert their holdings into ordinary shares after a certain time 

(eg. convertible debentures or loan stocks).

Shareholders differ from bond holders in that they are members (owners) of the compan;. not 

lenders. There are two main types of share - preference shares and ordinary shares.

Preference shares usually entitle the shareholder to a fixed annual dividend out of post-tax profits 

payable in priority to the ordinary dividend. Dividends on preference shares are only payable if the 

company has adequate distributable profits. Most preference shares are ‘cumulative’ - the liability 

for unpaid dividends must be carried forward to the next year; the ordinary shareholders cannot 

receive any dividend payment until the past and present preference dividend entitlement is fully 

met. Most preference shares are also given priority of repayment of capital on liquidation. A few 

preference shares are ‘participating’ - entitled to an additional dividend in certain circumstances. 

Some preference shares are convertible into ordinary shares; there are also ‘redeemable’ preference 

shares. Most preference shares, of all varieties, carry no votes at general meetings except in relation 

to varying their rights. Two or more classes of preference share (first, second etc.) may be issued, 
ranking in order of dividend and capital repayment.

Ordinary shares "equity” constitute the majority of a normal company’s share capital - often the 

whole of it. They carry no right to a fixed dividend, the size of the dividend varying according to the 

profits made by the business. Ordinary shares thus form the ‘risk capital’ of the firm, and the holders 

are its proprietors. They usually have voting rights - some companies have non-voting ordinary
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shares as well as voting ones. Occasionally the ordinary shares are divided into a ‘preferred’ and a 

‘deferred’ class, the first being entitled to a certain minimum dividend, then the second similarly, 

then both to the same excess over the minimum, if profits permit. Some companies issue B shares 

which entitle holders to fully paid shares in lieu of dividend.

Longer-term loan and equity finance is provided chiefly through the new issue market, the main 

sponsors being specialised issuing houses and stockbrokers acting as issuing houses. There are a

number of ways in which new securities can be issued on behalf of a company, public authority or

government.

(a) A ‘public issue’ constitutes an offer of securities to the general public at a stated price. 

The advertisement for the issue consists of a detailed prospectus, usually published in

a newspaper.

(b) In an ‘offer for sale’, the public is again invited to apply for shares on the basis of a prospectus, 

but in this case it is an issuing house or stockbroker who, having purchased tha entire issue, is

making the offer and not the company raising the new money.

(c) The main feature of an ‘issue by tender’ is that the public is invited to state the price (above a 

certain minimum) and the amount for which it is tendering. The total issue is allocated

at the highest price which will clear the issue.

(d) With ‘placings’, the securities of a company are acquired by the issuing houses and are placed 

with their own clients; they are usually financial institutions such as investment trust

companies, insurance companies and pension funds. In a “financial intermediaries placing” , 

shares are placed first with other financial intermediaries, who in turn distribute them to their

own clients. There are restrictions on the proportion of large issues that can be placed, but

recently these have been interpreted flexibly, according to market conditions.

(e) With ‘rights issues’ shareholders are invited by way of a renounceable document to subscribe 

for further shares in proportion to their existing holdings, generally at a discount to the market 

price. An “open offer” is an offer to existing shareholders, which are not allotted to them 

on renounceable documents.

(f) An ‘introduction’ does not raise new money; the primary object is to create a market 

in the shares in the company by obtaining a Stock Exchange listing.

(g) ‘Bonus issues’ are also known as ‘capitalisation issues’. ‘Scrip issues’ involve new issues 

instead of dividends for those shareholders electing to receive them. This type of issue does 

not result in the acquisition of any new funds for the business and merely represents 

the conversion of accumulated reserves into shares.

(h) In a ‘Vendor consideration issue’ a company is acquired, not by cash, but by the issue 

of stocks or shares in the acquiring company.

(i) In a ‘Vendor placing’ stocks or shares issued by the purchasing company to a vendor are 

placed by the vendor in order to obtain cash, as an alternative to the purchaser paying 

cash direct.
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The statistics

Companies and capital issues

The series cover only issues which raise cash for the issuer. They exclude bonus issues, exchanges 

of one type of security for another and issues for considerations other than cash. Sales of shares by 

the Government where no new money is raised for the companies concerned are excluded for the

same reason.

Estimates of the amounts raised are based on the prices at which securities are offered to the 

market. Subscriptions are recorded under the periods in which they are due to be paid. Redemptions 

including the buy-back and cancellation of ordinary shares are included but not the cancellation of 

shares in company liquidations. Conversion issues in lieu of cash repayment are included in the 

gross figures of both issues and redemptions.
I.

Convertible preference shares, ban stocks, bonds and notes carry the right of conversion into, or 

subscription to, ordinary shares. The issue of shares and redemption of loan stocks, etc on conversion 

are not included.

Timeliness The latest month’s figures are published in Financial Statistics about six weeks after the end of the 

month.

Method of compilation The figures are compiled mainly from information published in the press or appearing in official

Stock Exchange publications.

Further references Annual figures are given in the Annual Abstract of Statistics, Table 17.12 and in the Bank o f England 

Statistical Abstract 1994, Part 1. Figures for varying series from 1945 to 1974 are available in the 

Bank of England Statistical Abstract, Numbers 1 and 2. Monthly data are published on the ninth 

working day of each month by the Bank of England. The data cover issues up to and including the 

previous month.

Table 6.2G 

Net amounts raised in 

sterling capital markets

This table covers sterling issues only. For UK borrowers the coverage, except for currency is the 

same as for Tables 6.2A, 6.2C. “Overseas borrowers” includes issues by the overseas subsidiaries 

of UK companies and financial institutions.

Timeliness The latest months figures are published in Financial S/a//sf/cs about six weeks after the end of the

month.

Method of compilation The figures are compiled mainly from information published in the press or appearing in official

Stock Exchange publications.

Further references Annual figures given in the Annual Abstract of Statistics, Table 17.12 and in the Bank of England

Statistical Abstract 1994, Part 1. Figures for varying series from 1945 to 1974 are available in the 

Bank of England Statistical Abstract, Numbers 1 and 2. Monthly data are published on the ninth 

working day of each month by the Bank of England. The data cover issues up to and including the 
previous month.

Tables 6.3A 

Stock Exchange 

transactions

The Stock Exchange provides a mechanism for the raising of funds, in various forms and for varying 

periods, by many types of domestic borrowers, including the UK government and other bodies in the 

public and private sectors of the economy, notably the large number of limited liability companies
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Companies and capital issues

whose shares and bond issues are listed on the Stock Exchange. It also provides a market for 

securities of overseas public authorities and institutions and of overseas registered companies.

Transactions are recorded at dealing (contract) dates rather than settlement dates.

The content of the columns covering fixed interest securities has changed from time to time. For 

periods from July 1987:-

Other fixed interest: UK covers UK local authority and UK company debenture and loan stocks, 

convertibles and preferentials.

Other fixed interest: overseas covers sterling issues by overseas borrowers (bulldogs) and all other 

fixed interest instruments (Eurobonds) traded.

Timeliness The latest month’s figures for stock exchange transactions are published by the Stock Exchange

during the following month; they appear in the subsequent issue of Financial Statistics.
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Chapter

Exchange rates, interest rates and 
security prices

This chapter provides monthly information on the main exchange rates, interest rates and security 

prices. Observations relate variously to the end of a period, the average over a period, and the date 

on which a change is effected.

Timeliness Except in the case of Tables 7.1 E and 7.1 L, the figures for the latest month appear in the following 

month’s edition of Financial Statisticswhich becomes available in the middle of the month. The data 

are also available on the Databank within a few days of the end of the period.

Tables 7.1Aand 7.1B 

Exchange rates 

against sterling

Table 7.1 A shows the sterling exchange rate index (ERI - see below) against a basket of twenty 

currencies. It also shows, for these currencies together with the ECU, the Hong Kong Dollar and 

South African Rand monthly business-day averages of the mid-points between the spot buying and 

selling rates (ie the middle market rate) for each currency as recorded by the Bank of England at 

16.00 hours each day. They are not ‘official rates', but rates observed in the London interbank 

market by the Bank’s Foreign Exchange desk.

Table 7.1 B shows the mid-point between the spot buying and selling rates recorded by the Bank of 

England on the last working day of each month for sixteen of the major currencies listed in Table 

7.1 A. Also shown is the three-month forward margin for each currency against sterling, expressed 

both in terms of foreign currency and as a percentage per annum.

Spot and forward rates Foreign exchange deals may be executed for settlement no more than two working days later, in

which case they are generally termed spot deals, or for settlement at some future date, in which 

case they are termed forward deals. The rate for a forward deal is generally expressed by showing 

the amount by which the forward rate diverges from the spot rate, either in units of the appropriate 

foreign currency, or as a percentage per annum.

If the forward margin is negative the foreign currency is at a forward premium to sterling (i.e. it is 

more expensive) and sterling is at a forward discount to the particular foreign currency (i.e. it is 

cheaper).

Conversely, if the forward margin is positive the foreign currency is at a discount to sterling and 

sterling is at a premium to the currency.

Sterling exchange 

rate index (ERI)

The ERI

Between the Bretton Woods Agreement in 1944 and the currency realignment of the Smithsonian 

Agreement in 1971, the US dollar provided a reasonably satisfactory benchmark against which 

changes in the value of other currencies could be measured. Since the early 1970’s, however, there 

have been much larger movements in exchange rates and changes in US dollar exchange rates no 

longer accurately indicate the overall changes in the exchange rate for a currency.

To measure the overall change in the exchange value of a currency, a weighted average of movements 

in cross-exchange rates against a basket of other currencies is required, with the weights reflecting 

the relative importance of the other currencies.

The present ERI was introduced with effect from Wednesday 1 February 1995 and the old index 

with 1985 as the base year was discontinued from 28 February 1995. The base year for the new 

index is 1990, and it is calculated by geometrically weighting together bilateral exchange rate against 

sterling for all the currencies included in the previous index with the addition of those of Australia,

*  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition •k denotes the end o f the changes
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Greece. New Zealand and Portugal, i.e. 20 currencies -1 3  EU currencies and the more important 

non-EU currencies. Each of the currencies’ countries is given a competitiveness weight which reflects 

that currency’s relative importance to UK trade in manufactures based on 1989-1991 average 

aggregate trade flows. Using the US as an example relative to the UK the weights are based on

1. The importance to UK domestic market imports from industrial countries of imports from 

the US.

2. The degree of competition between the UK and US in the US market.

3. The degree of competition between the UK and US in non-UK non-US markets.

This information is then combined into a single weight for each currency itself based on two factors 

measuring: firstly the relative importance of each market (domestic and foreign) in the total sales of 

manufactured products by the UK and secondly the degree of competition between the UK and a 

particular country across all markets.

The ERI published here consists of monthly averages of the value of the ERI as calculated by the 

Bank of England at 16.00 hours each day.

Further references The calculation of the ERI is described in the February 1995 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin

article - “Revisions to the calculation of effective exchange rates”

The Bank of England Monetary Statistics Soo/c/ef contains monthly percentage change data for the 

£ ERI, the US dollar/sterling and Deutschemark/sterling exchange rates. The Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin contains middle market closing spot rates against Sterling at weekly (Friday) and 

quarterly (average) intervals for the US dollar, Deutsche mark. Yen and ECU together with the 

effective exchange rate indices (based on 1990 = 100) for Sterling, US dollar, Deutsche Mark and 

Yen. The 3 month forward premium/discount against sterling for the US dollar expressed as a

percentage is also published.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract 1995 - Part 1 contains monthly average data for the middle 

market closing spot rates against sterling from January 1970 for US dollars, Deutsche Marks, 

Japanese Yen, Swiss Francs, French Francs, Italian Lire, Netherlands Guilder, and Belgian Francs; 

and from January 1980 the ECU. Quarterly average middle market closing spot rates for US dollars 

and effective exchange rate indices (1990 = 100) from 1975 1st quarter for the same currencies 

(excluding the ECU which is not a constituent of the ERI) are also published.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 2 - 1975 contains end month exchange rate data 

against sterling for US dollars, Belgian Francs, Swiss Francs, French Francs, Italian Lire, Netherlands 

Guilder. Deutsche Mark and Japanese Yen from January 1970 to December 1974. The 3 month 

forward premium or discount against sterling for the US dollar expressed as a percentage per annum

is also published.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 1 - 1970 contains end month data for the US 

dollar/steriing spot rate and 3 month US dollar forward premium/discount in cents expressed as a 

percentage per annum from 1945 to 1969 inclusive.

til
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Table 7.1 C 

Interest rate 

differentials and 

exchange rates

This shows the interest rates on US Treasury Bills, US dollar deposits and three month 

sterling interbank rate; interest rate differentials (interbank at three months) between the UK 

and France, Germany and Japan, and the price of gold at the 15.00 hours fixing in London. Also 

shown are the exchange rates against Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) of Sterling. US dollars, 

Deutsche marks, French Francs and Yen; and against the European Currency Unit (ECU) of sterling 

and the US dollar.

Interest on US Treasury bills shows the secondary market selling rate in New York for three-month 

US Treasury bills, expressed as a yield (per cent per annum of 365 days).

Interest on US dollar deposits in London (3 months) shows middle market closing rates (i.e. the 

mean of bid and offer) as recorded by the Bank of England in the late afternoon.

The London sterling interbank offered rate - please refer to notes and definitions for Table 7.1 H.

Interest rate differentials - These three columns provide a broad comparison between the general 

level of interest rates (interbank at three months) between the UK and France, Germany and Japan. 

The rates used in these calculations refer to the Paris interbank offered rate (PIBOR), the Frankfurt 

interbank offered rate (FIBOR) and Euro Yen interbank offered rates.

London gold price fixing- London is a major market for transactions in gold with prices having being 

set twice daily (currently 10.30 and 15.00 hours) since 8 September 1919 by representatives of five 

bullion dealers. Buy and sell orders are received by these representatives during the fixings and the 

price in US dollars per fine troy ounce is adjusted until the supply and demand are in balance. While 

sellers receive the price 1ixed’, buyers are charged a fixing commission of a quarter percent (minimum 

$100). The data contained here relate to the 15.00 hours fixing.

SDRs are valued in terms of a ‘basket of currencies. Since 1 January 1981, the basket has consisted 

of the currencies of five countries - USA, UK, France, Germany and Japan - weighted largely with 

regard to their relative importance in world trade and official reserves. Prior to that date a sixteen- 

currency basket was used.

The exchange rates for the SDR against all currencies fluctuate from day to day in response to 

exchange market movements. Once a day (excluding weekends and US Bank Holidays), the IMF 

values the currency components of the basket at their market exchange rates for the US dollar at 

noon in London as reported by the Bank of England, and the sum of the dollar equivalents yields the 

rate of the SDR in terms of the US dollar. The SDR rate of any other currency can be arrived at by 

taking its official ‘representative’ exchange rate against the dollar and calculating it against the 

dollar/SDR rate.

European Currency Unit (ECU) is also valued in terms of a basket of currencies. Initially this basket 

consisted of the currencies of those nine countries (UK, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Ireland, 

Belgium, Denmark and Luxemburg) which were members of the EC in March 1979 when the European 

Monetary System (EMS) came into effect. Since 17 September 1984, the Greek Drachma has also 

been included in the basket, and from 21 September 1989, the Portuguese Escudo and the Spanish 

Peseta have also been included. Under the Articles of the 1992 Maastricht Treaty, the currency 

composition of the ECU basket is fixed irrevocably with the weights of individual currencies being 

those in place since 21 September 1989.
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The currency composition of the basket at these dates was as follows:

13 Mar 79 17 Sept 84 21 Sept 89

Deutsche Mark 0.828 0.719 0.6242

French Franc 1.15 1.31 1.332

Dutch Guilder 0.286 0.256 0.2198

Belgian Franc 3.66 3.71 3.301

Lux. Franc 0.14 0.14 0.13

Italian Lire 109 140 151.8

Danish Kroner 0.217 0.219 0.1976

Irish Pound 0.00759 0.008781 0.008552

Pound Sterling 0.0885 0.0878 0.08784

Greek Drachma 1.15 1.44

Spanish Peseta 6.885

Portuguese Escudo 1.393

(See ECU Statistics, June/July 1992, published by the Statistical Office o f the European Community.)

Further references The Bank of England Monetary Statistics Soo/c/ef publishes monthly averages of 3 month Eurodollar

deposits in London.

The Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin publishes weekly (Friday) and quarterly (average) data for 

US Treasury Bills, Eurodollar deposits in London and the 15.00 hrs London Gold Price Fixing.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract 1995 - Part 1 also contains quarterly average data, from 

1975, for these series.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 2 - 1975 contains the last Friday of the month 

readings for these series from 1970 to 1974.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 1 - 1970 contains end month observations, from 

1945 to 1969 of US Treasury Bills and London 15.00 hrs Gold Price Fixing. Eurodollar deposits in 

London from 1957 to 1969 are also published.

Table 7.1 D Financial Times Actuaries Indices.The data are for the last Fridays of the month and are taken from

British government 

securities: clean 

prices and yields

daily series which appear in the Financial Times. The indices for fixed interest stocks are based on 

December 1975=100 and the series started in January 1976. The index-linked index \s based on 

April 1982=100 and the series starts in May 1981. Further details of the indices and their computation 

are given in “Financial Times Guide to using the Financial Pages” published by Pitman Publishing.

Prices and yields for The series relate to stocks selected to represent a cross-section of the market and show figures for *  

selected individual the last Friday in the month. Prices and yields are based on middle market prices at the close of

stocks official business. *
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*1

The gross flat yield or\ a security is the annual amount receivable in interest expressed as a percentage 

of the net price (i.e. the price excluding gross accrued interest). The net flat yield is the gross flat 

yield less income tax at the standard rate. These yields are used mainly for irredeemable or undated 

stocks, where the absence of a fixed redemption date does not permit the calculation of any certain 

capital gain or loss. They are comparable with rates of interest obtainable on deposits, mortgages 

and other investments that offer no capital gain or loss. For investors whose only concern is annual 

receivable income (e.g. life interests) these yields are a measure of their return on dated securities 

also; but most investors in these stocks will be concerned, In addition to the annual income, with the 

capital gain or loss arising from the difference between the price at which they were purchased and 

the price at which they will be redeemed at a known date (or range of dates).

The gross redemption yield comprises the gross flat yield together with an apportionment of the 

calculated capital gain or loss on dated securities held to redemption: more precisely, it is the rate of 

interest which, if used to discount future dividends and the sum due at redemption, will make their 

present value equal to the present price of the stock. It is an appropriate measure of the gross 

annual return on these securities, if held to maturity, for investors who pay no tax {e.g. pension 

funds) or pay tax on income and capital profits at the same rate (e.g. security dealers). It provides a 

convenient rneans of comparing the annual return on dated securities with different nominal rates of 

interest.

The net redemption yield is similar to the gross redemption yield except that income tax at the 

standard rate is deducted from dividends. From April 1965 to March 1969 the net redemption yield 

allowed also for tax on capital gains to redemption. Since March 1969 the calculation omitted capital 

gains tax because the tax was only levied on a minority of holdings of government stocks.(From 

March 1969 to April 1971 the charge to capital gains tax was made only on stocks with less than one 

year to redemption and from then until July 1986 it was made only on stocks disposed of within one 

year of acquisition.)

The net redemption yield grossed up at the standard rate of income tax is not an actual return to any 

class of holder. It provides, for those who pay tax only on income, a notional gross return on dated 

securities which can be compared with other gross returns containing no tax-free or low-taxed 

element, such as income (before tax) on investments which offer no capital gain or loss, for example 

deposits, or on which the capital gain or loss cannot be calculated in advance, for example equities.

In calculating the yield on stocks with alternative redemption dates, redemption is assumed at the 

later date when the price (excluding gross accrued interest) is below par, that is when the flat yield 

is above the nominal rate, and at the earlier date when the price is above par.

The real gross redemption yields on index-linked British government securities are calculated by 

the method adopted by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (see Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin 
- December 1983, page 484}. The yields shown assume a constant annual rate of inflation from the 
date of the last published RPI of 5%.

The nominal amount outstanding at end of year for each selected security is also shown. Details of 

issues at cash values and redemptions are shown in Table 1.2D.
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Further References Table 7.10  contains quarterly average data on the flat yield of 3.5% War Loan. The Bank of England 
Quarterly Bulletin contains weekly (Friday) and quarterly (average) data on the real gross redemption 

yield of 2.5% Index Linked Treasury Stock 2016.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract 1995 - Part 1 contains monthly average data of the flat 

yield of 3.5% War Loan from 1970: and the real gross redemption yield of 2% Index Linked Treasury 

Stock 1996 from March 1981 and 2.5% Index Linked Treasury Stock 2016 from February 1983.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 2 -  1975 contains end month observations of the 

flat yield of 3.5% War Loan from 1970 to 1974.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 1- 1970 contains end month observations of the 

flat yield 3.5% War Loan from 1945 to 1970.

Table 7.1 E 

British government 

securities; yield 

curve data

Since November 1994 the Bank of England has been maintaining two yield curve models, each 

having its own distinct applications. The first model is known internally as the Svensson model and 

is designed for monetary policy analysis where smoothness of the curve is a key criterion. The 

second model is referred to as the Bank model. This employs a much more flexible form in order to 

fit the data more precisely and is used to determine NLF/PWLB lending rates.

The Svensson model yield curve as adopted by the Bank of England estimates nominal zero coupon 

yield curves, implied nominal forward interest rate and implied forward inflation rate curves using 

UK Government bond prices. This table shows end-month five, ten and twenty year observations of 

the following rates:-

Nominal Zero Coupon Yields - These represent nominal gross redemption yields on zero coupon 

gilts. As no such securities exist in the UK these rates have been derived from the theoretical zero 

coupon yield curve.

Further References

Nominal Forward Rates-These are nominal implied future one period interest rates, that is, the one 

period rate expected to be obtained at a future date. *

More details on the Bank’s yield curve models are given in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin 

articles: "Estimating market interest rate and inflation expectations from the prices of UK Government 

bondd* (August 1994) and "Bond prices and market expectations ofinflatiorf (May 1995). Details of 

data available for researchers are contained within a box in the latter article. There are also two 

Bank of England Working Papers which provide detailed analysis of these data: Firstly “Deriving 

estimates of inflation expectations from the prices of UK Government Bonds" and secondly “Estimating 

the Term Structure of Interest Rates” both by Mark Deacon and Andrew Derry. These are issued by 

the Inflation Report Division, Bank of England, London, EC2R 8AH, to which enquiries regarding 

these periodicals should be addressed.

Table 7.1 F For details of certificates of tax deposit see notes to Table 1.2G 

Certificates of tax
deposit
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Table 7.1 G 

Company security 

prices and yields

The figures are taken from the FT-S E  Actuaries Share Indices (UK series) which have been 

published daily in the F/nanc/a/T/messince 26 November 1962. Details of the constituents are 

available from the Financial Times, Number One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL and some 

notes on the computation of the indices are given in the booklet '‘Financial Times Guide to using the 

Financial Pages" published by Pitman Publishing. The prices taken are middle market prices at 

close of business. The base date for each constituent sub-sector is given in the Financial Times 

every Saturday. Monthly and annual figures are arithmetic averages of those for working days.

FT-SE and FT-SE Actuaries Ordinary Shares Price /ncf/ces - These are weighted arithmetic averages 

of the percentage price changes of the constituent shares since the base date. Weights for each 

constituent are the total market values of the shares issued at the base date modified to maintain 

continuity when capital changes occur, for example through rights issues, or when constituents 

change, for example when companies disappear owing to takeovers or new companies become 

large enough to qualify for the indices. The FT-500 Share Index which was renamed The Non- 

Financials Share index with effect from 31 December 1993 comprises five main sections - mineral 

extraction, general manufacturers (renamed General Industrials with effect from 31 December 1994), 

consumer goods, services and utilities.

The FT-SE-A All-Share Index oi ordinary shares is formed from the Non-Financials, Financials and 

Investment Trusts indices. The table now incorporates a series for the FT-SE 100 share index which 

is based on the 100 largest UK registered companies. The aim of this index is to have sufficient 

coverage of the market to follow closely the FT-SE Actuaries All-share index, yet be small enough to 

calculate in real time throughout the Stock Exchange day. It is used in support of futures contracts 

based on the UK equity market. The method of calculation is similar to that of the All-share index.

The composition of the non-financial, all-share and FT-SE 100 indices varies from time to time.

Dividend yields - are the totals of the dividends for the twelve months ending with the most recently 

declared, payable on the capital of constituents expressed as percentages of total market valuation.

Earnings yields - In anticipation of the new imputation system of corporation tax (effective on 6 April 

1973), from February 1973 until April 1974, the earnings yield was calculated on the assumption of 

corporation tax at 50% and full distribution of earnings. It has since been based on the full rate of

corporation tax applying in the relative fiscal year - this stood at 52% from April 1974 to April 1982, 

and has since fallen in several stages to 33%.

Financial Times Index of Ordinary Shares (30 share index). The index is geometric in construction. 

It is calculated and published by the Financial Times daily. The base date is 1 July 1935, which 

equals 100. Constituents of the index are thirty market leaders, representing a cross-section of 

British industry. Dividend calculations are also geometric. (See also notes above).

Debenture and loan stocks- Due to a diminishing number of debentures and loan stocks the market 

has become very illiquid and meaningful representative rates cannot be obtained. Consequently 

the R -S E  Actuaries ceased to compile these data with effect from 30 December 1994. Prior to this, 

up to 16 March 1981 the index and yield for debenture and loan stocks were calculated from the 

price changes of fifteen stocks with an average term to maturity of about twenty years. The stocks 

were divided into three groups according to redemption date, the price factors and yields. These
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three groups were combined in a weighted average to provide a price index and gross redemption 

yield appropriate to a stock of exactly twenty years duration. From 17 March 1981 a rebased series 

has been published. Three separate redemption yields are now available for five, fifteen and twenty- 

five years. The series shown in this table is the redemption yield on twenty-five year stocks.

Further references The Financial Times publishes daily the FT-SE Actuaries share indices.

The Bank of England Monetary Statistics Soo/c/ef contains monthly percentage changes in the R -  

SE 100 index and the FT-SE All Share Price Index.Monthly average data for the FT-SE All Share 

dividend yield and net dividend cover are also published.

The Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin publishes weekly (Friday) and quarterly (average) values of 

the Non-Financials index.

• The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 2 '1975pub\\shesen6mon\hva\uesoithe6\V\6er)6
yield, earnings yield and price index of the FT-SE Industrial ordinary shares (500 shares) index from 

1970 to 1974.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 1 -1970 publishes end month dividend yield and 

price index data from 1951 to 1969 of the FT-SE Industrial ordinary shares (500 shares) index.

Table 7.1 H 

Short-term sterling 

money rates

This table publishes sterling treasury bills average rate of discount and yield, sterling eligible bills, 

sterling commercial paper, sterling certificates of deposit, call money rate and interbank rates.

Sterling Treasury Bills - These are bearer Government Securities representing a charge on the 

Consolidated Fund of the UK issued in minimum denominations of £5,000 at a discount to their face 

value for any period not exceeding one year, usually three months (91 days). They are issued by 

allotment to the highest bidder at a weekly (Friday) tender or in response to an invitation from the 

Bank of England to discount houses and clearing banks or at any time to Government departments 

or the Issue Department of the Bank of England. The rates shown are the average rates of discount 

at the weekly tender for 91 day bills; the equivalent yields (per cent per annum of 365 days).

Sterling Eligible S///s- These are bills which have been accepted by those banks whose acceptances 

are eligible for rediscount at the Bank of England; prior to 1984 the series refers to prime bank bills. 

Since 1990, the rates shown are as described as representative bid and offer discount rates in the 

secondary money market from a minimum of three sources at 8.30 am.

Sterling Commercial Paper- In April 1986 the Government permitted the development of a sterling 

commercial paper market, thus increasing the range of short term sterling (ie 1 week to 1 year) debt 

securities available to both UK and overseas companies. Because the funds raised would have 

been construed as deposits under the Banking Act, an explicit exemption from the Act was provided 

for qualifying companies. Full details of these arrangements were set out in a press release issued 

by the Bank of England on 29 April 1986, which was reproduced in the June 1986 Bank of England 

Quarterly Bulletin. In March 1989 a modest liberalisation was introduced to allow a wider range of 

borrowers to issue and in rather smaller, though still wholesale, denominations. (These changes 

were described in the May 1989 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin).

Sterling Certificates of Deposit - These are negotiable certificates issued by banks and building 

societies evidencing deposits of £50,000 or more for fixed periods ranging from 7 days to five years.

1 * « t » p«r k
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The rates shown are representative secondary money-market rates for clearing bank certificates of 

deposit obtained from three sources at 8.30am.

Call Money Rate - Retail banks’ loans to discount houses for up to seven days, but which are *  

repayable on demand. These data are obtained from one source only.

Inter-bank Rates - Inter-bank loans are wholesale borrowings for specified periods ranging from 

over-night to one year. The rates shown are representative rates obtained at 8.30am from a minimum 

of three brokers.

Further references Table 7.10  publishes quarterly average three months sterling interbank rates.

The Bank of England Monetary Statistics Booklet contains monthly average sterling interbank rates 

(overnight, 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and 1 year); sterling eligible bills (1 month and 3 

months); sterling treasury bills average rate of discount (3 months).

The Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin contains weekly (Friday) and quarterly (average) sterling 

interbank rates (1 month and 3 months): sterling eligible bills (1 month and 3 months) and sterling 

treasury bills average rate of discount (3 months).

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract 1995 - Part 1 contains monthly averages of sterling interbank 

rates (1 month and 3 months): sterling certificates of deposit (3 months): sterling eligible bills (3 

months) and sterling treasury bills average rate of discount (3 months) from 1970 to 1994.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 2 - 1975 contains last Friday in the month 

observations of sterling treasury bills average rate of discount (3 months); sterling prime bank bills 

(3 months); sterling certificates of deposit (3 months); call money rate and sterling interbank rates 

(overnight and 3 months) from 1970 to 1974.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 1 - 1970 contains last Friday of month data for 

sterling treasury bills average rate of discount (3 months), prime bank bills (3 months) and call 

money rate from 1945 to 1969.

.  (

Table 7.11 The investment account was introduced on 20 June 1966. The minimum deposit was raised to £5
National Savings: rate 

of interest on 

Investment Account

on 1 April 1985 and subsequently to £20 on 1 February 1993. The maximum permitted holding has 

varied from time to time, and is currently £100,000.

Period Maximum 

20 June 1966 30 June 1969 £5,000

01 July 1969 - 05 June 1974 £10,000

06 June 1974 - 25 July 1977 Unlimited

26 July 1977 • 29 January 1981 £50,000

30 January 1981 - 03 May 1984 £200,000

04 May 1984 - 15Juyl1986 £50,000

16 July 1986 - 31 December 1989 £100,000

01 January 1990 09 May 1993 £25,000

10 May 1993 * to date £100,000
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Exchange rates, interest rates and security prices

Interest is credited to accounts once a year on 31 December. Prior to 1 January 1984 interest was 

credited on balances held for a complete calendar month. From 1 January 1984 interest is payable 

on a daily basis. From 1 January 1990 new holdings were restricted to personal savers and trustees 

for individuals

Table 7.1 J 

Selected retail banks:

interest rates

Base rates

The minimum lending rate was introduced on 13 October 1972, and represented the minimum rate 

_at which the Bank, acting as lender of last resort, normally lent to members of the discount market 

against the security of Treasury bills, other approved bills or government stocks with five years or 

less to maturity. Following the cessation of the continuous posting of MLR 20 August 1981 the retail 

banks base rates now fulfil this role.

The table shows the dates of changes in the base rates of Barclays, Lloyds, Midland and National 

Westminster Banks at close of business on the respective dates. A spread is shown where the rates 

of the four banks did not change on the same day. MLR has been invoked on subsequent dates (as 

indicated by the footnotes to the table), lapsing at close of business on the same day.

The rates of interest charged by the banks on much of their lending to customers are set at margins 

over their own base rates: the size of the margin depends on the nature and status of the customer. 

A change in base rate normally signifies a marked change in the level of short-term market rates; 

hence base rate is widely used as an indicator of the broad level of interest rates. However, some 

bank lending is at rates more closely related to money market rates which vary daily and some, for 

example to persons for house purchase, is at rates which vary less frequently than base rate.

Interest rates Mortgage rates - These represent the average of end-month observations of the variable rate 

mortgage for existing borrowers (currently for £60,000 and excluding tax relief) offered by Abbey 

National, Barclays Bank, Lloyds Bank, Midland Bank and National Westminster Bank.

Further References

Gross interest on instant access accounts (low and medium balances) and 90 day accounts (medium 

and high balances) - These are averages of end-month observations of the rates paid by Barclays 

Bank, Lloyds Bank, Midland Bank and National Westminster Bank on instant access and 90 day 

accounts. The rates are grossed up at the current rate of composite rate tax until March 1991 and 

thereafter at the standard rate of income tax. Small balances are defined as £500, medium balances 

£10,000 and high balances as £25,000.

Table 7 .10  publishes quarterly average data on base rates, mortgage rates and savings rates on 

retail banks instant access accounts (low and medium balances) and 90 day accounts (medium 

and high balances).

The Bank of England Monetary Statistics Booklet contains monthly averages of these savings rate 

and mortgage rate data.

The CSO Annual Abstract of Statistics contains retail banks’ base rates and dates of change.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract 1995 - Part 1 contains monthly average retail banks base 

rates from October 1971 and dates of changes in successively Bank Rate, MLR and Banks’ base 

rates from 1970.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract Number 2 - ?975contains last Friday of the month London 

clearing banks’ base rates from 1970 to 1974.
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Table 7.1 K Instalment credit finance houses specialise in the provision of hire-purchase and other instalment

Finance House credit for the purchase of consumer durables and in the finance of industrial equipment.

base rate

The base rate was first published by the Finance Houses Association on 1 September 1970 and is 

calculated monthly by averaging the weekly averages of the three-month inter-bank rate in the 

preceding eight weeks, and rounding to the nearest one half per cent above. The data are taken 

from the Financial Times.

Table 7.1 L Average rates are calculated by the Building Societies Commission. Rates shown are derived from

Building societies; 

rates of interest

monthly returns to the Commission by calculating for each rate a weighted average of the individual 

(using month-end share/class 1 mortgage balances) of those societies which comprised the 18 

largest at the beginning of 1994. The societies accounted for some 87 per cent of the total assets of 

all societies at the beginning of 1984,93 per cent in 1994/5.

In general each building society has a range of share (retail funds) and mortgage accounts. For 

shares a higher rate of interest will normally be paid for larger investments and/or where investors 

are prepared to leave their money for a longer time. The rate shown in Table 7.1 L, which is quoted 

net of basic rate tax, reflects the range of share accounts offered.

For mortgages, in addition to a basic(headline) rate other rates may apply depending on the 

characteristics of the product(eg fixed rate mortgage; discount mortgage, special schemes etc).

Rates shown reflect the position at the end of each month and being based on actual rates in force 

also reflect any timing differences that may exist between societies in their general implementations 

of new rates. When interest rates are changing it should be noted that for an individual society those 

for mortgages come into effect at varying dates, usually immediately for new accounts and at various 

dates afterwards for existing accounts depending on the terms of the mortgage and also on whether 

there is any intentional delay in implementation. Because of this the basic mortgage rate is taken as 

that applying to the majority of accounts within a society rather than that simply affecting new accounts, 

while actual rates in force are reflected in the average rate.

The rates have been calculated from January 1984. No earlier data are available in these series.

Table 7.1 M 

Local authority 

interest rates: 

Public Works 

Loan Board

This table shows rates for loans to local authorities from the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB). 

They are for fixed rate loans within the annual quota of loans available to local authorities from the 

PWLB. Rates are shown, for the operative date, for three types of loan:

(a) loans repayable by equal half-yearly instalments of the principal advanced, together 

with interest on the balance of principal from time to time outstanding:

(b) repayable by equal half-yearly instalments of annuities calculated to include interest at 
the rate specified;

(c) repayable on maturity, with interest payable every half-year.

Rates are determined by the Treasury and published in a weekly circular which is available from the 
PWLB.
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Table 7.1 N The table shows rates for the three main types of local authority borrowing instruments.

Other local authorities
interest rates Deposits with local authorities range mainly from two days to twelve months with a variety of option 

clauses. Since May 1982, the series show mid-morning rates.

Stock issues by local authorities are made on their behalf by brokers and issuing houses generally 

through public offers. The stocks are listed in the gilt-edged section of the Stock Exchange and are 

transferable free of stamp duty. Provided they were acquired after 13 March 1984, local authority 

stocks are also exempt from capital gains tax when held for more than one year. The rate shown is 

an average of gross redemption yields on selected stocks.

Mortgages are unquoted borrowing instruments. Prior to 1990 the rates given are those for the 

beginning of the week following the last Friday of the month and are for mortgage business, generally 

in large amounts transacted in London. Subsequent to 1989 the rates quoted are monthly averages 

of weekly business transacted. Local authorities also issue unquoted bonds on similar terms.

Further references The Bank of England Statistical Abstract, Number2 -1975 contains last Friday of the month data for

three-month Local Authority deposits from 1970 to 1974.

The Bank of England Statistical Abstract, Number 1 - 1970 publishes end-month data for three- 

month Local Authority deposits from 1957 to 1969.

Table 7 .10  

Average money rates
and yields

This table shows quarterly average data calculated on the basis of working days. Those series 

included are selected retail banks’ base rates, instant access accounts (low and medium 

balances)and 90 day accounts (medium and high balances). Also included are three month sterling 

Interbank rates (mean of the bid and offer), zero coupon nominal five, ten and twenty year yields on 

British Government securities and a flat yield on 3.5% War Loan.

For dates of change of selected retail banks’ base rates and interest payable on selected retail 

banks instant access accounts and 90 day accounts please refer to Table 7.1 J.

The last Friday of the month data for the bid and offer of the three month sterling inter-bank rate are 

published in Table 7.1 H.

End month data for zero coupon five, ten and twenty year nominal yields are published in Table 

7.1 E 3.5% War Loan flat yield [last Friday on the month calculations) is shown in Table 7.1 D.
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Chapter Financial accounts

Introduction Chapter 8 presents the sector financial accounts in a standard format. The financial accounts set 

out transactions in financial assets and liabilities which complement the current and capital 

transactions. The standard format enables the transactions of one sector to be directly related to 

those of other sectors.

Table 8.1 A shows the financial matrix for the most recent quarter. This matrix shows the two-way 

classification of financial transactions: by sectors and by types of transaction (known as financial 

instruments). The definitions of the sectors and brief details of data sources are given in Part C of 

this Handbook. The definitions of the instruments and brief details of data sources are given in Part 

D of this Handbook.

The matrix presentation in Table 8.1 A is necessarily restricted to a single time period. Tables 

8.1 B ■ 8.1 K display time series for the financial account of each sector, corresponding to each 

column of the matrix. The instrument line numbers used in Table 8.1 A are repeated in the column 

headings of Tables 8.1 B - 8.1 K.

The current, capital and financial accounts provide a complete set of flow accounts for each sector. *  

In principle, flows into and out of each sector should exactly balance, with net total financial 

transactions for each sector equalling the financial surplus or deficit measured from the current and 

capital account for that sector. In practice there is a balancing item reflecting errors and omissions 

anywhere in the three types of account. These balancing items are shown in Table 8.1 L. The sizes 

of the balancing items and their variation from period to period are helpful in assessing the quality of 

the statistics and may iridicate need for new sources of data or improvements in methodology.

Use o f financia l The financial accounts show how each sector’s financial transactions are related to its saving and

accounts capital expenditure and how financial transactions generally are related to each other within and

between sectors. The accounts are therefore a basis for examining the financial effects of economic 

policy and for helping to decide future policy. They can be used, for example, to investigate factors 

influencing the money supply or other holdings of financial instruments, in particular effects of changes 

in interest rates. They can also help companies and others to understand the financial environment 

in which they are operating, for example by helping them to assess competition in the market for 

funds.

The figures for financial institutions give details of the large amounts of money which are channelled 

through them as financial intermediaries. The scale of this activity makes it important to be aware of 

changes in their sources of funds and in the use of those funds. The transactions of the financial 

institutions affect the liquidity, current and capital expenditure of other sectors, and the financing of 

the public sector borrowing requirement (see Chapter 1).

Underpinning these uses, the accounts provide a discipline which requires the constituent statistics 

to be defined and compiled consistently. Aggregates within the accounts such as the public sector 

borrowing requirement, consumer credit, and measures of the money supply are consistent with 

each other and with all the other transactions in the accounts.

In forecasting, past relationships between economic and financial variables are discerned and 

extrapolated into the future. The merit of the financial accounts matrix in the forecasting process is 

to keep the various elements of the forecast in touch with each other. It compels the forecaster to

★  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition *  denotes the end o f the changes
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take explicit account of all the implications of a change. For example, increased borrowing necessary 

to satisfy a higher public sector borrowing requirement must be found from other sectors; the forecast 

has therefore to allow for funds being made available by them. Thur they may lend less for other 

purposes, in which case the ripples spread even further; the borrowers thus deprived will have to 

find funds elsewhere or cut back their own activities.

Sources and methods In an ideal world, every financial transaction would be accurately recorded by both parties

simultaneously and at the same valuation, identifying the sector of the other party involved. If all 

these records were collected and collated, again without error, a perfect set of financial accounts 

could be compiled. Moreover, because both parties were making the records (except perhaps in the 

case of transactions with non-residents) of the same transaction, a check could be made to ensure 

they matched, and to eliminate transcription errors etc.

Although such a system is clearly not feasible, it provides a useful conceptual baseline against 

which to discuss the reality. This reality is a partial and error-prone system of data collection and 

recording. The main departures from the ideal are listed and discussed below.

Inconsistent reporting Where both parties to a transaction report it in the returns they make, several errors may occur to

introduce inconsistency into the accounts. These include different valuation (for example of a 

transaction involving foreign exchange), different timing (for example when a bank deposit takes 

place), and different classification of both the type of transaction and the sector of the counterparty.

This problem arises in several points in the accounts. An obvious example concerns transactions 

between banks. All banks make returns to the Bank of England in which they identify their balances 

with other banks. When all these figures are put together the net balance should be zero. The fact 

that it is not zero puts the sector account out of balance. In the case of this inter-bank difference 

special adjustments are made to reclassify the discrepancy. In other cases, one source is preferred 

to the other. Whatever is done, it is likely to contribute to the sector balancing items.

There are other examples. Banks report on deposits by and lending to local authorities. So do the 

local authorities. The figures do not agree. Also timing errors arise, for example, because of the 

delay between the initiation and the completion of transactions through the banking system. And 

some institutions may not compile accounts strictly according to calendar quarters.

Partial reporting A number of difficulties can be included under this heading. In many matrix cells there is only one

primary source of information. In some cases the quality of the data will be excellent, for example 

net issues of British government securities. But in others the figures may be based on partial 

information, because the coverage of a survey is incomplete or the response may not be 100 per 

cent. Error may also occur where the figures are based on sample surveys.

The measurement of the activities of pension funds is incomplete. The first problem is to identify 

them all. Then there are far too many for it to be feasible to obtain data from every one. Of those that 

are asked for data, only a proportion respond in time, and there is scope for compounding the errors 

through the grossing up procedures.

Partial information exists for the overseas sector in the form of custody holdings reported by banks. 

This provides a lower bound on holdings, but cannot be said to provide a complete picture.
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Another form of partial information arises from the fact that it is impractical to require respondents to 

provide the full detail that is ideally needed to compile the accounts. Some types of transaction are 

split between different lines in the financial matrix. Often the additional work that would be required

to provide the details cannot be justified.

Indirect reporting Two types of indirect reporting can be distinguished. One is that in the absence of information

directly from the sector, details are obtained from the counterpart sector. This applies particularly to 

the Overseas and personal sectors. Thus details of personal borrowing secured on residential property 

are obtained from the lending sectors, not from the personal sector directly.

The other form of indirect reporting arises in the use of balance sheet levels data at the beginning 

and end of each period as a basis for estimating the (net) transactions within the period. In doing 

this, account must be taken of the following factors

a. changes to the population involved

changes in valuation including write offs

Transactions in bank deposits and lending are derived from levels. For flows denominated in sterling

the results are relatively reliable. Those in foreign currency are less certain as they depend on

eliminating the effects of variations in exchange rates. Assumptions have to be made about the mix

of currency holdings and about the average rates at which the transactions took place.

No reporting For some kinds of financial transaction no direct or indirect reporting exists. The best hope is for

some occasional indication of the likely size of the levels or flows involved. Examples are trade 

credit ar\6 other lending between the company sector and the personal sector and certain personal 

sector financial transactions with the rest of the world. In such cases the transactions may be simply

omitted from the accounts.

Main sources and In practice, the major sources of data for the financial accounts are first the transactions of central

residual sectors government and secondly the balance sheets of the banks, building societies and other financial

institutions. While these sources provide a great deal of information, they do not capture transactions 

that by-pass the financial system: transactions directly between the industrial and commercial

companies (ICCs), the personal sector and the overseas sector.

To cover some of the latter, enquiries are directed particularly at measuring balance of payments 

flows {for example direct investment) and at major ICCs through the Financial Assets and Liabilities 

survey. For a number of reasons, concerned with coverage, consistency, valuation, timing and 

classification as well as timeliness, published accounts are not suitable as a data source.

In order to ensure that the transactions across each row add up to zero, one or more sectors are 

designated as the residual sectorior each line. In the compilation system, any errors and omissions 

for that line are automatically allocated to these sectors. In certain lines, there may be more than 

one residual sector. In such cases a proportion of the amount unallocated on the basis of “hard” 

information is allocated to each of the remaining sectors.

The statistical sources for each sector are outlined in Section C of the Handbook, more details on

each financial instrument may be found in Section D.
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Accounting

conventions

Net presentation

Details of some of the accounting conventions are given in the following paragraphs.

The presentation in the financial accounts is ‘net in several respects. This involves some loss of 

information but makes for simpler presentation, and gross data are not always available.

First, all transactions within a sector - for example between one bank and another, or one person 

and another - are generally consolidated: that is they are netted out and not included in the accounts. 

Only those transactions crossing sector boundaries are recorded. In theory, therefore, the greater 

the aggregation of sectors, the fewer transactions are recorded in the accounts.

Secondly, for each type of asset identified in the accounts, the total shown for each quarter is the net 

flow. This net flow is the overall effect of a large number of transactions in offsetting directions. For 

example, in a particular quarter the figure in the accounts for deposits by the personal sector in 

building societies might be £500 million. This net figure summarises a very large number of deposits 

and withdrawal transactions by many individuals. Typically it hides the fact that gross flows are very 

much larger. Thus the £500 million could well have been the outcome of £2,800 million deposits less 

£2,300 million withdrawals.

It so happens, that for building societies’ deposits (and loans) these gross figures are available 

(Table 4.3A) but this is the exception rather than the rule. Other examples where gross figures are 

available are national savings instruments (Table 1.2F) and instalment credit granted by retailers 

(Table 3.2B). Figures of gross flows are rarely available analysed by sector and for most types of 

financial asset gross figures are not available at all. Gross data in this sense are not particularly 

important in the case of assets which are characterised by large numbers of highly reversible 

transactions, such as for short-term financial assets in the money markets. They would be useful 

when new borrowing and redemptions are determined by different sets of underlying forces, or in 

describing the behaviour of borrowers.

S/gn convention A sector’s balance on its current and capital accounts, its financial surplus or deficit, is matched by

the balance of its total financial transactions. In the financial account tables in this Chapter the 

convention is to give these balances the same sign. Net financial surpluses are shown with positive 

sign, and so are net purchases of assets and net reductions in liabilities. Conversely, net financial 

deficits are negative and so are net sales of assets and net increases in liabilities.

Valuation In the UK financial accounts, the object is to value each transaction at the price at which the asset is

exchanged, which means that when an asset is sold, the value recorded is the amount received 

from the sale, and when an asset is acquired, the value is the amount paid by the purchaser. These 

recorded transactions are then consistent with, for instance, any corresponding changes in bank 

balances. Transactions are thus recorded on a cash value basis.

Unrealised capital gains and losses are not recorded in the financial accounts, and realised capital 

gains and losses are not distinguished. A person may sell a block of shares for £1,000 after having 

paid, say £900 for them at an earlier date and so make a capital gain of £100. The financial accounts 

will record only the cash transactions - the purchase of stock for £900, and the sale of stock for 

£1,000. Some unrealised gains and losses are included unavoidably because, in a few cases, it is 

not possible to obtain figures for transactions directly and estimates are entered as changes in the 

value of holdings. For short-term sterling assets this is not serious because their value does not
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change, or moves only within narrow limits. For securities and foreign currency items changes in 

holdings will often be very different from the cash transactions. But in practice most of the figures for 

securities are reported transactions and estimates are made of valuation changes in most foreign 

currency items.

Timing of transactions The current, capital and financial accounts are intended to be on a common time base. This involves

the problem of recording transactions between sectors in the same account period for both sectors 

and of recording accompanying transactions within these sectors in the same accounting period.

Within sector accounting is, in principle, a double entry system with timing arranged as follows. 

Transactions in the current and capital accounts are generally recorded when change of ownership 

takes place and/or amounts become due. Transactions which are completed in the accounting 

period (in other words for which payment has been made) are accompanied in the financial account 

by transfers of bank deposits, notes and coin, or other means of settlement. Transactions which are 

not completed in the accounting period are in principle accompanied in the financial account by 

entries in trade credit {ior items which derive from the production account) or in accruals adjustment 
(for other items, such as interest which has accrued but not yet been paid). When these transactions 

are completed in later time periods, the timing adjustments are reversed and the amounts included 

in bank deposits, notes and coin, etc. Similar adjustments may apply in the case of pre-payments.

Timing consistency therefore depends on consistency between measurements of change of 

ownership, payment, timing adjustment and settlement. These span a wide range of data sources 

whose consistency is difficult to assess. For example, the financial surplus or deficit oi industrial and 

commercial companies includes their profit figures derived ultimately from tax assessments. Their 

trade credit entries include data drawn from export credit guarantees. Figures for their bank deposits 
are obtained from data provided by banks. It is unlikely that these sources will always measure 

associated transactions in the same account period. Problems with timing consistency of the trade 

credit figures, however, are overshadowed by their poor coverage.

Bank deposits are measured, in principle, at the time cheques are banked, standing orders and giro 

transfers deducted and direct debits credited. When the measurement is made, some of these 

transactions are not yet cleared through the banking system and appear as ‘items in transit* in the 

aggregate banks sector balance sheet. These are approximately allocated to deposits and lending 

to produce data as though clearance had been instantaneous. The effect of this, for cheque payments 

for example, is that receipts in the current account are probably recorded a day or two later than 

payments because of postage time. Associated movements of bank deposits are probably recorded 

a little later again, since not all cheques will be banked on the day they are received.

In the financial accounts, transactions in instruments other than timing adjustments and means of 

settlement, are recorded broadly when ownership changes, but the distinction from when payment 

is made is less sharp than in the current and capital accounts. Many loans, for example, come into 

existence only when the amount is paid. For many other instruments settlement is quick if not 

instantaneous. Transactions in government securities, for example, are settled the following day.

Much of the data for company securities are directly reported by 'other financial institutions'. They 

are asked to measure their transactions according to contract date. Payments may be awaiting 

settlement day, so the institutions are also asked to report amounts due to or from stockbrokers.
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which are included in the financial accounts in miscellaneous domestic instruments an6 which provide 

the required timing adjustment.

Timing consistency between sectors is affected by similar measurement problems. Where the sources 

differ for accompanying entries they are unlikely to be completely consistent. Timing inconsistencies 

between measures of income and expenditure contribute to the residual error in the national accounts. 

Inconsistencies between sectors in other items contribute to the balancing items of the two sectors 

immediately concerned and of any residual sector. For many entries, particularly in the financial 

accounts, inconsistencies between sectors are avoided by estimating both ends of a transaction 

from the same source. For example, deposits with building societies are estimated from building 

society data for both the other financial institution sector and the personal sector.

Table 8.1 A 

Transactions in

Timing discrepancies can cause distortions in gross flows over a shorter (e.g. monthly) account 

period but are less important the longer the account period. They are likely to be small compared 

with gross flows during a quarter. This is not always quite so likely for the net flows measured in the 

financial accounts. Timing discrepancies, nevertheless, tend to even out over successive periods, 

and care is taken to ensure that specific large transactions, such as arise when there is a major 

privatisation, are entered consistently.

Reliability The system of reliability gradings for the financial accounts shown on the following page is based

broadly on the method of estimation used.

Timeliness The financial accounts are compiled once a quarter as part of an integrated process including GDP

and its components, the sector accounts, and the balance of payments. The data are first available 

at the time of the CSO’s First Release 12 weeks after the end of the quarter to which they relate. 

They may of course be revised at the time of subsequent releases, but they are not updated between 

quarters except at the time the CSO Blue Book is prepared.

The financial accounts are updated in Financial Statistics in the January, April, July and October 

editions, though the data first becomes available on the CSO Databank on the day of the “National 

Accounts First Release” at the end of the previous month. The July issue of Financial Statistics is 

consistent with the CSO Blue Book.

This table presents financial transactions analysed in matrix format by sector and by type of financial 

asset. The sum of each sector’s transactions over all financial assets is shown in the line total

financial assets financial transactions. The sum of the transactions in each row is constrained to be zero.The list of

assets running in rows down the page is ordered first generally by liability sector, beginning with 

those financing the public sector borrowing requirement (lines 6 to 21 of the matrix) and secondly 

broadly from the more liquid to the less liquid assets.

Tables 8.1 B - 8.1 K 

Sector financial

Annex 2 gives the four digit identifiers for Table 8.1 A. Similar codes appear on all tables in Financial 
Statistics, showing the relationships between the series and enabling ease of reference.

These tables are concerned with each of the ten sectors identified in the matrix table. They present 

the financial transactions of the sector in the form of time series. The asset categories are consistent

accounts with the matrix and from one table to another. The line numbers in the matrix are repeated in the

headings of the time series to show how the asset categories correspond.
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Reliability gradings in the financial accounts

Central Local Public 
government authorities corporations

Notes and coin 
Sterling Treasury bills 
British government securities 
National savings 
Tax instruments 
Net government indebtedness 

to Banking Department 
Northern Ireland central 

government debt 
Government liabilities under 

exchange cover scheme 
Other public sector financing: 

Non-marketable debt 
Short-term assets

Issue Department transactions in bills 
Government foreign currency debt 
Other government overseas financing 
Official reserves 
Local authority debt:

Temporary 
Foreign currency 
Sterling securities 
Other sterling debt 

Public corporations debt:
Foreign currency 
Sterling

Deposits with banks:
Sterling
Foreign currency
Sterling money - market instruments 
Foreign currency ■ market instruments 

Deposits with building societies 
Sterling
Sterling money - market instmments 
Foreign currency money ■ market

instruments
Bank lending (excluding public sector): 

Foreign currency 
Sterling

Credit extended by retailers 
Identified trade credit:

Domestic 
Import and export 

Loans secured on dwellings:
Building societies 
Other

Other public sector lending 
Other ending by financial institutions 

Finance leasing 
Other forms of lending 

Unit trust units 
UK company securities 
Overseas securities 
Life assurance and pension funds 
Miscellaneous domestic instruments 
Direct and other investment abroad 
Overseas direct and other 

investment in UK
Miscellaneous overseas instruments 
Accruals adjustment

B

B

A
B
A
B

C
D

The table is intended to give rough assessments of reliability of estimates for transactions in 
the various asset categories by each sector.

Pour gradings have been used.These primarily describe the nature of the estimation 
process.although progressively greater margins of error are tmplied.The gradings are:

A = Accounting-type figures, relating to individual institutions mainly in central government.

B = Reliable figures,obtained by aggregating statistical retumsfand thus prone to coverage 
or reporting errors).

Banks
Building

societies

Life 
assurance 
& pension 

funds

Other Industrial & 
financial commercial 

institutions companies
Personal Overseas 

sector sector

C B B
B C B B D
B c B B D
A A B D

C B B

D
D
D
A
B

D
C
C

B C D D

A A A

A A A
C C C C C C

A
A D D A

C D C B D B D D C
C B D B
C C B B D B D C
C D C B D B D D C

B B D B
C B B D C C D C

B B B B D B B B B
B B 6 B C C C

8 D D B C
B D D B C

C C C
B 6 D B B c
B B 0 B c
B B D B c

B c C C c
B B D c c C c

C C C

D D D D D
C C D D

B B
B A B D B B
B B C C C C B

C C C c C C
C C C c C C

0 D
D B B

B B B C D C D D D
B D C D D D

D D C
C C c D C C C C
D C c C C C D C

C c C C C D c
C C D D D D
D C c C D D

C = Figures based on returns but with sonte degree of estimation, e.g. sampling.

D = Rgures involving a substantial anx>unt of estimation, or where the coverage is known to 
be significantly incompleta

The table refers to the reliability of quarterly figures, which are generally less reliable than 
the annual figures; later periods are subject to greater revisions than earlier periods. It should 
be noted that while two sectors may each report a transaction betwe^ tfiem accurately, the 
timing may differ and figures for other sectors estimated by the residual method may be 
affected.
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Financial accounts

Table 8.1 L This table shows the relationship between the financial surplus or deficit ior each sector, estimated

Sector financial from the current and capital accounts, and the corresponding total financial transactions, measured

surplus or deficits 

and balancing items

from financial data. This difference is known as the balancing item.The sector balancing items arise 

from errors and omissions which may occur throughout the accounts. Their relationship with the 

residual error in the GDP account is explained in Section B.

Because current and capital accounts are not separately estimated for the four sub-sectors of the 

financial companies and institutions sector, it is only possible to compute a balancing item for the 

sector as a whole.
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Chapter Financial balance sheets

Introduction Chapter 9 presents the national and sector financial balance sheets in a standard format 

similar to that of the flows in Chapter 8. The main difference in format arises from the separation of 

assets from liabilities in the balance sheets, while in the transactions accounts such a distinction is 

not made explicitly.

In general, the balance sheets are at current market value, so the changes they show from one time 

to another are not necessarily the same as transactions in the same interval. Price and other changes 

can also affect the outcome. Where there is no market valuation, the nearest available approximation 

is used. The data on direct investment in particular are only at book value which can be substantially 

different from market value.

The financial balance sheets can be seen as completing the picture given by the transactions accounts 

by indicating the outstanding stocks of financial assets and liabilities of each sector vis-a-vis other 

sectors. In principle these levels data are consistent with those of the flows. In practice, this is not 

always so, but work is in hand to achieve closer reconciliation.

Table 9.1 A shows the complete set of sector financial balance sheets in matrix format for the most 

recent quarter. As in Table 8.1 A, this matrix shows financial assets and liabilities in a two-way 

classification: by sectors and by types of transaction (financial instruments). As before, the definitions 

of the sectors and brief details of data sources are given in Part C of this Handbook. The definitions 

of the instruments and brief details of data sources are given in Part D of this Handbook.

The matrix presentation in Table 9.1A is necessarily restricted to a single time period. Tables 9.1B 

■ 9.1J display, in a horizontal presentation, time series for the financial assets and liabilities of each 

domestic sector, corresponding to each column of the matrix. The instrument lines are the same as 

in Table 9.1 A. except that some extra detail is annexed to Table 9.1 J, on the personal sector.

Table 9.1 K shows the balance sheet of the nation vis-a-vis the rest of the world. This is a mirror 

image of the “overseas sector balance sheef. The national and the overseas sector balance sheets 

are not full balance sheets including all assets and all liabilities, but are consolidated This means 

they include only claims by the UK on the rest of the world and claims by the rest of the world which 

are on the UK.

Tangible assets The data in this chapter of Financial Statistics do not cover tangible and other non-finandal assets. 

Estimates for these are not made quarterly at present. Annual data covering both physical and 

financial assets and financial liabilities are shown in Section 12 of the CSO Blue Book: United 

Kingdom National Accounts.

Use o f financia l The financial transaction accounts on their own give only a partial indication of the behaviour of the

balance sheets various sectors. In many cases the reasons for financial flows between sectors include a desire to

alter the composition of a balance sheet. For example, a transaction is often undertaken to change 

the owner's stock of an asset - perhaps as a reaction to, for instance, a change in the value of that 

asset - and should be interpreted in that light.

Sources and methods As in the case of financial transactions, the sources of data on financial balance sheets are far from

ideal. For some types of asset the valuation is an additional difficulty, because there may not be any

market and hence no market price.

*  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition *  denotes the end o f the changes



Financial balance sheets

The methods originally used to compile these balance sheets are described in the article 

by Mr C W Pettigrew, National and sector balance sheets, in the November 1980 issue 

of Economic Trends,

f

'

Accounting

conventions

Net presentation

The sources and methods used to compile the balance sheets are now more closely 

harmonised than in the past, and for most of the financial instruments balance sheets 

and transactions are compiled using similar methods. However this comparability does 

not exist throughout, and work is continuing on bringing consistency to the methodologies 

for compiling transactions and balance sheets.

For further details users are invited to contact Mr J Beadle, Central S tatistica l Office, 

Great George Street, London SW1P 3AQ, telephone 0171-270 6938.

Details of some of the accounting conventions are given in the following paragraphs. 

For details of the sectors and the types of financia l instrum ents please see Sections 

C and D of this Handbook.

In the flow accounts, transactions in {or acquisitions of) assets are not separated explicitly 

from transactions in {or incurrences of) liabilities. In the balance sheets this distinction is 

clearly made, and in this sense their presentation is on a gross basis. On the other 

hand, there are still elements of netting, especially where there is a claim between 

economic units within the same sector, for example loans between individuals in the 

personal sector or between companies in the ICC sector.

t

I

Valuation

Reliability

In many ways it would be desirable to include these intra-sector claims between economic 

units, as they can usually be eliminated if the user wishes. In the case of marketable 

securities it is easier to account for all liabilities first and then consider the distribution of 

the holdings among all sectors independently.

The extent of netting therefore depends largely on the data sources. However, within 

the public sector netting is usually applied although the gross data may be available.

Throughout the national and sector balance sheets, assets are in principle valued at 

their market value.

Breaks Discontinuities in the time series occur from time to time (eg Abbey National being

in series reclassified from a building society to a bank in July 1989). When a break occurs, the

value prior to it is published in the main column of data, with the value after it shown 
alongside it.

As with transactions figures (see Chapter 8), the quality of the balance sheet data 

varies between one instrument and another and, for particular instruments, between the 

various sectors issuing or holding the instrument. Data for sectors covered by regular 

returns of levels and/or flows are generally more reliable than those for other sectors 

such as, for the most part, industrial and commercial companies and the personal sector. 

Where a non-marketable instrument is held predominantly by a single sector, such as 

personal sector holdings of national savings, a reliable figure for the holding sector
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can usually be obtained from the records of the issuing sector. Issuing sectors can also often pro

vide sectoral analyses of outstanding loans, but they cannot supply regular information on sectoral 

holdings of marketable instruments.

Only banks and (from 1987) building societies supply complete quarterly balance sheet information. 

The quarterly returns from public corporations, local authorities and most other financial institutions 

only collect levels information for short-term instruments (i.e. those with less than one year from 

issue to maturity). Figures for end-year levels of all assets and liabilities are collected for the finan

cial institutions otherwise quarterly data have to be estimated using information collected on flows 

and their quality tends to be poorer. This is especially so for marketable instruments where price 

changes as well as flows have to be taken into account in estimating end-quarter levels.

Tim eliness Until 1993, quarterly financial balance sheet data were compiled in the fifth month after the end of 

each quarter. This schedule has been brought forward so that the compilation is now integrated with 

that of the flows.

Table 9.1 A 

Financial balance

This table presents financial assets and liabilities in matrix format by sector and by type of financial 

asset. The excess of each sector’s total financial assets over its total liabilities is shown in the line

sheet m atrix net financial wealth. For each instrument line the sum of the financial assets of every sector (includ

ing the overseas sector) is equal to the sum of the financial liabilities of every sector. In many cases 

there is only one sector with liabilities in each line.

With the exception of miscellaneous instruments, the list of assets running in rows down the page is 

the same as in Table 8.1 A.

Tables 9.1 B to  9.1 J These tables are concerned with each of the domestic sectors Identified in the matrix table. They

Sector financia l 

balance sheets

present the financial assets and liabilities of the sector in the form of time series. The asset catego

ries are consistent with the matrix and from one table to another: Table 9.1J contains additionally 

some more detail on certain assets and liabilities of the personal sector.

Table 9.1 K This table presents the national financial balance sheet vis-a-vis the rest of the world. It mirrors the

National balance overseas sector balance sheet (which is not shown) and corresponds to the balance sheet pre

sheet sented in Balance of Payments format, from which it differs only in the treatment of Special Drawing

Rights.These are recorded as an asset of the UK in both sets of figures (within the official reserves). 

However, the Financial accounts also records an equal and opposite liability on the UK to repay 

these assets.

Because of consolidation, the sum of sector figures are not necessarily equal to the national figures. 

However domestic sector assets plus national liabilities (overseas assets) are always equal to do

mestic sector liabilities plus national assets (overseas liabilities).
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Chapter Sector accounts

This Chapter contains a variety of sectoral accounts which are compiled as part the system of UK 

Economic Accounts. They are consistent with the accounts published elsewhere, for example in the 

CSO First Release Quarterly national accounts, in the Economic Trends Quarterly Supplement and 
(annually) in the United Kingdom National Accounts '‘Blue Book".

The accounts are grouped by sector in the order used for financial statistics (see Section C). They 

include some financial tables which show the sectoral counterpart holdings or transactions, for 

which the basic data on issues appear in Part 1 of Financial Statistics. The reason for including 

these tables in Part 2 is that the sectoral dimension often only becomes available as a result of the 

quarterly compilation of the sector accounts.

The presentation of the accounts for each sector varies in this Section so that its particular features 

are highlighted. The transactions are grouped or split in different ways. It is therefore not possible to 

identify the same transaction in every sector. This contrasts with Chapter 8 in which the financial 

accounts are set out in a standardised format.

Seasonal adjustments In some of the tables the transactions are shown seasonally adjusted as well as unadjusted. These

seasonally adjusted series are “calendar year constrained”. This means that the adjustments are 

such that the calendar year totals of the seasonally adjusted series are equal to those of the unadjusted 

series. A project is under way to extend the seasonal adjustment to the whole financial matrix.

Timeliness The figures in this Chapter are updated once a quarter, in line with the UK national accounts as a

whole. The figures for the latest quarter are compiled during the third month after the end of the 

period to which they relate and appear in Financial Statistics in the following month.

Public sector and general government
This section is mainly devoted to presenting the sector transactions financing the public sector 

borrowing requirement (PSBR) and to showing the consolidated accounts of the general government 

sector.

Consolidation General government describes the combined central government and local authorities sector. The 

of accounts concept of the public sector is wider, including also the public corporations. More detailed definitions

of these sub-sectors are given in Section C of this Handbook.

In preparing accounts for general government and the public sector, all transfers and payments 

which form part of the same economic category are, as far as possible, eliminated. In principle, all 

transactions are eliminated except those in which the payment by one part of the sector falls within 

a different economic category from the receipt by another part. For example, taxes on expenditure 

levied by the central government which fall on local authorities’ expenditure and payments by the 

central government in lieu of local authority rates are not eliminated.

Examples of transactions eliminated from the accounts in the public sector are the grants from 

central government to local authorities and interest payments by local authorities to the central 

government, which are both relevant to consolidation at the level of general government. In some 

cases the consolidation is not complete because of lack of information. Financial transactions within 

the public sector are also eliminated on consolidation, so that borrowing by local authorities and

ic  denotes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition ■k denotes the end o f the changes
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Table 10.1A 

Public sector

Sector accounts

public corporations from the central government does not form part of the public sector borrowing 
requirement.

Public corporations are generally not consolidated with central government and local authorities for 

“above the line” transactions leading to the financial surplus or deficit. They are consolidated “below 

the line" in the financial accounts, however, although public corporations are productive enterprises, 

the products of which are sold commercially, their financing is heavily influenced by central 

government. For a discussion of this presentation see Government income and expenditure in the 

national income accounts: a change of presentation, Economic Trends, March 1977. A fully 

consolidated public sector account is given in Table 10.1A.

This table gives a consolidated current, capital and financial account, for the public sector together 

with the financial transactions relevant for the PSBR. The presentation broadly follows that in the

accounts ‘public finances’ chapter of the Financial Statement and Budget Report - ‘Red Book’ {Table 4A.6),

enabling the forecast of the components leading to the PSBR to be monitored.

A sub-sector analysis of these figures for the most recent complete financial year is published in 

supplementary table S I 3, which directly mirrors the presentation in the ‘Red Book’ (Table 4A.6) 

More detailed description of the data is shown there.

Table 10.1 B This table analyses the PSBR according to the sectors from which the funds are borrowed; it shows

Financing of the 

public sector 

borrowing 

requirement

who takes up the net issues of debt whereas Table 1.1 A shows who issues them. This data is only 

available on a quarterly basis and is extracted from the financial accounts (Chapter 8).

The table is in two parts. The first part is a summary, showing the main sources from which the 

PSBR is financed; the banks and building societies; the rest of the private sector (classified into 

other financial institutions, industrial and commercial companies and the personal sector); and the 

overseas sector. The second part shows the instruments by which each sector contributes to the 

financing of the PSBR, (for example, gilts, national savings, local authority stocks and bonds). 

Transactions with the overseas sector include not only government borrowing but also the effect of 

changes in the reserves on the sterling value of the assets of the Exchange Equalisation Account. 

Financing also includes issue department transactions in bills, repurchases and sales of ECGD- 

backed promissory notes and shipbuilding credit paper. The summary data for the breakdown of 

“other private sector” are available one month later than data for the other private sector as a whole, 

and no breakdown is shown in the second part of the table.

The extent of overseas finance is largely the consequence of the balance of payments position. 

When an external deficit Is financed by a fall in the foreign exchange reserves, the central government 

receives an inflow of sterling financed from sales of foreign currency. The fall in the resen/es appears 

as overseas financing while the inflow of sterling reduces the finance that has to be raised domestically. 

Borrowing abroad by public corporations and local authorities usually increases the reserves since 

these bodies require sterling for their spending and the monetary authorities provide this in exchange 

for the foreign currency. Both the borrowing abroad and the increase in the reserves appear, off

setting each other, as overseas financing, but the need for sterling to buy the foreign exchange 

increases the amount that the central government has to borrow domestically.



Sector accounts

Borrowing from banks and building societies will tend to increase the money supply. Some methods 

of financing the PSBR without increasing the stock of money were described in the Monthly Economic 

Assessment - Economic Progress Report, No. 58, January 1975.

Table 10.1B is closely related to Tables 10.2D, 10.3D and 10.4D.

Tables 10.1D,10.1E 

and 10.1F 

General government 

current, capital and 

financial accounts

These tables are built up from the current, capital and financial accounts of central government and 

local authorities. Transactions between the two sectors have been eliminated, except where the 

payment by one sector falls within a different economic category from the receipt by the other sector 

(see United Kingdom National Accounts: Sources and Methods).

Notes on the component items in Tables 10.1D, 10.1 E and 10.1 F are given in the sections 2 and 3 

below dealing with individual current and capital accounts of central government and of local 

authorities. Table 10.1 F includes the balancing item of general government.

Central government
In the first three tables of this section, the sector accounts of central government are presented. 

Table 10.2D shows the sector transactions which finance the central government borrowing 

requirement (CGBR).

Sources and methods

The remaining tables show the estimated sectoral take up of specific instruments: sterling Treasury 

bills, British government securities and tax instruments.

The figures are obtained largely from government departments and other government bodies having 

transactions direct with other sectors. Although their accounts record these transactions in 

considerable detail, the accounts are not in a form suitable for national accounting purposes. 

Three principal operations have to be carried out to fit the large mass of data into the national 

accounts framework.

In the first place the various accounts have to be consoiidated so that only transactions of the 

government, considered as a whole, with the rest of the economy remain. Many transactions internal 

to the central government sector - such as those with the Consolidated Fund and the National 

Loans Fund - have to be eliminated. Secondly, the transactions with the rest of the economy have to 

be classified according to the economic categories used in the national accounts. And thirdly, where 

the information is available, the figures shown in the central government funds and accounts, which 

represent cash flows, are adjusted on to a payable, receivable or accruals basis to make them 

consistent with other sectors of the national accounts.

Consolidation In the process of consolidation, transactions between any two parts of the central government are, 

with certain exceptions, eliminated. In particular, most transactions between the Consolidated Fund, 

National Loans Fund and departments disappear. As an example, we may consider the case of 

taxes collected by the Inland Revenue. The department in due course passes the money it collects 

to the Consoiidated Fund. On consolidating, the payment by the department to the Consolidated 

Fund disappears, so that the consolidated central government current account in general shows 

only receipts of taxes by the department from other sectors. Similarly issues of money from the
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Consolidated Fund to departments to finance departmental expenditure [supply services in Table 

2.1 B) disappear in the process of consolidation, and only payments by departments made outsidethe 

central government appear in the consolidated account. Departmental receipts and payments, as 

recorded in the consolidated account of the central government constructed for national accounts 

purposes, may therefore differ significantly from the receipts and issues as recorded in the accounts 

of the Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund because of timing differences. Internal transactions 

are not eliminated when the economic category of the payment by one part of the government 

differs from that of the receipt by the other part; they are recorded twice, as both income and 

expenditure. Thus national insurance contributions paid by the government in respect of its employees, 

although effectively internal, form part of government expenditure on wages and salaries and are 

also included in the total receipts of national insurance contributions. Similarly taxes on expenditure 

forming part of expenditure on goods and services by the government are not eliminated in the 

process of consolidation.

Economic categories The object of the second main process applied to the accounts of the central government departments

and bodies is to present the transactions of the government in categories which are economically 

significant and to relate the government’s activities to those of the rest of the economy. This calls for 

a reclassification of government transactions, as set out in the accounts presented annually to 

Parliament (i.e. by function or programme), into economic categories in accordance with the principles 

adopted for national income accounting as a whole. Although the nature and purpose of most 

government transactions is fairly clear, in some cases the distinctions are not easy to draw. A 

principal consideration, however, is that the classification should be consistent with the treatment of 

these transactions in other sectors of the economy, and it may thus be influenced by the data 

available for other sectors.

Accruals For reasons connected with the maintenance of Parliamentary control, the accounts of central

government departments, bodies and funds are recorded entirely on a cash basis. The figures 

appearing in the central government current and capital accounts, on the other hand, though based 

on the cash statements presented to Parliament, refer only in part to cash payments and receipts; 

certain items are adjusted from a cash basis to a payable/receivable, or accruals, basis to be more 

consistent with the figures in the corresponding accounts of the sectors concerned in transactions 

with the government. It is worth noting that the difficulties of obtaining consistency between the 

government accounts and those of the rest of the economy do not arise in the case of activities for 

which accounts are prepared on a commercial, or payable/receivable, basis. These include the 

transactions for central government trading activities. Further details of the accruals adjustments 

are given in the notes to Tables 10.2A to 10.2C. In addition to the accruals adjustments, the national 

accounts also include the consumption of non-trading capital, which is an imputed item not appearing 

in the cash accounts of central government departments, bodies and funds.

Sectoral financing The tables showing sectoral financing are derived from the financial accounts (Chapter 8).

Further references Further information is included in Section IX United Kingdom National Accounts: Sources and 
Methods and in the notes to the United Kingdom National Accounts ‘Blue Book'. Annual figures for 

the latest eleven years, giving a detailed analysis of a number of the items, are published in the

‘Blue Book'.
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Table 10.2A 

Central government 
current account

Receipts

This table presents the current receipts and expenditure of central government according to national 

accounting conventions.

Taxes on income covers income tax, petroleum revenue tax, supplementary petroleum duty, 

corporation tax and (until 1992) IBA levy. Income tax is recorded on an accruals basis consistent 

with the way it is recorded in the accounts of the other sectors, i.e. as the tax deductions from 

income are actually made. The difference between these accruals and the actual amounts received 

by the Inland Revenue is included in the financial account as an accruals adjustment.

Taxes on expenditure consists of taxes which enter into costs of production and distribution, such 

as taxes on tobacco, value added tax, the fossil fuel levy. etc. Also treated as taxes on expenditure 

are taxes on final buyers associated with the purchase, possession or use of particular goods, for 

instance motor vehicle licence duties and stamp duties on the transfer of property. The figures for 

value added tax, car tax, gas levy, customs and excise revenue on beer, alcoholic drinks, tobacco, 

hydrocarbon oils, customs duties, EC agricultural levies, air passenger duty and insurance premium 

tax (both these from 1994 Q4) and Northern Ireland rates represent the amount of these taxes 

accruing during the period rather than the actual receipts. From 1990 second quarter National Non- 

Domestic Rates are included. These replaced local authority non- domestic rates in April 1990 and 

were then classified as a central government tax as the proceeds of collection are redistributed by 

central government to local authorities on a per capita basis. Details of the various taxes are shown 

annually in United Kingdom National Accounts.

Social security contributions are the aggregate of the estimated employers’ and employees’ 

contributions and premiums associated with the state scheme. Following the introduction of the 

system of earnings-related contributions in April 1975, they are shown in the account on an accruals 

basis. Contributions by employers under the Statutory sick pay scheme are included from April 

1983 and for the maternity fund from April 1987. Collectively these contributions are shown as 

Social security contributions. From April 1989 the Redundancy fund has been financed directly from 

the National Insurance fund.

Gross trading surplus is the balance of trading receipts over trading expenditure before deducting 

any provision for depreciation and interest charges. It excludes the income arising from the ownership 

and letting of land, buildings, and other fixed assets which appears as rent, but includes income 

from the ownership of property used for government trading activities.

Rent and royalties, etc. comprises, along with rent, licence fees and accrued royalties on North Sea 

oil and gas production. From 1990 royalties are on a cash basis.

Interest and dividends etc. comprises payments from: (a) local authorities i.e. interest on loans, the 

premium payable under the exchange cover scheme, and the income of the National Insurance 

Fund and the Issue Department of the Bank of England in respect of their investment in local 

authorities debt; (b) public corporations i.e interest on loans, dividends on public dividend capital 

and the premium payable under the exchange cover scheme and (c) the private sector i.e interest 

on loans, dividends on shareholdings and the investment income of certain extra-budgetary funds 

received from outside the public sector.
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Miscellaneous current transfers comprise receipts from driving licences, public sen/ice vehicle licence 

fees, passport fees, dog and gun licences, and fines and penalties in Magistrates and Scottish 

courts.

Imputed charge for consumption of non-trading capital. The provision of non-trading activities requires 

the use of capital assets. The amortisation of these assets is charged to current expenditure as 

capital consumption and generates an equal notional receipt.

Expenditure Final consumption relates to non-trading activities, and consists of payments for the service of 

employees, capital consumption, and purchases of goods and sen/ices other than purchases of 

fixed assets and stocks. For certain items cash payments do not accurately represent the expenditure 

being incurred, since they are subject to either random fluctuations of timing (e.g. military defence 

purchases of goods and services) or periodic payments (e.g. rates on government property) and 

are likely to be inconsistent with the transactions recorded by other sectors. The method of dealing 

with this problem is to redistribute the cash figures over the financial year generally assuming a 

smooth trend of expenditure during the year. This treatment has been adopted generally from 1992/ 

93 onwards. From the 1993 Blue Book final consumption includes payments for educational services 

to Universities, colleges, grant maintained schools and further education institutions classified to 

the personal sector.

Subsidies are payments to a producer or trader having the effect of reducing selling prices to final 

buyers. For consistency with the accounts of other sectors, certain subsidies are recorded on an 

accruals basis. It also includes receipts and payments from the banks of any excess income arising 

from their fixed rate credit scheme lending; this is recorded on an accrued basis.

Social security benefits comprise national insurance benefits (excluding payments to non-residents 

which are treated as current grants paid abroad), redundancy and maternity fund benefits and other 

non-funded social security benefits such as war pensions and allowances, family benefits and 

supplementary benefits.

Other current grants to personal sector include various employment benefits such as the Youth 

Training Scheme.

Current grants to local authorities includes from April 1990 National non-domestic rate distribution. 

Separate figures are shown in Table 10.3A.

Debt interest relates to central government debt held by other sectors. The payments include those 

made to local authorities and public corporations arising from guaranteeing interest payments on 

borrowing under the exchange cover schemes: interest paid on public corporations’ deposits: from 

September 1981 the indexed additions to principal of index-linked gilts which are offset by accruals

adjustments.

Table 10.2B This table shows non-financial capital receipts and expenditure leading to the balance, financial 

Capital account surplus or deficit.

Receipts Current surplus or deficit brought forward from the current account.

Taxes on capital. The main items are death duties (inheritance tax) and taxes on capital gains.
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OUier capital receipts comprise mainly receipts from certain public corporations on disposal of assets.

Expenditure Gross domestic fixed capita! formationwhich is distinguished from final consumption in that it creates

physical assets which will provide services in the future. It includes the capital value of assets 

acquired under finance leases.

Increase in value of stocks including those of trading bodies, mainly the net cost of purchases by the 

Intervention Board for Agricultural Produce, and emergency and strategic stocks.

Capital transfers covers payments to private sector including universities, colleges, housing *  

associations and companies, local authorities and public corporations.

Table 10.2C This table is consistent with Table 8.1B but provides a different presentation.

Financial account

and balancing item Accruals adjustments. These are the adjustments made to the central government cash figures of

receipts and expenditure for consistency with the basis on which the transactions are recorded in 

other sectors. Accruals series are converted to a cash basis by subtracting the accruals adjustment. 

The accruals adjustments are shown separately classified as financial liabilities or assets as 

appropriate.

Transactions concerning certain public sector pension schemes are mainly the net receipts of total 

pension contributions less pensions actually paid in respect of notionally funded pension schemes. 

They include notional payment in respect of employers’ contributions under the Pensions Increase 

Act for teachers and National Health Service workers. In Table 8.1 B they are shown under life 

assurance and pension funds.

Borrowing for financial leasing comprises borrowing less capital repayments for finance leasing. 

See notes to 1991 United Kingdom National Accounts for details.

Other identified financial liabilities (net), which less the balancing item was miscellaneous financial 

receipts until December 1983. Included are deposits into Courts Funds, overseas holdings of non

interest bearing notes, the capital liability of the Insolvency Service and transactions in miscellaneous 

overseas instruments.

Borrowing requirement indicates the extent to which the government borrows from other sectors of 

the economy to finance the balance of expenditure and receipts arising from its various activities. A 

sizeable part of the borrowing is used to finance central government lending to local authorities and 

public corporations. The borrowing requirement is measured by reference to the transactions by 

which central government finances its borrowing; details of how the borrowing is financed are given 

in Tables 1.2A (which is updated to show the latest data) and 10.2D which shows the sector detail 

consistent with the financial accounts Table 8.1 B.

Net lending to private sector includes loans secured on dwellings.

Net lending to public corporations excludes transactions in connection with writing off debt. Public 

dividend capital which is a form of long-term finance for public corporations, earning dividends 

rather than interest, and other special advances to public corporations are shown separately.
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Public dividend capital etc. reflects redemption of public dividend capital by the National Enterprise 

Board and purchase from the National Enterprise Board of shares in Rolls Royce and British Leyland for 

the same amount (£234 million relating to Rolls Royce in the third quarter of 1980 and £1,228 million

relating to British Leyland in first quarter 1981).

Net lending overseas includes inter-government loans to overseas governments and drawings from UK *

subscriptions to international lending bodies.

Company securities includes receipts from sales of assets. The government’s main privatisation sales 

are included here.

Table 10.2D
Financing of the See the notes to Table 1.2A

central government

borrowing requirement

Table 10.2E

Treasury bills

The table gives a sector analysis by holder at the end of period (consistent with Chapter 9) together 

with an analysis of transactions by sector of holder (consistent with Chapter 8).

Sterling market Treasury bills are the total of sterling Treasury bills outstanding other than those held by

the National Debt Commissioners (apart from those held on behalf of the National Savings Bank

Investment Fund up to the end of 1980), the Exchange Equalisation Account, other government 

departments and the Bank of England. They comprise bills issued at the weekly tenders (Table 1.2B), 

other than those issued to the banking department of the Bank of England for its own account, plus any

bills • including bills originally issued outside the tender (tap bills) • sold to the market by government

departments or the Bank of England less any bills purchased from the market by such bodies. Further

details are given under line 7 in Part D of this Handbook.

Table 10.2F This table shows details of net official sales of and sectoral transactions in British government

Government and securities, consistent with the financial accounts (Chapter 8)

government- 

guaranteed 

marketable securities

Net official sales of British government and government -guaranteed marketable securities comprise 

total cash issues less redemptions (Tables 1.2C and 1.2D), less net purchases by the National Debt 

Commissioners, other government departments and the Bank of England, including the Banking 

Department. Further details are given in Part D of this Handbook, line 8, and the notes to Table 1.2C.

Table 10.2G Tax instruments currently comprise certificates of tax deposit. Further details are given in the notes

Tax instruments to Table 1.2G, in which total issues and redemptions are shown. This analysis of tax instruments by 

sector shows estimated holdings consistent with the balance sheet data (Chapter 9) and net transactions 

in certificates as identified in the financial accounts (Chapter 8). The central government’s transactions

are the net payments to the National Loans Fund (with sign reversed) - the differences between these

figures and net issues as recorded by the Inland Revenue are due to items in transit. From second 

quarter 1978 figures are included for public corporations and are based on transactions identified from 

returns from certain nationalised industries supplemented by data from Inland Revenue. Figures for 

banks are derived from the banking statistics, those for other financial institutions are mainly from building 

societies’ accounts, and those for industrial and commercial companies are the residual item. Personal 

sector transactions are net issues of personal certificates as shown in the Inland Revenue accounts in

the upper half of the table, adjusted for items in transit.

The holdings figures are derived from those for financial transactions.
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r Local authorities
The tables in this section comprise the current, capital and financial accounts of the local authorities 

sector, together with details of the sector analysis of local authority borrowing.

Soii/ces and methods The main source of information for these accounts are quarterly returns from local authorities, but in

some cases figures from other sectors are used. Further details are given in Section C of this 

Handbook.

Further references For fuller details of the items in Tables 10.3A to 10.3C see United Kingdom National Accounts: 

Sources and Methods, Section X and notes and definitions in United Kingdom National Accounts 

‘Blue Book’.

Table 10.3A Current grants from central government: National non-domestic rates distribution. National non-

Current account domestic rates, classified as a central government tax which is subsequently distributed to local

authorities as a central government grant, replaced local non-domestic rates in Great Britain in April 

1990. Local authorities collect most of the national rate on behalf of central government and the 

figures for quarterly distribution take account of the expected collection level.

Other comprises mainly the aggregate exchequer grant but also grants for specific purposes and 

repayments of VAT.

Council Tax, Community Charge and Rates are measured as accruals rather than payments and 

are net of rebates. Community charge replaced domestic rates in Scotland in April 1989 and in 

England and Wales in April 1990. This was replaced by the Council Tax in April 1993. From April 

1990 local authority non-domestic rates in Great Britain were replaced by national non-domestic 

rates (see current grants from central government, above).

Gross trading surplus is the balance of trading income over operating expenditure before allowing 

for depreciation and interest charges. Housing is excluded from this heading and included under 

rent. Rent is defined in the same way as gross trading surplus and is therefore not equivalent to the 

rent charged to tenants.

Dividends and interest includes interest receipts on loans for house purchase, on invested balances 

and in respect of assets transferred to Regional Water Authorities where the local authority retained 

the debt. This heading also includes payments by central government under the exchange cover 

schemes.

Imputed charge for consumption of non-trading capitat. the provision of non-trading activities requires 

the use of capital assets. The amortisation of these assets is regarded as final (current) consumption 

with an equivalent notional receipt.

Final consumption comprises current expenditure on non-trading fund services, VAT and the imputed 

value of capital consumption, net of sales and other recoupments. Certain elements of expenditure 

representing transfers to other sectors are excluded from this heading and treated as subsidies and
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Current grants to personal sector comprises mainly educational grants and rent rebates and 

allowances including since 1983, payments under the housing benefit scheme.

Subsidies comprises local authority support to housing and trading services plus current transfers 

to passenger transport organisations (some of which are classified as public corporations) and to 

British Rail.

Debt interest payments includes payments to new town development corporations for assets 

transferred to local authorities where the corporations have retained the debt.

Table 10.3B 

Capital account

Gross domestic fixed capital formation is the capital expenditure of housing, trading and non-trading 

accounts, net of sales of assets (such as sales of council housing) and includes VAT. Transfers and 

net lending, to other sectors, are shown separately in the capital and financial accounts respectively. 

Capital expenditure charged direct to revenue accounts in local authorities’ own accounts is included 

here rather than under final consumption.

Table 10.3C 

Financial account 

and balancing item

In this table the financial account is presented broadly in terms of transactions in liabilities separately *  

from transactions in assets. The table is consistent with Table 8.1 C, but shows a different presentation. ^

Financial surplus or deficit \$ brought down from the capital account.

Accruals adjustment measures the difference for the items identified between the accruals figures 

included in the current and capital accounts and the cash flow affecting financial transactions. The 

series for national non-domestic rates is the difference between the amount paid to the central 

government pool and the actual collection by Local Authorities.

Borrowing requirement, see notes on Table 1.3A. Short-term assefs consist mainly of changes in 

bank deposits. These and transactions in other public sector debt are considered as financing items 

within the borrowing requirement.

Transactions in other financial liabilities comprise (i) compensation in respect of repayment of debt 

associated with the transfer to local authorities of some new town corporations’ assets from 1978 

and (ii) trade credit extended by the industrial and commercial companies sector to local authorities 

from 1989.

Transactions in other financial assets comprise compensation in respect of repayment of debt 

associated with certain assets transferred from local authorities to Regional Water Authorities, and 

to the National Health Service in 1974.

Table 10.3D 

Financing o f the local 

authorities borrow ing

requirement

Balancing item is the residual item arising from errors and inconsistencies in the full set of local 

authority accounts.

This table shows how the local authority borrowing requirement is financed by sector. It is consistent 

with the financial accounts data in Chapter 8.

The analysis is on a different basis from that in Tables 1.3A to 1.3D which are largely derived from 

returns from the local authorities themselves. The quarterly data are based mainly on counterpart
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Other financial institutions: figures are obtained from returns by the financial institutions.

Industrial and commercial companies: the figures are based upon returns from local authorities,

Personal sector \s the residual item in the table.

Oi^erseas sector, the figures are as estimated in the balance of payments accounts,

See also the notes to Table 1.3A and Table 10.3C.

Public corporations
The tables in this sub-section comprise the accounts of the public corporations sector, together with 

a sector analysis of the public corporations borrowing requirement.

Table 10.4A This table shows how the income of public corporations is made up and how it is allocated between

Current account interest and dividends etc, taxes on income and saving. The presentation is in the same form as the

public corporations appropriation accounts in United Kingdom National Accounts, and in UK Economic 
Accounts - the quarterly supplement to UK Economic Trends.

The total gross trading surplus, with rent, is the balance on operating account; it is calculated before 

making any charge for depreciation, stock appreciation, interest or taxation.

Subsidies mainly comprise grants by central government and local authorities to cover revenue 

deficits of the nationalised transport undertakings and government assistance to the coal industry.

Central government payments to New Town Development Corporations and other corporations

concerned with housing are shown separately as rent subsidies.

Payments of interest and dividends include interest payments on foreign currency borrowing under 

the exchange cover scheme valued at market exchange rates; the difference between these amounts

and the sterling cost to public corporations is borne by central government and is included as a 

receipt of interest under rent and non-trading income.

Payments of interest and dividends to general government are shown separately and include, until 

their privatisation in December 1989 the interest payments by water authorities to local authorities

in respect of transferred assets and the charges paid by public corporations to central government 

for exchange cover guarantees. Also included are royalties and licence fees from oil and gas 

production paid by BNOC /  Britoil until November 1982, and British Gas Corporation / Enterprise Oil 

(the latter until August 1984) to central government. They are shown separately in the Blue Book.

Payments of UK taxes on income comprises corporation tax, and, until mid-1984, petroleum revenue 

tax and supplementary petroleum duty paid by BNOC, the British Gas Corporation, and Enterprise

The balance on this account, undistributed income, is calculated before providing for depreciation

and stock appreciation.
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Table 10.4B This table shows public corporations transactions on capital account, the balance being the financial 

Capital account surplus or deficit.

The table follows the form of, but is less detailed than, the corresponding presentation in the Biue 

Book.

Receipts comprise undistributed income brought forward from the appropriation account and capital 

transfers.

Capital transfers. The main transfers from central government cover investment grants, regional 

development grants, grants to rail and road undertakings, water supply and sewerage grants, grants 

for site development and factory construction, grants to development agencies and corporations 

and notional amounts of development land tax. Local authority grants are made in connection with 

local transport facilities. Transfers from the private sector are mainly contributions by consumers to 

the cost of connecting consumers’ premises to the gas and electricity supplies.

Expenditure comprises gross domestic fixed capital formation, increase in book value of stocks and 

work in progress, capital transfers to other sectors and taxes on capital.

Gross domestic fixed capital formation comprises expenditure within the United Kingdom on the 

replacement of, and additions and improvements to, fixed assets /ess the proceeds from the sale of 

fixed assets.

Increase in book value of stocks and work in progress includes stock appreciation as well as the 

value of the physical increase in stocks.

Capital transfers to other sectors consists of payments in respect of capital work undertaken on 

behalf of local authorities and grants to the private sector.

Taxes on capital was formerly included under the previous item. Taxes consist of payments of 

development land tax, and capital gains tax paid by British Gas in 1985/86 arising from the sale of 

Wytch Farm Oilfield.

Table 10.4C This table shows how the financial surplus or deficit of public corporations (carried over from the 

Financial account capital account in Table 10.4B) is financed. The entries are grouped into transactions in financial

liabilities and transactions in financial assets. This amounts to a rearrangement of the figures in 

Table 8.1 D. The presentation is in fairly broad terms; the detailed financing of the corporations 

borrowing requirement, for example, is given in Table 10.4D.

Transactions in 

financial liabilities
Accruals adjustments. The difference between accruals of income tax on wages and salaries, 

purchase tax, selective employment tax, national insurance, national insurance surcharge, etc. 

contributions and value added tax (the basis on which these items are entered in the appropriation 

account or implied from the operating account) and the corresponding cash payments.

Borrowing requirement see notes to Table 1.4A.
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Trade creditors etc. comprises changes in trade credit received by nationalised industries, and 

advances received by British Aerospace {from 1977 to 1980), British Shipbuilders, and the Royal 

Ordnance Factories (now Royal Ordnance pic) up to April 1987, in connection with future work; and 

changes in amounts held by the Crown Agents as prefunding for the supply of goods and services 

overseas. The transactions by the British National Oil Corporation in connection with the Corporation’s 

advance sales of oil in 1980 and 1981 and compensation payments relating to the transfer of fixed 

assets to Regional Water Authorities from local authorities in 1974 are also included here.

Transactions in financial

assets (net)

Accruals adjustments. The difference between accruals of local authorities rates and subsidies (the 

basis on which these items are entered in the appropriation account or implied from the operating 

account) and the corresponding cash payments or receipts.

Lending to private sector comprises mainly loans for house purchase (less repayments) by new 

Town Corporations and other housing bodies. Other lending to persons and companies by British 

Coal, British Technology Group and other corporations is also included.

Lending and investment overseas includes net lending and investment by the Commonwealth 

Development Corporation together with investment overseas by other public corporations.

Transactions in UK company securities comprises cash expenditure on acquisition of subsidiaries, 

trade investments and marketable company securities less receipts from the sale of these assets. 

The figures include the sale to central government by the National Enterprise Board of shares in 

Rolls Royce (£234 million in third quarter 1980) and British Leyland (£1,228 million in first quarter 

1981).

Trade debtors comprise changes in trade credit extended by nationalised industries and advance 

payments for goods and services, other than imports.

Other assets comprises credit extended by retailers (gas and electricity showrooms), advance and 

progress payments on imports and, in 1980 and 1981, transactions in connection with advance 

payments on BNOC oil, and compensation payments arising from the transfer of fixed assets to 

local authorities from New Town Corporations (see notes to Table 10.3C).

Balancing item This is the difference between the financial surplus or deficit and total financial transactions. It 

represents the net effect of all the errors and inconsistencies in the items recorded in the appropriation, 

capital and financial accounts.

Write offs

Table 10.4D 

Financing o f the 

public corporations 

borrowing requirement

Transactions arising from writing off debt of public corporations are not included in Tables 10.4B 

and 10.4C since they do not represent actual flows of funds; they would be reflected in a balance 

sheet table (Table 9.1 D). These adjustments are recorded as a memorandum item to the public 

corporations financial account in the Blue Book.

This table shows how the public corporations borrowing requirement is financed by sector. It is 

consistent with the data in the financial accounts (Chapter 8).

This sector analysis is on a different basis from that in Table 1.4A which is derived from information 

provided by the Bank of England, government departments and the Post Office. Borrowing
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requirement comprises direct borrowing from central government plus total borrowing from other 

sources less transactions in short term assets (such as bank deposits) and in other public sector 

debt.

Other borrowiF)g comprises all borrowing other than direct borrowing from central government. The 

major components are shown separately in the second half of the table.

* ‘ Total borrowing com^hses direct borrowing from central government plus other borrowing.

Transactions in short-term assets comprise deposits with the banks’ sector and other short-term 

assets.

Transactions in other public sector debt comprises identified transactions by the corporations in 

Treasury bills, British government securities, certificates of tax deposit and local authority debt, 

together with net deposits with central government funds. Net purchases by the corporations have 

a positive and net sales a negative sign.

Contribution to public sector borrowingcombiises borrowing other than direct from central government 

/esstransactions in short-term assets and in other public sector debt. It is equivalent to the borrowing 

requirement less direct borrowing from central government.

Other public sector comprises transactions under the exchange cover scheme (see notes to Table 

1.2A) and other borrowing from central government (mainly the National Investments and Loans 

Office) and borrowing from local authorities.

Banks and building societies includes advances, commercial bills, market loans, and transactions in 

public corporations sterling securities obtained from the returns made by the sector.

Non-bank private sector comprises borrowing from other financial institutions, industrial and 

commercial companies (nil in recent years) and the personal sector. Longer-term borrowing from 

employees pension funds and temporary borrowing from pension funds is included in borrowing 

from other financial institutions.

Overseas sector includes some direct overseas official financing in foreign currencies under the 

exchange cover scheme (i.e. other than via banks) and other net issues abroad, borrowing abroad 

from banks etc. not under the exchange cover scheme and import credit received on purchases of 

aircraft from overseas.

See also the notes to Table 1,4A.

Financial companies and institutions
In this section the accounts of financial companies and institutions are presented.

Financial companies and institutions are those companies and other corporate bodies which obtain 
and redistribute funds as their main activity. They can be divided into:

banks and building societies (see also Chapter 4)

(b) other financial institutions (OFIs, see Chapter 5)

ej



Table 10.5A

Current account o f

financial companies 

and institu tions

Sector accounts

In the financial accounts the financial transactions of life assurance companies and pension funds 

are included with those of this sector. However, the current account of life assurance and pension

funds is included in the current account of the personal sector.

Financial accounts for the four sub-sectors of this sector are shown in Chapter 8, Tables 8.1 E to 

8.1H.

This table presents the current account or appropriation account for financial companies and 

institutions. It shows how the income of these companies is made up and how it is allocated between 

payments of dividends, interest and taxes etc. The scope of the headings with brief details of the 

sources and methods are given below.

Gross trading profits represents the net earnings from production and trade in the United Kingdom

and from exports. Gross trading profits are therefore equivalent to receipts from sales less wages,

salaries and purchases of goods from other enterprises. They are calculated before providing for 

depreciation and stock appreciation. The latter is thought to be negligible for financial companies.

Financial companies earn most of their revenue by lending funds at higher rates of interest than at

which they borrow. In the national accounts receipts of interest are treated as non-trading income,

rather than sales, and are not included in the calculation of gross trading profits. Financial companies 

“sales” mainly reflect their earnings from commissions and fees. These are small compared to their

wages and salaries. Therefore financial companies and institutions’ gross trading profits are negative.

The estimates of gross trading profits are compiled from a variety of different sources and methods

for the main institutional groups making up the sector (see Section C). For the banks’ and building

societies’ sectors they are based on information collected by the Bank of England and the Building 

Societies Commission. For other financial companies and institutions, the figures are based on

direct surveys, published accounts, information supplied by relevant trade associations or regulatory 

bodies. Where necessary these data are adjusted to bring data onto a national accounts basis. The 

Central Statistical Office also makes estimates for various institutional groups where no data

collections exist but some gaps still remain. The resulting estimate of financial companies and 

institutions’ gross trading profits is thought to be subject to a wide margin of error and contains 

adjustments to help achieve coherence between the three measures of GDP.

Rent and non-trading income refers solely to income arising in the United Kingdom. It consists 

mainly of interest received on lending funds to other sectors and dividends received on investments 

in UK company securities.

Interest receipts of the banks are composed mainly of interest on bank lending which are imputed 

by applying appropriate interest rates to the sector analysis of bank advances provided by the Bank 

of England. Other income is derived from dividend receipts on shareholdings, rent, etc.

Interest receipts of building societies are composed mainly of interest payments on mortgages for

house purchase. The figures are supplied directly by the building societies.

Income receipts of other financial companies and institutions comprise mainly receipts of investment 

income and receipts by these institutions on their lending to other sectors. The latter is calculated 

mainly by applying appropriate interest rates to advances or amount of debt outstanding.
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Income from abroadcom'prises income from direct, portfolio and other investment abroad, including 

net earnings on dealings in euro-currency.

Data for direct investment income are based on the results of the Central Statistical Office’s Overseas 

Transactions inquiries. Portfolio investment income is derived from balance of payments information. 

Estimates of other investment income are based mainly on returns to the Bank of England.

Dividends and interest payments. Dividend payments are derived from quarterly information provided 

by the Inland Revenue. As with Industrial and Commercial companies (see no/es to Table 10.6A), 

dividend payments are net of advance corporation tax, payments of which are included in UK taxes 

on income. Inland Revenue provides figures of interest payments subject to deduction of tax.

Other interest payments by banks are payments on deposits. These are obtained by applying 

appropriate interest rates to the sectoral analysis of deposits that the Bank of England supplies.

Table 10.5B 

Financial account of 

financial companies 

and institu tions

Building societies supply quarterly data on interest paid out, but some further calculation is necessary.

Total interest (net of tax) is derived by adding interest paid out, interest accrued and credited to 

accounts, and other accrued interest not credited to accounts. Tax payments by the societies, 

calculated at the composite rate, are then added to give total gross accrued interest.

Profits due abroad net of UK tax is composed entirely of payments on direct investment: the source *

of the estimates is the Overseas Transactions inquiry conducted by the Central Statistical Office. *

UK taxes on income. The annual figures are provided by Inland Revenue and consist of payments 

of corporation tax on taxable income, including advance corporation tax (ACT). For the quarterly 

figures, payments of corporation tax are assumed to be made in the first calendar quarter. ACT 

payments are assumed to be made when they are due and calculated by applying the appropriate 

tax rate to the relevant dividend payments.

Undistributed income is the balancing item in the table, and is equivalent to saving before providing 

for depreciation, stock appreciation, unremitted profits due from or to related concerns overseas, 

and additions to reserves. This figure is subject to a wide margin of error.

This table gives a consolidated financial account for the whole sector, based on Tables 8.1 E to 

8.1 H. The columns correspond to lines in the financial matrix (see Section D for further details).

Table 10.5C 
Sources and uses of 

funds o f banks and 

building societies

This table presents a combined financial account of banks and building societies in sources and 

uses format. It does however exclude the acquisition of fixed assets, which is included in other 
“sources and uses” tables.

Table 10.5D 
Sources and uses of 

funds of other 

financial institutions

This table is intended to show transactions in OFls’ financial liabilities (sources of funds) separately 

from transactions in their financial assets (uses of funds). In principle, receipts from all sources 

including other OFls are included, as are payments for all uses including payments to other OFls. 

Property unit trusts’ receipts from sales of units for example are recorded as a source. The units are 

sold mainly to pension funds and these transactions are recorded again under other financial assets
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(UK) as a use of funds by pension funds. The table is not a completely unconsolidated sources and 

uses of funds account, however, since not all transactions within the sector are identified.

The table falls short of the full sources and uses presentation by not including saving, expenditure 

on physical assets (except land, property and ground rents, see below) and other capital account 

items. These are not estimated for OFIs separately on a quarterly basis. There are, therefore, no 

quarterly estimates of the financial surplus or deficit or of the balancing item as defined in the 

financial accounts. The residual in the table is only the difference between the total sources and 

total uses shown.

This table includes expenditure on land, property and ground rents and other fixed assets in the UK, 

which are treated in the national accounts as part of capital expenditure. The other items are the 

financial transactions with inter-sector transactions entered on both sides of the account. The 

difference between total uses of funds (excluding land, property and ground rents and other fixed 

assets in the UK) and total sources of funds therefore equals total financial transactions of OFIs as 

a whole.

Scope of headings Bank borrowing includes advances and loans, bills discounted and from the third quarter of 1975, 

market loans.

Il
Unit trust units comprises the net sales of units as shown in Table 5.3D adjusted to exclude 

management charges and excluding unitization of investment trusts.

The heading property unit trust units and LAMITcomprises the sum of net sales of units as presented 

in Table 5.2E, and the net acquisition of Local Authorities Mutual Investment Trust units by local 

authorities pension funds as shown in Table 5.1 B. Sales of property unit trust units to charities are 

included in the financial accounts table under miscellaneous domestic instruments.

Net inflow into life assurance and pension funds is the balance which the funds have available for 

investment as a result of their current revenue and expenditure operations, which are included in 

the personal sector accounts. The balance is treated as paid by persons to OFIs in the financial 

account and its subsequent investment is accounted for in the OFI sector accounts. The annual 

figures are taken from the estimated revenue account of the funds; the quarterly figures are 

interpolations based on the funds’ total investment as recorded in their direct financial returns (as 

shown in Table 5.1A for insurance company long-term funds and in Table 5.1B for pension funds) 

with projections for quarters during the current year. Any differences between the annual revenue 

account balance or the quarterly interpolations or projections and the reported investment totals 

contribute to the OFI sector balancing item.

Other liabilities includes other lending by financial institutions as included in Chapter 8  and certain 

other miscellaneous liabilities. Short-term borrowing in the United Kingdom, and short-term borrowing 

and inter-company investment overseas, are included under the sub-headings UK and overseas

respectively.

The accruals adjustment covers tax reserves, the difference between the accruals and cash figures 

of interest on bank advances and bank deposits, and changes in balances in respect of income tax 

on wages and salaries and national insurance contributions payable by OFIs.
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Other liquid assets cover Treasury bills, tax instruments, local authority temporary debt, and up to 

the end of 1981, sight deposits by the Trustee savings banks with the Central Trustee Savings 

Bank.

British government securities includes transactions in Northern Ireland central government debt.

Local authority longer-term debt includes loans by local authority pension funds to their parent 

authority.

UK company securities and overseas securities. The transactions figures relate to estimates from 

the returns and are shown here after deduction of the costs of transactions.

Other forms of lending: loans secured on dwellings is the same item that appears in the financial 

accounts (Section D, line 27) and includes loans by insurance companies, pension funds and 

miscellaneous financial institutions.

Other forms of lending: other includes loans by pension funds (other than those of local authorities) 

to the parent organisation, loans by finance houses and other loans and mortgages.

Other financial assets comprises the purchase of unit trust units by insurance companies and 

investment trusts, net sales of property unit trust units to pension funds, deposits with the Crown 

Agents, up to the end of 1979 when the Crown Agents became a public corporation, and, up to the 

end of 1981, time deposits by Trustee savings banks with the Central Trustee Savings Bank (all of 

which are inter-OFI sector transactions) short-term assets and other investment in the United Kingdom 

and, other investment and short-term assets overseas. Investments in antiques and works of art are 

included under this heading although they are not strictly financial assets.

The columns Deposits - NSB investment account AGQD, Deposits ■ Trustee savings banks AGQC, 

Other deposits AGQE and Official loans AAMP no longer appear in this table. However, the series 

are obtainable from the Databank.

Sources and methods

Industrial and commercial companies
This section presents an appropriation account and a sources and uses account for industrial and 

commercial companies (ICCs), together with an alternative presentation of the sector financial account 

highlighting the net borrowing requirement.

In these tables only transactions crossing sector boundaries are recorded. For ICCs, annual gross 

trading profits are estimated from assessments to corporation tax. Quarterly figures, and figures for 

the most recent years, are based on a direct survey of companies, which from the second quarter of 

1991 is statutory and run by the CSO. Gross domestic fixed capital formation and changes in stocks 

are estimated by direct surveys. Tax payments are derived from Inland Revenue data, and interest 

flows are estimated by calculating the companies’ share of total receipts or payments for each type 

of interest using balance sheet data, or by applying average interest rates to levels of borrowing and 

lending period by period. The main difference in the equivalent data for financial companies and 

institutions is that their gross trading profits are estimated for each group of institutions mainly using 

information provided by relevant trade associations, regulatory bodies or by direct surveys.
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The sources for the financial account of ICCs, on the other hand, are completely different to those 

for the financial account of financial companies and institutions, which is compiled almost entirely 

from direct returns provided by the companies and institutions. Certain short-term items for ICCs 

are obtained from the Survey of Financial Assets and Liabilities, formerly the company liquidity 

sun/ey addressed to large companies. The CSO inquiries for Acquisition and Mergers and Direct 

Investment provide information on transactions in UK company securities, unremitted profits, overseas 

direct investment in securities and other overseas investment. There are also direct returns for 

instalment credit granted by retailers and for certain overseas transactions (mainly direct investment). 

The remaining data for the financial account of ICCs are estimated by a variety of indirect methods, 

mainly using counterpart information.

Further references The seasonally adjusted quarterly current, capital and financial accounts of ICCs are published with

commentary by first release about 11-12 weeks after the end of the quarter.

Each issue of Economic Trends contains the seasonally adjusted current, capital and, in summary 

form, financial accounts of ICCs. Quarterly articles on the national accounts appear in a separate 

supplement to Economic Trends entitled UK Economic Accounts which is published every January, 

April, July and October. These supplements contain the unadjusted and seasonally adjusted current 

accounts for ICCs, financial companies and institutions and the consolidated companies and financial 

institutions sector, with commentary.

Annual series of the appropriation, capital and financial accounts for each sector appear annually in 

United Kingdom National Accounts - the 'Blue Book'

Table 10.6A 

Current account of 

industria l and

Economic Trends for November 1974 contained an article entitled “Estimating companies’ rate of 

return on capital employed” , which described a number of different measures of rates of return. 

These estimates based on national accounts data have been updated annually: the latest estimates 

(for 1992) were published in CSO Bulletin 64/93 in September 1993. The Bank of England publishes 

estimated rates of return for various broad industry groups, based on a proprietary analysis of 

companies’ accounts. The latest article in the annual series ‘Company profitability and finance’ 

appeared in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, August 1995. The differences between rates of 

return calculated from published accounts and from national accounts are discussed in an article in 

Economic Trends, August 1984.

This table presents the appropriation account of industrial and commercial companies (ICCs). The 

scope of headings and methodology are described below.

commercial companies Gross trading profits relate to profits arising in the United Kingdom before providing for depreciation

and stock appreciation and before deduction of tax and interest payments. The estimates seek to 

measure the actual profits accrued during the period. Estimates are based upon tax data and, 

supplemented by quarterly returns from a sample of company groups for the most recent years.

Gross trading profits are the largest component of the current account but the estimates have been 

among the weakest, especially for the most recent periods. The firmest estimates come from the 

Inland Revenue’s assessment to corporation tax. However, adjustments are necessary to convert 

these data to the national accounts definition, particularly as regards the treatment of short-term 

and bank interest. Delays in agreeing final assessments with taxpayers also means that estimates
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are subject to revision, and must be projected forward two or three years by the use of a sample 

survey of company groups. These quarterly data have also been subject to deficiencies, the survey 

was extended and made statutory with effect from the second quarter of 1991.

Gross trading profits of continental shelf companies(i.e. oil and gas exploration and production) are 

estimated by the Department of Trade and Industry on the basis of quarterly returns submitted by 

relevant companies.

Stock appreciation is the part of the change in the value of stocks and work in progress that arises 

from increases in prices at which they are valued.

Rent and non-trading income refers solely to income arising in the United Kingdom. It consists 

mainly of interest received on bank deposits held by companies, and rent received by property 

companies from letting land and buildings.

Non-trading income is estimated either by using balance sheets to calculate companies’ share of 

total interest payments for individual instruments or by multiplying the average levels of their interest- 

bearing deposits (derived from figures supplied by banks on returns made to the Bank of England) 

by appropriate bank deposit rates.

Income from abroad is presented after deduction of depreciation and net of taxes paid abroad. 

ICCs' income from abroad consists of income on direct investment and on other investment including 

oil and export credit. Income on direct investment includes the earnings (whether remitted to the 

United Kingdom or not) of non-resident branches, the dividends and parent companies’ share of 

undistributed income of non-resident subsidiaries and associate companies, and interest on loans 

by UK parent companies to these non-resident affiliates.

Sample information on direct investment income is collected by the Central Statistical Office in the 

Overseas Transactions Inquiry. The estimates are derived after imputing figures for concerns not 

approached in the sample.

Company sector portfolio income from abroad is derived from balance of payments information.

Income: unremitted profits consist of UK parent companies’ share of the undistributed income of 

non-resident subsidiaries and associate companies included in income from abroad. The retained 

earnings of non-resident branches and, prior to 1984, of non-resident subsidiaries of UK oil companies 

are not included because data are not available.

Dividends on ordinary and preference shares relate to dividends paid after deduction of advance 
corporation fax (ACT); payments of ACT are included in payments of UK taxes on income. Dividends 

paid by UK subsidiaries to their overseas parent companies are excluded, since these are included 
in profits due abroad.

Inland Revenue provide figures of dividend payments for ICCs, net of inter-company payments, 

based on tax data. An amount is added for payments by ICCs to financial companies and institutions.

Other interest and current transfer payments consist largely of interest payments on bank advances, 

bonds and debentures, including interest paid on import credit. Also included are royalties and
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Table 10.6B 

Sources and uses of 

capital funds of 

industrial and

commercial companies

Sector accounts

licence fees paid by continental shelf companies which are treated as a form of property income 

paid to central government. Other items included are companies’ current transfers to chanties and 

central government and co-operative society dividends and interest.

The Department of Trade and Industry provide figures for royalties ar)d licence fees on oil and gas 

production. Estimates of interest payments are obtained in the same way as interest receipts, although 

Inland Revenue provide estimates of interest payments subject to the deduction of tax at source.

Profits due abroad consist of direct investment income due abroad and oil income due abroad.

The estimates of direct investment income due abroad include the whole of the profits of UK branches, 

subsidiaries and associate companies, whether distributed or not, accruing to non-resident parent 

companies. Profits are net of depreciation and UK tax. The estimates are obtained in the same way 

as those for direct investment income from abroad.

Unremitted profits of subsidiaries cons\s\ of non-resident parent companies’ share of the undistributed 

income of UK subsidiary and associate companies included in profits due abroad. Undistributed 

earnings of UK branches of non-resident companies are not included because data are not available.

Payments of UK taxes on income. These consist mainly of payments of corporation tax (including 

advance corporation tax) and Petroleum Revenue Tax.

Inland Revenue provide quarterly data on taxes paid by all companies and institutions. The series 

for ICC tax payments is the residual of all companies and institutions' payments after deducting 

financial companies and institutions’ taxes on income.

Undistributed income is the difference between total current account income and payments of 

dividends, interest and other current transfers, profits due abroad and UK taxes on income. It is also 

described as ‘saving before providing for depreciation, stock appreciation, and additions to tax and 

dividend reserves’.

The estimates for undistributed income are subject to a wide margin of error.

This table shows an alternative presentation of the capital and financial accounts (Table 8.11). It 
shows ICCs’ sources of finance (such as undistributed income, bank borrowing and share issues) 

and how funds have been employed in the purchase of fixed assets, stocks and financial assets. It 

highlights ICCs’ methods of borrowing and the disposition of the money raised.

Sources of funds Undistributed income is the balance carried forward from the current account, measured before

providing for depreciation, stock appreciation, unremitted profits due from or to related concerns 

overseas, and additions to reserves (Table 10.6A).

Net unremitted profits comprises profits of UK subsidiaries of overseas parent companies which are 

due overseas but are retained in the UK less profits of overseas subsidiaries of UK parent companies 

which are due for payment in the UK but are retained overseas. More detailed definitions of these 

components are given in the notes to Table 10.6A (i.e. column 11 of Table 10.6A minus column 7 of 

that table).
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Accruals adjustment comprises the increase in tax balances (i.e. tax due from or collected by 

companies and not yet paid to the collecting government departments, mainly income tax, value 

added tax and national insurance contributions p/usthe difference between accruals of local authority 

rates, North Sea oil royalties, central government expenditure on goods and services and interest 

on bank deposits and advances (the basis on which these items are entered in the national accounts) 

and the corresponding cash payments. See also notes in Section D, line 36.

Capital transfers (receipts) comprises investment grants, regional development grants and other 

capital transfer receipts. Figures are obtained mainly from government accounts.

Import and other credit received consists of domestic trade credit received from central government 

and public corporations, estimated from quarterly returns made by nationalised industries, and import 

credit (up to end-1982, when data collection ceased) and advance payments on exports, derived 

from balance of payments information. Other trade credit received by ICCs, e.g. from unincorporated 

businesses, is not recorded. Estimates of Trade credit extended to local authorities from 1989 is 

included. Credit received by way of advance payments of fuel bills, in anticipation of the introduction 

of VAT on fuel, is included in the first quarter of 1994. Reduction in the credit outstanding is included 

in subsequent quarters.

UK bank borrowing by ICCs covers borrowing from banks by way of advances and loans (after the 

adjustment for items in transit -see the notes for Tables 4.2A and 4.2B), commercial bills and 

market loans (repayable at short notice). The estimates are derived from banking statistics.

Other loans and mortgages comprises instalment credit received, loans from the public sector 

(including refinanced shipbuilding credits), loans by financial institutions (including loans by pension 

funds to their parent organisation), shares of retail co-operative societies, net sterling and foreign 

currency commercial paper liabilities and cash expenditure by the central government on acquiring 
certain ICCs.

The estimates of instalment credit debt are derived from returns made to the Central Statistical

Office by retailers. The source of the public sector loans figures is the public sector accounts. Loans

by financial institutions are derived from returns made to the Bank of England and Central Statistical

Office. The figures of cash expenditure by central government are obtained from government 
accounts.

Market capital issues comprise new money raised by issues for cash only of ordinary shares, 

preference shares and loan capital. This excludes transactions involving the exchange of company 

securities because no cash expenditure is incurred, and therefore no transaction needs to be recorded 

in the financial accounts. The figures cover public issues, offers for sale, issues by tender, placings 

and issues to shareholders and employees less redemptions.

The figures comprise issues by listed public companies and estimates of unlisted issues compiled 
by the Bank of England (see notes to Tables 6.2A and 6.2B).

Other capital issues-, comprises issues connected with management buy-outs and employee share 
schemes, and overseas direct investment in securities.

f /
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The figures include issues by Rolls Royce and British Leyland since third quarter 1980, which were 

taken up by central government and redemption of BT preference shares issued to Central 

Government at privatisation.

The estimates of overseas direct investment in secur/f/es cover net purchases of the share and loan 

capital of UK subsidiaries and associates by overseas parent companies, as included in the balance 

of payments estimates under the heading overseas investments UK private sector- direct investment 
The source of the estimates is the Central Statistical Office’s direct investment inquiry. The figures 

are adjusted to exclude acquisitions of independent companies by overseas parents.

Other overseas investment consists of that part of overseas investment in UK private sector in the 

balance of payments accounts which relates to ICCs. Included are changes in branch indebtedness 

to head office and in inter-company accounts and borrowing abroad from banks etc. by UK companies. 

Excluded are inter-company investment taking the form of acquisition of UK company securities, 

which is shown as overseas direct investment in securities, and profits retained by UK subsidiaries 

and associates of foreign parent companies (included in net unremitted profits). The treatment of 

unremitted profits differs from that used in Table 8.11 , where unremitted profits are included in 

overseas direct and other investment in UK.

The source of the estimates of direct investment is the direct investment inquiries by the Central 

Statistical Office.

Uses of funds Capital transfers (payments) comprises taxes on capital and capital transfers to public corporations.

Gross domestic fixed capital formation and increase in book value of stocks, the quarterly sample 

inquiries conducted by the Central Statistical Office, and addressed to establishments in 

manufacturing industry and wholesale and retail distribution, form the basis of the quarterly estimates. 

The annual Census of Production provides benchmark information for the manufacturing industries 

(divisions 15 to 37 of the 1992 Standard Industrial Classification), and there are supplementary 

annual inquiries to certain other industries.

Separate figures for ICCs are obtained by aggregating the relevant components within each industry. 

In some instances the industries are seif-classifying: use is made of the occasional very detailed 

benchmark inquiries to apportion estimates for other industries by sector.

Investment in UK company securities consists of:

cash expenditure on acquiring independent companies within the United Kingdom. This 

series is based on reports of transactions published in the press and is derived from the 

Central Statistical Office’s series on acquisitions and mergers within the UK (see notes 

to Table 6.1C).

cash expenditure on portfolio investments in the United Kingdom. Figures for 1987 

onwards are based on the Central Statistical Office’s survey of company liquidity and 

Financial Assets and Liabilities Surveys (see Table 6.1 A), plus press reports.

Acquisitions financed by the issue of share and loan capital are excluded: these are not cash 

transactions and therefore do not feature in the financial accounts. Estimates of acquisitions financed 

in this way are included in Table 6.1 C.

(b)
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Direct investment in overseas securities consists of the acquisition by UK companies of share and 

loan capital in overseas subsidiaries and associates. The estimates are derived from the direct 

investment inquiry conducted by the Central Statistical Office. Also included are estimates of portfolio 

investment by ICCs in overseas securities based on information from the Financial Assets and 

Liabilities Survey.

Other investment overseas consists of part of UK private investment overseas by ICCs in the balance 

of payments accounts. It includes changes in branch indebtedness to head office and in inter

company accounts, and miscellaneous investment overseas. However, investment taking the form 

of acquisition of overseas company securities, which is shown as direct investment in overseas 

securities, and profits retained by overseas subsidiaries and associates of UK companies are 

excluded. These unremitted profits are included in undistributed income but are offset by being 

brought in again as a negative component in net unremitted profits. They are therefore counted 

neither as a source of funds nor as a use of funds; this treatment differs from that used in Table 8.11, 

where the retained profits are included as income (saving) of ICCs and as direct and other investment 

abroad. Thus the retained profits are recorded in those tables as if they had been remitted and re

lent to the subsidiary by the parent company, whereas in this table they are effectively ignored.

The source of the estimates for direct investment is the annual inquiry by the Central Statistical 

Office.

Export and other credit given comprises instalment credit extended by retailing companies, domestic 

trade credit extended to public corporations, export credit (up to end-1982, when data collection 

ceased) and advance payments on imports (lower coverage from end-1982).

Instalment credit extended by retailers is estimated from returns made by retailers to the Central 

Statistical Office. Credit extended to public corporations is estimated from returns made by nationalised 

industries. Advance payments on imports are derived from balance of payments information as was 

export credit until data collection ceased at end-1982.

Bank deposits are gross deposits (adjusted in respect of items in transit - see notes to Tables 4.2A 

and 4.2B for details). The estimates are obtained from banks’ sector statistics. ICCs transactions in 

certificates of deposit are included; these are estimated from the Financial Assets and Liabilities 

Survey but also include a proportion of the unidentified transactions. A description of the estimates 

for holdings of notes and coin is given in Section D, instrument line 6.

British government securities-, transactions in British government securities are derived from the 

holdings figures of large ICCs. The source is the Central Statistical Office, now Financial Assets and 

Liabilities Survey (see Table 6.1A).

Other liquid assets comprise British Government Securities Treasury bills, tax instruments, local 

authority temporary debt, deposits with building societies (including from second quarter 1983 

certificates of deposits and from fourth quarter 1983 ‘wholesale’ time deposits) and (prior to 1982) 
deposits with other financial institutions.

Transactions in British government securities are derived from the holdings figures of large ICCs. 

The source is the Central Statistical Office, now Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey.



Sector accounts

For periods up to end 1986 ICCs’ transactions in Treasury bills are obtained as differences between 

consecutive figures of end-period holdings which are estimated by residual; identified holdings by 

the banks, building society, overseas and other financial institutions sectors are deducted from total 

market holdings, persons’ holdings being assumed to be negligible. Figures from 1987 to 1990 

assumed to be zero based on the holdings identified in the Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey. 

Figures from 1991 onwards are from the Financial Assets and Liabilities Survey.

Transactions in local authority debt are taken from the local authorities’ analysis of their debt (see 

Tables 1.3B and 1.3C). Changes in deposits with building societies are obtained from the sector 

analysis by the societies of their deposits (see Table 5.2D).

Other financial assets comprise.

Other UK assets-. Northern Ireland central government debt (source: public sector 

accounts), repayment of loans by ICCs to the British Steel Corporation (source: public 

corporation accounts), and other identified lending to the public sector, and other financial 

institutions.

Overseas: miscellaneous overseas instruments, namely other commercial short-term 

assets (net) from the balance of payments accounts, and the timing and coverage 

adjustments between the overseas sector figures in the financial accounts and the balance 

of payments accounts, other than those allocated to other sectors.

Balancing item is the balance on the accounts of the ICCs sector and reflects statistical errors and 

omissions in the identified items throughout the appropriation, capital and financial accounts.

Two items which are not recorded in the financial accounts are changes in trade credit extended by 

ICCs to other domestic sectors and company loans to the personal sector [e.g. loans to employees 

and unincorporated business), but possibly more important is the misallocation between sectors of 

certain recorded items. For example, company sector transactions in land and existing buildings are 

compiled from a range of industrial estimates, some are thought to be unreliably estimated.

Table 10.6C This table rearranges the sources and uses of capital funds In Table 10.6B to show the items

Net borrowing 

requirement of 

industrial and 

commercial companies

leading to the net borrowing requirement and how it is financed. The net borrowing requirement 

measures ICCs’ need for external finance, net of liquid and certain other financial assets: it reflects 

the amount by which the companies’ expenditure on fixed assets, stocks, capital transfers (net), 

trade investments, acquisition of subsidiaries in the United Kingdom, investment abroad and net 

trade credit exceeds the increase in their internal funds. The concepts underlying the net borrowing 

requirement are discussed in the article Financial balances of industrial companies in Economic 

Trends, December 1978.

The seasonally adjusted series incorporate the seasonal factors, calculated by the Central Statistical 

Office, for the items from the current and capital accounts and for various financial transactions 

series.

Most of the unadjusted series in this table are taken direct from Table 10.6B. The re-arrangements 

are detailed below.

Financial surplus or deficit comprises undistributed income plus capital transfers (receipts) less 
capital transfers (payments), gross domestic fixed capital formation and increase in book value of 

stocks.
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Accruals adjustment is shown split between increase in tax balances and other. The components of 

each are described in the notes on the accruals adjustment in Table 10.6B.

Investment abroad is the total of direct investment in overseas securities and other investment 

overseas in Table 10.6B.

Other borrowing is the total of other loans and mortgages, market issues and other capital issues, 

overseas direct investment in securities and other overseas investment in Table 10.6B.

Financial assets: liquid comprises bank deposits, notes and coin, and other liquid assets from Table 

10.6B.

Financial assets: other comprises other UK domestic and overseas financial assets from Table 

10.6B.

Net borrowing requirement is the total of all the borrowing and liquid asset items which finance it 

(columns 9 to 12). Alternatively it is the total of all the items leading to the requirement (columns 1 to 

7) and the balancing item (column 8 ) with the opposite sign. Taking all the accounts, current and 

capital (as summarised by the financial surplus or deficit) and financial (as summarised by the 

remaining items in the table), the total of ail flows into and out of the sector is zero.

Personal sector
The tables in this section comprise an income and expenditure (current) account and a sources and 

uses of funds presentation of capital and financial transactions.

Tab le t OJA 

Personal income, 

expenditure and

saving

This table shows how an important source of funds, personal sector saving, is generated. The 

columns show the various forms of income accruing to the personal sector, and the taxes and other 

deductions that are paid out of that income. Income after tax, national insurance contributions, 

community charge and other current transfers is called personal disposable income, and what remains 

after subtracting consumers’ expenditure is defined as personal saving. Saving expressed as a 

percentage of total personal disposable income, the saving ratio, is also shown. A brief description 

of the items in this table is given below. For fuller details see United Kingdom National Accounts: 

Sources and Methods, Section 6 A and the Notes and Definitions in United Kingdom National 
Accounts.

Wages, salaries, and forces’pay. Wages and salaries, which are by far the most important source of

personal income, are estimated annually from an analysis of the PAYE tax deduction cards sent by

employers to local tax offices after each financial year. Adjustments have to be made for coverage

eg earned income below the PAYE limit, for certain pension payments included in the PAYE returns,

and to convert the information from a financial year to a calendar year basis. Quarterly figures are

estimated by interpolation and extrapolation by reference to the Department of Employment’s index

of average earnings allied with employment data. The figures for wages and salaries include estimates

of income in kind and other benefits of employment and exclude expenses of employment. Forces’

pay consists of pay and allowances in cash and kind of members of the armed forces and auxiliary 
services.
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Employers' contributions include those made to the national insurance scheme, to the national 

health service and in the form of redundancy payments and statutory sick pay, as well as contributions 

to private pension schemes.

Current grants from genera! government c o m  all transfer payments by general government to the 

personal sector. The bulk of this item represents social security benefits to individuals such as 

national insurance benefits, income support and child benefit. But the item also includes grants to 

other parts of the personal sector such as charities.

Other personal income includes income from self-employment (before providing for depreciation 

and stock appreciation), rent, dividends and interest receipts net of payments of interest, transfers 

to charities by companies and financial institutions, transfers from overseas and an imputed charge 

for capital consumption of private non-profit-making bodies. Income from self-employment - which 

is the distributed and undistributed income of proprietors of unincorporated businesses (farmers, 

certain professions, and other sole traders and partnerships) - is mainly estimated from details of 

income assessed for tax under Schedule D. An exception is income of farmers which is estimated 

from a production account of the agricultural industry as a whole, the ‘national farm’. A rough deduction 

has been made for income accruing to agricultural businesses that are incorporated (i.e. companies). 

The dividend and interest income of persons from 1984 onwards is now based on the aggregation 

of separate calculations for each financial instrument. Those for earlier years are derived by residual. 

The personal sector figure represents net receipts after deducting payments by persons (e.g. bank 

and mortgage interest payments). An article explaining the new methodology and giving detailed 

figures by sector and financial instrument was published in the October 1992 issue of Economic 

Trends.

UK taxes on income represents amounts of tax paid by the personal sector, rather than the amounts 

received in the same period by Inland Revenue. Thus for tax assessed under Schedule E, and 

deducted through PAYE, amounts deducted by employers are included in the quarterly and annual 

figures rather than amounts handed over to Inland Revenue: there is usually a few weeks delay 

between deduction and payment to Inland Revenue. Any change in Tax liability which has accrued 

on income received (mainly income assessed under Schedule D) but which has not yet resulted in 

tax payments will therefore fall into the figures of personal saving that balance the account.

Social security contributionscomgnses employers’ (included also as a component of personal income) 

and employees’ contributions. The contributions covered are those in respect of national insurance, 

the national health sen/ice, the redundancy fund and the maternity pay fund. See the notes to Table 

1 0 .2A for more details.

Other current deductions include transfers abroad and miscellaneous current transfers. The latter 

covers certain compulsory fees and fines paid by the personal sector to central government, for 

example, fees for passports and driving licences.

Total personal disposable income is defined as the sum of personal incomes before providing for 

depreciation, stock appreciation and additions to tax reserves fess UK taxes on income, the community 

charge, and national insurance etc. contributions and other current transfers.

Consumers’ expenditure covers all personal expenditure on goods (durable and non-durable) and 

services, including the value of income in kind, imputed rents for owner-occupied dwellings and the
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purchase of second- hand goods less the proceeds of sales of used goods. It also includes 

administrative costs of life assurance and pension schemes and final expenditure on goods and 

services for current use by private non-profit-making bodies serving persons. The following are not 

included: all business expenditure and expenses, interest and other transfer payments, improvements 

to dwellings, and the purchase of land and dwellings {and associated costs). These last two items 

are treated as capital expenditure.

Estimates of consumers' expenditure are built up commodity by commodity from a heterogeneous 

collection of sources. There are three broad types: statistics of supplies from manufacturers etc. 

which are used mainly to estimate expenditure on alcoholic drink and tobacco; sample surveys 

such as the National Food Survey, the Family Expenditure Survey and the International Passenger 

Survey which provide direct information on persons' behaviour as consumers; and statistics of 

sales by retail shops and other outlets which often provide more reliable information on larger and 

less frequently purchased items, and are useful in making quarterly estimates.

Durable goods, shown separately because their purchase is often financed by the various forms of 

borrowing shown in Table 10.7B, consist of:

(a) cars, motor cycles and other vehicles

(b) furniture and floor coverings 

other durable goods.

The latter category comprises radio and television sets, audio and video equipment, musical 

instruments, photographic and optical equipment, household appliances such as heating and 

domestic appliances, sewing machines and lawnmowers.

Personal saving is what remains of total personal disposable income after deducting consumers’ 

expenditure. Because personal saving is calculated as the difference between two large aggregates, 

the figure includes the net effect of estimation errors and omissions in their components and is 

therefore less reliable than others in the table.

Saving ratio is personal saving expressed as a percentage of total personal disposable income.

Table 10.7B 

Sources and uses
This table brings together series from the capital and financial accounts of the personal sector (i.e.

Table 8.11) to show how funds are raised and how they are used to purchase tangible and financial 
o f funds assets.

Identified sources Saving is the balance brought down from Table 10.7A. It is the difference between total personal

of funds disposable income and consumers’ expenditure, before providing for depreciation, stock appreciation
and additions to tax reserves.

Capital transfers cover such items as grants received by universities and other private non-profit- 

making bodies, grants to farmers, mainly for farm improvements and field drainage, and local authority 

grants for the conversion and improvement of housing.

Total borrowing is the sum of bank borrowing, credit extended by retailers, loans secured on dwellings 
and other loans and mortgages.
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Bank borrowing, which includes bank advances, and commercial bills and market loans from third 

quarter 1975, is derived from banks’ sector statistics. It excludes loans secured on dwellings. Figures 

include both sterling and foreign currency items.

Loans secured on dwellings Uom local authorities are loans made for small dwellings acquisitions. 

Other public sector loans are those made by central government under various Housing Acts to 

private housing associations, and loans made by the Housing Corporation to housing societies. 

Loans from banks are compiled by the Bank of England from banking statistics. For a description of 

mortgage advances by building societies see notes to Tables 4.3A and 4.3B. Other loans secured 

on dwellings comprise loans from insurance companies (derived from figures shown in Tables 5.1 A 

and 5.2A), from pension funds, from Trustee savings banks (prior to their inclusion in the banks’ 

sector) and miscellaneous financial institutions. Figures are for net advances of principal. For further 

details see notes to Table 3.2C.

Other loans and mortgages comprise identified trade credit given by public corporations, loans from 

other financial institutions and the public sector, and other identified liabilities.

Accruals adjustment is the difference between accruals of community charge, council tax, non

domestic rates, subsidies, interest flows, technical reserves and value added tax (the basis on 

which these items are entered in the national income accounts) and the corresponding cash payments.

Balancing item is the difference between total identified sources and total identified uses of funds. It 

Is the same as the balancing item in Table 8.1 L.

^4

Identified uses 

of funds

Capital transfers includes death duties, taxes on capital transfers, tax payments on short-term capital 

gains, payments of capital gains tax and a small amount of capital transfers to public corporations.

Investment in fixed assets and stocks covers mainly investment in dwellings and other new buildings 

and works, but also investment in vehicles, ships and aircraft, plant and machinery by unincorporated 

businesses and non-profit-making bodies, and stocks held by unincorporated businesses.

Notes and coin are estimated from the total change in the amount of notes and coin in circulation 

tessthe amounts attributable to public corporations, financial institutions and the overseas sector; 

the remainder is divided, in the ratio 10 :1 , between the personal and industrial and commercial 

company sectors (with a special adjustment to allow for day-of-the-week effects).

National savings include deposits with the National Savings Banks’s ordinary account and, from 1 

January 1981, the investment account (NSBIA); Trustee savings bank’s ordinary departments up to 

third quarter 1979; national savings certificates (including index-linked issues); income bonds; deposit 

bonds; premium savings bonds; SAVE; yearly plan and gift tokens. Estimates of holdings by other 

sectors of income bonds and deposit balances in the NSBIA are provided by the Department for 

National Savings, the balance of transactions in these instruments and all transactions in other 

instruments are attributed to the personal sector, see Tables 1.2E and 1.2F.

Tax instruments are unincorporated businesses’ tax reserve certificates and certificates of tax deposit; 

the former no longer exist. Figures are obtained from government accounts, see Table 1.2G.
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Local authority temporary debt is derived from local authority borrowing information, (see the notes 

on this item, line 19. in the Introduction).

Deposits with banks are obtained from banking statistics but include also a small share of bank- 

issued certificates of deposit and commercial paper not positively identified.

Deposits with building societies come from statistics obtained from building societies but also include 

a small share of bank-issued certificates of deposit and commercial paper not positively identified. 

Up to third quarter 1978, apart from a small amount attributed to industrial and commercial companies 

and insurance companies, the net increases in shares and deposits are assumed to be held by 

persons. From the third quarter 1978, a fuller sector analysis was made by building societies. See 

Table 4.3B for details.

British government securities. Figures for personal sector transactions in British govemmenfsecurities 

are the residual item as shown in Table 10.2F, and therefore includes errors and omissions in the 

estimates of transactions of other sectors.

Other public sector debt. The local authority component is derived from total borrowing by local 

authorities. Personal sector borrowing is taken as residual after borrowing by other sectors has 

been identified. Northern Ireland central government debt is also included.

Company securities a\so includes unit trust units and other identified assets. Transactions in company 

securities by persons is the residual item after identified transactions by other sectors have been 

taken into account.

Life assurance and pension funds. The relationship of these funds to the personal sector is explained 

in the introduction to this chapter. In the financial accounts the figure that is shown is the balance of 

the funds’ revenue account, i.e. the net amount available for investment by the funds.

Overseas sector
The tables in this section present the overseas sector data in balance of payments format. The first 

two present the flow accounts, in which balance of payments transactions are classified into two 

groups: the current account and transactions in UK external assets and liabilities. The four other 

tables concern holdings of external assets and liabilities.

The current account differs somewhat from those of the domestic sectors (see the discussion of the 

conceptual framework in Section B of this Handbook). It includes visible trade, that is exports and 

imports of goods, and also invisibles. Invisibles consist of three elements:

a. trade in services

b. investment income

c. other transfers

For further information see the United Kingdom Balance of Payments “Pink Book”.
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Table 10.8A 

Summary balance 

o f payments

This summary shows the two main groups of transactions mentioned above (current account and 

transactions in external assets and liabilities) together with allocations of Special Drawing Rights 
(SDRs), and the balancing item.

Allocation of Special Drawing Rights is the UK share of the allocation by the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF) of the reserve asset, SDRs, which first came into use on 1 January 1970. UK holdings of 

SDRs are included in the official reserves (see also notes to Table 1.2J).

Table 10.8B 

Transactions in UK 

external assets

Balancing item is included to bring the sum of all the balance of payments entries to zero and 

represents the net total of errors and omissions in other items.

The table provides further analyses of series HEPZ and HEQW in Table 10.8A. The types of 

transactions shown in Table 10.8B are not necessarily independent of one another. For example, 

overseas direct investment in the UK maybe financed by/encf/ng by a UK bank {o the overseas

and liab ilities  resident making the investment. There would thus be a positive entry under HHBU offset by a

negative entry inHEYN.

Changes in the sterling value of assets denominated in other currencies resulting purely from 

exchange rate movements are not recorded in the balance of payments accounts. The accounts 

record transactions valued at the time they took place.

Transactions in assets UK direct investment overseas comprises mainly net investment by UK companies in their overseas 

branches, subsidiaries and associates, including the re-investment of retained profits. Transactions 

by public corporations are included but those of government departments are excluded. The figures 

also include real estate transactions by non-bank financial institutions and persons and loans and 

mortgages to overseas residents by non-bank financial institutions.

UK portfolio investment overseascovers net purchases and sales of overseas government, municipal 

and company securities. It includes investment in floating rate notes and bonds.

Lending to overseas residents by UKbanks covers external lending in foreign currencies and sterling, 

including that related to export credit. Prior to 1979 the figures only cover lending in sterling and 

certain long term export credit extended in foreign currencies: other foreign currency transactions 

being recorded on a net basis under liabilities.

I

Deposits and lending overseas by UK residents other than banks and general government includes 

deposits with banks covered by International Monetary Fund (IMF) cross-border banking statistics; 

plus extended coverage of US banks’ branches in Panama and the fiduciary accounts of Swiss 

banks. Also included are transactions of the Commonwealth Development Corporation, advance 

and progress payments on imports and other overseas lending and short term assets. Until end- 

1982, when the information ceased to be available, net export credit extended to overseas firms by 

unrelated UK firms is also included.

Official reserves consists of the sterling equivalent of the changes in the gold and convertible 

currencies and Special Drawing Rights held in the Exchange Equalisation Account, together with 

changes in the UK reserve position in the International Monetary Fund (IMF) (see also notes to 

Table 1.21).
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Transactions in

liabilities

Table 10.8C
Levels of identified
UK external assets

and liabilities

Sector accounts

Other external assets of central government comprises mainly inter-government loans made by the

UK, subscriptions to international lending bodies and export credit taken over by the Export Credits 

Guarantee Department (ECGD) from UK banks and suppliers following the settlement of insurance

claims together with such credit acquired by the ECGD from UK banks under refinancing

arrangements.

Overseas direct investment in the UK comprise mainly net investment by overseas companies in 

their branches, subsidiaries or associated companies in the United Kingdom including the re

investment of retained profits. Also covered are miscellaneous property investments in the United

Kingdom by overseas residents.

Overseas portfolio investment in the UK represents changes in the holdings by overseas residents

of UK company securities, British government stocks and foreign currency notes and bonds, local 

authorities’ securities and public corporations foreign currency issues. UK company securities include

securities issued abroad although international issues by oil companies were included under direct

investment prior to 1980.

Borrowing from overseas residents by UK banks covers foreign currency and sterling borrowing

and deposits liabilities abroad. Prior to 1979, however, foreign currency borrowing is recorded net of

foreign currency lending abroad; subsequently this lending is recorded under transactions in assets.

Borrowing from overseas by UK residents other than banks and general government covers

transactions with banks abroad, covering predominantly borrowing from commercial banks in the

reporting area covered by the IMF and borrowing from the European Investment Bank and the 

United States of America’s Export-Import bank. Also included are identified trade credit between

unrelated companies {advance and progress payments on exports and import credit) and other

liabilities including short-term transactions of investment and unit trusts and securities dealers and.

from the beginning of 1982, miscellaneous financial institutions’ transactions with non-banks abroad.

Other external liabilities o/genera/government covers transactions with the Internationa! Monetary

Fund, borrowing from other monetary authorities, inter-government loans to the UK and foreign 

currency borrowing from banks overseas. Also included are sterling borrowing from and deposit

liabilities to banks etc. overseas by local authorities, overseas holdings of Treasury bills and non

interest bearing notes issued by HM Government together with official short-term transactions.

This table brings together estimates of identified UK external assets (overseas assets owned by UK 

residents) and UK external liabilities (UK assets owned by overseas residents). The layout of this 

table provides, as far as possible, the corresponding levels information on the categories shown in 
Table 10.8B above.

Changes in levels will reflect not only these transactions in the corresponding assets and liabilities 
but also changes in valuation and coverage.

Changes in valuation occur in the following circumstances:

(a) where assets and liabilities are denominated in foreign currencies, their sterling value 

may change because of changes in foreign exchange rates.
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Sector accounts

(b) where assets and liabilities are regularly bought and sold (eg British government stocks. 

UK and overseas company securities), the current market value may be different from 

the value at which they were acquired.

where the holders of assets and liabilities change their values in preparing their accounts 

to reflect what is thought to represent the current position (eg bad debts may be written 

off and direct investment assets may be written up or down in the books of investing 

companies).

Assessment of net 

asset position

Due to the very varied data sources used to derive the estimates of levels, there are many 

inconsistencies between the different figures in the tables, resulting particularly from different methods 

of valuation. Wherever possible, figures are at market values. However, for significant items such as 

direct investment the figures are at book values and are subject to all the limitations of data taken 

from accounting balance sheets as a reflection of current market values. To the extent that the 

conventional valuation basis for direct investment is book values, an up to date valuation closer to 

market values is likely to be higher.

In addition some assets and liabilities are not identified at present (eg those of non-bank enterprises 

in the Channel Islands and Isle of Man, and most unrelated credit): and others are measured 

imperfectly. The balance between the estimates of identified external assets and liabilities has always 

been an imperfect measure of the UK’s debtor/creditor position with the rest of the world, and the 

persistence of a substantial positive balancing item in the balance of payment accounts in recent 

years has increased the uncertainty of estimates.

Treatment of Special The levels of identified UK external assets and liabilities in the Balance of Payments are consistent

Drawing Rights with the National Balance Sheet, apart from the treatment of Special Drawing Rights. These are 

recorded as (CG) liabilities in the central government and national balance sheets in the financial 

accounts, but are not recorded as a UK external liability in the Balance of Payments.

Table 10.8D This table provides further analysis of HEUX and HEVG shown in table 10.8C, and the net assets of 

Levels o f external general government.

assets and liab ilities  of 

general government

Levels of assets 0/f/c/a/reserves comprise gold, convertible foreign currencies, IMF Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) 

and the UK’s reserve position in the IMF. Currencies may be held in the form of financial instruments. 

Securities are valued at historic cost but translated to sterling as set out below. From July 1979 

convertible currencies also include European Currency Units acquired when 20% of the gold and 

dollar holdings in the official reserves were deposited on a swap basis with the European Monetary 

Co-operation Fund, the swap arrangement being renewed quarterly.

Gold is valued at the ruling official price of 35 SDRs per fine ounce until end-1977 and at end-year 

market rates from end-1978 onwards. SDRs and convertible currencies (including ECUs) are valued 

throughout at closing middle market rates of exchange.

Inter-government loans by the UK. Some loans have been “forgiven". In these cases the practice in 

recent years has been to regard payments of capital and interest as being made on schedule. 

Amounts equal to these repayments are included as transfer debits.
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Sector accounts

Subscriptions to international lending bodies comprise the International Development Association, 

regional development banks, European Investment bank and other subscriptions.

Other long-term assets include assets of official bodies such as the UK Atomic Energy Authority.

Export credit and bills comprises UK banks’ export credit refinanced with the ECGD; other export 

credit taken over from UK banks and exporters by the ECGD following the settlement of insurance 

claims: and overseas bills purchased by the Issue Department of the Bank of England in the market.

Levels of liabilities These items are measured almost entirely from official records. They do not include any foreign

currency borrowing from UK banks.

Liabilities to other Monetary Authorities comprise liabilities to the Group of Ten countries, Switzerland 

and the BIS under the US $5.3 billion facility of 1976 (zero in the period shown); and liabilities to the 

European Monetary System in respect of the very short term financing facility.

Non-interest bearing notes are those held by international organisations.

Official short-term liabilities comprise balances held by the Paymaster General on the European 

Communities’ account.

Sterling notes and coins held by private (non-bank) overseas residents are estimated from capital 

flows.

Table 10.8E 

Levels of identified 

eternal assets and 

liabilities o f UK banks

This table gives further analysis of HEUT and HEVD in Table 10.8C, and the net asset position of 

UK banks.

Levels of assets Assets comprise the external claims on non-residents by UK banks. They comprise;

deposits with and advances to overseas residents:

(b) commercial bills drawn on overseas residents and owned by the reporting institutions:

The coverage of commercial bills discounted (including acceptances) does not include bills drawn 

by UK residents and lodged with'banks for collection; these are regarded as suppliers’ trade credit 

and included there when figures are available. Overseas bills purchased by the Issue Department 

of the Bank of England from UK banks are excluded here and included in Table 10.8D.

Levels of liabilities Liabilities comprise deposits and advances received from overseas residents, negotiable certificates 

of deposit and commercial paper including that held by banks on behalf of their overseas customers. 

Liabilities exclude commercial bills lodged with banks for their customers. The figures for both 

claims and liabilities in sterling and foreign currency are derived mainly from banking statistics 

(which are completed by all UK banks).
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Sector accounts

< Vr*:*

Table 10.8F This table shows a component of total UK liabilities to overseas residents.

Overseas authorities 

identified exchange 

reserves in sterling

It comprises levels held by overseas central monetary institutions and international organisations 

(other than the IMF) in certain types of sterling liabilities of UK residents. They are sometimes 

described as levels of “official sterling balances”. Holdings can be broken down into:

British Government Stocks

Sterling deposits with UK banks comprise current and deposit accounts and sterling certificates of 

deposit. Up to the end of 1981 they also include deposits with finance houses, whether made 

directly or by UK banks or other UK agents for accounts of overseas residents. At that date most of 

the finance houses in question became UK banks and are included with these institutions thereafter.

Sterling deposits with local authorities comprise temporary loans to, and bills drawn on. local 

authorities.

UK Treasury bills

Non-interest bearing notes are issued by HM Government and are held by international organisations.
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Annex Supplementary tables

A list of supplementary tables and expected publication dates for the forthcoming year is to be found 

towards the back of Financial Statistics. It may not always be possible to achieve the expected 

publication date. Table S23 described in the 1994 edition of the Explanatory Handbook, is no longer 

published;the Tables currently published are S1,S3,S4,S9,S13,S21,and S24.

SI Debt of the public Annually:(Last published April 1995).

sector: nominal amount 
outstanding)

■•r

A/ato/cfebf comprises the total liabilities of the National Loans Fund, full details of which are given 

each year in Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund Accounts: Supplementary Statements. 

An annual article, analysing the national debt by instrument and holder, appears in the Bank of 

England Quarterly Bulletin. The November 1994 issue article gave details of the distribution of 

national debt up to end-March 1994.

Foreign currency debt tor each sub-sector is valued at middle closing spot exchange rates on the 

last working day of March of each year. Much of the foreign currency debt of local authorities and 

public corporations has been contracted through the exchange cover scheme under which the 

Treasury guarantees the debt against depreciation of sterling vis-a-vis the currency in which the 

debt is denominated. Thus the market exchange rate valuation will overstate the liability of these 

authorities when sterling depreciates, but not the liability of the public sector as a whole.

%

Official holdings comprise debt held by the Bank of England, the National Debt Commissioners . 

Government departments and other official holders. They include marketable securities, Treasury 

bills, ways and means advances, terminable annuities (until 1979), other debt to the Bank of England, 

temporary deposits and from 1982, non-m arketable stocks issued to the National Debt 

Commissioners.

Trustee savings banks: ordinary departments current accounts (as part of national savings) were 

included until 20 November 1976 and savings accounts until 20 November 1979. Thereafter the 

government’s outstanding liabilities in respect of these deposits are shown in the table as Liability to 

Trustee savings banks.

Accrued interest, etc. on national savings includes accrued interest, index-linking and bonus as 

applicable for national savings certificates and SAVE contracts and, from 1981, National Savings 

Bank investment accounts.

Notes and coin in circulation exclude holdings by the Bank of England, which are included in net 

indebtedness of the central government to the Bank of England banking department.

Government-guaranteed stocks of nationalised industries. Although these stocks are liabilities of

public corporations they cannot be distinguished from British government securities in the sector 
analysis of holdings.

Domestic private sector holdings are obtained by residual and contain some unidentified holdings 
by public sector bodies.

Contingent liabilities of central government are shown only where data are readily available and

exclude guarantees of loans to the public sector. Further details are given in the Supplementary 
Statements for each year.

The components of this table are of reliable quality.

*  denofes commencement o f changes since the 1994 edition i f  denotes the end o f the changes
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S3 Annual financial 

accounts matrix

Annually: (Last published in September 1995).

The table shows an analysis by sector and by type of asset of the latest year’s financial 

transactions. For details see Table 8.1 A.

S4 National debt; 

nominal amount 
outstanding

Annually: (Last published November 1995).

The figures included here represent the total nominal liabilities of the National Loans Fund calculated 

as outstanding at 31 March each year, analysed by instrument and maturity. The table shows details 

for the most recently completed financial year, where the figures are provisional, and for the three 

previous financial years. Full details are given in Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund 

Accounts: Supplementary Statements {normally published annually in December). These figures 

are included in supplementary Table S I and the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin for November 

1994 also contains an article on 5 distribution of the national debt.

The sterling valuation of debt payable in external currencies has been made at the following rates:

US$ Can $ DM Yen ECU

1991 1.7385 2.0144 2.9702 254.74 1.4428

1992 1.7350 2.0647 2.8584 231.19 1.3975

1993 1.5062 1.8925 2.4254 172.91 1.2510

1994 1.4845 2.0531 2.4776 152.61 1.2853

1995 1.6280 2.2833 2.2271 140.63 1.2224

S13 Public sector (Last published July 1995).

accounts by subsector This table is primarily intended to show the outturn figure corresponding to the estimated outturn in 

Table 4A.6 of the Financial Statement and Budget Report (FSBR). Time series relating to most of 

the figures in the final (public sector) column appear monthly in Table 10.1A. The layout of Table 

SI 3 changes to reflect changes to the FSBR table.

The sign convention for these tables is in line with Table 4A.6 of the Financial Statement and 
Budget Report (FSBR). The signs of the series on the CSO Databank are unaffected. The convention 

for these tables is now as follows:

Financial deficit and net borrowing, positive; financial surplus and net debt repayment, negative.

Other financial transactions: net acquisition of financial assets and reduction in liabilities, positive; 

net disposal of assets and increase in liabilities, negative; ie the financial accounts convention.

On this basis the Public sector borrowing requirement equals the financial deficit plus financial 

transactions (net). Sector receipts and sector payments are shown positive.

178

Figures are also now published for the net debt of the public sector, ie the gross debt less public 

sector liquid assets. The series was introduced in the March 1986 issue of the Bank of England 

Quarterly Bulletin; annual data from end-March 1980 to 1991 were given in the November 1991

issue.
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$21 Save as you earn Quarterly la s t  published in September 1995. Annually as from 1996.

This table brings together the quarterly statistics for the save-as-you-eam (SAVE) schemes operated 

by the building societies, the Department for National Savings and banks. Details are given of 

numbers of accounts opened and closed and the numbers outstanding and the value of contributions, 

withdrawals and the balance outstanding.

Since the end of 1994,following the abolition of the ordinary SAVE scheme in the November 1994 

Budget, building societies have switched the frequency of their reporting from a quarterly to 

an annual basis.Quarterly figures for National Savings and banks are available on request.

S24 Rnances o f (Last published July 1995).

the public sector This table summarises the receipts and expenditure of genera! government and enables the forecast

for the financial year to be compared with the outturns.

All the receipts are shown where possible on a cash basis and not on a national accounts or 

accrued basis. In order to articulate with the national accounts, any accruals adjustments are included 

in accounting adjustments (ABU).

Inland Revenue receipts are shown in Table 2.1C and Customs and Excise receipts are shown in 

Table 2.1 D. They are on a cash basis.

Corporation tax includes net advance corporation tax, North Sea corporation tax after tax set off, 

and corporation tax on gains.

Petroleum revenue fax includes net advance petroleum tax (as in Table 2.1 C)

Fuel duties are shown net of bus fuel rebates and shipbuilders relief.

Vehicle excise duties are net of export-related duties and also driving licences. *

Oil royalties are cash receipts by Department of Energy (Table 2.1 E) (excluding licence fees). The 

accruals adjustment is included in accounting adjustments.

Local authority/business rates - National non-domestic rates replaced the old business rates from 

1990/91. The local authority rates series relates to Northern Ireland.

Other taxes and royalties inciude fossil fuel levy; Northern Ireland rates; gas levy; sugar levy; ECSC 

production levy, LRT levy; fines and penalties by Customs and Excise and fees under the Consumer 

Credit Act and IBA levy/ITC franchise payments.

Total taxes and royalties comprises all the above items and is virtually entirely on a cash receipts *  

basis.

Social Security contributions are accrued national insurance, statutory sick pay, redundancy and 

maternity funds contributions (Table 10.1D), on a cash basis.

Community charge/council tax- community charge replaced domestic rates in Great Britain in 1989/ 

90(Scotland) and 1990/91 (England and Wales). These were in turn replaced by the council tax from 

1993/94. Figures are measured on a cash receipts basis.
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Interest and dividends are receipts by central and local government excluding intra sector transactions.

Gross trading surplus and rent comprise both central and local government trading surpluses or 

deficits and rent income, including oil licence fees.

Accounting adjustments include miscellaneous current transfers, other capital receipts, imputed 

charge for consumption of non-trading capital and any accruals adjustments necessary to put this 

account back on to a cash receipts basis.

Expenditure is shown starting from the public expenditure control total plus cyclical social security, 

central government debt interest (other than LAs) and privatisation proceeds. Other adjustments

t
9
3
\

bring the figures back to the general government expenditure total(ABAB) shown in Table 2.2A.
n
S
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Annex Financial account codes

Financial account codes - flows

Public sector
Financial companies 

and institutions

r k a n c ia l  a c c o u n t
Notes and coin 
Sterting Treasury bills 
British government securities 
National savings 
Tax instruments
Net government indebtedness to Banking Department 
Northern Ireland central government debt 
Government liabilities under exchange cover scheme 
Other public sector financing:

Norvmarketable debt 
Short-term assets

Issue Department transactions in bills, etc 
Government foreign currency debt 
Other government overseas financing 
Official reserves

Local authority debt:
Temporary 
Foreign currency 
Sterling securities 
Other sterling debt

Public corporations debt:
Foreign currency 
Sterling

Deposits with banks;
Sterling
Foreign currency
Sterling money-market instruments 
Foreign currency money-market instruments

Deposits with building societies:
Sterling
Sterling money-market instruments 
Foreign currency money-market instruments

Bank lending (excluding public sector):
Foreign currency 
Sterling

Credit extended by retailers 
Identified trade credit 

Domestic 
Import and export 

Loans secured on dwellings:
Building societies 
Other

Other public sector lending 
Other lending by financial institutions 

Finance leasing 
Other forms of lending 

Unit trust units 
UK company securities 
Overseas securities

Life assurance and pension funds 
Miscellaneous domestic instruments

Direct and other investment abroad 
Overseas direct and other investment in UK 
Miscellaneous overseas instruments

Accruals adjustment

Total financial transactions

Acquisition of assets or reduction in liabilities Is shown positive: Sale of as
sets or increase in liabilities negative.

Life Other Industrial
Central Local Public assurance financial and
govern- author corpor Building pension insti commercial

ment ities ations Banks societies funds tutions companies Persons Overseas

6 AACB AAIA AAJB AHJM AQTH AANB AAPB AASD
7 AACC AAEB AAFB AAJC AHJQ ACQS ACQT AANC DCHW AARB
8 AACD AAEC AAFC AAJD AHJT ACON ACOO AAOC AAPC AARC
9 AACE AAED AAGB CJHE CJGF AAOD AAPD

10 AACF AAFD AAJE AHJX AQTI AANE AAPE
11 RRBT -RRBT
12 AACH AAKI -DXKC AQTJ AAOE AAPF
13 AACI AAEE AAFE ABHK
14

14.1 AADP AAFF AAKJ AAME AAOV
14.2 CBQM AAEY AAIP AQSB AQTK AAOQ AAQK -AASH

15 AACK -AAKQ -AAMZ AANF AASK
16 AACL AAJH HRVO AQTG AQTL AARD
17 AACM -AACM
18 -AIPA AIPA

19
19.1 AADD AAEF AAFG AAJI AHJR CJGG CJHK AAOF AAQC RJBL
19.2 AAEG AAJJ AAMF AARH
19.3 AADC AAEH AAFH AAJK AHJH CJGH CJHM RZAU AARI
19.4 ABEC AAEI ADKU AAJL AHJI CJGI CJHN ADKX RZAV ADKZ

20
20.1 AAFJ AAJM AABK AARJ
20.2 AACP AAEJ AAPK AAJN CJGJ CJHP AAOH AAPH AARK

21
21.1 RYNG RCFA RCFK RJIHG RRTW AQTB RRTU RRBH RRCX RRHJ
21.2 AACR AAEM AAFN RCFT VTOA RRTV RRHI RRCY RRTT
21.3 RRHP RRHQ RRHR RRDA AQTC RRHF RRDB RRDC RRDD
21.4 RRHK RCLY AQTD RRHO RRHL RRHM RRHN

22
22.1 RRBG RRTX AHJY RJBK RRCR RRTR RRTS
22.2 RRHH RRHA ASLA RRHB RRHC RRHD
22.3 RRDK RRDM RRDL RRDN RRDR

24
24.1 AAJR AQTP AANN AAPN AARQ
24.2 AAJS -AHKQ AQTF AQTQ AANO AAPO AARR

25 AAFO AANP -AAPP
26

26.1 AACA RRBI AAFP RREV AAOI RREY
26.2 -AACT AAPQ RREU AAOJ AASB

27
27.1 AAQG -AAQG
27.2 AADK AAEO AAFR AAJT CJGP CJHX AAQH

28 AADL AAEP AAFS AAKD -CUBR AQPF AANR AAPS AART
29

29.1 -CULP AQON AQOV AQOO AQOQ AQOS AQOU
29.2 AQOW AQSC CJGQ AQOP AQOR AQOT

30 CJGR CJIA -AALS
31 AADl ADNR RHQP AAJU AQSD CJGS CJIB AANT AAPV AARU
32 -AADJ AAJV AHJJ CJGT CJIC AANU AAPW AARV

33 -AACW -AALV AAPX
34 AACX AAEQ AAHY AAKE AQSE CJGV CJID AANV AAPY AASC

35 RZCF AAJX CJGW CJIE AANW -AAQN AARW
36 AAJY CJGX CJIF AANX AAQL AARX
37 AACY RCZY AAKF CJGY CJIG AANY AARY

38 AACZ AAER AAFW AAJZ AQSG RRES AQTR AANZ AAPZ RCZX
39 AADA AAES AAFX AAKA AQSH CJGZ CJII AAOA AAQA AARZ



Financial account codes

Financial account codes • levels

FINANCIAL ASSETS
Notes and Coin 
Sterling Treasury bills 
British government securities 
National savings 
Tax instruments
Net government indebtedness to Banking Department 
Northern Ireland Central government debt 
Government liabilities under exchange cover scheme 
Other public sector financing:

Non-marketable debt 
Short-term assets

Issue Department transactions in bills, etc 
Government foreign currency debt 
Other government overseas financing 
Official reserves

Local authority debt:
Temporary 
Foreign currency 
Sterling securities 
Other Sterling debt

Public sector Financial companies and institutions

Remaining
Central Local Public Life financial Industrial &
govern

ment
auth

orities
corpor

ations
Building assurance & 

Banks societies pension funds
insti- commercial 

tutior\s companies Persons Overseas

6 APDE APFD APSQ AHIM ARHN APSD AQHA APMB
7 ADNG APFJ ACQE AHIQ RMEM RMEL ACQI DCHX ACQJ
8 APEI APPK RCAO RDEW RRIO RMEN AIEI RDBR HEWD
9 APSL REXI AROD AROE AQJI REYC

10 APFH ACRX AGKV ARNE ACSA ACSB
11 RRGO
12 REYG REOH RCTD RBYH
13 REXC REXD REXE
14

14.1 REVS APHZ
14.2 REUJ REVG

15 REVJ RMAV ASKC
16 REXO HRVP RMAX REUR
17 REUU
18 APDD

19
19.1 APDH APFG APHP ADHW RRIM RRIN ADHI ADHJ RMHO
19.2 REZS AMWZ RDYX
19.3 APDZ APFL APHK RECB RRIQ RRIR AQJX AQHF HCCK
19.4 APDP ADKG ADKH RECV RRIS RRIT ADKJ ADKK ADKL

Public corporations debt:
Foreign currency 
Sterling

Deposits with banks:
Sterling other
Foreign currency other
Sterling money market Instruments
Foreign currency money market instniments

Deposits with building societies:
Sterling other
Sterling money market instruments 
Foreign currency money market instruments

Bank lending (excl public sector):
Foreign currency 
Sterling

Credit extended by retailers 
Identified trade credit:

Domestic 
Import and export 

Loans secured on dwellings:
Building societies 
Other

Other public sector lending 
Other lending by financial institutions:

Finance leasing 
Other

Unit trust units 
UK company securities 
Overseas securities

Life assurance and pension funds

Direct and other investment abroad 
Overseas direct and other investment in UK

Miscellaneous instruments

Accruals adjustments

20
20.1

24
24.1
24.2

25
26 

26.1
26.2

27
27.1
27.2

28
29

29.1
29.2

30
31
32

33

35
36

APQS REXM
20.2 REZY ADND RMEK ASKG AMVQ RCTW REVA

21
21.1 RRGL RROt RRGU RRGV AHIN RRGK RRGP RRGX RRGY
21.2 RRGQ RRGR RRGS RRGT VTOX RMFG RMFD RMFE
21.3 RCBE RCBV RMFH AHIP ASKI RMFM RMFJ RMFK
21.4 RMFN ASKJ RMFS RMFP RMFQ

22
22.1 RCOB RMDM VTRO RMFU RMFV
22.2 RMFX RMGC RMFZ RMGA
22.3 RMCP RMCQ RMCR

RHHW
RHHY

APDV APEQ 
XBJN

AQKI

RDBN

AKHJ APEN 
REVO REUI

AKFY AKGF 
APFT

ASLF

REYP REYS REYT REYO 
APDN APHO

RYXX APHP ASKQ

41 RDCB APQT REWC REWD RBBV
38 APDW APER APFY APSS

AMVA

RMDW

ALCH

AMWC

AMWV

REYK AQHH

AMWE

APSP

REWF REWG

ALCM ALDN

REZX
REXG

RRGZ
RMFF
RMFL
RMFR

RMFW
RMGB
RMGE

ROEZ RCTX ALDJ
REYN RHHK RDYR

AHKV
ASRK AMVX

AIRH

REVQ
AUAJ ASKM RMDN

RRJK RRJL AKUI
RMHI ASKO AMWA REYW REYX REYY
AHIJ ASKP AMWB AQBF AQHG

REYM

REWH

RMHK

Total financia l assets 39 APDB APEB APFB APHB ARNQ ASKW AMWF ALCN ALDO APMB
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Financial account codes Annex

Financial account codes - levels

Overseas

H£ZI
m s

rrg:
RKFF

FHFR

RIffR

fM

R0 Y

Public sector Financial companies and institutions

Central Local Public 
gover- auth- corpor- 
nment orities ations

Remaining
Life financial Industrial &

Building assurance & insti- commercial 
Banks societies pension funds tutlons companies Persons Overseas

APOE
ACQC
RYXY
REYD
ACRV
RRGO
REYI
REXB

REVF

REUQ
REUU

RMAC
REZU
RDUA
REZR

SlANClAL UABILTHES
rjo(6S and coin 
Siefing Treasury bills 
Bflish government secunbes 
National savings
Taxhstruments «  ^  »
Net government indebtedness to Banking Department 
Northern Ireland central government debt 
Govtammenl liabilities under exchange cover scheme 
Other pubOc sector financing;

Non*marketable debt 
Short-term assets 

Issue Dept transactions in bills, etc 
Government foreign currency debt 
Other government overseas financing 
Official reserves

Local authority debt:
Temporary 
Foreign currency 
Sterling securities 
Other Sterling debt

PuUc corporations debt;
Foreign currency 
Steriing

Deposits with banks;
Sterling other 
Foreign currency other 
Sterling money market ir\stmments 
Foreign currency money n^rke t instruments

Depc^ with building societies;
Steriing other
Steriing money market instruments 
Foreign currency money market instruments

8arfc lending (excl public sector):
Foreign currency 
Sterfing

Credrt extended by retailers 
Identified trade credit;

Domestic 
Import and export 

Loara secured on dwellings:
Building societies 
Other

Other public sector lending 
Lending by financial institutions:

Rnance leasing 
Other

Lin* trust units
W company securities 
Overseas securities

Life assurance and pension funds

^ect and other Investment abroad 
Overseas direct and other investment in UK

Miscellaneous Instruments 

^dcfuals adjustments

flnsncla! liabilities^ 

financial wealth^

Oitterences between totals and sums of components are due to rounding.

APTD

REVH
MM

RMHP
RCND

ADNF
REWZ

ADNH REUY
REVL

APDD

REZW
REVB

RRGW
RMFC
RMFI
RMFO

RMFT
FMFY
RMGD

RCAN AHKY ASKN

APOR APPK RDPD
HGIO

AIRH APTG AHIC
29.1
29.2

ASLD ASLE ASLL
REUW

ASLG

30
31
32

REYZ REZA

33 REUP
35
36 APTJ
41 REWI AQKJ ALGE RKWF
38 APOT APPL APQQ APTK

39 APOB APPD APQB APTB

42 APDA APEA APFA APHA

REZB

RHHR RHHS RHHT
AMWZ AMXE AMXF

RRAQ

AQJH RDLG AQHR
REYQ

AHKV
REEH

RECX RBVT REUH

REWS AMWU ASLM
RMAP RMAQ

FCNQ
REZC REZD

RHHO
AMXG

REYR

RMEF

APYY

ALDK
REYL

ARNY

AMVB

RMDX

AMWO AQBP ALDW

AMWP REWK REWL

ARNZ AliCW ALDX

REWM

ARNS AMVC AMWQ ALCX ALDY APWB

ARNU AMVD AMWR ALCY ALDZ APKA

¥ ■
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Annex November 1995 Budget updates

Chapters 1 and 2 should be read in conjunction with the notes below, about changes which were 
announced by the Chancellor of the Exchequer on 28 November 1995.

National Savings - 
Annex to Tables 

Chapter 1

Pensioners Guaranteed Income Bonds (Series 2)

As from 29 November 1995 more pensioners will be able to save more in National Savings Pensioners 
Guaranteed Income Bonds as follows:

•  a reduction in the qualifying age from age 65 to 60

•  an increase in the maximum holding limit from £20,000 (£40,000 for joint holdings) to 

£50,000 (£100,000 for joint holdings).

Inland revenue Stamp duties:

duties-Table 2.1 C

The present rules for stamp duties on shares and stamp duty reserve tax (SORT) will be adapted so 

as to cater for the introduction of paperless share transfers under the CREST system, due to start in 

July 1996.

Further information is contained in the Budget Press Release Rev 19 issued on 28 November 1995 

by the Inland Revenue Press Office, North West Wing, Bush House, Aldwych, London WC2B 4PP, 

Tel.0171-438-6692.
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Index

Abbey National 75, 82. 88-89, 126, 139 
j Acceptances 87, 93-95, 124, 175 
j  Accrual adjustments 8,12, 34, 136, 144-147, 150, 154, 

158, 163, 169, 172 
Accruals adjustments:

national accounts 34, 136 
timing of transactions 138

Acquisitions 18, 19, 31, 34. 100-104, 109, 111, 139, 164, 170 
Advances 38, 39, 42, 57. 61, 63, 80-85, 87-88, 92-96. 98.

103-105, 147, 151, 154-156, 161, 163, 170, 175 

Advances: 
banks 80
building societies 80 

Agricultural 19. 62, 145, 147, 168 
Air passenger duty 62, 145 
Antiques and works of art 159
Assets and Liabilities 7, 16, 18-22, 31, 33, 83, 96, 102-107, 

109-110, 130, 132, 138, 140,160, 164-166, 171-174 
Assets and liabilities:

19
UK e)(temal assets and liabilities 19 
valuation 130 

Assets leased 94

j Balance of Payments 3, 4. 7, 8, 10-11, 20, 25-26, 31, 
1 33-34, 39, 45-47, 71-72, 132, 135, 140-142, 152,
I 157, 161, 163-165, 171-172, 174

Balance of payments: 
balancing items 172 
capital account 173 
valuation 173

Balance Sheets 2, 5, 7-8, 31-32, 48, 69. 83, 88. 132,138-140, 
161, 174

Balancing item 9-12, 28, 91. 130-131, 135, 137, 143, 147, 150.
154, 157-158, 166-167, 170, 172, 174 

Bankdeposits 18-19, 36. 43, 47-48, 75, 107, 132, 134, 150. 155, 
158, 161. 163, 165, 167 

Bank holding companies 17
Bank of England 4, 14-16, 20-27, 29-30, 32-33, 37-40,42-43,

45-48, 55-59. 68-69, 71-78, 81. 83-97, 106-108, 115, 117-122, 
124-126, 128. 131, 145, 148.151, 154. 156-157, 160-161,
163, 170, 175 

Bank of England:
banking department 21-23, 26-27, 33, 84 
issue department 40, 58. 83 

Bank subsidiaries 82 
Bankers'deposits 84
Banking institutions 17, 27. 29. 77, 82, 94 

Banks sector: 15 
advances 95 
assets and liabilities 91 
base rates 126 
lending 68
Betting and gaming 57, 63

Bills 12. 14, 22-28, 38-40, 44, 48, 57, 70. 76-78. 83-85, 92-95, 
119, 124-126. 136, 142-143, 148, 151, 155, 158-159, 163, 
165-166, 170, 173, 175-176 

Borrowing from overseas 105, 173 
Breaks in series 76, 88-89 
British government securities 
(see government securities)

C Capital account 5, 9, 15-16, 20-21, 36. 71,130, 133-
134, 137, 143-144, 146, 150, 153, 158, 166

______ Capital consumption 12, 65, 146, 149, 168
Capital expenditure 10, 14, 65-66, 130, 150, 158, 169 
Capital funds 162
Capital gains 20, 31-32, 43, 50-53, 59, 106, 121, 128, 133, 146, 

153, 170
Capital gains tax 20. 43. 51-53, 59. 121, 128, 153, 170
Capital issues 2. 4. 19, 30-31, 71, 109, 163, 167
Capital receipts 147
Capital transfer tax 20, 43, 59
Capital transfers 9-12, 147, 153. 163-164, 166. 169-170
Cartax 57, 61-62, 145
Certificates of deposit 26-27, 69. 72, 77-78, 90-94, 97, 102. 110, 

124-125, 165, 171, 175-176 
Channel Islands 15, 17, 20. 29. 77. 82, 106. 174 
Charge cards 80
Charities 19, 33, 90, 97, 107, 158, 162, 168
Cheltenham and Gloucester 89
Churches 19, 90
Clubs 19, 90
Commercial bills 105
Commercial bills 12, 24. 27, 77, 83. 84. 85. 94, 105,155,163, 

170, 175
Commercial paper 26-27, 32-33, 77-78, 95, 97, 110, 124, 163, 

171, 175
Community Charge 149, 167-168, 170 
Companies:

acquisitions and mergers 111 
administration orders 112 
capital issues 113 
deeds of arrangement 112 
insolvencies 111 
timeliness 113 

Composite rate tax 59, 126
Consolidated Fund 8, 14. 55-58, 61, 63. 84, 124, 143-144 
Consumer credit 28. 30, 68. 79-81, 95, 98, 104, 130 
Consumers'expenditure 11
Corporation Tax 43, 59, 123, 145, 152, 157, 159-162
Council Tax 34, 149, 170, 180
Coverage differences 34
Credit cards 28. 80, 104
Credit Control 16 ,75 ,84
Credit extended by retailers 154, 165, 169
Credit facilities 79, 92
Credit tranche 46
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Credit unions 17
CrownAgents 18, 29. 39, 154, 159 
Current transfers 9-10, 12, 146, 150, 162, 167-168 
Customs and Excise duties 62 
Customs duties 57, 61-62, 145

fi

d Debentures 21. 30, 64, 92, 105, 113, 123, 161 
Debit cards 68

_______ Debt interest 39. 65-66, 146, 150, 180
Deeds of Arrangement 111-113 
Department of National Savings 42, 48 
Departmental balances 58 
Departmental expenditure 144 
Departmental revenue 63 
Deposit liabilities 84. 90-91, 93, 173 
Depreciation 33, 65, 85, 145, 149, 152, 156-157. 160-162, 168, 

169
Development land tax 43, 57, 153 
Direct Investment 19,-20, 32-33, 100-101, 132, 157, 160-165, 

167, 172-174
Direct investment overseas 32, 172 
Discount houses 124, 125 
Discrepancies 34, 135
Distribution 7-9, 19-20. 59. 66, 123, 145-146, 149, 164, 177-178 
Dividend yields 123
Dividends 6, 9, 12. 18, 39, 57, 59, 101, 106, 108, 113-114, 

121, 123, 145, 147, 149, 152, 156,-157. 161-162, 168, 180 
Domestic deposits 90
domestic instruments 12. 32. 105, 135-136, 158 
Domestic product 3, 4, 6 
Durable goods 169 
Dwellings loans secured on

(see loans secured on dwellings)

Earnings yields 123 
Employers' contributions

I _____Equipment 103, 127, 169
Estate duty 57
European Coal and Steel Community 34 
European Currency Unit 25, 45, 119, 174 
European Monetary System 44, 175
Exchange cover scheme 15, 24,-26, 38-39, 44-45, 48, 58. 136, 

145-146, 149, 151-152, 155, 177 
Exchange Equalisation Account 14-15, 17, 22. 24-25, 39, 55, 58. 

142, 148, 172-173
Exchange rate 2. 4. 16, 39-40, 45, 47. 117-119, 132, 152, 172, 

174, 177
Exchange rate movements 172 
Excise duties 61, 62, 179
ExponCredit 17. 20, 24, 29, 39, 45, 66, 134, 161. 165, 172-173 

175
Export credit vehicles 17

Factor cost 6, 9, 11-12 
Factoring companies 17 

_ Rnal consumption 6, 9, 146-147, 150 
Finance Houses 30, 33, 103, 105, 127, 159, 176 
Finance leasing 17. 30, 136, 147 
Finance leasing companies 17 
Financial accounts: 

accruals 136 
balancing item 135 
bank deposits 134
british government securities 131, 134 
Inconsistent reporting 
inter-bank difference 
net presentation 133 
reliability 135 
sign convention 133 
sources and methods 131 
timeliness 135 
timing discrepancies 135 
valuation 133 

Financial assets:
sources and methods 131 
timeliness 135 
valuation 133

Rnancial Assets and Liabilities Survey 19, 22, 31, 109, 110, 132, 
164-166

Rnancial balance sheets
accounting conventions 139 
breaks 139 
net presentation 139 
sources and methods 138 
timeliness 140 
valuation 139

Rnancial holding companies 17 
Rnancial liabilities 17, 37, 110, 147, 150, 153, 157 
Rnancial surplus or deficit 5, 9, 12. 130, 133, 134, 137, 142, 

150, 154, 158, 166-167 
Rnancial trusts 17 
Rxed interest securities 116 
Forecasting 130
Foreign currency debt 22. 24, 26, 38, 57 
Foreign currency deposits 22. 24. 26, 39 
Forward deals 117 
Friendly societies 17. 99 
Fund managers 17, 30

1 GDFCF (see Gross Domestic Rxed Capital Formation) 
I GDP (see Gross Domestic Product)
J Gas Levy 43, 56, 63, 145 

Gilt-edged market makers 17 
Gilts 49. 56, 78, 79. 122, 142, 146 

(see also British Government securities)



Gold 17. 25, 39. 45. 46. 83. 91, 94, 119-120, 173. 174 
Gold dealers 17
Government foreign currency debt 22, 24, 38, 57, 136 
Government Securities 124, 165
Government securities 12, 22, 24, 38, 40-41, 49, 57, 59, 83. 85. 

94. 121, 124.128, 131, 134, 136, 143, 151, 155, 159, 165, 
171, 177

Government securities; 
prices and yields 120
transactions 41

Grants 9, 12, 60. 65-66, 141, 146, 149-150,152-153, 163, 168-169 
Gross domestic fixed capital formation (GDFCF) 12. 33, 147, 150,

153, 159, 164, 166 
Gross domestic product 3-4, 6 
Gross flat yield 121
Gross redemption yield 121, 122, 124, 128 
Gross trading profits 12, 156, 159-161 
Gross trading surplus 145, 149, 152, 180

House purchase loans for (see loans secured on dwellings) 
Hydrocarbon oil duty 61

ICCs (see companies) 13,18-19, 22, 26-27, 31. 88.

1 159-166
____  IMF 20, 24-25, 39. 44-17. 119, 172-174, 176

Import credit 29, 155, 161, 163, 173
Income and expenditure account 8, 56
Income from abroad 6, 11, 157, 161, 162
Incometax 34. 43, 50, 51, 52, 53. 59. 121, 126, 145, 158, 163
Inheritance lax 43, 59, 146
Inland Revenue duties 58, 60
Insolvencies 111
Insurance companies 17, 28-30, 32, 96, 159, 170-171
Insurance Funds 14.17
Insurance Premium Tax (IPT) 61-62, 145
Inter-bank difference 26-27, 85, 87. 131
Inter-bank market 94
Inter-bank rates 125
interest and dividends 18, 39. 57, 145, 152, 180
Interest Rate 2. 4, 43, 52. 54, 89, 95. 117, 119,122, 126-128.

130, 156-157, 159

Investment abroad 29, 33. 34, 157, 165, 166-167

Investment in UK 33. 164
Investment Tmsts 123
Investment trusts 17, 30, 48, 158-159
Invisibles 171
Isle of Man 15, 17, 20. 29, 174

Issue Department 12, 15. 21-22 , 24 39-4 0 . 57-58 . 83-84 , 124,
142, 145, 151. 175

Land tax 43. 57, 153 
UPRAS 59
Liabilities 7, 9, 16, 1 7-23, 24. 26, 33-34, 37-38, 46. 

60. 83-86, 88, 90-94, 96-97, 147, 150, 153, 
157-158, 160, 163-164. 170-179 

Ucencefees 12. 63. 145, 146, 152, 162, 180 
Life assurance and pension funds 13, 16, 32, 147, 156, 158, 171 
Liquid assets 21, 36, 97, 159, 165. 167, 178 
Lloyds underwriters 17
Loan capital 19. 30, 32. 33, 163, 164, 165
Loans secured on dwellings 4, 27, 30, 96, 147, 159, 169. 170
Local authorities debt 145
Local authorities pension funds 158

Maintenance of value payments 46, 47 
Market loans 92
Market loans 93. 94, 155, 158, 163, 170 

Market prices 10. 30, 90, 123 
Maternity pay 56 
Mergers 19, 31
MIRAS (mortgage interest relief scheme) 59 
Miscellaneous assets 94 
Miscellaneous current transfers 146, 168, 180 
Miscellaneous domestic instruments 105, 135-136, 158 
Miscellaneous overseas instruments 136. 147, 166 
Money rates 124, 128 
Mortgage finance companies 82 
Mortgage finance vehicles 17
Mortgages: 96, 48. 96. 97. 100, 101, 106, 121, 127, 128, 156 

159, 163, 167, 169, 170, 172

National Accounts 4. 6. 10, 14-16, 18, 20, 32. 34, 37. 
39. 49, 55. 66-67, 76, 99, 103, 105, 135, 138, 141, 
143-145, 147, 149, 152. 156, 158, 160, 163, 167, 179 

National Debt 22-23, 38-39, 41, 48. 55. 57-58, 84. 148 
National debt 55, 178 
National Enterprise Board 64, 148, 154 
National income 56. 74
National Insurance 14. 25, 34, 37, 48, 55-56, 58, 180 
National Loans Fund 14. 23-24, 26, 38-40, 42, 55-58, 63, 83-84,

93
National Savings 12, 17-18. 23-24, 36. 38. 41-43. 48, 50, 52, 58.

95-96, 125, 133, 136, 139, 177, 179 
Nationalised industries 39, 63, 93, 94, 102 
Negotiable bonds 47-48 
Net presentation 139 
Net redemption yield 121 
Non-bank credit companies 103 
Non-bank private sector 88 
Non-deposit liabilities 90-91 
Non-domestic rates 56, 180 
Non-trading capital 180 
Non-trading income 156, 161



Northern Ireland Government debt 24. 38, 58, 159 
Northern Ireland Government Loans Board 151 
Notes and coin 12. 21-22., 38, 48. 68, 70. 72-76, 85, 134, 136, 

165, 167, 170, 175, 177

Revenue 2. 4, 14, 20. 32-34, 43, 47-48, 55.-63. 72, 101. 103, 
106, 143, 145, 148, 150, 156-162. 168, 171. 179 

Revenue bills 14, 26. 48
Royalties 12, 34, 56, 63. 145, 152, 161, 162, 163. 180

It
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Official reserves 24-25, 40, 45-47, 58, 70, 78, 83, 119, 
136, 140, 172-174,

Overseas direct investment 20, 160,163-164,167,172-173
Overseas securities 12, 21. 32, 110, 136, 159, 165, 167

1 Partnerships 18. 19, 90. 112, 168 
; PAYE 43, 54, 59, 160, 167, 168 

J Pension funds 4. 13, 16. 25-26, 28-30, 32. 41, 47. 81. 
96, 99-103.107-108, 131, 136,147,155-159,163,170-171 

Personal disposable income 167-169 
Petroleum Revenue Tax 43, 57, 60, 72, 145, 152, 162, 179 
Preference shares 21, 30, 105, 113, 115, 161, 163, 164 
Premises 153
Private sector funds 101, 102 
Private trusts 19
Privatisation 15, 18, 28, 31, 37, 44,-45, 56. 63-65, 101-102, 109, 

135, 148, 152, 164, 180 
Profits due abroad 157, 161-162 
Property unit trusts 17, 107-108, 157 
PSBR (see Public sector borrowing requirement)
Public corporations debt 27, 30, 136, 151
Public dividend capital 26, 57, 145, 147-148
Public sector 2, 4, 11-13, 23, 26-29, 31-32, 36-37, 39. 4142,

44-45. 48-49, 58, 69-73, 76-77, 81, 83-84, 91. 94-95, 101, 
130-131, 135-136, 139, 141-142, 145, 147-148, 150-151,
155. 163, 166, 170-171, 177-179 

PSBR 4, 36-37, 42, 49, 55, 69-71, 141-143 
Public Works Loan Board 14. 25, 48, 151

] Quality of data 86

_  I Rates:
1 ^  I bank rates 15, 51, 53. 117-119 
■  council tax 34, 149, 170, 180

Redundancy fund 145, 168
Rent 60, 66. 101, 145, 149, 150, 152, 156, 161, 168, 180 
Reserve ratios 87 
Resen/e tranche 46
Reserves 12, 15, 22, 24-25. 34, 38, 39, 40. 45-49, 58. 70. 76, 

78, 83-84, 90, 97. 106, 114, 136, 140, 142, 157-158, 162, 
168-170, 172-174, 176 

Residual error 10, 11, 88, 90, 135, 137 
Retail shares 97-98
Retailers 27-28, 80-81. 103-105, 133, 154, 160, 163, 165, 169

S~ |  Salaries 6, 144, 153. 156, 158, 167
I Saving 7. 9. 10, 12, 16-18, 23-24, 29. 36. 39. 41-43,

t...............148-52. 57-58, 68, 70. 81, 91, 96, 99. 130, 133. 136,
139, 142, 148, 151, 152, 157-159. 162, 165, 167, 169.
170, 177, 179 

Saving ratio 167, 169
SAVE 23. 27, 41. 42, 43, 96. 170, 177, 179 
Seasonal adjusfrnent 37, 72, 75, 76, 86. 141 
Securities:

British government securities 131, 134 
marketability 134 
maturity 134
method of calculation 134 
prices and yields 135 
sterling treasury bills 22, 110 

Share capital 113 
Shares: 22, 30. 113 
Shipbuilding credits 163 
Short-term paper 77. 92 
Sign convention 38. 46, 133, 179 
Social security benefits 12, 146, 168 
Sole traders 19, 90, 168 
Sources of funds 36, 130, 157, 158, 162 
Special deposits 84 
Special finance agencies 17, 30 
Spot deals 117 
Stamp duties 57, 60, 145 
Standing orders 87, 92, 134 
Sterling deposits 26-27, 69-70, 76*79, 88-89, 91, 176 
Sterling lending 27. 69, 70, 76, 89, 91 
Sterling securities 25. 30, 136, 155 
Sterling transit items 88
Stock appreciation 12. 33. 152, 153, 156, 157, 160-162, 168, 169
Stock Exchange 17. 25, 30. 31. 93. 94, 106-109, 113-116
Stock Exchange moneybrokers 17
Stock exchange transactions 109, 116
Stocks 6. 7. 9, 12. 25, 40, 60. 66. 70. 84, 92-94, 113-116,

138, 142, 146-147, 153, 159, 161-162, 164, 166, 170, 
173-174.176-177 

Stocks:
debenture 123
British government stocks 120 

Subsidies 6, 12. 34, 146, 149-150, 152, 154, 170 
Supply expenditure 56, 63 
Suspense items 26, 87. 88, 97
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Tax instruments 12, 23, 38, 43, 136, 143, 148, 159, 
165, 170

___ Tax reserve certificates 23, 38, 170
Tax reserves 12, 158, 168, 169
Taxes on capital 12, 146, 153, 164, 170
Taxes on expenditure 6, 141, 144, 145
Taxes on income 12, 145, 152, 157, 161, 162, 168
Timing differences 56, 63, 144
Timing of transactions 134
Trade credit 20. 26. 28-29, 33, 34, 79, 80-81, 132, 134, 136,

150. 154, 163, 165, 166, 170, 173, 175 
Trade debtors 154 
Trade unions 19. 90. 97 
Trading surplus 145, 149, 152, 180 
Transfer payments 7, 9, 161, 168, 169 
Transfers 6. 9. 10. 11, 12, 18, 25, 39. 68, 74, 83, 92, 134, 141, 

146-147, 149,-150, 153, 162-164, 166-171, 180 
Transit items 26, 87, 88, 91 
Treasury Bills 110
Treasury bills 12. 22-24, 38-39, 40. 44, 57, 70, 83, 85. 102, 110, 

136, 143, 148, 151, 155, 159, 165-166, 173, 176-177 
Trustee Savings Bank 16, 18, 23, 29, 39, 41, 52, 81, 91, 159, 

170. 177

UK external assets and liabilifies 171, 174 
Undistributed income 9, 152-153, 157. 161-162,165-166, 

168
Unit trust units 12, 30, 33, 136, 158, 159, 171 
Unit trusts 17. 30, 157, 173 
Universities 19. 90, 146-147, 169 
Unremitted profits 19, 157, 160-162, 164, 165

Vn  VAT (see value added tax)
Valuation 8. 25. 37, 39, 40. 45, 57. 58, 76. 80, 86, 90,

_______  100. 102, 103, 106, 107, 123, 131-134. 138. 139,
173,174, 178, 179 

Valuation adjustments 90 
Value added 6, 34. 57, 145, 153, 163. 170 
VAT 8. 61-62, 65. 149-150, 163 
Velocity of circulation 68, 73-74 
Venture and development capital companies 17 
Visible trade 171

j Wages 6. 22, 144, 153, 156, 158, 167 
1 Ways and means advances 23-24, 39. 42. 83, 177 
j  Work in progress 12. 153, 161 

Writeoffs 90, 132

Yields 120, 121. 123
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Statistics and graphs cover these and many other 
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offering in-depth commentary on important areas
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Published for the Central Statistical Office by HMSO.
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betw een  th eir owners.
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including a geographical analysis and a 
section on share holdings within privatised 
companies.
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national and overseas 
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